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Abstract

In order to meet the demands of ever increasing storage capacity and transfer rate require

ments in magnetic storage devices, sophisticated signal processing methods are being applied to

the magnetic disk drive channel. One approach in particular, Qass IV Partial Response with Max

imum Likelihood detection (Qass IV PRML) appears to be gaining widespread acceptance in the

industry as the firstof possibly many discrete-time detection approaches that will be used in com

mercial drives to meet this end. In systems employing Qass IV PRML signalling, the read channel

electronics resembles a baseband communication receiver requiring functions such as symbol-rate

timing recovery, adaptive equalization, and sequence detection. These functions are often per

formed in the digital domain which facilitates implementation of robust digital equalizers with 6 or

more taps. A key element required in these DSP-based channels is the analog-to-digital interface

which performs lowpass filtering, possibly some signal pre-conditioning in the form of coarse

equalization, sampling, and the analog-to-digital conversion. Due to the off-disk signal-to-noise

ratio, the resolution requirements of the A/D converter are on the order of5-6 bits.

Economical implementation of the analog-to-digital interface in terms of both power and cost

is a key problem with implementation of Qass IV PRML channels. In particular, implementation

of the lowpass filter and pre-equalizer arekey problems using conventional techniques requiring

the use of either BiCMOS technology or external components.



2 Abstract

This thesis describes circuit techniques that can be used to provide the analog-to-digital inter

face function in CMOS atspeeds higher than otherwise possible usingconventional approaches. A

new switched-capacitor filter architecture is described which employs parallel structures allowing

amplifiers multiple output periods for settling and thus breaking the speed bottleneck of conven

tional switched-capacitor filters. Both single- and multi-rate filters canbe implemented allowing

the implementation of high sampling rate decimation filters which may be used in the front-end

lowpass filter when preceded by anon-critical continuous-time filter which provides attenuation -

near the sampling rate. A prototype integrated-circuit was designed and built in order to demon

strate thecircuit techniques developed in this research. The prototype IC contains alowpass filter,

programmable equalizer, 6-bit analog-to-digital converter, and required clock generation and oper

ates with a sampling rate of 100 MHz with6 bitsof resolution in a conservative 1.2 pm CMOS

process. The chip dissipates 900 mW from a5V power supply. The lowpass filter is comprised of

a cascade of two second-order sections followed by a switched-capacitor3:1 decimation filterwith

a sampling rate of 300MHz. The programmable equalizer has a 3-tap raised cosine response and

has three programmable settings.

There are two main parts to this thesis. The first part is a presentation of fundamentals of both

digital communication theory and of howdata is retrieved in themagnetic disk channel. This pro

vides a background upon which the block level architecture of the prototype can be justified. In

particular, we examine the motivation from a system level for equalization prior to the analog-to-

digital converter in a system with a digital adaptive equalizer. The second part is a description of

the new circuit techniques and architectures developed to achieve higher operating frequencies

than possible using conventional approaches. This thesis demonstrates the feasibility of parallel

structures in analog processing to achieve both high speed filtering anddataconversion and the

advantages of analog equalization in DSP-based communication receivers.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.0 Introduction

As the need for higher storage capacities and transfer rates in magnetic disk drives continues

to escalate, increased sophisticationis required of the signal processing which occurs on the data

signal read from the disk. Peakdetection is the processing technique traditionally used for data

recovery from the magneticmedia, and is still used in the majorityof drives shippedtoday. The

signal received from the disk containing the information thathasbeenstored is a sequence ofalter

nating positive andnegative pulse peaks which correspond to changes in the direction ofmagneti

zation of the media performed during the write process. When no transition occurs in the media,

no peakoccurs in the signal. In a peakdetect read channel, the read signal is observed forthe pres

ence or absence of peaks corresponding to databits of 1 and 0, respectively. Although this is an

overly simplistic view of peak detection, it describes the simple and somewhat elegant natureof

this approach which allows the electronicsin the signal path to remain relatively simple. Inte

grated circuitscontainingall the circuitry required in both the write andthe read channels, running

at data ratesup to 30 MHz and consuming 300 mW arecommercially available [1].
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However, in order to achieve higher recording densities and transfer rates, peak detection is

being replaced in an increasing number of implementations by discrete-time processing

approaches employing communication techniques such as adaptive equalization and sequence

detectioa One signalling approach in particular, Partial-Response Maximum Likelihood or PRML

using Class IV Partial-Response signalling or PR-IV is becoming the first de facto discrete-time

signalling standard. More sophisticated approaches are queued up and will be implemented as

densities and transfer rates exceed that achievable by PR-IV.

The signal processing requirements in PR-IV channels include variable gain control, adaptive

equalization, sequence detection, and timing recovery. Many of these functions are easily and

robustly implemented in the digital domain making a high speed analog-to-digital interface an

important requirement. The A/D interface is comprised of an A/D converter (ADC) and a filter

implementing noise filtering, anti-aliasing, and possibly pre-equalization. Pre-equalization is

attractive because it reduces low-frequency energy in the signals and in some cases may allow

reduction of the required resolution of the ADC block, important at the high sampling rates used.

Previous implementations of this block have used standard conversion techniques preceded by

external L-C fixed filters or integratedGm-C filters. Monolithic implementation of this filter/ADC

combination is an important economic goal, but current goals for bit rate in the channel of 100Mb/

sec and higher make it very difficult to implement the filtering function using standard continuous-

time filtering techniques in currently availabletechnologies.

Along with architectural choices such as the partitioning of the signal processing between the

analog and digital domains, processing technology choices must be incorporated into the design

process. Currently, the candidates are CMOS, bipolar, and BiCMOS. CMOS is attractive due to

the high levels of integration possible. Furthermore, high speed digital circuits are possible which

dissipate no static power. A major disadvantage is that due to the square law nature of the MOS

transistor, a relatively low transconductance results which makes difficult the implementation of

high speed analog functions as compared with its bipolar counterpart On the other hand, digital

circuits implemented in bipolar technology tend to dissipate large amounts of power. One solution

is to use multi-chip approacheswith bipolar technology used in the analog front-end followed by a

high speed dedicated digital signal processor(DSP) implemented in CMOS. Another approach is
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to use BiCMOS which has both technologies available on the same substrate.The disadvantageof

this is that the cost associated with adding high performance bipolar devices to a CMOS process

may add as much as 30 to 35 percent to the cost of CMOS processing. Microprocessors and elec

tronic memory devices make up the majority ofelectronics revenue worldwide and most often are

implemented in CMOS. As a result, there is a constant drive and competition toward reduction of

the feature sizes of CMOS technology for increased performance in these mega-volume products.

It is therefore very attractive to keep designs in CMOS, a technology in which high levels of inte

gration are possible, improvements to the technology occur continually, and is available before

similar BiCMOS technologies with the same CMOS feature size is brought up to speed.

This thesis examines approaches for CMOS implementation of the analog-to-digital interface

required in magnetic disk read channels employing PRML signalling and performing adaptive

equalization and sequence detection in the digital domain. A key theme running through much of

this research is the implementation of high rate signal processors using interleaved lower speed

processors employing a combination of pipelining and parallelism.This theme has been applied by

many ofmy colleagues here at Berkeley under the guidance of Professor Paul R. Gray in different

applications. Timothy Hu applied parallel processing in an implementation of a 450 MBit/sec fiber

optic receiver in 1.2 urn CMOS [2]. Cormac Conroy and David Cline implemented an 85 MSam-

ple/sec 8-bit analog-to-digital converter using parallel pipeline converters in 1.0 urn CMOS [3].

Caesar Wong and Jacques Rudell are applying parallel processing and pipelining in an implemen

tation of an 8-tap adaptive digital equalizer for 100 MBit/sec PRML disk drive channels. This last

project will be described briefly in this thesis.

One of the key problems of implementation of the analog-to-digital interface is implementa

tion of the lowpass anti-alias filter which precedes the analog-to-digital converter for sampling

rates on the order of 100 MHz. A new switched-capacitor transversal filter architecture is intro

duced in this thesis which allows the implementation of filters with bandwidths far greater than

achievable using conventional approaches. The architecture employs parallelism which allows

amplifiers multiple output periods to settle. As a result, higher filter bandwidths are achievable

than possible using conventional approaches. This filter architecturewas used in an experimental

CMOS prototype IC targeting the requirements of the PRML read channel in order to demonstrate
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the potentialof the architecture in high speed A/D interfaces. Both a lowpass decimation filter and

a programmable symbol rate equalizerwere implemented on the samechip preceding an on-chip

6-bit analog-to-digitalconverter.The sampling rateof the decimation filter is 300 MHz and the

output samplingrate of the A/D converter is 100MHz. This prototype was implemented in a 1.2

urn CMOS technology.

1.1 Thesis Description

This thesis is broken primarilyinto 2 sections. In the first section, Chapters 2-4, the context for

which the circuit techniques and approaches developed in this research is developed and pre

sented. In Chapters 5-8, the circuit techniques are presented in detail. Chapter9 contains a sum

mary and conclusions.

In Chapter 2, we shallexamine important communications concepts such as coding, equaliza

tion, timing recovery, and sequence detection. We will also develop the additive white gaussian

channelmodel and apply it to the magnetic disk drive channelemploying discrete-time detection

techniques. The material in this chapter serves asbackground for the reader who may be unfamil

iarwith these basic and important concepts from communication theory.

In Chapter 3, the disk drive readchannel will be examined more closely. The device which

senses the recorded information on a disk is called the read head. There are two read head

approaches in use today. One is the traditional inductive read head and the otheris the newer mag

neto resistive head which may become quite prevalent in the future. After a descriptionofboth, we

will follow this with a survey of detection techniques including peak detection and some of the

more popular discrete-time techniques thathavebeen proposed or arenow in use.

In Chapter 4, we will examine different receiver architectures forbaseband digital communi

cation channels. In particular, we will look at different partitioning of the signal processing

required in receivers between theanalog and digital domains, and present some of thebasic trade

offs betweendifferent partitioning approaches. Filtering, fornoiselimiting andequalization is one

of the key signal processing functions required in a receiver before detection. Filtering canbe per

formed in the analogdomain, both in continuous and discrete-time, and in the digital domain.
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Even in receivers that employ digital signal processing, analog filtering is required for anti-alias

ing priorto sampling and the analog-to-digital conversion. We will examine the limitations associ

ated with conventionalapproaches to continuous-time filter implementation. In channels like the

magneticdisk drive channel, it is known beforehand that signal conditioning in the formof equal

ization willbe required prior to detection. From animplementation and performance standpoint, it

may be beneficial to perform some of this signal processing in the analog domain in receivers

employing digital signal processing.

In this research, techniques were developed for implementation of high speed analog-to-digi

tal converter front-ends for the magnetic disk read channel application employing discrete-time

techniques such as Qass IV Partial Response Signalling and Maximum Likelihood detection. We

assume the use of a digital signalprocessor performing adaptive equalizationand sequencedetec

tion. In Chapter 4, we propose anarchitecture for anexperimental prototype demonstrating these

techniques. This prototype contains two filter blocks employing a new switched-capacitor filter

architecture employing parallel processing. This approach allows the implementationof filters in

CMOS with bandwidths that are much greater than otherwise possible using conventional

approaches. Both a lowpass anti-alias filter anda programmable equalizerareincluded alongwith

a 6-bit analog-to-digital converter. From an overall system implementation viewpoint, it is not

obvious what advantages, if any, are associated with providing some equalization in the analog

domain before the analog-to-digital convener, particularly in a system in whichdigital signal pro

cessing is employed.This will be examined atthe end of Chapter 4.

The material in these three chaptersare mainly to provide a background and context for the

readchannel receiverarchitecture presented at the end of Chapter4. A prototype integrated circuit

demonstratinghigh speed parallel analog processing is the core design portionofthis research and

this prototype is the focus of Chapters 5-8.

In Chapter 5, new architectures forhigh speed switched-capacitor (SC) filters is presented. We

will first present the basic filter architecture in the contextof a decimation filter and then simplify

it to a single-rate filter. We will also examine the implementation of filters with long impulse

responses and propose an approach which will make the filter adaptive. Performance limitations

associated with circuit implementation of these architectures arealso presented.
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Implementation of these filters requirecircuitbuilding blocks such as a high speed amplifier

and clock generation circuitry. Design approaches and considerations for the key blocks are pre

sented in Chapter 6.

In Chapter 7, we will examine considerations for high speed analog-to-digital converters that

are part of a signal processing IC. We will then examine candidate architectures to be used in the

prototype before settling on the approach that was actually used. We will then develop a parallel

implementation of this architecture in the context of the other circuitry on the prototype. In partic

ular,the A/D converter was optimized to interface to the parallel filter structure which precedes it

In Chapter 8, a detailed description of each of the blocks in the experimental prototype is pre

sented. We will walk through the signal path and present the key ideas and design considerations

associated with each of the blocks. Following this, results taken in the laboratory from the proto

type are presented.

Finally in Chapter 9, we will summarize the key contributions of this research together with

the key ideas contained in thesis.
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CHAPTER 2

Digital Communication

Fundamentals

2.0 Introduction

Reduced overall system cost and increased performance are key motivations for application

specific integrated circuit (ASIC) approaches to communication system implementation. A firm

understanding of concepts from communication theory allows the circuit designer to make deci

sions at the system level which may have important implications at the circuit level.

In this chapter, we will examine some of the key fundamentals of communication system

design, applying them to the magnetic disk drive channel employing discrete-time detection meth

ods. Rigorous and much more comprehensive treatments on all of the topics discussed in this

chapter exist in the literature [1,2]. The purpose ofthis chapter is twofold. First, to provide a back

ground of some important principalsofcommunication system design for a later discussion ofdif

ferent receiver architectures and approaches. Second, present the basic principalsof the magnetic

disk read process using inductive read heads along with a discussion of the interpretation of the

magnetic disk read channel employing sampled-datadetection techniques as a discrete-time com

munications channel.
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The majority of magnetic disk drives on the market today employ peak detection as opposed

to discrete-time detection. Peak detection will be discussed in Chapter 3 along with a discussion of

other approaches for data recovery in the disk drive channel. At higher recording densities, dis

crete-time detection has been shown to result in higher performance than peak detection

[14,15,16] and much of this thesis is concerned with integrated circuit implementation of the ana

log-to-digital interface needed in discrete-time channels employing digital signal processing.

Most general treatments ofcommunications channels assume passband channels where modu

lation is used to move the signal spectrum to a frequency much higher than that of the original sig

nal spectrum. This is done in order to share the medium by multiple users as is done in the case of

AM and FM radio where different stations transmit their signals over different frequency bands.

Throughout this thesis, the focus will be on baseband channels where the bandwidth of the trans

mitted spectrum is on the order of the data rate as is the case in the magnetic disk drive channel.

2.1 Basic Communication Channel

A communication channel can be viewed as shown in Figure 2.1. Information from User 1 is

passed to the transmitterwhich transforms the information into a signal which is compatible with

the channel. Distortion and noise are picked up along the way through the channel. The receiver

attempts to transform the signal received from the channel with added noise and distortion into the

information originally sent by User 1 before passing it on to User 2. We shall refer to the end-to-

end connection between users as the communication channel and the medium over which the

transmitted signal is sent as simply the channel.

Transmitter

Figure 2.1 Block diagramof a communication channel.
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Much of communication theory is involved with techniques for reliable and efficient transmis

sion of information over different types of channels. Due to the impairments that occur to the sig

nal along the way, there is always a non-zero probability of making an error in transforming the

received signal back into the original transmitted information. Communication theory allows

transmission acrosswell behaved channels to occur with arbitrarily small probabilitiesof errorat

the expense of transmitterpower, signalbandwidth,andimplementation complexity.

Examples of channels include the airwayin television, radio, and other wireless applications,

copper cable in the case of a telephone connection, a glass or plastic fiber cable in a fiber optic

channel, and even water in the case of undersea monitoring devices and navigation equipment.

The magnetic disk drive channelused for information storage is anotherexample of a channel. In

this communication channel, data is sent from one user and retrieved by itself or another user at a

later point in time. The time interval can be microsecondson up to many years.

We shall limit our discussion to the communication theory concepts and techniques important

to the magnetic disk drive channelemploying discrete-time signal processing. Returning to the

simple communication channel model of Figure 2.1 for the disk drive application we have:

Userl: Application program needing binary data to be temporarily stored.

Transmitter: Transforms binarydata to a form compatible with the channel and writes on

to the magnetic disk.

Channel: Magnetic disk.

Receiver: Readsthe signal from thechannel and processes it to recover theoriginal binary
data sent by User 1. Passes receive data on to User 2 which in this case is User 1.

We shall now develop a mathematical model for the communication channel followed by an

examination of some of the key techniques used in baseband receivers to recover the original

binary datain the presence of noise andotherimpairments. Before proceeding with the develop

ment of this model, let us firstexamine the basics of the magnetic disk read channel which we will

use as a vehicle to motivate and apply the communication techniques.After presenting an analyti

cal expression for an isolated pulse from a magneticdisk, we will return to the development ofthe

communication channel model.
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2.1.1 Magnetic Disk Read Channel

Let us now examine the magnetic disk read process using an inductive read head. Much of this

discussion is continued with more depth in Chapter 3. The intent is to present enough of the basics

to apply discrete-time communication fundamentals.

A magnetic disk can be thought of as a platter with many tiny little magnets evenly dispersed

upon its surface as shown in Figure 2.2. These magnets are aligned in narrow rows called tracks in

a circular fashion at different radii like the grooves on a phonograph. One measure of recording

density is the number of tracks per inch or t.p.i. which today can be in the range of 2,500-4,500

tracks/inch [17]. Unlike the phonograph application where one continuous groove exists from the

outside of the record to the inside, data is written onto the disk in concentric circles. Information is

stored by magnetizing the magnets in one-of-two directions pointing left to right or right to left.

The change of direction of the polarity of the magnetic panicles results in the change of direction

of the magnetic flux locally extending from the plattersurface. Another measure of recording den

sity is the number of flux changes per inch which are measured in the direction that data is written.

This is referred to as linear density and currently is in the range of around 80,000-90,000 bits per

inch. In conventional disk drives today, the platter spins at rates between 3600 and 5400 revolu

tions per minute (rpm).
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Rotating Magnetic DisK

7
rotation at

3600-5400 revolutions per minute
(RPM)

Magnetic particles in one data track
Horizontal density 80,000-90,000
bits per inch (BPI)

Track Density
2500-4500 tracks
per inch (TPI)

Figure 2.2 Conceptual diagram of a singlemagneticdisk platter.

13

Let us now consider the read process which converts the flux transitions into a voltage for the

read channel circuitry as shown conceptually in Figure2.3a. In the figure, one data track is shown

passing by a stationary read head asthe disk rotates. The read head is madeof ahigh permeability

alloy in orderto efficiently sense the flux nearthe surface of the magnetic media. As the platter

spins by the head, the time rate of change of the flux (dO/dt) is sensed by the N-tum coil. The

result is a voltage at the output of the coil proportional to the number of turns and the time rate of

changeofthe flux passing through the read head. Shown in Figure 2.3b is anexampleofdata writ

ten onto the disk shown as magnetization in one of the two horizontal directions. The resultant

read signal appears as a voltageat the terminals of the coil is shown in Figure 2.3c. Ideally, this

would appear asimpulses but dueto the lowpass nature ofthe read process, the signal appears asa

differentiated lowpass versionof the magnetization pattern. The peak amplitude of the voltageat

this point is on the order of hundreds of micro volts. This signal is then amplified by the read

amplifier and passedto the read channel electronics which processes the signalin orderto retrieve
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the information stored on the disk. Note the difference between the x-axis labels of Figure 2.3b

and Figure 2.3c, in particular, how position on the disk becomes time in the read signal.

N Turns

x
o

>
>

>
>

CJ o

^•vvyj ivv^«

left

right _

Read Amplifier

°+ To Read
Channel

o —

d®

dt

Read Head

Magnetic Disk

(a)

H 1-

position

(b)

time

Figure 13 (a) Conceptual diagram of read process using inductive read heads, (b)An example of the

magnetization pattern written onto the disk, (c) The corresponding read signal which is a

differentiated lowpassversion of the write pattern.
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Oneof the analytical expressions used for anisolated transition in the read signal (which cor

responds to a step change in the magnetization pattern) is the Lorenztian pulse shape shown in

Figure 2.4 and given by

Kt) =
It

1+ C-S-)PW50

(2.1)

where PW50 (pulse width fifty) is the time duration distance between the points at which the

amplitude is fifty percent of its peak value. Thisexpression will be used to model the read signal

with random data.

time

Figure 2.4 Lorentzian pulse which models an isolated transition.

2.1.2 Additive White Gaussian Noise Channel Model

Let us now develop the additive white gaussian noise channel model which facilitates the

analysis and design of communication systems.

2.1.2.1 Linear Superposition

Linear superposition is animportant concept in communication system theory. Under condi

tions that it is valid, thetransmit orreceive signal in a system withisolated pulse p(t) can be writ

ten asthe linear superposition of allisolated pulses overalltime givenby

s(t)= £ Akp(t-kT) (2.2)
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where p(t) is the isolated pulse shape (example: the Lorentzian pulse just described), Ak is from the

alphabet set, and T is the period between pulses. The alphabet set depends on the particular system

and defines the number of levels that will need to be differentiated by the receiver. Examples ofthe

alphabet set are {-1,+1} in binary antipodal or 2-level signalling and {-1,0,+1} in ternary or 3-

level signalling. This method of multiplying each isolated pulse with one of the elements of an

alphabet is descriptively called pulse amplitude modulation (PAM). Each isolated pulse multiplied

by an Ak is a symbol which may representone or more bits.

The PAM description allows a transmitter with impulse response p(t) to be modelled as shown

in Figure 2.5a. A symbol stream made by multiplying an impulse train with a sequence of symbols

Ak is passedto the transmit filter. The result is the transmitsignalgiven by Eq. 2.2. The simplified

version shown in Figure 2.5b assumes multiplication with the impulse train and will be used in the

remainderofthis thesis. Figure2.5c illustrates signalsatdifferent points in Figure 2.5a. The sym

bol stream is first multiplied by the impulse train before convolution with the impulse response

p(t), resulting in the transmit signal.

Ak
O-

ft
...itttt—,

Impulse Train

Ak

Impulse
Train

Multiplier
Output

Transmit
Signal

I
T

... Transmit
P(t) -O Signal

1

(c)

I

Transmit
-O Signal

time

r . r
i time

time

Figure 2£ Block diagram of a transmitter employing PAM signalling, (a) Symbol stream

multiplied by an impulse trainbefore convolutionwith the transmit filter, (b) Simplified

representation with impulse train implied, (c) Signalsat different points in (a).
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Assume the channel is linear and time-invariant (LTI) with impulse response c(t). Further

assume a receive filter in the front-end of the receiver with impulse response r(t). The effects of

both the channel and the receive filtercan easily be included into the system model as shown in

Figure 2.6. One of the objectives of the receiver is to decide which symbol was sent (at the rateof

1/T). This requires sampling the receive signal at a minimum of the symbol rate prior to making

symbol decisions.The sampleranddecisiondevice (shown as a slicer) areshown in the figure with

the symbol estimatesindicated by A*.The sliceris ablock whichmakes adecisionon the sampled

channel output. This decision must come from the expected alphabet set. For the case of binary

antipodal signalling where the expected symbols at the receiver are +1 and -1, a simple slicer

would have its threshold at 0. If the input to the sliceris above 0, it would output a +1. Otherwise,

it would output -1. In most receivers, signal processing is performed on the sampleroutput prior to

making symbol decisions in order to increase performanceof the decision making process. We

shall examine many of these processing techniqueslaterin this chapter.

Transmit
Filter

Channel
Receive

Filter

Ako- P(t) c(t) r(t)

kT

Figure 2.6 Block diagram of communication system including transmitter, channel, and

receiver. The symbol kT over the sampler indicates sampling with a periodof T seconds

andk is a time index. (A two-level sliceris used generically in most of the figures.)

An importantadvantage of the linearchannel model is that all three impulse responsescanbe

combined into an equivalent impulse response h(t) where

h(t) = p(t)*c(t)*r(t). (2.3)

Therefore, the block diagram of Figure 2.6 becomes that shown in Figure2.7 with a single h(t)

which is the convolution of all three impulse responses as given in Eq. 2.3.

kT

AkC^ h(t) _JC ^T

Figure 2.7 Simplifiedbaseband PAMcommunications system with compositeimpulseresponse h(t).
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2.1.2.2 Additive White Gaussian Noise

The electronics in both the transmitter and receiver along with the channel have different noise

sources which can result from thermal noise, cross-talk, shot noise, and flicker noise. For ease of

analysis, these noise sourcesareusually assumed to be independent, gaussian, and white and mod

elled as a single noise source with variance equal to the sum of the variances of the individual

noise sources referred to the input of the receive filter. A block diagram of such a communication

system model shown in Figure 2.8. This approximation of a single noise source turns out to be

quite reasonable for many practicalcommunication systems.

Transmit
Filter

Channel

~T~

Receive
Filter

P(t) c(t) r(t) -£- f
6 White Gaussian Noise N(t)

r°fc

Figure 2.8 Additive white gaussian noise channel model for a baseband PAM communication

system.

2.1.2.3 Application to the Disk Drive Channel

Let us return to the magnetic disk drive channel using an inductive read head. We will see in

Chapter 3 that the magnetization of the media is analogous to write current which is sent to the

head during the write process. Therefore, the input signal for saturationof the media in one of two

directions is a saturating current waveform of+/-1 where I is the magnitude of the current On the

other hand, the signal read from the medium is a differentiated and lowpass filtered version of this

square wave type signal.Although the read process is inherentlynon-linear, under the propercon

ditions linear superposition can be applied to the modelling of this process [13] and the read pulses

can be interpreted in the PAM form of Eq. 2.6

(2.4)
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wherel(t) is the isolated pulseshape (assumed to be a Lorentzian), B k is from the alphabet set

{-1,0,+1} and is a modified version of A^ from the alphabet set {-1, +1}, and T is the period

between pulses.We will assume thatdata bits are simply mappedinto Ak with a data bit 1 becom

ing a +1 and 0 becoming a -1.

A block diagram of a conceptual modelof the write andread process is shown in Figure 2.9a

and is simplified in the PAM form in Figure2.9b where the differentiation associated with the

read process is modelled by the 1-Dfilter in the coder. Inthe 1-D operation, the D represents aunit

delay operatorsuch that the output is equal to the currentinput minus the last input. Notice that

due to the 1-Doperation, symbols Ak which are two level become three level Bk symbols. Non

zero Bk correspond to a change in the direction of magnetization whereas Bk equal to zeromeans

no change. The Lorentzian pulse shape turns out to model reasonably well the isolated pulses that

result from the entire process. More complicated and accurate models for the isolated pulse shape

have been proposed and canbe found in the literature [18,19]. The multiplying factor of .5 after

the codersimply keeps the peakamplitude of Bk normalized to unity.

Ake(-i.+i}

O

Write Process \

time| J*

Information stored on disk

Direction
of

Magnetization

left —,

right

\

position

(a)

.5 Bke{-1,0,+1}

1-D "®
Ak6{-1.+1}

o

Lorentzian

Pulse

Kt)

Read

Signal
—O

time

0>)

Figure 2.9 (a) Conceptual model of thewrite and read process, (b) Simplified PAMmodel.
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2.1.2.4 Intersymbol Interference

An example of a read signal under the conditions described above are shown in Figure 2.10.

As a result of linear superposition, isolated pulses tend to contribute destructively to its neighbors.

The effect of a pulse on its neighbors is called intersymbol interference or ISI. In general, ISI can

contribute both constructive and destructive interference. However, since in the disk drive channel

each transition in the direction ofmagnetization must be followed by the opposite transition before

occurring again, only destructive interference can occur. The ISI that a pulse contributes to the

samples before and after the main lobe (pulse peak) are called precursor and post cursor ISI,

respectively.

Read Signal

Figure 2.10 Idealizedsignal from a magnetic disk drive readamplifier.

As can be seen in the figure, ISI tends to reducethe amplitude of the signal which complicates

the processof symbol detection. Particularly in the presence of noise, ISI degrades the ability of

the detector to make correctdecisions. Let us now examine a class of pulse shapes that result in no

ISI called Nyquist pulses before proceeding on to the topic of equalization where filtering is used

to reduce ISI in practical systems.

2.1.3 Nyquist Pulses

In this section, we shall examine Nyquist pulses. Prior to this, it is useful to first consider the

discrete-time channel model of a communications system. As discussed earlier, one of the key

objectives ofa receiver Ls to determine the symbol sent by the transmitter. This can be a formidable
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task in the presence of intersymbol-interference andnoise that is accumulated throughout the sig

nal path. In most baseband receivers, the receive signal is sampled at either the symbol rate or

twice the symbol rate. It is desirable to sample atthe lowest frequency possiblebecause ofthe pro

cessing throughput requirements placed upon the receiverelectronics. Let us assume symbol-rate

sampling (often referred to as baud-rate sampling) in the receiver. There is usually some signal

processing beforeandaftersampling in the receiver. The processing that occurs prior to sampling

is usually lowpass filtering whichbandlimits the additive noise.The subsequent processing usually

includes further filtering to reduce the effects of ISI. It is interestingto note that the concem about

ISI is not a continuous-time consideration. Instead, the effects of ISI need to be reduced or elimi

nated only at the samplinginstantswhich may simplify the solutionby allowing the application of

discrete-time techniques that can be performedin the digital domain. In the discrete-time channel

model, we areconcerned about the signalonly at the sampling instants.

A block diagram of the simplified baseband communications system model is shown in Fig

ure 2.11. Q(t) is the filtered noise process given by

Q(t) = N(t)*r(t) (2.5)

where N(t) is the additive noise source and r(t) the impulse response of the receive filter. Once

again, h(t) is the convolution of the impulse responses of the transmit and receive filters and the

channel. The signal before sampler s(t) can be written

s(t) = £ Akh(t-kT)+Q(t). (2.6)

Ako-

Figure 2.11 Simplified model of Figure 2.7with the filtered noise process Q(t).
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After sampling at kT (where k is the time index), Eq. 2.6 becomes

oo

s(t)\t =kT = sk = £ Amh(kT-mT)+Q(kT). (2.7)
m — —«>

Note in Eq. 2.7 that h(t) has been converted to its discrete-time counterpart which is simply h(t)

sampled every T seconds. From this equation it is clear that the equivalent impulse response is of

consequence to the sampled signal only at samples of h(t) taken at kT.

Receiver sample sk can be explicitly written as the sum of the transmitted symbol at time

index k plus the other terms in the summation of Eq. 2.7 plus a filtered noise sample

sk = Ak-h{0) + £ Ak-h(kT-mT) +Q(kT). (2.8)
m*k

The middle term on the right side of Eq. 2.8 is the intersymbol interference. If the impulse

response h(t) is zero at samples taken at kT except for k equal to zero, the intersymbol interference

is also zero. Therefore, in order for there to be no ISI, the sampled impulse response must be

which may include a scaling factor for non-unity h(0). Under this condition Eq. 2.8 becomes

sk = Ak+Qk (2.10)

where Qk is equal to Q(kT).

The sampled impulse response ofh(t) can be written

hk = h(t)\t =kT. (2.11)

For zero ISI, we want

A* = V (2.12)
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Taking the discrete-time Fourier transform (DTFT) of both sides [1],we get

oo

i £ H{ji&-)m%) =1. (2.13)

m =

This result is rather intuitive as shown in Figure 2.12. It states that for zero ISI, the spectrum of

the sampled impulse response which is the convolution of the Fourier spectrum of the impulse

response convolved with an impulse train with impulses spaced at the sampling frequency must

sum to be constant. Due to the duality between the time and frequency domains, we know that the

frequency spectrum of a time domain function that is an impulse must be a constant. This result is

called the Nyquist criterion and the class of pulses meeting these conditions are referred to as

Nyquist pulses.

Time Domain

<^>
-•—•—•—*•

3T 2T -T 0 T 2T 3T
time

Frequency Domain
Fourier Transform
of isolated pulse
before sampling

-t—* i t—*.

X—^

-2f« 2fs
frequency

Figure 2.12 Time and frequency domain relationship for Nyquist pulses. The aliases of the Fourier

Transform of the isolated pulse after sampling are shown as dashed lines. These aliases sum to be a

constant

The pulse with minimum bandwidth satisfying the Nyquist criterion is the sine pulse shown

below in Figure 2.13. The relationship between the bandwidth B and the time domain zero cross

ings of the sine pulse which occur at intervals ofT is that B = 1/2T. This means that the minimum

bandwidth required to send Nyquist pulses is one-half the symbol rate. Unfortunately, it is not

practical to send sine pulses becauseof the signal processing required, i.e., to do so would required

an ideal brick wall lowpass transmit filter which is not physically realizable. Instead, excess band

width up to twice the minimum bandwidth is often used.
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Time Domain Frequency Domain

<=>

3T 2T -T 0 T 2T 3T -2/T -1/T 1/T 2/T

time frequency

Figure 2.13 Minimum bandwidth pulse satisfying tiie Nyquist criterion is the sine pulse shown

with its Fourier Transform. The sine pulse actually extends in either direction and is shown

truncated in the figure.

2.2 Equalization

In most practical communication systems, the composite impulse response from the transmit

ter through the receive filter is not a Nyquist pulse and ISI is present. The role of the equalizer in

the receiver is to perform further filtering on the received signal in order to minimize the effects of

ISI [10,27].The receive filter is usually a lowpass filterwith a bandwidth that is roughly that of the

receive signal. Since the noise bandwidth is usually much larger than the signal bandwidth, the

lowpass filter bandlimits the noise prior to sampling. A simplified block diagram showing the

composite channel of Figure 2.11 is shown with the addition of another filter which is the equal

izer with impulse response e(t) before the sampler in Figure2.14. The equalizer adds its response

to the composite channel response h(t) which canbe programmable or adaptive as indicated by the

arrow. If it is adaptive, the filtercan be designed to recursively program itself toward the optimum

responsebased on samplesofits own output.We shallexamine some adaptiveequalizer structures

later in this section. The equalizer allows the receiver to correct for variations of the channel that
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may arise due to reasonssuch as changing temperature or distance. It can also correct for changes

in the transmit and receive filters.

Auo- h(t) ^>-p

Q(t)

e(t)

Equalizer
T

s(t) y-sk

Figure 2.14 Composite modelwith the additionof the equalizer.

Wesee in the figure that the noise alsopasses through the equalizer. Suppose the composite

frequency domain response H(co) requires boosting at high frequencies to remove ISI, the noise at

these frequencies will also be boosted at the equalizeroutput. Boostingof the noise is referred to

as noiseenhancement. The equalizermustperform a trade-offbetween removing ISI and noise

enhancement

Let us now consider an example demonstrating the effect of equalization. Shown in Figure

2.15 is anexample of a waveform with alphabet set(-1.0.+1) before equalization corrupted byISI.

Also shownin the figure are the isolated pulses which makeup the composite signal. The dotted

lineslabelled .5 and -.5 are the thresholds thata simple slicerexpecting the threelevelcodewould

use.Note thatsamples of thesignal at thesymbol rate would result in decision errors by theslicer.

-1 0 +1 -1 +1 -10+10
1.0 T-

time

-1.0 --

Figure 2.15 Signal before equalization suffering from the effects of ISI. Vertical lines on the

time axis indicates samplinginstants in the detector.
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The signal above was then convolved with a 3-tap equalizer. The result on an isolated pulse

before and after equalization is shown below in Figure 2.16. The equalization is imperfect and

intersymbol interference is still present, but notice how it has been reduced at intervals of the sym

bol rate.

i.o 4
Unequaiized Pulse

Equalized Pulse

.5 —

time

Figure 2.16 Isolated pulse before and after equalization. The equalization used in this example

is not perfect but significantly reduces ISI at the sampling instants.Tick marks on time axis

indicate the sampling instants.

The signal of Figure 2.15 is shown after equalization below in Figure 2.17. Notice the effect

of the reduction in ISI and how it has now made detection with a simple slicer possible. This

example demonstrates equalization and how it aids in the detection process.

1.0--

time

Figure 2.17 Signalbefore and afterequalization. Tick markson time axis indicatedsampling

instants.
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2.2.1 Approaches to Equalization

Three of many possible equalizer configurations are shown in Figure 2.18. Equalization can

be performed in the analog domain as shown in Figure 2.18a. where it might be folded into the

receive filter though it is shown separately in the figure. The equalization can also be performed in

the discrete-time domain which may be either analog or digital as shown in Figure 2.18b. It can

also be partitioned into both continuous and discrete-time. Another architecture is a feedback

equalizer architecture where a part or all of the equalizer is in the feedback path of the slicer as

shown in Figure 2.18c.

There are important trade-offs associated with the partitioning of the signal processing in a

receiver. Some of the more important trade-offs are discussed in detail in Chapter 4. The purpose

of this section is to provide examples of the many ways in which equalization may be performed

and to introduce the concept of adaptive equalization.

Ak
OH

h(t)

Equivalent Pulse

e(t)
Equalizer-^f

(a) Analog equalizer.

Equalizer-f

(b) Digital linear equalizer.

-f

(c) Feedback equalizer.

Al

At

Au

Figure 2.18 Block diagrams of three of the many possible equalizer approaches.
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Before we continue, let us first define two of the key measures of equalizer performance. The

output ofthe equalizer is the inputto the decision device. Assuming there are no errors in the sym

bol decisions, we define the error signal Ek to be

Ek = Ak~Sk (2.14)

where Ak is the transmitted symbol and Sk is the equalizer output. Under the assumption thatno

decision errors are made, the outputof the slicer Ak is equal to Ak so thatthe error Ekmay be gen

erated as shown in Figure 2.19 in the receiver using the input and output of the slicer.The mean-

square error is defined by

2

mean-square error = E[|£J ]. (2.15)

The mean-square error afterthe adaptive equalizer converges is akey performance measure of the

equalizer.

Sampler
Output

Figure 2.19 Practical method for generation of Ek.

Another key measure of the performanceof an adaptiveequalizer is the number of symbol

inputs required forthe filter to converge; ineffect,theconvergence time.Let us looselydefine con

vergence as the point at which atime-averaged Ek2, which is an estimate ofthe mean-square error,

settles to a steady state value.The choice ofequalizer architecture is greatly influenced by the con

vergence speed required in the application. Wireless mobile communications havequicklychang

ing channel characteristics which require very fast converging adaptive equalizers with wide

tracking bandwidths. Whereas phone lineswhich are the communication channels for voiceband
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datamodems areslowly changingandthereis much time at startof the communication session for

equalizers in this application to converge. Furthermore, they only need change very slowly over

the course of the call.

2.2.1.1 Continuous-Time Analog Equalizer

The analog equalizer before the sampler must be performed by a continuous-time filter. In

general, these filters tend to be programmable ratherthan adaptive. There has not been a very

robust practical approach proposed for continuous-time adaptive equalizers. This is primarily

because continuous-time filters in general are made up of a cascade of blocks which introduce

poles and zeroes into the transfer function. Although there aretechniques to move these poles and

zeroes to higher or lower frequencies, there is no approach based on a single parameterto drive the

many degrees of freedom into a condition to reach a desired state. Furthermore, the poles and

zeroes often interact which further complicates matters.

One application where adaptive continuous-time filters have been used is in data transmission

over wire pair or coaxial cable channels in the absence of bridged taps (which can greatly change

characteristics of the medium) [1]. It turns out that in this controlled case, the length of the cable is

the only degree of freedom affecting its response. A fixed equalizer set to equalize for the worst

case length is followed by an adaptive equalizer which approximates the response of the difference

between the actual and worstcase line lengths. By monitoring the peak signalat the output of the

adaptiveequalizer, the poles in the adaptive equalizer could be controlledtogether in a negative

feedback loop to drive the peak signal to a desired value. Since most practical applications have

channels thathavemanydegrees of freedom (i.e., are affected by temperature, length, processing

variations, etc...), adaptive equalizers are usually performed usingother filtering approaches.

2.2.1.2 Discrete-Time Equalization

There are manyways for implementing equalizers in discrete-time and these can be imple

mentedin boththe analog and digital domains. We shall assume digital implementation in thissec

tion although a proposal for implementation of an analog adaptive equalizer is presented in

Chapter 5. Practical discrete-time equalizers can be programmable oradaptive. If programmable,
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control from an external block chooses one of the possible settings as in the continuous-time

equalizer case. However, there are manywaysto implement adaptive equalizers in discrete-time.

Most practical adaptiveequalizers arebasedon transversal filter structures. This is due to the

ease withwhich these filters can bemade adaptive and the flexibility of the adaptation algorithms.

In thisnext section, 4 key adaptive filter structures including the linear equalizer, decision-feed

back equalizer (DFE), RAM-based DFE, and the fractionally spaced linear equalizer will be

examined. It is useful to have anintuitive feeling for some of thekey advantages and disadvan

tages ofeach approach.

2.2.2 Stochastic Gradient Algorithm

Let us start out this section by examining the Stochastic Gradient algorithm also called the

Least Mean-Square (LMS) algorithm which is one algorithm used to control the coefficients in

adaptivetransversal filters. The output of a transversal filter can be written

v* ~ Xk'c0+Xk-1 'ci + —+xk-N+l'CN (2.16)

where x„ denotes the input at time n and the Cm represents coefficient m of the N-tap transversal

filter, hi the context of an adaptiveequalizer for baseband communications channels, the block

diagramof Figure 2.20 results.

Figure 2.20 Equalizer given by Eq. 2.16 followed by a slicer.
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The mean-square error (defined earlier in this section) is a function of the filter taps and it can

be shown that under normal conditions found in practical systems, there is a unique set of coeffi

cients Ckthat result in a minimum mean-square error. Let us consider the simple caseof a two-

coefficient filter shown conceptually in Figure 2.21 where the mean-squareerroris plotted in the

z-direction as a function of different values of the two coefficients Co and C\ plotted in the x and

y-directions. The result is abowl shaped diagram with thebottompointof the bowl corresponding

to the optimum value of the coefficients andthe minimum mean-square error as labelled in the fig

ure. Also labelled in the figure are concentric circles corresponding to contours of mean-square

error. These contours in practice tend to be ellipses [21] but aredrawn as circles for simplicity.

Further examination of this structure will provide useful insights into the operation of the SG

algorithm for convergence of the coefficients.

Mean-Square Error

^1 optimum
•c

Contours

of constant
m.s.e.

Figure 2.21 Example of a plotof mean-square error (m.s.e.) asa function of filter tap weights
for a two-tap filter.

The gradient of the mean-square error VJZ [|£J 1 isavector inthe direction ofmaximum

increase in the mean-square error. Let us referto Figure 2.22 a wherethe coefficientvalues attime
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k are shown with the corresponding mean-square error value. Also shown is the gradient of the

mean square error. This vectorhascomponents in both coefficient axes directions. The SG algo

rithmoperates as follows: a vector pointingin the direction oppositeto the gradient is addedto the

current operating point as shown in Figure 2.22b.The result is that the new operatingpoint is

closerto the bottom of the bowl. Eachof the coefficients are thus calculated by the recursive equa

tion

C"*+l =Cn,-pVCn[|iy2] (2.17)

where Cnk is coefficient n at time k, p is a scaling factor which controls the step-size, and

VCn [\E^ ] isthe gradient of the mean-square error inthe direction ofCn at time k. Shown inthe

figure are the two new valuesof the coefficients afterthe update. The magnitudes of the coefficient

updates labeled ACm are the scaled gradient terms of Eq. 2.17.
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•c

Gradient in direction of maximum increase in m.s.e.

a. Gradient of die mean-square error.

Mean-Square Error

C1 k C| k+1
•a

Negative of Gradient in direction of maximum increase in m.s.e.

b. Negativeof gradientused to updatecoefficients.

Figure 2.22 Conceptual diagram illustrating operation of the Stochastic Gradient Algorithm for
convergenceof a two-tapadaptiveequalizer.
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In practice, it is not possible on the fly to directly calculate the gradient of the mean-square

error. Instead, a"noisy" or"stochastic" gradient is substituted for the gradient of Eq. 2.17 which

on-average, works to drive the coefficients to theiroptimumvalues. The updateequation for coef

ficient n is

ck+i = C*+PV*-, (2.18)

where Ekis the error output at time k and xk.n is the input into filter tap n.This is the Stochastic

Gradient Algorithm. Oneimportant property of thisalgorithm is thatafterconvergence, the mean-

square error is minimized. This meansthatthe algorithm naturally considers the trade-offbetween

noiseenhancement and minimization of intersymbol interference and converges to the condition

in which the minimum mean-square errorsolution is found.

This algorithm like many used in communications system design is decision-directed, mean

ingdecisions mustbe madeon the filter output in order to compute the recursive updates. The out

putof the decision device may or may not be the final decisions outputto the receiver. In many

cases, further processing may be performed on the equalized samples such as in the case of a

sequence detector whichwe shall examine later in this chapter. However, in order to keep latency

in the update process to reasonable levels, a simple threshold decision device is usually used to

provide quick decisions for the update algorithms. Errors in these decisions do not tend to have

much impactdue to the fact thatthe update process is already anoisy one. It is important however,

that particularly during start-up or initial convergence that correct decisions are made or else the

decision-directed algorithmmay drive the system to anundesirableyet stable operating state. In an

adaptive equalizer where zero is a valid output (as in the disk drive channel), a stable yet undesir

ableoperatingstatemight be where all the filter tapsconvergeto zero providing zero at the output.

Care must be taken to not allow this to occur either through a known preamble sequence and forc

ing correct decisionsduring initial start-up, or constraining the entire channelto be within some

limits such that properoperation may be ensured.
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There is an important principal called the orthogonalityprincipal which states that when the

filter coefficients are optimum,

which means that the error is orthogonal to the input signal. In words, this means that there is no

more information that can be extracted fromthis cross-correlatioa Therefore, the averagevalue of

the second term on the right side of Eq. 2.18 is zero after convergence. It can be shown that this

term is proportionalto an unbiased estimate of the m.s.e. gradientin the direction of coefficient n.

Figure 2.23 shows a block diagram of an adaptiveequalizer where each of the N taps are recur

sively updated using Eq. 2.18.

By Eq. 2.18, each of the coefficients are adapted independently so each filter tap is in fact

independent of allthe others. Let us consider by way of a simpleexamplehow the recursive equa

tion drives the coefficients to the optimum value. Suppose at time k that tap Cj is positive (as it

shouldbe), the input to that particular tapx^ is positive,and the error Ek is positivemeaningthat

the equalizer output is smaller than it should be. The algorithm assumes that all coefficients are

independent and therefore each partial product contributes independently to the equalizer output.

Under the currentconditions, the product of Ek and xkA will be positive and result in an increase

in Ci. Intuitively, the algorithm assumes thatsincethe equalizer output is smallerthan it shouldbe

and the inputto the tapand the tapweight are bothpositive, the tapweightis probably too small.

In anytime period, the algorithm maydrive thecoefficients in thewrong direction, buton average

it will drive it in the correct direction.

There are many practical considerations regarding the implementation of adaptive equalizers

including quantization effects, methods for decreasing the convergence time, etc... which may be

found in the literature [21,27}. The purpose of this treatment is merely to provide an introduction

to the operation ofthis extremely important block often used in communications receivers.
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Figure2.23 Block diagram ofanadaptive transversal filter employingdie Stochastic

Gradientor LMS algorithm.

Step Size Control

The step size p controls the rate of convergence. The larger the p, the more quickly coeffi

cients change and the quicker the algorithm takes the filter to the region of the minimum mse.

However, since convergencedepends on the time averaging of a noisy random process, the coeffi

cients continue to change and will wander near their optimum values. For this reason, it is desir

able to slow down me movement of the coefficients after convergence to operate near the bottom

of the mse bowl of Hgure 2.22. Normally, a large step size is used at the beginning in order to

decrease the convergence time to get near die optimum coefficient values and decreased after con-
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vergence to provide asmaller mean-square error. This technique ofchanging the step size iscalled

gear shifting and isused in many recursive feedback algorithms. Different algorithms exist for

optimum control of the step size to improve performance and can be found inthroughout the liter

ature.

Three important permutations of the adaptation algorithm that have been shown to converge

are shown below. Instead of using the input to thetap weight and the actual error, thesign of one

of them orboth may beused where the signum (sgn) function is+1 if itsargument is0 orpositive

and -1 otherwise. These algorithms can be useful in practical implementations because of the

reduction in the required amount of computation. Although they can be shown to converge, they

may take more time to converge and this isthe major disadvantage. The permutations of Eq. 2.17

are

c*+1 = ^ +Psgn (Ek) sgn (xk_n) (2.20)

^♦l^+l^g" <**-») <2'21>

ck+1=ck+$s&i{Ek)xk_n. (2.22)

2.2.3 Equalizer Architectures

Let us now examine how this algorithm can be applied to some important adaptive filter struc

tures. We shall henceforth refer to the Stochastic Gradient algorithm as the LMS algorithm and the

three permutations above as Sign-LMS algorithms.

2.2.3.1 Linear Equalizer

The linear equalizer is simply an adaptive equalizer that precedes a slicer or other decision

device. Is uses the LMS algorithm or one of its permutations and its structure is that of Figure

2.23. It is the simplest of the four equalizer structures we will describe. The linear equalizer

attempts to reduce ISI whilekeeping in check thenoise enhancement associated withanyboost at

anyof the frequencies within thefilter bandwidth byconverging tothemean square error solution.
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2.2.3.2 Decision Feedback Equalizer

The decision feedback equalizer has two filter sections as shown in Figure 2.24. One is a for

ward equalizer which isalinear equalizer section and the other isa feedback equalizer. The input

of the feedback filter are decisions from the slicer. These decisions are saidto be noiseless because

in the absence of decision errors, they are the actual symbols that were sentabsent of the additive

noise from the channel and electronics. These decisions enter the feedback equalizer and post cur

sor ISI is then removed. The objective of the forward filter is then to remove only precursor ISI.

The performance of the DFE is better than that of the linear equalizer because there is less noise

enhancement asa result of the noiseless inputintothe feedback filter.

1feedback

Filter

®1rf
1 o Vout

Figure 2.24 Block diagram of adecision-feedback equalizer.

Refer to Figure 2.25 where the signal waveform of Figure 2.10 isshown toillustrate the oper

ation of a feedback filter. The feedback filter afterconvergence takes the +1 decision at time kT

and the -1 decision at(k+l)Tand multiples them by an estimate of theisolated pulse response at

timest=2T and t=T, respectively and subtracts the results from the current inputto the slicer. The

estimate of the pulse response at thesesample times are what the feedback filter should converge

to.

kT

Symbol
Decisions: +1

time

Current Time

P(t) Iu21

P(t) It=T

Figure 2.25 Diagram illustrating post cursor ISI of two previous symbol periods on the
signal at time (k+2)T.
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A more complete block diagram of a DFE is shown in Figure 2.26. The LMS algorithm is

often used to control the filter tap weights. The feedback and forward filters may have a different

number of filter taps, depending on the symmetry of the isolated pulse. Another advantage of the

DFE structure is that it can be designed to whiten the noise spectrum at the input of the slicer

because of the presence of the feedback filter. The noise can be whitened by the forward filter,

introducing ISI that is then removed by the feedback filter. Further discussion is beyond the scope

of this treatment and can be found in [1,2,21].

One major disadvantage of the DFE structure is that of error propagation. In the case where

the slicer makes an error, the erroneous decision passing through the feedback filter back to the

slicer input can result in a propagation of the single error event to one or more subsequent sym

bols. In most instances in which DFEs are used, the length of these errors is bounded and the

advantages of the DFE outweigh the disadvantage of error propagation.

Feedback Filter

r-1

T fm-i T F1 TFo

Output

Figure 2.26 Detailed block diagram ofaDFE. (Coefficient update circuitry not shown.)
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2.2.3.3 RAM-Based DFE

The RAM-based DFEwas first proposed fornon-linear echocancelers in data modems [22]. It

hasbeeninvestigated as an architecture for the removal of non-linear ISI in magnetic disk read

channels [23,24]. In some important communication channels, themodel oflinear superposition is

not entirely accurate andthe ISI is a function of the particular symbol sequence. In these situa

tions, the equalizers previously discussed are not able to remove the effects of non-linear ISI. In

the RAM-based DFE, the non-linear postcursor ISI is removed using the architecture shownin

Figure 2.27. Rather thanmultiplying the symbol decisions by tap weights asdone in the conven

tional DFE, the decisions makeup a RAM address of amemory location whichcontains an esti

mate of the post cursorISI for that particular symbol sequence. This estimate is subtracted off of

the output of the forward filter to create the equalizer output There are different ways toconverge

such a filter. One way is tobegin with the conventional DFE structure and store the linear approx

imation of the ISI for each possible symbol sequence in theRAM.Thenin normal operation, these

values canbe updated recursively depending on the slicer error. Convergence of the RAM-based

DFE is muchmore complicated than the linear equalizer and theconventional DFE, requiring a

complicated architecture andcontrol. This is amajordisadvantage of this approach.

Input

RAM

Containing
Estimates

of ISI

CO
CO
<D
k-

T5
T3
<

<
rr

i

Figure2.27 Blockdiagram ofaRAM-Based DFE.

r-1

•O Output
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2.2.3.4 Fractionally-Spaced Adaptive Equalizer

By the Nyquist sampling theorem, if a signal is sampled at greater than twice the highest fre

quency present, the original signal can be recreated. Afractionally spaced equalizer is a linear

equalizer that samples at a fraction of the symbol period, therefore at a frequency higher than the

symbol frequency. Most practical fractionally-spaced equalizers sample at twice the output rate.

There are two key advantages to this architecture.

First, assuming a pulse shape with 100% excess bandwidth or less, sampling at twice the sym

bol rate is effectively Nyquist sampling. As a result, there is an insensitivity to the actual sampling

phase. Normally, we assume that we need to sample at the peaks of the signal. By Nyquist sam

pling at any phase and then equalizing, the equalizer is able to add the time delay which corre

sponds to a phase equalizing filter to result in outputs normally associated with sampling at the

signal peaks. So the first advantage is the insensitivity to sampling phase. This architecture is still

sensitive to sampling jitter, but not a constant phase offset.

Second, when sub-Nyquist sampling as is often done in high speed receivers i.e., sampling at

the symbol rate, phase distortion in the passband and particularly at frequencies near one-half the

symbol rate can result in nulls in the frequency spectrum as a resultof aliasing. It is very difficult

for symbol rate equalizers to perform equalization to equalize such frequency nulls. Sampling at

the Nyquist rate in a fractionally spaced equalizer greatly improves the ability of the equalizer to

equalize these channel conditions.

The key disadvantage of fractionally spaced equalizers are the requirements of operating at

twice the symbol rate. A common compromise is touse a fractionaUy spaced forward equalizer

followed byasymbol rate feedback equalizer. Although a fractionally spaced equalizer sampling

attwice the symbol rate has an effective impulse response that ishalf as long as asymbol rate

counterpart, ithas been shown that the FSE will perform at least as well or better [11], The appli

cation of fractionally-spaced equalizers to the magnetic disk drive channel isexamined in[12].

2.2.3.5 Other Equalizer Approaches

Another important filter structure isthe lattice filter which is particularly important in time

varying channels that change very quickly. The particular advantage of adaptive lattice filters are
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their ability to adapt quickly. However, theirimplementation complexityusually limits theirappli

cationto situationswhere they areabsolutelynecessary [21].

2.3 Timing Recovery

Up to this point, we have assumed thatthe sampling in the receiver wasoccurring in the ideal

frequency and phase. The timing recovery function consists of generation of a timing function

which provides anoutput signal thatis proportional to the phase offsetof the sampling phase [25].

This timing function is used in anegative feedback loop (typically a phase-lock loop (PLL)) to

drive the sampling phase to be atornear thedesired phase. The majority of high speed communi

cations receivers do not employ fractionally spaced equalizers and therefore, performance of these

receivers are greatly impacted by the performance ofthe timing recovery function.

The motivation for the timingrecovery function is shown in Figure 2.28.Suppose therewasa

difference between the transmit clock frequency fnansmiuer m& me receive clock frequency fre.

ceiver of only lppm, Then forevery millionsymbols transmitted, a minimum of 1 bit would get

lost, immediately placing ahigh end onthe biterror rate of 10'6.

A|<o— Transmitter

i
Transmit Clock

'transmitter

Channel

Receiver

Receive Clock

receiver

Figure 2.28 Open loop timing recovery where the transmit and receive clocks may not be

synchronized.
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The approach shown in Figure 2.29 uses a timing recovery loop to drive a voltage controlled

oscillator (VCO) so that the phase of the sampler tracks the incoming data signal.

A|<o— Transmitter

i
Transmit Clock

'transmitter

Channel

Receiver

•o At

VCO

Figure 229 Block diagram showing local generation of the VCO clock using samples of the

received signal.

There are many approaches to timing recovery. A useful classification of the different

approaches can be found in [1]. One approach called the spectral line method consist of first pass

ing the signal through a non-linearity and then through a high-Q band pass filter to extract the

energy out of the non-linearity near the symbol rate. Most often, this approach requires the use of

surfaceacousticwave (SAW) filters due to theirhigh-Q andexcellent frequency selectivity.Unfor

tunately, the processing required to manufacture these filters is not yet compatible with CMOS

technologies, limiting the applicability of this approach to special high speedapplications. Another

approach requires the use of excess signal bandwidth in order to simplify the timing recovery

function. Thismethod is used in Ethernet where atransition is present in thecenter of every sym

bol.Approaches such asthese are notapplicable to highspeed situations, particularly where chan

nel bandwidth is at a premium.

In 1966, Muller and Mueller [25] presented atechnique referred to as abaud-rate sampling

technique which enables samples taken once per symbol period tobeused to create what they

called atimingfunction. The timing function isasignal whose amplitude isafunction ofthe phase

error as shown in Figure 2.30. Discrete-time baud-rate sampled approaches using methods

described in [7,25,26] lend themselvesbest to CMOS implementation sincenarrow-band filters

which are difficult to implement are not required.
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Timing Function

Phase Error

Figure 2.30 Ideal timing function plotted as a function of phaseerror.

2.4 Coding

Since the time we introduced the conceptof symbols Akin PAMsignalling, we have assumed

symbols into and out of the communication system. However, bits are really what we desire to

send and receive. Coding consists of conversionof the data bits into the symbols that are sent into

the channel. Upon detection in the receiver, the symbolsare then convened back into data bits by

the decoder.This process is shown is Figure 2.31.

BitSiin
o-i Coder

t
Transmitter Channel Receiver

i
Decoder —O

Bitsout

Figure 2.31 Block diagram including the Coding/Decoding functions in one direction of

transmission.
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In most instances, some form of redundancy is introduced into the coded sequence. This

means that the numberofbits potentially represented by the symbols is greater than the numberof

bits of informationthey actually carry. From the block level view as shownin Figure 2.31, coding

provides important functions at two levels.

First, it plays an important role in the process of the transmissionand detection. Coding can

be used to ensure the presence of sufficient information for timing recovery, gain control, and

adaptive equalization. Furthermore, it can be used to control the spectrum of the transmitted

sequence for optimal transmission through the channel. In otherwords, it canbe used to shape the

spectrum of the transmitted signal to be compatible with the spectrumof the channel.

Second, coding can be used to provide reliability from end-to-end (bitSi„-to-bitsoui). This

comes in the form of error detection and correction which may be used independently or together.

As a result of coding, information can be sent with arbitrary accuracy at the expense ofbandwidth.

Coding is an extremely important function with a tremendous impact on the overall reliability

and performance of a communication channel [8,28]. It is vital to the operation of most of the key

receiver functions which depend on coding to provide sufficient information for operationof adap

tive algorithms. Coding allows for errordetection and correction. Furthermore, it is coding that

allows the spectrum of the transmitted waveform to be optimized for a specific channel.

In this next section, we will present the basic principals behind Partial Response signalling

whichis oneclass of codes used for spectrum control. Partial response is particularly important to

the magnetic disk channel and some of the reasons for this should become clearer in the next sec

tion. The treatment presented is averycursory treatment of anextremely deep topic. Our objective

is merelyto provide by wayof example some of thekey advantages of coding and how it can be

used to controlthe spectrum of the signal thatpasses through a communication channel.

2.4.1 Partial Response Signalling

Earlier inthe chapter we discussed Nyquist pulses which have no ISI. In Partial Response Sig

nalling, we introduce what is called controlled ISI into the transmitted signal. This is accomplished
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asshownin Figure 2.32by passing the bit sequence through a partial response polynomial P(D)

where D signifies the delay operator. The general partial response polynomial is

P(D) = (1-D)m- (1+£>)". (2.23)

where m and n are integers greater than or equal to 0. Except for the case where m and n both

equal 0, the outputsequence will haveaminimum of 3levels. All arithmetic is performed modulus

2.

m Sections n Sections

Figure 2.32 Block diagram of a General Partial Response coder. All additions and

subtractions are mod 2.

From Eq. 2.23 and Figure 2.32 we cansee that for an isolated 1 bit preceded and followed by

zeros which corresponds to an input impulse, the corresponding impulse response lasts for more

than one symbol period resulting in a known amount of ISI. This ISI is referred to as controlled ISI

which occurs as a resultof the partial responsepolynomialspanningmore than one symbol period.

2.4.1.1 Transmitted Power Spectrum of a PAM Signal

Let us now examine the transmitted power spectrum of a PAM signal. In Eq. 2.2, the transmit

signalusing PAM signallingwas given to be

*('> = X Ak-P{t-kT).

In [1], the powerspectrum of this PAM signal is derived andshownto be

SSU<») =i|/,0*u))l\(^<or).

(2.24)

(2.25)
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The pulse shape affects the spectrum through the IP(jco)l2 term and the Sa^407) term is determined

by the input data statistics and shaping of the associated spectrum through coding.

Earlier in this chapter, we modelled the differentiation inherent in the read process ofmagnetic

disk channels employing inductive sensing by the 1-D operation. This in fact is a partial response

coder. For an input bit sequence b^ and output symbol sequence Ak, the effect of a coder P(D) of

1-D on the output spectrum can be given as

SA (e>aT) =SB (JaT) \P (e-JoT) |2 (2.26)

=SB«J'ttT)\l-e-i'a1}2

=4SB(£'»r)sin2(f).

From Eq. 2.26 we can see how the spectrum of the bit sequence Sg^®1) is shaped bythe 1-D

coder. The expression sin2(©T/2) has azero at d.c. and goes to unity at one-half the symbol rate

and as a result, a high-pass type transfer function is realized. This result is intuitive because the

1-Doperation is analogous to a discrete-time differentiation which in the frequency domainhas a

zero at d.c. As a result of this particular coder, the symbol sequence hasno d.c. component and is

thus compatible with many of the communications channels thatdo not pass d.c.

2.4.1.2 Class IV Partial Response

We shall nowexamine Qass IV Partial Response (PR-IV) signalling, primarily because it is

important to the magnetic disk drive read channel. It also illustrates how coding can beused to

match the signal spectrum to the particular attributes ofacommunication channel. The application

ofPR-IV to the magnetic disk drive channel was first proposed in 1969 byresearchers Kobayashi

and Tang atIBM [3,4]. We shall examine the application ofPR IVtothe magnetic disk drive chan

nelin this section and examine prospects of its future inChapter 3.

In PR IV signalling, the partial response polynomial has mand nboth equal to 1, resulting in

P(D) = (1-D)(1+D) = (1-D)2. (2.27)
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Thus, nullsare introduced intothe spectrum atd.c. by the 1-D term and atone-half the symbol rate

by the 1+D term. Let us now examine the motivations for PR-IV signalling in the magnetic disk

channel.

We shall now examine the motivation for the 1+D portion of the PR-IV polynomial as applied

to the magneticdisk read channel. Forno ISI to occurin samples of the read signal in the absence

of equalization, transitions on the disk need to be separated sufficiently far so that the transitions

donotinteract Themagnetization pattern associated withtheno-ISI case is shown in Figure 2.33.

A 1+D coder has the output response to an impulse of twoconsecutive ls surrounded by Os.

The same isolated pulse is shown with sampling phases for noISI in Figure 2.34a and PR-IV sig

nalling in Figure 2.34b. For theno ISI case, the samples are taken in theconventional phases with

the main lobe of the pulse response sampled with Os on either side. Transitions on the disk must be

spaced a distance corresponding to atimedifference of T^, jsi in order to achieve no intersymbol

interference. If we redefine the sampling phases and not sample atthe peakof the lobe as shownin

Hgure 2.34b, two equal valued samples canbe taken. With the appropriate gain factor, these two

samples can be normalized to unity.
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Figure 233 Magnetization pattern and corresponding isolated pulses for no ISI. The centerpulse

and the associatedtransition in the magnetization pattern is shown with solid lines.

The key advantage of this approach is that

2

TPRIV = 3rnoISI (2.28)

which corresponds to the transitions being written on the disk in the case of PR-IV at two-thirds

the spacing of the no ISI case. Since for every 2 transitions in the no ISI case, the PR-IV case

allows 3, this suggests a 50% increase in density is possible simply by using this different sam

pling phasesof the pulse as is done in PR-IV signalling.

-*| Tno_ISI [*-
(a) (b)

Figure 2.34 Sampling ofthe same isolated pulse for (a) no ISI and (b) PR-IV signalling.

time time
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The relationship between the magnetization transition spacing on the disk and the resulting

position of theisolated pulses in timeas shown in Figure 2.34 for theno ISI case is shown for PR-

IV in Figure 2.36. The resulting composite signal assuming all the transitions shown would

exhibit much more amplitude degradation than thenoISIcase due to the fact that transitions can

occur more closely. But since the degradations occur in aknown manner, the resulting signal can

be properly interpreted byan appropriate detector. In practice, the effect ofamplitude degradation

and added redundancy inthe coding to assure proper operation of the adaptive algorithms results

in about a 30% increase in recording density.

MagnetizatinnNe7eSt that transitlons can occur
Pattern f

Composite Signal

Figure 236 Magnetization pattern and corresponding isolated pulses for PRTV signalling.
Center pulse and associatedtransitions areshown with solid lines.

Class IV Partial Response as stated earlier has a partial response polynomial of 1-D2 which

can be written as the product of (1-D) and (1+D). When applied to the magnetic disk channel, the

(1-D) term comes from the inherent differentiation associated with the read process. The (1+D)

term isintroduced byuse of the sampling phases shown in Figure 2.36. Thus, the 1-D2 comes

very naturally to the disk drivechannel
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The coding effect performed by the channel must be undoneeitherduring precoding of the

write process, decoding upon the read, or through a combination of both in order get the output

bits the same as the input bits.

Let us now walk through anexampleof the operation of the coding in aPR-IV channel. Let us

begin with a the channel block diagram shown in Figure 2.37. The inputbit sequence is first

passed through aprecoder with the inverse response ofthe 1-D2 PR-IV response before writing to

the disk. The transfer function of the precoder is

B(D)

A™ L1-,Jmod.,

Bringing both denominators to the top, we get

Ll-D2Jmod..-

*(D)(1-DZ) =A(D).

Solving for B(D), we end up with

B(D) =A(D)+B(D)DJ

which transforms into the time domain as

h = ak+hk-v

where the addition is performed mod 2.

Precoder Channel

Detector

Ai

Channel Output Sampled Output
Voltage Sequence

Figure 131 Block diagram of PR-IV Channel with precoder.

(2.29)

(2.30)

(2.31)

(2.32)
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Let us now run through an example with an bit sequence an observe the signals at progressive

stages through the channel. This example is taken from the original paper proposing PR-IV to the

disk drive application [31 and is shown in Figure 2.38.

Input Data: A^ 0 1 1 1

Precoder Output: Bk 0 1 0 0
bk= ak+bk_2

Magnetization
Pattern

Channel Response (1-D2)

Differentiation (1-D)

Lowpass (1+D)

Output Voltage

1 1

Sampled Output 0 10-1110
Sequence

Detector Output 0 10 1110
NRZI (invert on 1s)

Figure238 Signals atdifferent points in diePR-IVchannel of Figure 2.37.

The inputdata sequence Ak is first passed through the precoder, becoming the Bk sequence

used to magnetize themedia. The magnetization pattem changes polarity withthe precoded data,

polarized in one direction for alogic 0 and the other for alogic 1. During the read process, pro

cessing associated with the PR-IV transfer function occurs onthe magnetization pattern with the

signal labelled Output Voltage in the figure. The PR-IV processing is shown coming from two
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steps: first, the differentiation (1-D) and second, the lowpass filtering and redefinition ofthe sam
pling phase (1+D). The output sequence is sampled at the symbol rate and the detector maps the
output Os to data Os and the output +/-ls to data ls. This mapping ofthe symbols back into bits
occurs due to the NRZI (non-return to zero, invert on ls) method of signalling with which the

application ofPR-IV to the digital magnetic channel was developed in [3]. In NRZI recording,
changes in the direction ofmagnetization correspond to data ls and the absence oftransitions, to

dataOs.

R/vuiwidth Requirements andEqualization

Let us nowtakea closer look at thebandwidth and equalization requirements for aPR-IV

channel. Once again, the impulse response ofaPR-IV channel is 1-D2 which is the result ofthe
combination of a 1-D and a 1+D transfer function. InFigure 2.39a, the impulse response of the

1-D portion is shown. There are many pulse shapes which satisfy the 1+D requirement ofequal

valued non-zero sampled response at t=0 and T, similar to the way inwhich there are many practi

cal pulse shapes satisfying the Nyquist criterion which have anon-zero sampled response only at

t=0.
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U2

-T 2T 3T time

3T time

3T time

Figure 239 Response of the 1-D2 polynomial to an impulse, (a) 1-D portion resulting in two
impulses, (b) Pulse shapes satisfying 1+D response shown after convolution with both impulses

in (a), (c) Resultingchannelimpulseresponse.

One of these pulse shapes is shown in Figure 2.39b convolved with both impulses from Fig

ure2.39a. These are then combined in Figure 2.39c. There are a few things worthy ofnote. First,

as inthe case of Nyquist pulses, several pulse shapes are possible. The only requirement is that the

1+D response bemet at the sampling instants. Second, Nyquist pulses will not necessarily satisfy

the requirements of this channel. For zero ISI, aconstraint different from the Nyquist criterion

must bemet, i.e., instead of equalizing to ....0,0,1,0,0,..., we equalize to ...,0,0,1,0,-1,0,0,... for an

input impulse or to ...,0,0,1,1,0.... for an isolated transition. And finally, the 1-D2 transfer function
introduces two zeros, one atd.c. and the other at one-half the sampling rate. As aresult, in alow-

pass channel like the disk drive channel, the equalizer need not provide as much boost near one-
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halfthe symbol rate as it would inthe case of Nyquist pulses. This reduces the high frequency

boost requirements and thus the amount ofnoise enhancement at these frequencies.

2.4.1.3 Timing Recovery In PR-IVChannels

Now thatwe havedescribed PR-IVsignalling asit applies to thedisk drive read channel, letus

usethisasavehicle to describe asanexample to describe theoperation of timing recovery in these

channels.

There are twomodes of operation for many of the adaptive algorithms in a communication

receiver, acquisition and tracking. During the acquisition mode, the starting state of ablock is

quickly changed to conform to the input signal. During tracking, small updates are added to the

parameters ofthe block in order to track changes in the input signal. In general, during acquisition,

training symbol sequences are normally sent which have known patterns so that the adaptive algo

rithms can correct thesystem parameters they control until thedesired output is achieved. During

this time, step-size parameters and loop bandwidths are normally increased inorder toprovide fast

acquisition atcompromised performance. Once acquisition is complete, thereceiver moves onto

thetracking mode during which time thedata symbols are sent Only small updates arc required in

the adaptive algorithms during tracking in order to track random perturbations and drift that may

occur with time. Therefore, step-size parameters andloop bandwidths arenormally decreased. An

important trade-offis thatbetweentracking bandwidth andperformance.

The timing recovery function normally requires these two modes. We will first present an

algorithm used for tracking in PR-IV systems and then one for acquisition. We will see why one

algorithm cannot be used during both modes ofoperation. Both algorithms use equalized samples

taken from the output of the adaptive equalizer y^ and the decisions madeby the slicer xk. These

decisions areonly tentative and areused only by the adaptive algorithms when a Viterbi detector is

employed. In the disk drive application, these decisions are -1,0, or +1.

Algorithm for Tracking

The algorithm used to generate the timing function is

M* = -y***-i+y*-i$*. (2.33)
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The signal Axn is used to update a second-order phase-lock loop. A block diagram of a system

using Eq. 2.33 for timing recovery is shown in Figure 2.40.

Input

^

Sampling
Phase

Generator

Voltage
Controlled
Oscillator

Adaptive
Equalizer

Loop
Filter

Output

*

Figure 2.40 Block diagram of timing recovery loop during tracking mode.

Algorithmfor Acquisition

During acquisition, it is common to "send" a tone at 1/4T which is one quarter of the symbol

rate.This provides a large amount of information for the timing recovery block to converge. As

can be seen in Figure2.41, there aretwo stableoperating phases in which Eq. 2.33 can converge.

However, the phase shown in Figure 2.41a is the desirable phasewhich results in the pattem

1,1,-1,-1,1,1,... The phase resulting in no zeros is desired. Therefore, another algorithm is needed

whichdisallows the phase shownin Figure 2.41bwhichis equivalent to modifying Eq. 2.33 to

allowonly the symbols -1 and+1 as givenby

At* = -y^s^^k-i) +yjk-isgn (**)• (2.34)
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The block diagram of Figure 2.40 can be easily modified touse the sign of the output and the

delayed output

time/Q\
\H Ml \l
AJ sampling ^ J/
J period Jk^JC

(a) (b)

Figure 2.41 Possible sampling phases using tracking algorithm during acquisition. Note that
sampling periods are the same, (a) Desired sampling phase for PR-IV. (b) Undesired sampling
phase.

Asdescribed earlier, theoutput of the timing function generator is a random quantity whose

time averaged value drives the output inthe correct direction. Figure 2.42 which has been taken

from [51 is a plot ofboth the mean and standard deviation ofthe timing function as a function of

thenormalized timing phase x/T. Note the nearly linear range ofthemean at around +/-20% phase

error and the reduction of the standard deviation in this vicinity. This linear range is what makes

operation of the approach possible.

standard deviation

\

mean

Timing Function

4-2.0

Timing Phase x/T

Figure 2.42 The mean and standard deviationof the timing function plotted as a function of timing

phase.(Taken from [51).
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2.5 Sequence Detection (Viterbi Algorithm)

In situations in which there is symbol-to-symbol correlation (i.e., symbols are not indepen

dent), it is advantageous to look at a sequence of symbols before making a decision rather than

making symbol-by-symbol decisions. Sequence detection is a detection method in which symbol

decisions are made based on a sequence of symbols ratherthan on a symbol-by-symbol basis. Per

formance advantages can be achieved in cases where there is a correlation between symbols so

thatthe probability of receiving a particular symboldepends on its neighboring symbols. Correla

tion can be written into any communications signal via coding techniques resulting in a perfor

mance advantage of making symbol decisions based on a sequence of symbols as opposed to

symbol-by-symbol decisions. In the magnetic disk drive channel,this correlation in the samples of

the read signal comes naturallydue to the 1-D associated with the differentiation in the read pro

cess.

The Viterbi algorithm is an efficient approach for implementation of practicalsequence detec

tors and has been shown to be the optimum sampling detector in the presence of additive uncorre-

lated gaussiannoise [1,21. In most practical implementations ofthe Viterbi Algorithm, an adaptive

equalizer is requiredbecause the detector works best with equalized samples that have unwanted

intersymbol interference removed. Unwantedis emphasized because signal correlationdue to cod

ing introduces ISI into the signal which is actuallydesired.

There have been many implementation methods proposed for the Viterbi Algorithm applied to

the PRML Magnetic Disk Channel [4.6.7.30]. In this section, we shall examine the Viterbi algo

rithm asit applies to the disk drivechannel taking a far lessmathematical treatment than found in

most ofthe literature. We will begin with establishing the concept of Euclideandistancein symbol

detection. Following this, we will introduce the statediagram andits relationship to the disk drive

channel. We will then observe how a random sequence of bits with 2 levels, becomes a 3 level

code (off the disk), andhow this relates to the state transition diagram. Following this we will

introduce the concept of the trellis diagram whichis one way to map a channel output sequence

overtime which is useful in understanding the implementation of the algorithm. At this point,most

of the mechanics of the algorithm will have been presented and we will then walk through an

example of the algorithm operating on astate sequence. Fmally, we will present aworking form of
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thealgorithm and interpret itsconnection to what willhave beendescribed. Mostof themathemat

ics will be left out of the discussion but can be found in the references.

Euclidean Distance

One metric used in symbol detection is that of Euclidean distance. Using this metric, the

Euclidean distance between a sequence of equalized samples from the channel and all possible

sequences are calculated. The sequence with the smallest euclidean distance to the received

sequence is said tobecloset tothe received sequence and isoutput as themost likely sequence that

was transmitted. Mathematically speaking, forN transmitted symbols akandreceived equalized

symbols y^, the aksequence whichminimizes

|v-*l2 =\yl-al\2+\y2-aji2+... +\yn-ari (2.35)

is the sequence closest in Euclidean distance. The complexity of a receiver evaluating Eq. 2.35

would become extremely complicated for practical values ofN.

In the disk drive channel application, use of the Viterbi algorithm allows the determination

during each symbol period of the two most likely sequences called survivor sequences up to that

particular time. All other sequences can be disregarded1. The Viterbi algorithm isbased on Euclid

ean distance and will make decisions based upon this metric.

State Transition Diagram

The state transition diagram is a useful way to illustrate the relationship between the input bit

sequence and the resultant output symbol sequence obtained by sampling the output ofthe channel

which in this case is the read signal. However, before proceeding with a presentation of the state

transition diagram it is useful to examine the relationship between the number of states and the

number of symbols. These numbers arenot generally the same.

Let us define two statescorresponding to eachof the possible binaryinputs. During eachsym

bol period, the current state (whatever it may be) can either stay the same or change to the other.

Suppose the inputbit sequence is as shown in Figure 2.43 with the corresponding write signal as

1. This justification canbe found in the literature andwillnotbe presented here.
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shown. Upon readback, the signal labelled read signal would result, which the receiver would

sample at the locations indicated by the dots. Notice that three levels occur in the read signal sam

ples while there areonly two possible input bits or states.The three output levels occur in a deter

ministic way due to the differentiation present in the read process which we model as 1-D. For a 0-

1 transition in the input data, a positive peak results while for a 1-0 transition a negative peak

results. If there is no transition in the input data, there is no peak. Therefore, since we defined two

statescorresponding to each of the input bits, there is a peak (positive or negative) every time we

change state. The polarity of the peak depends on the polarity of the state change. Through this

example we see that a system with only two statescan have 3 output levels. The key point is that

the three output levels arenot equally likely but depend on the previous symbol and therefore each

symbol containsonly one bit of information corresponding to one of the two states.

Since the two level input sequence (input bits) results in a deterministic three level output

sequence, given the output sequence, it should be possible to determine the input sequence. This,

in essence this is what the Viterbi detector does and does so in a very efficient manner.

Input Bits

Write Signal

Read Signal

Symbol Decisions

2-State Interpretation
of the 3-Level Signal

0 10 0 10 110 0

ri
—•—

V -iW—•—vh
0 +1 -1 0 | +1 | -1 j+1 0 -1 | 0

up down same! up idown! up same down: same

♦ m i4 t
!+it| \i\ i* |T

Figure 2.43 NRZ example of input bits resulting a 3 level read signal and a 2-state interpretation
thatreturns it to a two levelsignal. (InNRZ, a peak results everytime the inputbitschange.)
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Let us now refer to Figure 2.44 and examine thestate diagram which illustrates the relation

ship between states which weshall define, the input bits, and the corresponding channel output (in

the absence ofnoise and intersymbol interference). Let us define two states SO and SI whichcor

responds to the most recent input bit. If the input bitwas a0 (1), thestate is SO (SI). Now emanat

ing from each state are arcs labelled (ak, yk) where ak is the current inputbit and yk is the

corresponding output symbol. The arcs terminate onthe state that would result from input bita^.

Notice that two of the arcs terminate on the same state whereas two terminate on the other state.

Suppose we start off in SO and theinput bit is a0. According to the state diagram, theoutput

symbol will be0.0 and thenext state as well willbe SO. Now suppose the input bit is a 1. The

resulting output symbol will be+1.0 and the state willchange from SO to SI. Letus turn backto

Figure 2.43 where we seethat when a0 bit follows another 0 bit,theresulting read signal sample

(orchannel output) is 0.0. And whena 1bit follows a zero bit, the read signal sample is +1.0. The

statediagram is simply another way to look atthe relationship betweenthe inputbits andthe out

put symbols. It allows us to easily seethe allowed progressions of outputsymbols andtheirrela

tion ship to the states. Forexample, if a -1.0 is received atthe channel output, the stateis certainly

SO and the input bit must have been a 0. However, if the channel output is 0.0, we would have to

wait until a +1.0 or a -1.0 was output before we knew which state we were in. This latter example

is important because it illustrates how attempting to guess the state (and corresponding bit) by

observing channel output samples requiresknowledge of the current state or else an ambiguity can

exist In this last example, if we were in SI and received0.0, we would know that the next symbol

received would either be 0.0 againor -1.0 dependingon the next input bit

(1,+1-Q)

(0,0.0) C® ^50 <1 '0-°>
(0,-1.0)

(input bit, output symbol)

Figure 2.44 Stale Transition Diagram for adisk drive channel employing NRZ coding.
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Trellis Diasram

The trellis diagram allows observation of a channel output sequence traversing the State Tran

sition Diagram over time. Let us refer to Figure 2.45a where the trellis for a two state system is

shown. There are two rows of circles corresponding to states SO and SI as labelled in the figure.

The horizontal axis is time. The example shown in the figure assumes SO to be the starting state

and shows that at time k+l,the state changes to SI, at k+2, the state returns to SO, and so forth. In

Figure 2.45b, we see that if we start out in either state SOor SI at time k, at time k+1 the state can

either change to the other or stay the same.

time: n

S1Q

time: k-1 k time: k-1

SIO O

S0O-**O

SIO JO

soa O

n+4

O

o—*o

time: k-1 k time: k-1

SIO—K) S1

(b)
SOO O SOO

Figure 2.45 Trellis diagram, (a) Traversing a trellis starting in state SO at time n and

changing state at each time index, (b) Two paths possible out ofeach state.

The Viterbi algorithm calculates at each time, the most probable source state into each of the

two possible states.For instance, for state SI, it determines whether the last state was most proba

bly SO or SI basedon the equalized channel outputsample. It does so by calculating what is called

a branchmetric for each of the paths into a node. The branchesare defined in such a way that the

larger the branch metric, the moreprobable that particular path. Branch metrics for states SO and

SI are shownin Figure 2.46. Let us illustrate with anexample. Returning to the statetransition

diagram, we see that if the input bit changes from 1 to 0 (state change from SI to SO), the ideal

channel output willbe -1.0. Suppose thechannel output attimek is in faa -1.0. Calculating both
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branch metrics into SO, the results arc 0.0 from SO and +.5 from SI. The conclusion is that the path

from SI is more probable.

k-1 k

S1 fl-yk-.5 O S1 O

SO O SO

Figure 2.46 Paths into each state labelled with branch metrics.

Branch metrics are calculated for both possible destination states because the Viterbi algo

rithm at all times keeps the two most probable paths (for a2-state decoder) which are the most

probable paths into SO and SI. Every so often, these paths merge, i.e., both destination states come

from the samesource state. Shortlywe will seewhatthis means.

Ifwe combine the possible pairs ofoutcomes from Figure 2.46, we find that there are only 3

possible combinations into states SO and SI as shown in Figure 2.47. The criss-cross combination

of SO into SI and SI into SO isnot possible because ykis either positive ornegative so one of the

branches with branch metric 0.0 will always be chosen.

k-1

81 O
k

S1

•O so O *0 so O

Figure2.47 Threepossible combinations of state transitions formetricsshownin Figure 2.46.

We see in the two outside combinations of paths that both paths come from the same state.

When this occurs, both of the most probable paths pass through the same node which means that

this node is most likely in the correct path and all states leading to that path must therefore be in
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the correct sequence of states. These states are then mapped into bits and output, from the

sequence detector.

Let us now summarize the key points of this discussion of the mechanics of the Viterbi algo

rithm. Following this, we will look at an example before getting into the implementation aspects of

the algorithm. The mechanics of the Viterbi algorithm for the two-state decoder requires under

standing of the following:

• There is a relationship between the bit sequence, the channel output samples (equalized
and noiseless for our discussion), and the state sequence.

• A bit sequencetranslates into a symbol sequencewhich results in aunique path through a
trellis.

• On the receiving end, we do not know the bits, so instead using each new channel output
we find the most probable path into the two possible states. The starting state must be
known. Two separate paths may develop. When they finally merge, i.e., both emanate
from the same state, the sequence of states leading up to that state is the most likely
path since both paths agreeat that point The path traversingthe sequence of states up
to that point is translated back into bits.

Let us walk through an example to illustrate this more clearly. Refer to Figure 2.48 where an

example showing the selection of a most probable sequence is shown together with the translation

of that sequence back into a bit sequence. First, we start in state SO as shown in Figure 2.48a. At

each time index, a new channel output arrives and the branch metrics are calculated. The two larg

est meiiics into both states are retained. These are called survivor metrics. This proceeds with each

new channel output until the paths merge as shown in this case at time k+2 (requires input at time

k+3). At this point, we move to Figure 2.48b where the survivingsequenceis shown. This state

sequence is then converted back into bits using the state transition diagram as shown in Figure

2.48c.The state sequence started at SO andchanged to SI at time k. In the next two periods, the

statedid not change. In the statediagram we see that the SO to SI transition corresponds to an

input bitof 1. Similarly, staying in SI for two periods means thecorresponding input bitswere

also both ls. Therefore, the outputbit sequence is 1,1,1 asshownin the figure.

Now that we understand the mechanics of the algorithm, we will presentthe algorithm itself

without themathematical justification whichcan be found in the literature.
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time: k-1 k k+1 k+2 k+3

S1 O O "O »"0;~?"O
Start with ," \ j
known state.^— /' I U

so^O:V-'-O "O "O I O

Each time index, Mhs are said to merge
find most probable J-™?*"* B0TH come
path into both states. Trom ^ •

(a)

time: k-1 k k+1 k+2 k+3

S1 O i-O •'O

so r< s Most probable sequence up to k+2.
0>)

(1.+1.0)

SEQUENCE: S0=>S1 S1=>S1 S1=>S1 Q^@ ®Q
(0,0.0) V J (1,0.0)

BIT ^—y
SEQUENCE: 1 1 1 ^0'-10)

(c)

Figure 2.48 Mechanics of the Viterbi algorithm based on the state sequence, (a) Two most

probablepaths at each time index startingfrom state SO. (b) Most probablesequence after the

merge, (c) Mapping state sequenceinto bit sequenceusing state transitiondiagram.

Before presenting the algorithm and some implementation aspects, it is useful to describe the

parallel-shift andload circuitwhich is animportant buildingblock in implementation of the algo

rithm. This block is essentially a D Flip-Flop with a second input Upona trigger from the input

clock, it either shifts its D inputto the output Q (parallel shift)or passes its N inputto the output

The multiplexing occurs via control external to the block.
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In anactual implementation of theViterbi algorithm, the detector doesnot waituntil a merge

occurs and thenoutputallthe bitsup to the point of themerge. Instead, there are two rowsof par

allel-shift and load blocks (which we will refer to as two rows offlip-flops), the depth of which

exceeds the numberof symbols for whichamerge is guaranteed to occur(controlled through cod

ing [281). During operation, aportion ofeach rowof flip-flops contains the two state sequences up

to the point of the last merge. The rest of bothrows contain the same state sequence. The reason

for this is that upon a merge, onlyone string willhave themostprobable sequence. This correct

sequence is parallel loaded to theother row of flip-flops (over-writing thesequence that was there)

resulting in bothrows containing the same information. The output can therefore be taken from

either rowof flip-flops because bothshould contain the same data by the end dueto merges. Thus,

one bit is output during each period.

Let us referto Figure 2.49where anexample state sequence corresponding to a channel out

put is shown onthe trellis over time. Right below the trellis are the tworows of flip-flops, thebot

tom of whichcorresponds to SO and the topto SI. At each increase in the time index,a0 and a 1

are input into the bottom and toprows of flip-flops, respectively. This is analogous tothetwopaths

entering bothstates SO and SI during each increase in the time index. This is shown in Figure

2.49a for asequence starting in state SO. At timek+1, another 0-1 pair are inputatthe left end,and

the0-1 state pair from timek is shifted right. Note that thetimeindex corresponding to the flip-

flop outputs are shown inall the figures. Finally, at time k+1 there is amerge atSO as shown in

Figure 2.49c. This means that the correct path most likely passed through SO at times and k+1. As

aresult, the two flip-flop outputs inthebottom row corresponding to state SO attimek and k+1 are

shifted upwards into the top row of flip-flops so tiiat both rows contain Os at time k and k+1. The

state ofthe system at time k+5 isshown inFigure 2.49d. There were also merges at time k+2 and

k+4 which are reflected in the state information present in thetworows of blocks. Onlyonemerge

needs to occur between the time a0-1 pair is input from the left and reaches theend. Thenumber

of flip-flops in arow isoften referred to as the memory depth and must be designed so that the

probability ofno merge occurring is arbitrarily small. This is related to the coding that is employed
on top ofthe channel coding (i.e., for timing recovery, error correction, etc...) [7,281.
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Figure 2.49 Example of operation of parallel-shift and load.Upper row of flip-flops corresponds

to state SI and the lower to state SO.
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From animplementation standpoint, the Viterbi algorithm is simply acontrol algorithm for the

tworows of flip-flops. Assuming thestarting state isknown, thealgorithm needs onlytodetermine

which of the three combinations of state transitions as shown in Figure 2.47 was most likely. The

algorithm mustkeep track of thecurrent state because calculation of the path metrics depends on

what state the systemis (thought to be) in. For example, if the channel outputis -1.0, it is more

likelythat thenextchannel output willbe a0.0or+1.0. Therefore, knowledge of the current state

is important Since inNRZ coding, the state only changes when a+1.0 or -1.0 is received (in an

idealized noiseless model),the detector essentially looks forthesetransitions. Therefore, if the last

merge occurred in state SO upon a+1.0 channel output, the detector begins to"look" for a-1.0. If a

0.0 should come along, it does not change the state so in somesense is inconsequential (although

important form the standpoint of the data!).

A blockdiagram of thedetector is shown in Fig. 2.50. There are essentially two blocks. Oneis

the Control Blockwhich operates on the channel output, keeping track of the current state and

determining which of the 3 combinations of transitions was most likely. The other is the two

strings of flip-flops controlled by theControl Block. The contents of the two strings ofblockscon

tains the two most likely paths and become equal after a merge.

Read

Amp
-^ EQ

Viterbi Detector

Control

Block

oc^u-M_h*u- -CH>
Parallel-Shift and Load Strings

Output
Bits

Figure 2JO Block diagram illustrating thetwo keyblocks inaViterbi detector.
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Letusnow examine aversion of the Viterbi algorithm 1used by the Control Block which

operates on the sampled equalized outputof the channel. Since the current state is not known pre

cisely, the algorithm uses information from the most recent merge. Instead of comparing the cur

rent input to a setof references asdone in a slicer, thecontrol blockcompares the quantity yk-yp

withasetof conditions where ykis thecurrent channel output and ypwas thechannel output atthe

time of the most recent merge. Depending on the most recent merge, a different set of conditions

for comparing yk-yp are used. These conditions along with the corresponding outputs are shown in

Figure 2.51.

(1,-1-1.0)

(0,0.0)

(0,-1.0)

Most Recent Merge in State S1 Most Recent Merge in State SO

Condition Output Condition Output

1 v*-y,>i.o
si yO yk=>yp
SO CH-OMerge in SO 4 y*-y,<-i.o

si c*-o yk^yP
SO >0 Merge in S1

2 1.0Zyk-yp>0.0
s1 O—O ypsame
SOO—O No Merge 5 -\.0Zyk-yp<0.0

S1 O—O ypsame
SOO—O No Merge

3 0.0*yk-yp>-1.0
si o^-o y*=>yp
SO ^OMerge in S1 6 0.0£yk-yp<l.O

si x> yk^yP
SO O^—O Merge inSO

Figure 2.51 Diagramillustratingoperationof the Control Block of the Viterbi detector.

The algorithm is applied to an example in Figure 2.52. The operation is as follows. The infor

mation of the most recent merge and current yp take us to aparticular condition in Figure 2.51

(numbered from 1-6). The channel output yk is used in determining yk-yp and the resulting output

transition. Ifamerge occurs, yp isupdated to the current yk and becomes the current yp during the

next period. Output bits correspond to merges in the states.

1. This is one ofmany possible implementationsof the Viterbi algorithmfor a two state-trellis.It is attractivedue to its
simplicity andease with which it facilitates implementation[31].
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Figure 2.52 Example illustrating operation of the Viterbi detector.

The literature is filled with extremely rigorous treatments of the Viterbi algorithm [1,2,311.

Grcuit implementations aredescribed in [4,6,7,30]. Our purposehere was to generatean intuitive

understandingof the mechanics of the algorithm for the case of the two-state trellis as applied to

the magneticdisk drive channel andpresent its operation in the context of an example.

Application tn PR-IV

Due tothe1-D2nature of thePR-IV channel, every other symbol is related through coding and

thus the even and odd symbols can be decoded independently.The Viterbi detector can then be

implemented with two interleaved 1-D* detectors each operating at one-halfthe symbol rate as

opposed to one full-rate 1-D2 detector. D* in the interleaved detectors would actually be equal to
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2D. Animplementation of this approach is shown in Figure 2.53 with the odd samples going to

one and the even going to the other. Acommutator at the output re-samples thedata to get it inthe

correct order. The detector described in thissection wasin fact for a 1-Dchannel so wouldworkin

this application directly.

odd
Input

o—

sveven

Viterbi 1

1-D*

Viterbi 2

1-D'

Output
—o

Figure 233 Implementation of1-D2 Viterbi detector with two half-rate 1-D' detectors where
D = 2D\

2.6 Summary

In thischapter, we introduced some key concepts in communication theory important to base

band receiver design and applicable to the magnetic disk read channel employing discrete-time

processing. The concept of anAWGNchannel was introduced and applied to themagnetic record

ing channel. Key functions required in baseband receivers were discussed including equalization,

timingrecovery, coding, and sequence detection. We examined someof the underlying principals

behind the operation of these blocks, using the disk drive read channel application as a vehicle

demonstrating their operation. Many rigorous treatments of each of the topics covered in this

chapter may be found in the literature. Since muchof the communication theory used in baseband

channels was developed in the 60s and 70s, pointers in the references of recent text books by

Proakis [2] and Lee and Messerschmitt [11 can be very useful. Descriptions ofmagnetic disk drive

systems employing PRML signaling canbe found in [1,929].

In Chapter 3, we shall take a closerlook at the read process in the magneticdisk channel and

survey some of the more important detection techniques that have been proposed. In Chapter 4,

architectures for basebandreceivers are presented, focusing primarilytrade-offs of the partitioning
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of the signal processing required inthese channels between the analog and digital domains. The

principals presented inthis chapter form an important backdrop for the discussion in Chapter4.
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Detection Techniques for

Magnetic Disk Drive Channels
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3.0 Introduction

Two key performancemeasures for magnetic disk drives aretransfer rate and recording den

sity. These objectives are met by rotating the disk at higherrates and writing transitions onto the

disk at closer intervals. Two important elements in magnetic disk recording systems which make

this possible arethe head and disk technology and the signallingtechniques used to write and

retrieve information to and from the disk. The head and disk technology affect the pulse shape of

the signal that is finally read from the disk as well as addnoise and distortionto this signal. The

signalling techniques control whatis written to the disk so thatthe signal that is read from the disk

has desirable characteristics to aid in and increase the reliability of the detection process. There are

othervery important elements such asthe servosystem [2] which alignsthe headover the particu

lar track being written to or readbut will not be discussed in this thesis.

In this chapter,we will present the basic concepts behind the write and read processes used in

conventional disk drives today. Then, we will examine some of the detection methods used on the

read signal that allow retrieval of the information stored there. We shallbegin with a brief exami-
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nation of the physics behind writing and reading digital data to and from the magnetic channel.

This will be followed by a presentation of twoof themore important implementation methods of

the read head which are the inductive read (IR) and magnetoresistive (MR) heads. The two pri

mary types of detectors for magnetic disk channels are peak detection and discrete-time detection.

Both will be discussed. There appear to be performance advantages particularly at higherrecord

ingdensities withthe application of discrete-time techniques. We shall present the more popular

techniques and highlight some of their key advantages. One important disadvantage of discrete-

time approaches is the sophistication required of the signal processing in the read electronics.

Techniques proposed for integrated circuit implementation of some of the key functions required

in discrete-time channels arepresented laterin this thesis.

The treatment presented here is mainly to provide abackground of the fundamental principals

upon which themagnetic diskdrive channel operates. The physics associated withtheprocesses of

the write and read process are well understood and several in-depth descriptions canbe found in

the literature on all of the topics discussed in this chapter[1,2,4,5].

3.1 Fundamentals of the Read/Write Process

The physics involved in the read andwrite process are extremely complex. We shall examine

only the basic principlesbehind these processes.

3.1.1 Background Physics

A discussion of the write process requires a review of magnetism. Although it may not be

obvious, it turns out that all substances are attracted to or repelled by magnets. However, since the

effect ofmagnetson most substances is so small, we tend to neglect the magneticsusceptibilityof

most of them. Those that show a strong attractiontowards magnets are caHodferromagnetic mate

rials. For the purposes of magnetic recording, electromagnetism and permanent magnets are

important Electromagnetism occurswhen ferromagnetic materials areused togetherwith electri

calwindings which areused to magnetize permanent magnets.A permanentmagnet is a substance

which retainsits magnetism even after the magnetizing forceis removed.
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Let us now examine the basic concepts behind electromagnetism. Following this, we will

examine qualities of permanent magnets and then see how electromagnetism and permanent mag

nets areused together in digital magnetic storage.

The basic principals behind electromagnetism are shown in Figure 3.1 where acurrent source

is shown driving acoil of wire through aswitch. This current flow results in thepresence of mag

netic flux shown as the dashed lines in the figure. This magnetic flux results in the coil of wire

becoming amagnet when current is present with N and S poles as indicated in figure. When this

current is removed, themagnetic properties are also removed. If acore of ferromagnetic material

is placed inside the coil of wire, electromagnetism isgreatly enhanced and the resulting magnetic

flux can be increased by orders of magnitude. Another important phenomenon is that if the switch

is open and achanging flux is present inthe coil, avoltage appears across the terminals of the coil

proportional to the time rate of change of the flux.

Magnetic Flux <£>

switch

Figure 3.1 Conceptual diagram illustrating principals of electromagnetism.

It is useful to consider the idealized magnetic circuit shown in Figure 3.2 in order to define

some of the fundamental relationship between the applied current and resulting magnetic flux.

There is an Ohm's Law for magnetic circuits which is

-s (3.1)
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where O is the magnetic flux, F is the magnetomotive force, and R is the reluctance. Therefore <&

is analogous to current, Fto voltage, and R to resistance in an electrical circuit. The magnetomo

tive force is given by

F = NI (3.2)

whereN is the number of turns in the coil and I is the applied current. The reluctance is given by

/
R =

O =

where 1isthe length oraverage circumference of the ring, p„ isthepermeability of free space, m is

the relative permeability of the core material, and \ is the cross sectional area of the ring. Equa

tions 3.1 - 3.3 can be combined to get

/

(3.3)

(3.4)

This meansthat in orderto increase the magnetic flux, one canincrease the number of turns in the

coil, increase the inputcurrent, use a core material withahigher permeability, increase the cross

sectional area ofthe ring,or decrease the lengthofthe ring.

Ring Core
I= avg. length

Ac - cross sectional
area

ur= relative
permeability

N Turns

Magnetic Flux <E>

-V+

Figure 32 Illustration for definition of Ohm's Law for aMagnetic Circuit
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Let us now examine the principals behind permanent magnets. Shown in Figure 3.3 is a plot

of therelationship between theapplied magnetomotive force F and the resulting magnetic flux O.

As F is increased positive from zero, O increases almost linearly at first and then saturates as

shown in the figure. However, as Fis reduced and taken negative, O traverses a different path.

Once again, as Fgoes negative, there isan almost linear relationship toO and before it eventually

it saturates. As F is taken positive, anewpath arises. This path eventually intersects withthe path

from the initial positive excursion of O and for all subsequent tracing of F and O, the outer most

tracings will result In other words, O starts from zero and passes through zero only the first time.

The hysteresis effect we see of the outer tracings is a characteristic of the particular magnetic

material.

, kMagnetic Flux O

First time
(Initial Magnetization Curve)

Magnetomotive
Force F

Figure 33 Hysteresis loop that results from plotting <X> versus F.

Normally, F and O arenormalized to remove the physical dimensions and instead H and B are

plottedas shown in Figure 3.4 whereH, the field intensityis given by

•-? (3.5)

and B, the flux density is given by

Ac
(3.6)
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Flux Density B=*r

Field Intensity H =±-

Figure 3.4 Hysteresis loop(B vs. H)withBrandHc indicated as shown.

Two important quantities are markedin Figure 3.4 and they are Br andHc. Both areimportant

measures ofpermanent magnetization. Bris called the remanent magnetization andis the magneti

zation which remains after the field H is removed. The other quantity Hc is called the coercivity. It

is the reverse field required to reduce Br to zero.

For substancesused in the media formagnetic recording, it is desirableto have largeBr so that

the material will retain its magnetism and a large Hcso that the magnetism can be removed or

changed only byastrong magnetic field. Such materials are referred toas hardorpermanent ferro

magnetic materials. Ferromagnets that can bereadily demagnetized are also important inmagnetic

recording for use inthe heads that perform writing, reading, and erasing.

3.1.2 Write Process

The magnetic head isthe key interface between the electronics and the magnetic media. The

same head can beused towrite, read, and also toerase. However, separate heads are often used so

that each may be optimized for aparticular function. Magnetic heads are made ofahigh perme

ability core material with alow coercivity which makes them easy to demagnetize. Many

approaches and head shapes are used for the magnetic head, one ofwhich is shown in Figure 35
in the shape ofaring. Akey feature ofthe magnetic head is agap at the place in which the head
interfaces to the media. As current is applied to the coil (from the write electronics), some ofthe
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field from the resulting magnetomotive force fringes outward atthe gap enabling magnetization of

the medium. The time variationof the inputcurrentresults in spatial variationsin the remanent

magnetization along the medium. Indigital recording, saturation recording isused where the field

intensity applied to the medium isenough tomagnetize the media inone ofthe two directions.

Therefore, with a binary input current of+/-I, the spatial magnetization of the media fora fixed

rate of rotation of the disk is a recording of the input current

Maqnetic Media

Figure 3.5 Magnetic headillustrating thepresence of the recording gap.

3.1.3 Read Process

There are two primary approaches for reading the recorded digital information from a mag

netic disk. They are the inductive read head which is the approach used in the majority of disk

drives today and magneto-resistive (MR) heads which are a key technology currently in develop

ment which promises to make a big impact on recording densities and transfer rates.

3.13.1 Inductive Read Heads

The read process using inductive read heads were described briefly in Chapter 2. The same

head can be used as in the write process but the terminals of the coil are connected to the input

nodes of a wideband amplifier called the readamplifier.As the magnetized media passes by the
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head, fringing fieldsemanating from the magnetizedmedia couple into the core which is wrapped

by the N-turn coil. The d<D/dt sensed by the coil produces a voltage at the terminals of the coil

which is amplified by the read amplifier. The fringing flux prefers the high permeability path

through the core rather than air which improves the efficiencyof the process

One problem of inductive read heads at high recordingdensities is the phenomenon of under

shoots. Undershoots are little peaks that precede and follow an isolated pulse by anywhere

between 15-25periods with a polarity oppositeto that of the main pulse. Since they are present so

farawayfromthe actual pulse,theyaredifficult to equalize. Mostoften,theyare simply treated as

noise. However, undershoots may especially be a problem for discrete-time techniques such as

PRML detection.

In general, linear superpositioncan be appliedto the disk drive channel [12,22].There is how

ever, a phenomenonreferred to as non-linearpeakshift(differentfrom ISI per se) which results in

the deterministic shifting of pulses depending on the particular data sequence that was written to

the channel. Since this phenomenon is well understood, a technique called writepre-compensation

is often used to compensate for these shifts during the write process. In write pre-compensation,

the spacing of pulses written to the disk is modulateddepending on the particular data pattem in

order to pre-compensate for the non-linearities incurred during the read process. When this

approach is taken, the resultingchannel appears to be absentof non-linearities and can be treated

as linear.

3.13.2 Magnetoresistive Read Heads

Magnetoresistive (MR) heads use a completely different approach to sensingthe signal from

the media. They are based on the magnetoresistive effectpresent in films of certain materials. In a

simplistic form, the MR head is made of a stripof one of these materials mounted in a plane per

pendicular tothemedia. Instead of sensing thetime rate change of flux, theimpedance of a magne

toresistive head changes with the applied magnetization. A block diagram of the operationof a

MRheadis shownin Figure3.6.Abiascurrent is forced through theMR head.As the disk rotates

and the applied field changes, the impedance of thehead correspondingly changes resulting in a
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voltage change across the head. This voltage isamplified and the d.c. bias is removed using circuit

techniques [11].

There are anumber of important advantages of MRheads as compared with inductive heads.

First, signal levels are larger coming out ofan MR head since itresponds directly tothe flux inten

sity present as opposed to the time-rate change of flux in the inductive read head case. Therefore, it

can beused withabroad range of disk velocities. Second istheabsence of theundershoots present

in the inductive read heads. And third is that the linearity associated with MR heads is superior to

that of inductiveread heads, facilitating the use of discrete-time techniques. Because of these

advantages MR head technology promises to make abig impact as densities increase. Currently,

only afew manufacturers have MR head technology. Itisquite expensive to develop the expertise

required to produce them inaproduction environment They should become much more prevalent

as more disk drive manufacturersgain accessto this technology.

MR Read Element

° To bias/read circuitry

o Electronics

Figure 3.6 Simple schematic diagramof the use of an MR read head.

3.2 Peak Detect Channels

The majority of disk drives on the market today use the method of peak detection for data

recovery shown conceptually in Figure 3.7. Peakdetection is a non-linear detection techniquein

which the read signal is observed for positive andnegativepeakswhich correspond to transitions

in the write signal. The absence of a peak means notransition. The signal is observed once per

symbol period for a duration called a timing window which is slightly shorter than a symbol
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period. If a peakis detected, the amplitude of the signal must also be larger thanreference levels

called clipping levels. This qualification procedure improves the performance of this detection

method in the presence ofnoise and other perturbations which may result in erroneous peaks.

A simplifiedblock diagram of a peakdetect-based read channel is shown in Figure 3.7b.The

signaloff the disk is on the orderof a few millivolts and is amplified by the Read Amp up to the

tens ofmillivolts range. The read amp is often situated togetherwith the readhead. The signal is

then passed to the automatic gaincontrol (AGQ block which normalizes the signal amplitude for

further processing. The amplitude out of the AGC is normally a few hundred millivolts. Next, the

signal is passed to the Filter which performs bandlimiting on the noise aswell as signalpre-condi

tioning prior to peakdetection. This signal pre-conditioning usually involves some high frequency

boost to slim pulses and reduce ISI and helps in the qualification procedure since peaks are

enhanced [3,6,13].Thus, these filters areoften called pulse-slimming filters or equalizers. After the

filter is the peak detectionblock which observesthe conditioned signal for qualifiedpeaks.When a

peak is detected, a"1" is output and a "0" otherwise. The peakdetect block operates continuously

on the signal andthus the locationof the output"1" depends upon where within the timing win

dow the peak is detected. As a result, the width and location of the logic 1 pulse out of the peak

detectorvaries.The DataSeparatorre-samplesthe output of the peak detector block and aligns the

data with a local clock in order to provide a synchronous data flow for further processing. Finally,

the Decoder undoes the effects of any precodingthat may have been performed prior to the write

process forerror detection/correction. The output of thedecoder is the userdata.
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Figure 3.7 Simplified view of the peak detection process, (a) Read signal shown with clipping
levels and timing window definitions, (b) Block diagram of a peak detect read channel.

A conceptual blockdiagram of the functions inone implementation of the peak detector block

andthe associated signals atdifferent points withinthe block are shownin Figure 3.8 [2]. The fil

tered signal is first processed by the baseclipblock whichhas the transfer function shownin the

figure. The output signal follows the inputsignal only when the input signal is larger thanthe clip

ping levels. The signal is then rectified and passedto a differentiator which performs an analog

differentiation. Note in the figure that the differentiator output passes through zero at the signal

peaks where the derivative goes through a change in slope. The output of the differentiator is

passed to an inverting limiter which has a small offset as shown in the figure. The limiter results in

a logic "1" when the differentiator output is negative. The offset is required in the limiter so that

noise on the differentiator output when it is nearzero does not cause toggling of the limiter output

Note that eachlogic "1" in the limiteroutputcorresponds to a peak in the readsignal.The differing

widths between the logic "1" output of the limiterandthe variations in its exact locationrequire

the data separator for synchronization.
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Figure 3.8 Conceptual block diagram of operation of apeak detector block.
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Athigher transition densities, the deleterious effects of intersymbol interference including the

reduction of peak amplitude and peak shift degrade the performance of peak detect channels.

Amplitude reduction requires that clipping levels be reduced making the system more susceptible

to noise. The problem with peak shift isthat inthe presence ofnoise and jitter inthe signal phase,

peaks may shift outside ofthe timing window and be decoded in the wrong position.
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Peak detection workswell in the absence of intersymbol interference and is anattractive solu

tionunderthis condition because of therelative simplicity withwhichthe detection electronics can

be implemented. Unfortunately, at higher recording densities and transfer rates ISI isunavoidable.

It has been shown that athigher recording densities and transfer rates sampled-data detection

methods are superior to peak detection [8,9]. We shall next examine sampled-data detection meth

ods beforecomparing the various approaches.

3.3 Discrete-Time Detection

Under the conditions that linear superposition holds, sampled-data methods employing equal

ization and sequence detection may beapplied to the magnetic disk drive channel as discussed in

Chapter 2. Discrete-time methods allow the application of communications techniques such as

adaptive equalization and sequence detection. Ablock diagram of adiscrete-time read channel is

shown in Figure 3.9. After the AGC block, the rest of the receiver isvery different from the peak

detect channel. In the receivershown, it is assumed that the equalization and sequencedetection is

performed in the digital domain1. This receiver is comprised of two main parts. The first isthe

CODERwhich contains a filter whichprovides anti-alias and noise filtering, a sampler driven by

voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) in atiming recovery loop, and ananalog-to-digital converter

(ADC) whichconverts the analog samples into thedigital domain. The second is adedicated digi

tal signal processor which contains an adaptive equalizer, symboldetector, and timing function

generator which operates on the equalized samples anddrives the VCO.

Read
Amp - AGC

CODER

LPFl $—
A

ADC

VCO/

Clock Gen.

Digital Signal Processor

Equalizer
Adaptive Symbol

Detector

Timing
Recovery

Figure 3.9 Block diagramof a readchannelemploying discrete-time detection methods.

Data

Out

1. InChapter 4 we shall examine various ways of partitioning thesignal processing between theanalog and digital
domains.
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The different discrete-time detection methods that have been proposed use either different

equalization methods and/ordifferent techniques for symbol detection. The simple model com

prised of a sampler, equalizer, andsymbol detection as shownin Figure 3.10 will be used in the

remainder of this section. We will assume the presence of a timing recovery loop. The processing

caneitherbe in the analog or digitaldomain,or a combination of both. The discrete-timemethods

Read

Amp
_ AGC — £—

Symbol

Detector

Figure 3.10 Simplifieddiscrete-time channel block diagram.

Data

Out

we shall examine are PartialResponse (PR) Signalling, the RAM-Based DFE, and Fixed-Delay

Tree Search.

3.3.1 Partial Response Signalling

In the time periodbetween 1969-1970, researchers at IBM proposed the application ofPartial

Response(PR) signalling [14] with maximum-likelihood (ML) detection [15] to the magneticdisk

drive channel. As discussed in Chapter 2, these techniques are together referred to as Partial

Response Maximum-Likelihood or PRML signalling. Partial response signallingby definition

introduces controlled ISI and therefore allows a higher net recording density. The use ofmaximum

likelihood detection in the form of Viterbi sequence detectors results in coding gain. Coding gain

is ameasure of the robustness to reduction in signal-to-noiseratiothat a coding approachallows. It

is definedasthe differencebetween the signal-to-noise ratios for the same probability oferrorwith

and without the coding approachapplied.

As discussed in Chapter 2, the general partial response (PR) coding polynomial is

P(D) = (1-D)m(l+D)B. (3.7)

Many PR systems have been proposed for application inthe disk drive channel with different com

binations and values of bothm and n.The term (1-D)m introduces m zeros intothespectrum atd.c.
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and (1+D)n introduces nzeros at one-half the symbol rate. The two systems that are most often
seen in the literature are Qass IV PR or PR-IV using m=n=l for aP(D) of 1-D2 and Extended
Qass IV PR or EPR-IV that uses m=l and n=2 for aP(D) ofl+D-D^D3. PR-IV introduces azero
at d.c. and zero at one-half the symbol rate. Whereas EPR-IV introduces azero atd.c. and two

zeros at one-halfthe symbol rate. The effect ofthis is to require less energy near one-half the sym

bol rate to be equalized. The zeros at d.c. and one-half the symbol rate in the PR-IV case match the

disk drive channel very well but still requires high frequency boost for equalization at higher

recording densities. The extra zero at one-half the symbol rate results in EPR-IV requiring even

less boost at high frequencies and thus suffers less noise enhancement. However, there is asignifi

cant difference in the implementation ofthe Viterbi detector when maximum likelihood detection

is employed. The detector goes from a2-state detector with 3different output levels in PR-IV to
an 8-state in EPR-IV with 5 different levels. As aresult, implementation advantages such as

implementing the PR-IV detector as two interleaved half-rate detectors is not possible in EPR-IV

making implementation muchmore difficult.

A comparison of different PR systems is presented in [10]. SNR after equalization was the

metric for comparison. It is shown that at low densities (PW50=1), PR-IV performs better than

EPR-IV for both perfect sampling phase and a10% sampling phase error. However, at high densi

ties (PW50=3), EPR-IV performs better butonly with small errors in the sampling phase. Intu

itively, it performs better because it experiences less noise enhancement after equalization than

PR-IV. But it also is a lot more sensitive to sampling phase.

The key trade-offs between PR approaches include:

• Number of levels. More levels results in increased difficulty in differentiating between

levels in the presence of noise.The numberof levels greatly affects implementationof
the Viterbi detector due to the number of required states.

• Bandwidth required. Higher order polynomials result in a lower required signal band
width. Since the magnetic disk channel is lowpass in nature, the use ofhigher order poly

nomials results in less high frequency boost required by the equalization resulting in

simpler equalizers and less noise enhancement

• Sensitivity to sampling phase.The use ofhigher order polynomials tend to be more sensi

tive to errors in the sampling phase.
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At some point, the signalling approach chosen may be astrong function of the implementation

of the detection circuitry. This willbeparticularly true if the power and cost of implementation of

the electronics required by these channels cannot bebrought sufficiently low. The key trade-offs

from an implementation standpoint will bebetween implementation of theequalization, Viterbi

detector, sensitivity to sampling phase and thenumberof bitsrequired in theanalog-to-digital con

verter.

3.3.2 RAM-Based DFE

The linear channel model for the disk drive readchannel which assumes the validity of linear

superposition breaks down in the absence of write pre-compensation orwith certain types of read

heads. Therefore, the RAM-based DFE was proposed forthe read channel application in order to

reduce the effects of non-linear ISI [16]. The RAM-based DFE was described in Chapter 2.

The acceptance of theRAM-based DFE inthe disk drive community has notbeen verywide

spread. One of the key reasons is the complexity associated with implementation of this architec

ture is rather high. MR head technology has become acommercially viable head technology and

shows promise for channels that remain quite linear uptovery high densities and transfer rates. It

remainsto be seen whether or not the RAM-based DFE will have much of an impact in future read

channel implementations.

3.3.3 Fixed-Delay Tree Search with Decision Feedback Equalization

Anotherdiscrete-time detection method proposed for use in the disk drive applications is

Fixed-Delay Tree Search with Decision Feedback Equalization (FDTSIDF) [9]. Fixed delay tree

search is adepth-limited exhaustive tree-search algorithm based on the binary tree representation

of the channel shown in Figure 3.11. Starting from the first node, two branches extend corre

sponding to states 0and 1. Then from each ofthese nodes, two more branches extend on growing
exponentially with the depth ofthe tree. Each branch has an associated branch metric which is a
measure ofthe likelihood ofthat particular branch given achannel output (similar to Viterbi). The

basic idea is starting from the first node, calculate the metrics for each ofthe possible paths and

find the path through the depth ofthe tree that is most likely in the mean-square sense. The branch
emanating from the first node containing this path is kept as the correct path and the other halfof
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the tree is discarded. Then in the next symbol period, anew channel output is received and the

nodes atthe ends of the surviving branches are each extended onebranch pair and theprocess is

• • t

Figure 3.11 Binary Tree representation of thechannel.

repeated. The outputs can beinput into a feedback filter which subtracts theeffects of post cursor

ISI, resulting in the FDTS/DF structure shown in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12 Block diagramof a FDTS/DF detector.
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There are many comparisons of approaches in the literature [7,9] that compare the relative

merits of certain approaches to others. Some comparisons are from a purely theoretical standpoint

assuming ideal detection circuitry and considering only SNR. While others include one or two

aspects about the detection circuitry for instance considering the number of taps in an adaptive

equalizer, the sensitivity to timing phase, or the number of states required by a maximum likeli

hood detector and the impact on the implementation. It would not be fair to quote any one person's

results because the assumptions that are made in the different papers tend all to be different.

Instead we shall conclude this chapter with some concluding remarks, thoughts, and facts.

Peak detect channels have been employed since the advent of the magnetic recording industry

and in an extremely high volume business as magnetic disk drives there is much inertia which

brings about slow change. At lower densities, the inherent robustness of peak detection coupled

with the ease of integrated circuit implementation makes it clearly the approach of choice. How

ever, at higher densities, things become different Although much of the literature suggests the out

right advantages of discrete-time techniques, it must be recognized that the year IBM announced

the 1 Gbit in a squareinch prototype which employed discrete-time signaling, a prototype achiev

ing 500 Mbits in a squareinch employing peak detection was reportedthat same year [21].

PR-IV and higher order partial responsechannels seem to show the most promise at higher

densities and transfer rates. PR-IV was the signalling method used in IBM's demonstration of 1

gigabit in a square inch of recording area [17]. This method was also used in an experimental

channel with a transfer rate of 180 Mbits/sec [18]. The key stumbling block of the implementation

of PRML channels is the economical implementation of the read channel electronics in terms of

both power and cost Power is an issue because of the heat it generates,particularlyin drives with

small form factors. Entire peak detect channels have been implemented in CMOS up to data rates

of 30 Mbits/sec on a single silicon substrate dissipating 300 mW [19]. Whereas, the highest data

ratereadchannel IC reported for a PRML system has been for a data rateof65 MSymbols/sec at a

powerconsumption of 1.75 Win a 1.0pm BiCMOS technology [20].

Important to PRML-based channels will be further refinement of MR head technology which

allows the application of linear superposition to the read channel, lb date, only IBM hasa refined
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MR head technology although many companies have spent many years and dollars attempting to

develop this importanttechnology.

Approaches such as the RAM-based DFE and FDTS/DF have been shown to have perfor

mance advantages under certain conditions. There has been much development inthe way periph

eral work such as coding for the PR-IV channels and the implementation of these techniques into

products. It is unclear whether these other approaches will shown enough ofan advantage to slow

the inertia developing inthe area ofPR channels. After all, it took about 20 years from the first

proposal ofPR signalling to the digital magnetic recording channel before itmade its way into a

product However, due to the competition in the industry to push for greater and greater perfor

mance, it is possible that these techniques will eventually find themselves in products providing

whatever incremental performance advantages theyare capable of.

Itdoes appear that discrete-time channels employing partial response signalling will beone of

the approaches used toachieve higher densities and transfer rates. Continued development inthe

area of MR head technology will indeed beacatalyst to further application of PRsignalling. The

challenge tocircuit designers is for economical silicon implementation of these high speed chan

nels in terms of both power and cost

3.5 Summary

We began this chapter with anexamination of the fundamental physical principals behindthe

write and read process in digital magneticrecording. We examined the use of both the traditional

inductive readhead and the magnetoresistive (MR) heads which should become more important as

densities increase and more sophisticated signal processing techniques are applied to the read

channel. We then examined both peak detection and a few of the ways in which discrete-time

detection has been proposed for the read channel. Currently, it appears that the industry is heading

toward the increased application of PR signalling techniques.

In the next chapter,we will examine different block level architectures for baseband digital

communication channels. Since the magneticdisk drive readchannelemploying discrete-timepro-
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cessing canbe modelled as a baseband communications receiver, the techniques described in the

next chapterwill be applicable to the disk drive channel.
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CHAPTER 4

Architectural Approaches

4.0 Introduction

Discrete-time techniques for the magnetic disk drive channel become necessary at higher

recording densities and transfer rates where intersymbol interference reduces the reliability of

peak detection techniques. PRML techniques are currently being applied in a commercial disk

drive with a transfer rate of 64Mbits/sec using monolithic read channels implemented in BiCMOS

[1]. Research prototype channels employing PRML signalling and operating at rates up to

180Mbits/sec have been reported [2]. In order for monolithic implementation to occur at rates of

this order and at acceptable power levels, new circuit approaches and architectures need to be

developed. At some point, the cost and powerof the electronicsand the energy requiredto spin the

disk sufficiently fast to get these high transfer rates may make other approaches such as simulta

neous reads and writes to and from parallel arraysoflower speed disks more attractive [3].

When operatingwith signalshaving bandwidths in the tens of mega-hertz and above, circuit

implementationhas a very strong impact on the achievable performance. Parasitic effects includ

ing resistance, capacitance, and inductance become very important at these frequencies in both
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analog and digital circuits. Also important at these frequencies are second order effects of the

activedevices (transistors) themselves. Until very recently, CMOS technology was limited in ana

log circuitapplications to frequencies in the 10MHz range. That has changed with sub-micron

CMOS processes becoming industry standard and theincreased availability ofBiCMOSprocesses

in whichhigh speedNPN devicesare available along with sub-micron CMOS.

The ultimate goal of thedata communications circuit/system designer is to getdata in the form

of bits from one place to another (in space ortime, the latter being the case for the magnetic disk

drive channel) while achieving some desirable trade-offof speed, power, and cost It is becoming

more important forcircuit designers to be system designers in order to make the best choices

between the various technologies, architectures, and implementation approaches and to know

when new approaches need to be developed. This high level view is fundamental to finding the

optimum solution.

In this chapter, we shallexaminedifferent architectural approaches to receiverdesign.There

are differentways in which the signal processing canbe partitioned betweenthe analog anddigital

domains with trade-offs associated with each. We will examine some of these trade-offs. A priority

is made for implementation in CMOS-only technology since the cost of such a processis roughly

30% lower than BiCMOS. A new approach for implementation of high speed filters is presented

later in this thesis with a prototype demonstrating these techniques described in Chapter 8. The

block level architecture used in this prototype will be presentednear the end of the chapter. Some

of the performance advantages which result from the block level architecture will be presented.

In the firstsection, we shall present some pertinentbackground information such as how noise

gets shaped by the signal processing through the channel. The information in this sectionis back

ground andwill be used throughout the rest of the chapter. Next, we will examine different archi

tectural approaches viewing the entire receiver as a system and examine trade-offs of the

partitioning of signal processingbetween the analog and digital domains. And finally, we will

presentanddiscuss a block level diagram of the prototype.
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4.1 Pertinent Basics

In this section, some pertinentbackground basicswill be presented. These concepts areimpor

tant to the sections that follow. We will examine quantization noise associated with analog-to-dig

ital conversion, noise shaping and amplification, latency in feedback systems, and the important

differences between analog discrete-time and digital signal processing.

4.1.1 Quantization Noise in Analog-to-Digital Conversion

In an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter, samples of an analog or continuous-time signal are

compared to anumber ofreference voltages. In an N-bit A/D converter, there are 2N reference

voltages. There aremany architectural approaches for A/D converters but ultimately they each end

up giving an output code corresponding to the reference voltage that the sampled voltage is either

greaterthan and closest to or simply closest to. Another way to look at this is suppose each of the

reference voltages were subtracted from the input voltage and let us call each of the differences

residues. The code corresponding to the smallest positive residue or the residue with the smallest

magnitude would be chosea We will assume the former metric in the rest of this section.

This is illustrated in Figure 4.1where the continuous-time signal is shown sampled and refer

ences for a 3-bit converter (8 references) are shown in the center. In this example, the reference

which the signal is closest to without being greater than is 110. This is the output code for this

sample. The corresponding residue ofthe comparison is shown on the right of Figure 4.1. The res-

Reference Levels

Figure 4.1 Sampled analog signal and reference comparison for a 3-bit conversion.

idue is the errorin this idealized conversion. Since the input has a very small probabilityof being

exactly the same amplitude of one of the referencevoltages, the residue will usually be non-zero
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although its average value will be zero. This residue is called quantization noise and isaresult of

the finite spacing oflevels due tothe finite number ofbits inthe A/D converter. Quantization noise

is oftenmodelled as anadditive noise source at the inputof anideal A/D converter. The statistics

of the residue really depend onthe statistics of the input signal and the number of bits in the A/D

conversion. Adding another bitto the converter doubles the number of levels, lowering the maxi

mum possible amplitude of aresidue bya factor of two. Therefore, quantization noise is reduced

by 6dB when an additional bit is resolved by the A/D converter. For ease ofanalysis, quantization

noise isusually modelled as additive white gaussian noise. This approximation may notbevery

accurate atlow converter resolutions but greatly simplifiesanalyses [4].

4.1.2 Noise Shaping and Amplification

Any source ofvoltage offset or noise introduced anywhere inthe signal path passes through all

of the subsequent processing that the signal does from that point on through detection. Let us first

consider theeffectof channel processing ond.c. inputs (voltage offsets) and then of noise with

spectralcharacteristics.

Figure 4.2 illustrates asimple channel of three amplifiers with gains Alf A2, and A3. Each of

the amplifiers have offsets V^, V^, and V^, respectively, which we shall assume are uncorre-

lated random variables. We can model this channel with an ideal set of offset-free amplifiers and

an equivalent input-referred offset voltage source [5]. This source is found bytreating each of the

offsets independently and dividing each by thechannel gain upto the point it is introduced and

summing the resulting quantities together asshown in Figure 4.2b.

The advantage of this approach is that wecan now treat the amplifiers as ideal gain elements

(no offset) and theequivalent input-referred offset source as a second input to the channel. We

notice inthe figure that when referred back tothe input, thevalue of an offset source is divided by

the channel gain upto the point it is introduced. Thus to minimize the input-referred offset, it is

desirable to have asmuchgain in the first stage amplifier (or block) aspossible without introduc

ing distortion.
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Figure 42 Input-referred offset, (a) Three gain blocks with adifferent input-offset voltage,
(b) All three offset voltages combined into asingle input-referred offset voltage.

Let us now consider themoregeneral case where instead ofadc offset, anoisesource is intro

duced by each block where the noise isadditive and Gaussian and notnecessarily white. Weknow

from system theory that the output power spectrum Sy(a>) due toan input power spectrum Sx(co) of

a lineartime-invariantsystem with transfer function H(co) is given by

W®> =5|n(co).|//((i))|z. (4.1)

The spectrum of the input noise is shaped by the lineartime-invariant filter. The noise spectrum

can be referred to the input using the same approach as with the voltage offsets but using the

square of the transfer function as the multiplying factor. However, in the case of noise, it may be

both easier and perhaps more useful to consider the noise spectrum at the output. This is because

given the noise spectrum, the noise variance can be calculated by integrating the spectrum over the

bandwidth of interest

The key pointof this sectionis thatnoiseintroduced atvarious pointsin the channel undergoes

the same signal processing as the signal afterthe pointatwhich it is introduced. Thus, ifhigh fre

quencyboostis required by the signal, noiseatthese frequencies will be enhanced aswell. Placing

a lowpass filter in the front-end of a receiver, bandlimiting the noise introduced by the channel is
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often desirable because it removes noise at frequencies which are of no consequence to the detec

tion process.

4.1.3 Latency in Feedback Loops

Latency or processing delay through the signal path in a negative feedback system affects the

stability of the loop. This affects first- and second-orderloops, as well as those based on the sto

chastic gradient algorithm. Intuitively speaking, since a time delay corresponds in the frequency

domain to a linear phase shift with no effect on the magnitude response, the phase margin of any

feedback system is reduced with the introductionof any delay in the feedback path. As this delay

approaches the closed loop time constant of the loop, increasing amounts of ringing in the step

response and eventually instability will result

Input

XI A/D
" IConverter
A

Equalizer

Feedback Loop

Sampling
Control

Timing

Recovery

Output

Figure 4.3 Block diagram ofkey receiver blocks in timing recovery path.

Let us illustrate this with an example. Suppose there is a 100 Mbit/s system with a 100 MHz

local clock locked onto the incoming data througha second-order phase lock loop. Let us further

assume thatthe phase detector is atimingfunction generator operating onequalized samples in the

digital domain. Suppose the loop filter inthe Timing Recovery block of Figure 4.3 is designed for

aclosed-loop bandwidth of 1MHzwith a phase margin of 45 degrees. The relationship between a

time domain delay of x to frequency domain phase shiftis givenby

-jm
5(f-T) <=>£ (4.2)
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For anexample, suppose it took 10periods before the timing recovery loopwas updated due to

latency. The phase shift that results from thisdeiay directly reduces the phase margin. In this

example where the closed-loop bandwidth is around 1 MHz, we desire to know the amount of

phase shift at this frequency. Using Eq. 4.2 we find that at 1 MHz, the phase shift is 18 degrees.

Therefore, asystem with45 degrees of phase margin without latency in the feedback path has only

27 degrees which would result in excessive ringing in the step response and is not a safe design

margin in practice.

4.1.4 Analog Discrete-time vs. Digital Processing

Bothanalog sampled-data and digital signal processing occurs in discrete-time sothat analysis

techniques for discrete-time signal processing is applicable to both. However, there are some

important differences between the two. In digital signal processing, there is quantization of the

input, intermediate, and output signals to one of2N steps where Nis the number ofbits (N need
not be the same at each point in the system). Whereas in analog discrete-time processing, these

signalsmay take on one of a continuumofvalues andthe only discretization is in time.

In the case of multipliers, both inputs into a digital multiplier are quantized by definition.

However, in the analog domain assuming one input is continuous in amplitude, the second can

either be continuous or discrete valued. With the use of the Gilbert Cell which multiplies two ana

log signals [5], there is no inherentquantization. The other method uses switched-capacitorcircuit

techniques (as those used in the FIR filter architecturespresented in Chapter 5) where multiplies

are realized by capacitor scaling. The input voltage is sampled on capacitors. Since the charge

sampled on a capacitor is equal to the product ofthe input voltage and the capacitor value, by scal

ing the capacitor, a different multiplicand can be realized. Normally, ratios of capacitors are used

in order realize relative multiplicands. This is because the voltage to charge conversion that results

from sampling onto a capacitor is usually reversed during a subsequent charge to voltage conver

sion involving an operational amplifier and feedback capacitor (See Chapter 5). In cases where a

multiplicand needs to be programmable, binary arrays or similar are usually used which effec

tively quantizes the possible values. Althoughthere is no fundamental limitation to the granularity

with whichratios of capacitors can be realized, processing variations limit the accuracy of capaci

tor ratios somewhere between5 and10bitsdepending on the capacitor size and geometry. In sum-
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mary, the limitation to the granularity of a digital multiplier depends on the number of bits used.

Whereas, processing variations limit the accuracy which switched-capacitor multipliers can

achieve.

4.2 Functions Required in a Baseband Communications
Receiver

Let us now examine the key functional blocks required in a baseband communications

receiver. Shown in Figure 4.4 is a block diagram of a conventional receiver employing adaptive

equalizationand sequence detection in the digitaldomain. It is assumed that the input signal from

the channel has already been converted into a voltage by some appropriatemethod. Depending on

the application, the amplitude of this voltage may vary from a few millivolts up to a few volts.

Each of the blocks perform their respective function with the goal of recovering the information

that was transmitted which is then passed on to the receiving USER.

Input
Signal

(From the
Channel)

A/D

Converter

f
Adaptive
Equalizer

Timing Recovery

VGA Control

Decision

Device

Decoder

Bits Output

Figure 4.4 Block diagram ofconventional baseband communications receiver.

In this section, we shall briefly describe the purpose ofeach block.

Variable Gain Amplifier (VGA)

The peak amplitude of the signal input to the receiver canhave extremely large variations

depending on anumber of factors such as distance from the transmitter, temperature, etc... since
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they may affect the amount of amplitude loss from the transmitter. In the disk drive application,
factors such as variations in flying height (height at which the read head passes over the disk)

affectthe signal amplitude and changes withtime.

Itisdesirable inany signal processing application to operate with the maximum signal ampli

tude possible (with consideration to linearity in analog signal processing) in order to minimize
additive noise effects. The variable gain amplifier or VGA as its name suggests isan amplifier with

avariable gain that is setin anegative feedback loop.

The peak signal is sensed somewhere in the signal path after the output ofthe amplifier and

depending if the signal is too large or too small, the gain is increased or decreased accordingly.

Key requirements ofthe VGA are that ithave acceptable noise and distortion performance and

bandwidth over all gain settings.

Noise Limiting Filter

Once the signal amplitude isnormalized byaVGA orsome other appropriate method, anoise

limiting filter isusually the next processing block. In applications where discrete-time signal pro

cessing such as equalization isperformed further on inthe signal path, this noise limiting filter acts

asananti-alias filter. Sincemost practical applications require theuse ofadaptive equalization, we

shall focus on the noise limiting filter in the contextof ananti-aliasing filter.

Some key requirements of this filter are:

•Provide sufficientstop-band attenuation to reduce aliasing effects
• Minimum amplitudereduction in the passband

•Near-linear phase in the passband and through the transition region

Too muchdroop in the passband mayrequire later boostby the equalizer whichwill also boost

anynoisethat is introduced beyond this blockand before the equalizer. The need for linear phase

in the passband results from theneedto limitdelay distortion through the filter whichmay be fixed

by subsequentequalization. This is important forboth signal detection andtiming recovery. The

need forlinearphasethroughthe transition regionhasto do with the effect on the aliased spectrum

that results after sampling.The aliased spectrum is often called tot folded-spectrum [6,7] and is

the discrete-time Fourier transform of samples of the isolated pulse through the channel taken at
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the symbol rate. This pulse is the convolution of the transmit filter, channel impulse response, and

receive filter. Since this pulse generally will not be ideally bandlimited, some aliasing will occur in

the folded-spectrum. When the phase is non-linear through this region of overlap, the overlap

areas of the spectrum may add destructively, resulting in nulls in the spectrum. These nulls are

often referred to as spectral nulls and require large amounts ofboost for equalization which results

in noise enhancement

As a result, Bessel filterresponses of between 5-7 ordersareoften used in these applications.

These responses trade transition region steepness for linear phase through much ofthis region.

Equalizer

The equalizer block is perhaps the most important block in a receiver since it enables reliable

transmission to occur in the presenceof ISI by minimizing its effects. Since most practicalchan

nels introduce attenuation at frequencies within the signal passband, some of the job of the equal

izer is to provide some boost at these frequencies in order to minimize ISI effects. This naturally

results in the enhancement of noise present at these frequencies as well. Thus, the equalizer

response must be a compromise of ISI reduction and noise enhancement.

In communications channels with data rates above40 MHz, equalizers most often areadap

tive in order to deal with time varying changes that occur in the channel characteristics. At lower

frequencies, equalizerswith varying degreesof programmability will often suffice.

Equalization can be performed in the analog or digital domains, or in a combination of both.

We shall examine this furtherlater in this chapter. In applications where it is performed digitally, a

sample-and-hold and an analog-to-digital converter is required.

Sample-and-Hold and Analog-to-Dijrital Converter

The sample-and-hold and analog-to-digital converter is not required in all communications

receivers, only those performing discrete-time signal processing. The sample-and-hold samples

the signal and holds it for conversion by the analog-to-digital converter into the digital domain.
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The mostcommon function requiring digital processing is adaptive equalization. In practical

communications systems employing adaptive equalization, sampling is usually performed at the

symbol rate orat twice the symbol rate (for fractionally spaced equalizers ortiming recovery)

The sampling phase and frequency must belocked to the incoming signal for sampling at the

desired instant This is controlled by atiming recovery control circuit

Timing Recovery

The timing recovery circuit generates asignal which controls alocal oscillator. This oscillator

generates atiming reference which triggers the sampling control signal to the sample-and-hold

block. There are many ways toimplement the timing recovery function and some of these shall be

explored later in this chapter.

VGA Control

This blockmonitors the signal somewhere after theVGA and feeds backthe signal which con

trols the VGA gain.

Decision Device

The decision deviceoperates on theequalized samples and makes adetermination of whatthe

received symbolare. This maybe asymbol-by-symbol decision asin the case of a slicer orit may

consider a sequence of received symbols to makeits decisions for increased noise immunity as

done in a sequence detector.

Decoder

This block undoes any coding that has been performedon the signal for spectrum or errorcon

trol and outputs the data to the receiving user.

4.3 Filter Implementation Approaches

From a block level perspective, the two required filtering functions required in the receiver is

that of lowpass noise limiting and equalization. Implementation of these filtering functions are
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perhaps the most important decisions required at the implementation level inbaseband receiver

design1. Most of the control and detection algorithms can beimplemented ineither the analog or

digital domains. The algorithms for functions such as timing recovery and Viterbi sequence detec

tionmostoftenoperate on adiscrete-time signal. Switched-capacitor circuit techniques are partic

ularly well suited for analog implementation ofthese algorithms [9]2, although they are even more
readily performed inthe digital domain. The choice of how, inparticular, the equalization is tobe

performed and inwhat domain, analog ordigital, iswhat determines whether ornot an A/D con

verterwill be needed andwhere these algorithms (particularly Viterbi) will be performed. I f an

A/D converter is present for digital equalization, then a digital implementation of the Viterbi

detector and possibly the timing recovery algorithm would tend to follow because of theease of

implementation. However, if analog equalization is sufficient for both these algorithms, then it

may be cheaper from theperspective of power to perform the processing in the analog domain

becausean A/D converterwould not be required. We will return to this discussion at the end of

Section 4.4 afterpresenting a fewof the possible receiver architectures in thatsectioa

In the next few sections,we will examine analog filter techniquesused in high speed receivers.

4.3.1 Analog Filtering Approaches

Most analog filters usedin practice are based on either Sallen-Key sections, biquadratic sec

tions,or ladder filters. Sallen-Key sections tendto be usedin cases requiring only modest amounts

of anti-alias filtering and havethe advantage that theymaybe realized withoutanamplifier. Biqua

dratic and ladder filter implementations on theother hand require opamporhigh gain transoonduc-

tor.We shall examine first the Sallen-Key sectionthen the biquad filter, and then the ladder filter.

Following this,we shall look atimplementation of biquads and ladder filters using switched-

capacitor techniques and continuous-time filter techniques. And finally we shall compare imple

mentation approaches for high speed filtering, focusing on advantages and limitations of each

approach.

1. We are restricting our discussion tosimple channels with receiver structures as shown in Figure 4.4.Much more
complicated architectures arerequired insimultaneous bi-directional communications over asingle wire pair as required
inhighspeed data communications applications [8].
2. This assumes PR-IV signalling for Viterbi detection which isrelatively simple toimplement with only 2 states.
Higher order PR approaches such as EPR-IV with 8-states may require implementation inthe digital domain.
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4.3.1.1 Sallen-Key Sections

In many applications such as anti-aliasing, particularly where asharp transition band isnot

required, itmay still be desirable to have asecond-order response because itallows the realization

of alinear phase response. Recall that alinear phase response isnot possible with acascade oftwo

simple poles since the composite phase response is the superposition of the individual phase

responses.

The Qof acomplex pole pair is the ratio of the imaginary part to the real part and is arough

measure of the sensitivity of the filter tocomponent variations. AQgreater than one means that in

the s-domain, the pole pair iscloser tothe imaginary axis than the real axis. The higher the pole-Q

of acomplex pole pair, the more sensitive itisto variations inits actual location. One way to view

this is to consider that the frequency response can be evaluated by traversing up the joo-axis and

dividing the product of the distances from each point on the joo-axis to the zeros by the product of

thedistances tothepoles. Therefore, poles and zeros near the joo-axis willhave more of an impact

on the response and thus the filter is more sensitive to their locations. With a second-order

response, linear phase results in a filter with aQof about unity which is a filter with low sensitiv

ity.So such a filter has both the advantage of linear phase and low sensitivity.

Sallen-Key sections are wellsuited to these applications and are particularly attractive because

onlyoneactive gain element is necessary and in some applications, it need nothave verymuch

voltage gain. In fact, a voltage follower can be used in manyapplications. Figure 4.5 shows a

block diagram of aSallen-Key section. The resulting transfer function and design equations can be

found in [10,11]. In order to illustrate the attractiveness for simpleanti-aliasing applications, let us

consider the specific case where K is unity, the resistors and capacitors are equal, and a Butter-

worth response is desired for amaximally flat passband and linear phase. Under these conditions,

the transfer function reduces to

H(s) = -—* (4.3)
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where the complex poles reside at frequency u) = -=— and the Q of the complex pole pair is

1 .

72
, independent of the value ofR and C [10].

d=C1

o—v/WV—•—vA/W

v>- R1 R2in

C2T Amplifier with gain K

Figure 4.5 Sallen-Key Filter.

43.1.2 Biquadratic Sections

A very important class of filters for realization of general second-order transfer functions are

biquadratic sections or biquads. These are filters realize the biquadratic transfer function

H(z) =
a^z +a^z + a0

&2Z +&i*+l

which, assuming the frequencies of interest aremuch lower than the sampling rate can be approxi

mated in the s-domain by

K2s2 +Kls+K0
H(s) =-

(4.4)

(4.5)

where the complex poles reside at <0o with pole-Qequal to Q. As is evident in Eq. 4.5, this general

form of the biquadratictransfer function has an independent complex pole pair in both the numer

atorand denominator.Thus a filter based on this transfer function can have either a lowpass, band

pass, notch, or high-pass frequency response.

A block diagram of a circuit implementation of Eq. 4.5 is shown in Figure 4.6. All elements

have been normalized by equal valued capacitors CA and Cg. Therefore, Kq and K2 are unit-less
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and Kj has units of 1/ohms. Referring to Eq. 4.5, four different classes of filter responses are pos-

Viin

%/Ko (
o-r-AAAr-1

CA=1

AA/V
l/0)0

-1/Wo

wwv

K2

Figure 4.6 Biquad schematic. All elements normalized by units of picofarads. (Taken from [10])

sible simply by removingresistors and/or capacitors as follows:

Lowpass FilterResponse: Kj = K2= 0,

Bandpass Response: Kq = K2 = 0.

Notch Response: Kj = 0,

High-pass Response: Ko = Kj = 0.

The key problemimplementation of the active-RC biquad shown in Figure 4.6 is realization

of the active-RC integrator. Most monolithic CMOS implementations of analog filters avoid the

use of resistorswhenever possible for a two reasons. First,MOS devices have relatively low drive

capability and it is difficult to designon-chipamplifiers with high gain and bandwidthcapable of

driving resistive loads. Second, since the integrator time constant is the RC product,largevaria

tions may occurin this time constantasthe valuesofR andC vary independently with temperature

and process variations. Furthermore, the capacitors used are normallyparallel platecapacitors and

thus no tuning of the time constant is possible since both the resistors and capacitorsare realized
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with passive components. The continuous-time and switched-capacitor filter techniques to be

described in later sections solve these problems.

43.13 Ladder Filter

Biquadratic filters are by nature second-order sections. Afirst-order section caneasily be

implemented with anactive integratororsimple R-C network. Inorder tobuild higher order filters,

any number ofbiquads and first-order sections can be cascaded. However, higher order filters usu

ally require higher pole-Qs which are very sensitive tocomponent variations. Filters based onlad

dernetworks allow the implementation of higher order filters with lowsensitivity to component

variations. It has been shown that doublyterminated RLCladder networkscan be designed with

nearzerosensitivities in theirpassbands [14]. Since thissensitivity is related to the resultant trans

fer function H(s), it follows that active filters realizing laddernetwork-based transfer functions

should havea corresponding robustness in theirpassbands to component variations.

Thereare many references containing RLC ladder networks for varieties of filter orders and

response types which make it very simple todesign filters based onthese structures [11,12]. These

references containtablesof pole and zerolocations alongwithvaluesfor resistors, capacitors, and

inductors for one-Hertz filters. The idea behind having all values scaled to a one-hertz bandwidth

filteris that components can be scaled in order to scale the filterresponse.All responses can be

found including everything from Butterworth to Bessel(wraps around the alphabet) and for most

practical filter orders. Unfortunately monolithic implementation of thesefilters directly is not pos

sible due to the absenceofhigh quality inductorsin monolithicform and variations in resistor and

capacitor values due to processing and temperature variations. Therefore, thesenetworks need to

be transformed into a form suitable for monolithic implementation.

An exampleof an RLC networkis shownin Figure4.7a.This networkcorrespondsto a dou

bly-terminated LC fifth-order all-polelow-pass filter whereR\ and R2 are the termination resis

tors. One technique for transforming this network into an active-ladder network using active

elements and no inductors is to use flow-graph techniques [13]. Using the techniques described in

[13], the circuit is labelled with node and loop equations which allow the network to be trans

formed into a flow-graph as shownin Figure4.7b. The objective is to obtain a flow-graph requir-
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ingtheoperations readily implemented inmonolithic form which are addition, subtraction, scaling

(multiplication by a constant), andintegration as shownin the figure.
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Figure 4.7 Ladder network transformation into flow-graph form, (a) Ladder network with node

and current definitions, (b) One of many equivalent flow-graph diagrams.

The most difficult of the four operations (addition, subtraction, scaling, and integration) need

ing to be implemented is that of integration. After that is solved, the other three follow quite sim

ply. In the next section we will consider different ways to implement the integration operation

using monolithic circuit approaches in both continuous-and discrete-time.

4.3.2 Implementation of Monolithic Analog Filters

As seen in the previous two sections, both biquads and ladder filters can be transformed into

networks comprised entirely of the operations of addition, subtraction, scaling, and integration.

These operations can robustly be implemented using a variety of techniques in both continuous-

and discrete-time. In the section, we will examine some of the different ways in which the integra

tion operation can be implemented.
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Arrive Integrators

Before proceeding, it isuseful to consider the active integrator using a resistor, capacitor, and

operational amplifier. The effect ofthe opamps is to reduce the sensitivity ofthis circuit to para

sitic capacitance. There are two parasitic capacitors shown in the figure, Cpx is connected to the

summing node of the opamp and Cp2 is connected to the output of the opamp. The effect of CpX is
divided by the open loop gain ofthe opamp and Cp2 appears as aload capacitance that isdriven by

the opamp output so does not affect the integrator time constant The advantages ofthe opamp

diminish as the amplifier loop gain begins to drop offdue to its finite bandwidth. Therefore, the

advantages ofthe opamp can only be realized inthe frequency range that the opamp appears

nearly ideal, limiting the frequency range ofopamp-based approaches.

Figure4.8 Active integrator using anoperational amplifier.

Thekey point is thatopamp-based approaches have anoperating window where the opamp

reduces parasitic sensitivities. In order to beused inhigh speed applications, they must consume

large amounts ofpower inorder toachieve high-bandwidths. And even then, they tend tolimit the

achievable frequency range possible in a giventechnology.

43.2.1 Continuous-Time Filters

In most high speed CMOS continuous-time filter implementations, due to the variations

present inCMOS processing, approaches tend touse fixed capacitor and variable resistance tech

niques in order to control the integrator time constants [15]. This is because it is much easier to

change the effective value of a resistor as compared with changing thevalue of a capacitor in

CMOS technology. Two ways thathave been proposed for this areMOSFET-C andtransconduc-
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tance-C filters. These approaches arc shown conceptually in Figure 4.9. In the integrator used in

vout vjn

(b)

Figure 4.9 (a) MOSFET-C integrator, (b) Transconductance-C integrator.

MOSFET-C filters [16] shown in Figure 4.9a, the MOS devices connected to the input operate in

the linear region and by controlling the gate bias of these devices, their on-resistance controls the

integrator time constant However, driving resistors isdifficult todo inCMOS, particularly at high

frequencies. Therefore, in the remainder of this section, we will focus on implementation of the

transconductor in transconductance-C filters shownin Figure 4.9b wherea transconductor drives

aload capacitor. Two of the ways in which toimplement integrators and primarily the transcon

ductor are shown in Figure 4.10.

In the approach shown in Figure 4.10a [22], MOS devices M3 and M4 act as degeneration

resistors for the input devices. Asthe product of the transconductance of Ml and the on-resistance

of M3 get much larger than unity, the transconductance of the input device pair approaches 1/

Ron M3.M4-Bv Dv Pacing another transconductor stage in parallel, depending on the polarity,

addition and summing can easily be performed in thecurrent domain. A number of filter imple

mentations whichhavebeenreported use the structure of Figure 4.10a [17,18]. Oneof thekey

drawbacks of this approach is the relatively small signal levels required inorder tomaintain linear

ity of theinput stage which isonthe order of hundreds of millivolts.
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In the approach shown in Figure 4.10b [19], The input is applied differentially to the gates of

Ml and M2 which are biased in the linearregion. Cascode devices M3 an M4 fix the V^ of the

input devices. As Vgs of the input devices are modulated, their on-resistance ismodulated. Since

theV^ is fixed, the resistance modulation results in amodulation of thecurrent which is reflected

to the load capacitor C. Due to the finite transconductance of M3 and M4, current modulation

changes theirV^ which affects the resultant V^ across devices Ml and M2. This results indistor

tion. Oneimplementation presented in [20] uses BiCMOS technology with M3 and M4 imple

mented using bipolar NPNdevices. This greatly reduces themodulation of theV^ of devices Ml

andM2 andresulted in linearity performance of .24%THD with an input voltage of2 Vp-p.

Vdd
Vdd

Mil fl r} |M2

Vss

Figure 4.10 Transconductance-C integrators, (a) Degeneration control, (b) Input modulates

on-resistance

Both of the integrator approaches shown in Figure 4.10 suffer from parasitic capacitance on

the output node which adds directly to the integratingcapacitor. The approachused in [20] had the

transconduaor of Figure 4.10b feed an active integrator. As a result, a robust parasitic insensitive

design was implemented but at the cost of filter bandwidth.

Tuning Requirements ofContinuous-Time Filters

An ideal integrator has the property that its gain at d.c. is infinite and there is a phase lag

through the unity gain frequency of 90 degrees. The practical integratorhas finite gain at d.c. and
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the phase at unity gain may be larger or smaller than 90 degrees. A phase larger than 90 degrees is

referred to as excess phase oraphase-lag and is theresult of a non-dominant pole contributing

extra phase shift attheunity gain frequency. The other situation of aphase-lead occurs when due

to finite gain, the phase does notreach 90degrees at the unity gain frequency. The gain and phase

plots for the ideal integrator and the an ideal practical integrator with 90 degrees of phase shift at

unity gainare shown in Figure 4.11 [21].
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Figure 4.11 Integrator magnitude and phase responses, (a) Ideal integrator, (b) Practical

integrator.

The effects of phase-lag and leadcanbe modelled as shownin Figure 4.12. Along with the

ideal transfer function is another pole and zero, wherethe pole models the effect of a non-domi

nant pole and the zero, the effectof finite d.c. gain ora feed forward path in the circuit. Tuning

methods are used to addanadditional poleand zeroin order to cancelthe effects of thesenon-ide

alities and get 90 degrees of phase shift atthe unity gain frequency. Many techniques have been

proposed to perform thistuning [20,22,23]. Akey problem of tuning theintegrator Qis to have the

pole and zero that are introduced track their respective non-idealities overtemperature and supply

variations. The approach described in [20] is a particularly robust approach to achieving thisend.

In general, two tuning loops are required. One is for tuning the effective Rs in the integrator

time constants which set the polelocations. The other is for tuningthe effective Q of the integra

tors in orderto achieve-90 degrees of phase shift atthe unity gain frequency of the integrators.
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Figure 4.12 Block diagram of a practical integrator with the ideal pole pj and a pole-zero pair
modelling thenon-ideal effects. The correction pole-zero pair isintroduced tocancel the effects of

both a phase lead and lag.

Practical Limitations

The high frequency performance of continuous-time filters is limited by the accuracy with

which the integrator Qscan be tuned. Most techniques use a master-slave approach shown in the

conceptual diagram of Figure 4.13. The figure illustrates anexample where in themaster circuit,

theintegrator Qis indirectly sensed inanegative feedback loop and thelocation of anextra zero is

placed tocancel theeffects of the non-dominant pole. This control voltage is then used in theslave

integrators which are the integrators which make up the filter. Oneway the integrator Q can be

sensed is to connea two integrators back-to-back creating a resonator. Only when the phase shift

through eachof the integrators is -90degrees will thepoles of this system lie on thej(o-axis anda

steady-state oscillation condition result [23]. Thehighfrequency limitation is set by the accuracy

with which the cancellation zero can be placed in the actual filter.

Figure4.13 Master-Slave tuning forcontrol of the zero location tocancel a non-dominant pole.
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As aresult of finite matching between the components in themaster and the slave, there is a

finite accuracy with which the phase can be controlled, setting limits on the attainable filter Qs.

Thus, one of the key trade-offs in continuous-time filter design is that between filter-Q and band

width.

4.3.2.2 Switched-Capacitor Filters

Another way integrators can be implemented inCMOS is the use of switched-capacitor (SQ

filters where resistors are replaced with switched-capacitors as shown in Figure 4.14a [24]During

$lf the input capacitor is charged up to the input voltage and during <J>2, this charge ispassed to the

right allowing the equivalent current flow ofaresistor ofvalue VfC where/is the clock frequency.

As aresult, an integrator can beimplemented without resistors. One implementation of an SCinte

grator using an improved implementation of the switched capacitor to reduce parasitic sensitivity

[25] is shown in Figure 4.14b. The resulting integrator time constant isatCyrteffxJfCsampie. where

thecapacitors are as shown inthe figure. In this result, we find that thetime constant is dependent

only onratios of capacitors and the clock frequency/. These are two of the primary advantages of

switched-capacitor filters.
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Figure 4.14 Switched-Capacitor (SQ Integrator, (a) SC resistor, (b) Parasitic insensitive SC

resistor in integrator circuit(c) Periodic non-overlapping clockwaveforms with frequency/.
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43.23 Comparison of Continuous-Time and Switched-Capacitor Filters

In this section, we have seen two important ways that higher-order monolithic filters are

implemented: a cascade of biquadratic filter sectionsor active ladder filter implementations. In

either case, implementation was reduced to realization of the operationsof addition, subtraction,

scaling,and integration. Assuming the firstthreeweresimpleonce the integrationoperationcould

be performed, we focused on waysin which integrators could be implemented in both continuous-

and discrete-time. Instead of performing a side-by-side comparison, we will list some of the key

advantages and disadvantages ofboth approaches.

The majority of highspeedcontinuous-time filters reported in CMOSand BiCMOS have been

transconductance-C filters. Higher speed operation is possible compared with SC approaches.

Tuning is requiredfor both controlof the integratorQs and control of the filterbandwidth and per

formance is limited by the finite ability to do so. Parasitic capacitance on transconductor outputs

adds directly into time constants, affecting the filter response characteristics. For linearity reasons,

signal levels need to be kept relatively small.

The speed limitations of switched-capacitor filters come from amplifier settling times. Due to

this constraint, the bandwidths of SC filters reported to date are dramatically lower than those of

continuous-time filters. The frequency response is controlled by the clock frequency and capacitor

ratios. The limits to performance are due to capacitor matching, finite amplifier gain, and band

width.

4.4 Architectural Approaches

As the feature sizes of CMOS technologies continues to be reduced, the drive will be to do

more and more signal processing in the digital domain due to its robustness and the scalability of

digital circuits. However, this increases the requirements of the analog-to-digital converter which

can result in higher overall system cost and complexity as compared to implementations with ana

log processing. With the goal of maximizing the cost/performance ratio, the circuit/system

designer must consider various partitions ofsignal processing in receivers. In the next few sections

we shall examine a few important approaches and consider the advantages and disadvantages of
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each. We will begin with the Idea Front-End Receiver and discuss practical limitations to its

implementation before presenting some practicalapproaches.

4.4.1 Ideal Front-End Receiver

In Figure4.15 is a block diagram of an ideal front end receiver for a baseband communica

tions channel. It is said to be ideal because the signal to noise plus ISI ratio is maximized. The first

block is a matched filterwhose impulse response is matched to the receive pulse shape. Following

this block is the sampler which may be at the symbol rateor higher if a fractionally-spaced equal

izer is used. The matched filter combined with the sampler sampling at the proper phase becomes a

correlation receiver [6,26]. The next block is an equalizer which removes intersymbol interfer

ence. The equalized samples arepassedon to two otherblocks. The decision device will ideally be

a sequencedetector(such as Viterbi)which may allowcodinggain. If it is a simple slicer, the deci

sions will at least be made on the best possible information. The other block is the timing recovery

block which generates a timing function to drive the sampling function.

Input

Matched

Filter -*•
Baud-Rate

Equalizer Output to
Sequence Detector

Figure 4.15 Block diagramof the ideal front-end receiver.

4.4.2 Practical Limitations

There are a number of limitations in the implementation of practical communication receivers

which limit the realization of the ideal receiver. This is because the received pulse shape is rarely

known precisely enough to specify the proper response in order to achieve a matched filter. There

fore, the first block in practical receivers is seldom a matched filter. This is due mainly to the dis

persive nature of the channel and variations in its characteristics. (The fractionally spaced

equalizer has been shown to be equivalent to a matched filter followed by a baud rate equalizer.

However, this is difficult to achieve in high data ratechannels due to the cost of sampling at twice

or more than the symbol rate.) Instead, a compromise is struck with the use of a lowpass filter.
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Since we assume abaseband channel, the signal frequencies of interest lie from somewhere

around dc up to somewhere near the symbol rate, bandlimiting the signal helps to reduce the sig

nal-to-noise ratio in the samples.

In Figure 4.16, the spectrum ofan isolated pulse is shown together with anoise spectrum. The

noise is assumed tobeadditive white gaussian noise. The frequency response of both amatched-

filter and alowpass filter are also shown. The matched-filter emphasizes parts ofthe signal spec

trum where there ismore energy inthe signal and attenuates where there is less. In this way, the

signal-to-noise ratio ofsamples taken in the proper phase is maximum. The lowpass filter is acom
promise in cases where the matched-filter response is not known or easily realizable. In the exam

ple shown, the compromise lowpass filter will pass noise at low frequencies and near fs/2 that the

matched filter would have removed or reduced.

The key requirements ofthe lowpass filter is that it provides sufficient attenuation ofout-of-

band noise and has alinear phase response through the passband and through as much of the tran

sition band as possible.
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Figure 4.16 (a) Spectrum of isolated pulse and noise, (b) Matched-filter frequency

response, (c) Lowpass filter frequencyresponse.
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4.4.3 All Digital Receiver

A block diagramofthe all digital receiveris shown in Figure4.17. The description All Digital

Receiver is somewhat of a misnomer because in the front-end of this receiver are two very impor

tant high performance analogblocks. The first block is the lowpass anti-alias filtertakes the place

of the matched-filter. The second is the A/D converter which converters samples of the analog

waveform into the digital domain. Between these blocks is the sample-and-hold which may be a

stand alone block or folded into the A/D converter which follows.
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Figure 4.17 Block diagram of an all digital receiver.
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The timing recovery loop begins with the sampler and is followed by the A/D converter, adap

tive equalizer, decision device, timing recovery algorithm, and is converted back into the analog

domain through adigital-to-analog converter (DAC). This DAC function isimplicit inthe Timing

Recovery block an isnot shown separately. The DAC output is filtered and iswhat controls the

local oscillator which generates the sampling phase. There isquite a bitoflatency inthe timing

recovery feedback loop which subsequently requires asmall the loop bandwidth for stability. This

slows the initial acquisition ofthe timing phase because the time required for initial acquisition

tends tobe inversely proportional to the loop bandwidth [27]. Since a large loop bandwidth is

desirable during initial acquisition for quick lock onto the frequency and phase ofthe data signal,

another approach is sometimes needed.

One solution is theuseof two loops fortiming recovery, onefor initial acquisition and the

other for tracking as shown in Figure 4.18. During initial acquisition, a preamble such as a sine

wave ofknown frequency isreceived inorder tomaximize the information for the timing recovery

loop. During this period, the switch isin position Aand the poition ofthe loop through the ADC

and equalizer isby-passed, reducing the latency and allowing ahigh bandwidth loop. This ispos

sible because a sine wave can be generated with no apparent ISI and thus equalizationis not

required for lock onto the preamble. The switch isflipped to position Bfor tracking ofrandom data

requiringequalization.

Input
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Control

Digital
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Figure 4.18 All digital receiver with two timing recovery loops. Position A used during initial
acquisition andposition B used during data reception.
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All of the signal processing in theall-digital receiver is performed in the digital domain, pro

viding theadvantages of robustness to supply and system noise and ease of programmability and

adaptability. As feature sizes of CMOS technologies continues to decrease, thetrend willcontinue

to be toward more andmore processing in the digital domain because of the easeof scalability of

digital circuitry and theinherent robustness associated withdigital implementation. However, due

to the inherent analog nature of the signal received from the channel, analog processing will

always be required in the front-end. Inthe following sections we shall examine approaches with

differing degrees of analog signal processing which can impact both the analog-to-digital conver

sion and the timing recovery implementation.

4.4.4 Digital Receiver with Analog Pre-equalization

Inthedigital receiver withanalog pre-equalization, some oftheequalization is performed by a

eithera fixed or programmable equalizer in the analog domain. An adaptive digital equalizer is

still required to remove residual ISI. Analog adaptive equalization hasbeen shownto be useful

only in limited situations [28,29]. The complexity of digital equalizers goes up less than linearly

with the numberof tapsmakingit practical for equalizers withmorethanjust a few taps. The com

plexityof analog adaptive equalizers grows much more quicklythan linearly aswe shall see in

Chapter 5. Since further adaptive equalization is still required, it is still necessary to have digital

signal processing. Two approaches for mixed signal receivers are shownin Figure 4.19. In the

approach shown in Figure 4.19a, theequalizer is folded intothe anti-aliasing filter resulting in the

AnalogPre-Filter block as shown. This wouldbe implemented using continuous-time filter tech

niques. These filters may ormay notbe combined depending on the requirements and the imple

mentation. In the approach shown in Figure 4.19b,the analog equalization is shown in discrete-

time. This would probably use switched-capacitor techniques. One approach for CMOS imple

mentation is described in Chapters 5 and 8.

The choice between continuous- anddiscrete-timeprocessingwould depend on factors such as

bandwidth, technology, power,and performance requirements. There is a window in which dis

crete-time techniques are attractive as the performance of continuous-timetechniques becomes

limited due to parasitic capacitance and finite tuning control At this point, the switched-capacitor

circuittechniques described in laterchapters may be advantageous sincethe frequency response
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depends mostly on capacitor ratios. However, at speeds where the amplifier settling becomes an
issue, once again continuous-time approaches will become viable. However, filters in this region

of speed will belimited to simple non-critical filters.
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Figure 4.19 Digital Receiver shown with two analog approaches to pre-equalization. (a) Continuous-
time analog pre-filter. (b) Discrete-time analog equalizer.
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There are some important advantages to performing some of the equalization in the analog

domain insystems based around digital adaptive equalizers. The key function ofequalization isto

process the spectrum ofthe receive signal so as to reduce or remove the effects ofintersymbol

interference. Since we assume a linear channel, the equalizer can be viewed as an extra filter

included before thedecision device which performs itscorrecting function on the received signal

spectrum. Depending on the channel, the equalizer may be acomplicated composite ofdifferent

filters such as amagnitude correction filter and aphase correction filter. When analog pre-equal

ization isused, portions of these filters are performed inthe analog domain. Suppose for instance

that a wellknown amount of boost is required atacertain frequency. By providing some boostin

those frequencies inthe analog domain reduces the amount ofboost required inthe digital domain

resulting inpossibly asimpler, shorter filter inthe digital domain. Most digital adaptive equalizers
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use the LMS algorithm for convergence. The convergence timeof these filters is proportional to

the filter length [30] and sotheuseof analog equalization maybe advantageous from acomplexity

as well as performance standpoint. So the first key advantage is that a simpler, faster converging

digital filter may resultwith the use of analog pre-equalization.

As discussed earlier in this chapter, there is quantization noise associated with the process of

A/D conversion which can be modelled as an additivewhite noise source at the input of the A/D.

In cases wherethe equalizer provides magnitude boostat certain frequencies, noise at these fre

quencies is enhanced. In digital implementation of adaptive filters providing magnitude boost, the

filters boost quantization noise of theA/Dconverter. However in cases where theboost is provided

in the analog domain, enhancement of the quantization noise doesnot occur.

The last advantage to be discussed deals with the reduction of intersymbol interference that

may occur as a result of pre-equalization. Intersymbol interference hasthe effect of reducing and/

or enhancing signal amplitudes in sections of the signal in whichthere are many data transitions.

There are instances where the dynamic range or peak amplitudes arechanged sufficiently that

extrabits are required in the A/D in order to deal with the extraprocessing required as a result of

ISI. Analog pre-equalization may result in the reduction of the number bits required in the A/D

converter by reducing the dynamic range of the signal into the converter. This is very significant

because of the high speedrequirements ofmanycommunication systems. Even a reduction of one

bit asa resultof pre-equalization canbe important from ahardware standpoint. An example ofthis

is shown in Figure4.20. The gray line corresponds to a signal from an actual drive before pre-
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equalization. The solid line is the signal that results after convolution with a3-tap raised cosine

equalizer. Note thedifference indynamic range before and after equalization.

After

»max.

min.

Before

max.

Figure 4.20 Signal before and after convolution with a 3-tap raised-cosine equalizer impulse

responseof-35,1.0, -.35.

4.4.5 Digital Receiver with Adaptive Analog Pre-equalization

The digital receiver with adaptive analog pre-equalization hasthe advantages of analog pre-

equalization presented in the previous section. It has the added advantage thatwhenthe equaliza

tionprovided is sufficient to derive atiming function intheanalog domain from samples of itsout

put, thesignal need notpass through thelong loop of Figure 4.17 in order to feed backto thelocal

oscillator. Removal of this latency results in a much more stable, fast acquisition timing recovery

loop thatcanhave ahighertracking bandwidth aswell.

A block diagram of this approach is shown in Figure 4.21. To date, no practical continuous-

time adaptive equalizers have been presented and so a discrete-time analog adaptive equalizeris

assumed (Techniques for such a filter are presented toward the end of Chapter 5). It is rather diffi

cult to realizean adaptive equalizerwith more thanabout 3-taps so an adaptive equalizermay still

be required in the digital domain for further equalization prior to sequence detection.
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Figure 4.21 Block Diagram of Digital Receiverwith AnalogAdaptive Equalization.
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4.4.6 All Analog Receiver

The all analog receiver performs all the functions including equalization, timing recovery, and

signal detection in the analogdomain. Block diagrams of two such receivers areshown in Figure

4.22 where the receiver shown in Figure 4.22a uses continuous-time equalization and the

approach in Figure 4.22b uses a discrete-time approach. Both approaches can be made program

mable for applications where the channel is well known. The filter itself can have a local control

circuit which chooses the setting or it can be set externally by a controller. For applications requir

ing adaptive equalizers, currently, only discrete-time approaches seem viable. The key problem

with discrete-time approachesis that it is costly to make equalizers with impulse responses that are

sufficiently long.
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Figure 4.22 Block diagram oftwo all-analog receivers, (a) Continuous-time analog pre-filter.
(b) Discrete-time analog adaptive equalizer.

4.5 Comparison of Approaches

Each of the approaches described inthe previous section have bothadvantages and limitations

and find their rightful place in different applications. Inthissection we shall compare thedifferent

approaches in order to point outsome of the keydifferences and to suggest when each might be

more applicable than the others.

The all-digital receiver is best whenthe channel characteristics varyto the degree thatno sin

gle compromise analog equalizer exists.The advantages of pre-equalization discussed in this

chapter certainly warrants itsconsideration. There are certainly cases inwhich the complexity of a
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useful analog equalizer prohibits its use and therefore all processing should bedone digitally. On

theother hand are applications where the channel is well known along with theexpected channel

variations. Inthese situations, fully analog approaches become veryattractive. Keeping all thesig

nal processing in the analog domain tends tokeep latency in the feedback loops low and circum

vents the need foran analog-to-digital converter which savesboth powerandarea.

Since digital communication receivers are at some point inherently discrete-time systems and

atother points, inherently continuous-time, one ofthe key questions isat which point inthe system

should the signal processing move from continuous-time into discrete-time and back if necessary.

Some analog continuous-time based approaches require signal levels that may need tobereduced

in order to minimize distortion through ablock. These approaches havethe disadvantage thatthey

require amplification in the back-end which amplifies noise along with the signal. There is the

issue of digital versus analog control of the time changing parameters of the system. Analog con

trol parameters take more time toset up, but can bedone so with more resolution. Another issue is

that of latency inthefeedback loops ofadaptive and control algorithms that result from parallelism

and pipelining in thearchitectures. In some cases, extra analog processing in the front end can

eliminate the need for feedback from the digital domain backintothe analog domain asin the tim

ing recovery example presented earlier. Asaresult more parallelism and pipelining can occur ina

largerpartof the channel.

Inorder to makegood choices, it isusefulto have agood understanding of thechannel aswell

as aknowledge of both analog and digital circuit design. These decisions can beverycomplicated

because of the number of issues that need simultaneous consideration and the fact that the trade

offs can be extremely non-linear.

4.6 Proposed Architecture for PR-IV Disk Drive Read Channel

Circuit techniques weredeveloped asa part ofthis research in order to implement aread chan

nel in CMOS technologycapable of achieving speeds higher thanotherwise possible using con

ventional circuit architectures. In this section, we will examine the architecture of a prototype
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integrated circuit designed to demonstrate the concepts developed inthis research from ablock

level view. In particular, wewill present the overall architecture of the prototype and quantitatively

examine the effects of pre-equalization in DSP-based PR-IV channels with adaptive digital equal

ization.

The overallarchitecture selectedwas thatof the digital receiverwith analog pre-equalization.

Ablock diagram of the proposed read channel architecture is shown in Figure 4.23. After the

CODER jj Dedicated DSP

AGC I LPF-^

i
VCO/ClockGen.

Figure 4.23 Blockdiagram of theproposed read channel.
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AGC function, are the two majorblocks; the CODER whichis the analog-to-digital interface anda

dedicated DSP performing the functions required in the digital domain. The coder provides the

functions of lowpass filtering, pre-equalization, sampling, and quantization (by the A/D con

verter). The DSPcontains alinear adaptive equalizer, Viterbi sequence detector, and timing func

tiongenerator whichcontrols theVCOinthecoder and defines the sampling phase. Since thedisk

drive channel is lowpass in nature, high frequency boostis required in this channel to reduce ISI.

Some of this high frequency boostis provided by the programmable equalizer [32] preceding the

ADC.

RlnckDiagram ofPrototype Coder

The key design goal of this research is implementation of the CODER function at a 100MHz

sampling rate in a 1.2 urn CMOS process. A block diagram of the prototype coder is shown in

Figure 4.24and contains a composite lowpass filter comprised of a non-critical continuous-time
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filter followed by a 3:1 decimation filter, programmable equalizer,all required clock generation,

and a 6-bit ADC. Since preliminary testing and evaluation of the coder will be with sinusoidal

inputs, the on-chip phase-lock loop in the clock generation circuitry has been designed to lock

onto an external input clock at one-half the output rate so that a timing recovery loop is not

needed. The motivation for and implementation of the composite lowpass filter is presented in

detail in later chapters along with detailed design descriptions of each of other the blocks in the

prototype. Since many detection techniquesare possible in the digital domain (PR-IV being only

one of them), the coder architecture is somewhat of a generic analog-to-digital interface for disk

drive channels employing discrete-time processing. However, it will be described in the context of

the block diagram shown in Figure4.23 which we will assume to be that of a PR-IV channel.
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Figure 4.24 Block diagramof the prototype coder.
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Partitioning ofthe Signal Processing

As described earlier in this chapter, the spectral shaping provided by the equalizer before the

A/D converter can have an important impact on overall performance and requirements on the

ADC. Let us now examine through simulation the effect of the programmable equalizer on the

mean-square errorat the adaptiveequalizeroutput for different amount of quantization(ADC res

olution) and different quantization in the digital adaptiveequalizer structure.We will use the sim

plified read channel architecture shownin Figure 4.25 containing only a sampler, programmable

equalizer, quantizer (A/D converter), and adaptive equalizer following thequantizer. The program-
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mable equalizer is constrained to bea 3-tap raised cosine equalizer using the switched-capacitor

FIR architectures described in the following chapters.
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Equalizer

Quantizer

(ADC)
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To
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Detector

Adaptive

Equalizer

Figure 4.25 Simplified read channel model to study the effect of equalization before the

quantizer in PR-IV channels.

The channelmodel is shown in Figure 4.26 and assumesconventionalPR-IV signallingwith

a Lorentzian pulse shape. Simulations are performed with and withoutadditive noise which is

added to the samples from a noiseless channel model. The "user"data is output from the random

number generator and no precoding is used resulting in a zero constraintcode. Ideal sampling

phaseis assumed and occurs at the symbol rate.
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T+ Equalizer
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Figure 4.26 Channel model.

The simulations were performed under the following conditions:

• Lorentzian PWSO equal 2.5.

• ADC quantization of5,6,7, and 10 bits.

• 15Taps in the adaptive equalizer.Tap weights arestored with double precision but before
the multiplies, are truncated to a finitenumber ofbits. This models the situation where
many bits are stored for the coefficient representationin the update algorithm but only
the N-MSBs are used in an N-by-N multiply. Coefficient quantization of5,6,7, and 10
bits are modelled.

• For the 3-tap raised cosine equalizer impulse response of K, +1.0, K, the middle tap is
kept constant while the outside taps arevaried together from +.05 to -.5 in steps of .05.
The case for K equal 0.0 corresponds to the no equalization case. As K becomes more
negative, more boost is provided by the equalizer.
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Let us define signal power to be

A2
b 2

(4.6)

where A is the amplitude of anisolated transition sampled in the correct phase asshown in Figure

4.27. A will be less than unity.

-TOT time

Figure4.27 Definition of A in signal powercalculation.

The additivenoise is zero mean gaussian noisewith variance an . Therefore,the input SNR is

defined as

,2SNRinput =lOlog^j (4.7)

Fora desired inputSNR ata specified PW50, A is first calculated plugging T into the equation for

the Lorentzian pulse. Then, the on2 is found to satisfy Eq. 4.7.

Suppose the output of the equalizer was labelled y^. It is usefulto quantitatively describe the

SNR in yk for measuring the effectsof quantization and equalization at different points in the

channel. Forthis purpose, let us define the signal power asthe time averaged signal power

N

(4.8)5y4iw2-
Jk=l

In in a similar manner, we define the time averaged noise power to be

N

*=1

(4.9)
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where yk is the ideal equalized noiseless output which includes the effects of residual ISI as well
as noise. Therefore, the resultant SNR is defined as

'5,
SNR = lOlog S) (4.10)

Let us now examinea summaryof the key simulation results.

Inthe simulation results shown in Figure 4.28, the adaptive equalizer output SNRis plotted as

afunction of the outside coefficient Kinthe programmable raised cosine equalizer which precedes

the ADC. The ADC quantization was set to 10 bits and simulations were performed to simulate

coefficient quantization ofthe tap weights in the digital equalizer to 5, 6,7, and 10 bits with and

without additive noise. In the case with noise, an SNRof 20 dB was used. Using 10bits in the

ADC allows the study of the effects of quantization inthe digital equalizer.

Equalizer Output SNR (dB)

-.3 -.4 -.45

Outside Coefficient K

Figure 4.28 Plot of Adaptive Equalizer output SNR as a function of the outside coefficient K inthe
programmable raised cosine equalizer for a 10 bit ADC and quantization of the tap weights in the
adaptive equalizer (prior tomultiplication) of5,6,7, and 10 bits.
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The condition for K equal zero corresponds to thecondition in whichthe analog equalizer pro

videsno filtering. As thevalue of K increases in thenegative direction, morehigh frequency boost

is provided by theequalizer. For the case with nonoise, there islittle difference with 7 ormore bits

of quantization of the filter tap weights. However, there is alarge difference between 5 and 6 bits.

Notice particularly in the case with 5 bits, there is an increasing SNR advantage as the outside

coefficients in the programmable equalizer increase in magnitude. As a result of increased high

frequency boost in the analog domain, less boost needs to be provided by thedigital adaptive

equalizer resulting inless noise enhancement of quantization noise within the filter. Inthecase of

the input SNR of 20 dB, there is almost no difference with 6 ormore bitsof quantization and a

small difference with as few as 5 bits. The noise contributed due to tap weight quantization tends

to be below the noise floor foraninputSNR of 20 dB with 6 or morebits in the representation of

the tapweights prior to the multipliesin the filter.

In the simulation results shown in Figure 4.29, the adaptive equalizer output SNR is once

again plotted as a function of theoutside coefficient K intheprogrammable raised cosine equalizer

which precedes the ADC. However, this time,quantization of the equalizer tapweights prior to

multiplication in the filter is fixed at 10bitsand different values ofADC quantization are used. For

the case of no noise, it appears that 5 bits may be sufficientprovided that a cosine equalizerpre

ceding the ADC with outside coefficients of -.35 is present. In the case of aninputSNR of 20 dB,

it appears that there is verylittle difference between 5 and 10bitsprovided theequalizer is able to

converge. Theredoeshoweverappear to be anSNR advantage with the presence of analog equal

ization as can be seen by the net positive slope in the SNR plot

It is interesting to note in these two figures that performance of the system as measuredby

SNR at the equalizer outputis more sensitive to tapweightquantization prior to multiplication in

the adaptive equalizer thanthe number of bitsused in the ADC. Quantization in the tap weights

corresponds to a quantization of the allowable equalizer responses. As fewerbits are used in the

tapweightrepresentations, the resulting filters may haveresponses thatare further away from the

ideal resulting in a lower achievable SNR.
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Figure 4.29 Plot of Adaptive Equalizer output SNR as a function of the outside coefficient K in the
programmable raised cosine equalizer for ADC quantization of 5, 6, 7, and 10 bits and a

quantization of thetap weights of theadaptive equalizer of 10bits.

Plotted in Figure 4.30 is the output SNR asa function of the programmable tap weightvary

ing from +.05 to -.5 for different values of ADCquantization and tap-weight quantization in the

adaptive equalizer. In this plot, thequantization ofbothchange together.
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Figure 430 Plot of SNR as a function of the outsidecoefficientK for the case of no noise and an

input SNR of 20 dB with equalquantization in the numberofbits in the ADC and the tap weight

quantization in the adaptive equalizer.

The key results of the simulations areas follows:

•There is a distinct advantage of using pre-equalization (analog equalization) even in the
presence of a digital adaptive equalizationof 3dB in the case of the input SNR equal to
20 dB and 5 dB in the case ofno noise.

• Performance is more sensitive to the effect ofquantization of the filter tap weights than
the resolution ofthe A/D converter, i.e., using a 5-bit ADC and 6-bit multiplies in the
adaptive equalizer performs better than the opposite.

• For an input SNR of20dB, the 5-bit ADC performs as well as the 6-bit ADC.

The simulations suggest that for a PW50 of 2.5 and input SNR of 20dB, a good value for the

outside taps of the programmable equalizer is .35.
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4.7 Summary

In this chapter, we examined some of the important considerations for block level design of

digital baseband receivers. We began with an examination of some pertinent basics such as noise

shaping through the receiver and issue of latency in feedback loops. Since filtering is one of the

key signal processing functions required in receivers, weexamined some of the key analog filter

approaches used in CMOS implementations. Most texts indigital signal processing contain a sec

tion orchapter onhardware implementation and therefore implementation of digital filters was not

presented here. With this background, weexamined different partitioning of the signal processing

between tiie continuous and discrete-time domains and found that in instances where the channel

varies considerably overtheoperating range, digital solutions are desirable because they are most

flexible and robust. And when the channel is well known, analog approaches become attractive

because ofthe absence of the analog-to-digital converter and the shorter latencyin feedback loops.

We concluded the chapter with a read channel architecture proposed formagneticdisk read chan

nelsemploying PR-IVsignalling. In particular, weexamined through simulation the effectsofa 3-

tapraised cosine equalizer preceding aquantizer (A/Dconverter) on the signal to-noise ratio atthe

output of alinear equalizer which follows the quantizer. We found there to be important signal-to-

noise ratio advantages due to the reduction in high frequency boost required in the digital domain

that boosts quantization noise.

Starting in the next chapter, we will begin presentation of the circuittechniques employed in

the prototype. In Chapter 8, we will present acomprehensive circuit design description of the pro

totype CODER whose architecture was presented andexamined in this chapter.
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High Speed Switched-Capacitor

Transversal Filters
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5.0 Introduction

Switched-Capacitor (SC) transversal or finite impulse response filter structures have been

explored by numerous authors for different applications. They have been used in adaptive filter

structures for equalizers [3] and used to perform signal processing in the analog domain [2]. SC

FIR decimation filters have been combined with infinite-impulse response (UK) filters for anti

aliasing applications, easing requirements on the preceding continuous-time filter [4]. SC imple

mentation of polyphase decimation filters has also been proposed [5]. In each of the examples

above, the operational amplifiers were required to settle at the output rate or even faster, limiting

the signal frequencies with which these filterscan operate.

Important Application for High Speed Filters: Anti-aliasing in Data Communication

Many emerging applications in data communications such as digital magnetic recording and

high speed data transmission over twisted-pair will be operating with symbol rates in excess of

100 MHz. Due to the scalingof feature sizes in CMOS technologiesandclever architectures, digi

tal signal processors (DSPs) are able to clock at these rates allowing the application of sophisti-
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cated processing techniques to these systems. Such systems require an interface which takes

samples of the analog signal from themediaand converts it to adigital representation forthe DSR

Contained in this interface is a filter which bandlimits the analog signal (limiting the amount of

aliasing noise thatmay result from sampling) and may perform some form of equalization priorto

samplingand analog-to-digital conversion. Although the applications are quite varied, there are

some filter requirements that arecommon. In many of these applications, due to the inherentlow-

pass nature of the channel, most of the required attenuation is located just afterthe passband edge

and only modestamounts of attenuation is required far outsideof the passband. Quiteoften, only a

limited dynamic range is required through the filter due to limited input SNR. Delay distortion

must normally be kept to a minimum, requiring linear phaseor near linear phase structures. And

some applications such as digital magnetic recording have variable data rates which dictate the

need for filters with scalable frequency characteristics that track the data rate.

The two conventional approaches for fully integrated anti-alias filters in CMOS are switched-

capacitorIIR and continuous-time filters. For filter bandwidths above 10MHz, switched-capacitor

IIR approaches arenot attractive for many reasons. Since they areby nature sampled-data filters,

they also require a continuous-time filter to precedeit to supply attenuationnear the sampling rate.

Due to the nature of IIR filters, the amplifiers are requiredto settle at the sampling rate ofthe filter.

In order for the majority of spectral shaping to occur in the SC filter as opposed to the continuous-

time filter preceding it, sampling must occur at a rate higher than the symbol rate with a decima

tion possible at the filteroutput The problem with IIR filters is that the amplifiers must settle at the

higher sampling rate which limits the operationof such an approachto symbol rates which are less

than one-over the settling time of the amplifiers. In summary, the speed limitation of SC IIR filters

is the amplifier settling time.

The majority of CMOS anti-alias filters for bandwidths above 10MHz tend to use continuous-

time filtering techniques. The two basic viable continuous-time filtering approaches as described

in Chapter4 aretransconductance-C filters and MOSFET-C filters. Transconductance-C filters suf

fer from parasitic sensitivity since all parasitics on the output of the transconductor add to the

capacitance and thus affect the time constantof the transconductance-C element Another problem

is that for linearity considerations, amplitudes in the 100-250 mV range areused through the filter
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with an appropriate wideband gain stage at the end. Unfortunately, this gain stage amplifies noise

as wellas signal. Very recently, operational amplifier based approaches have been reported which

greatly reduces parasitic sensitivity and allows signal amplitudes in the 1-2 V range [9]. Still, very

sophisticated control loops are required to tune both the frequency and the Q of the integrators.

Also, BiCMOStechnology is required because device ftS much greater thanthe signal bandwidth

of interest is needed. In summary, continuous-time filters require tuningcircuits thatcorrect forthe

presence of unwanted poles and zeros that occur due to parasitic and second-order effects. As a

result, practical filters needtechnologies with intrinsic bandwidths thatare muchhigher than the

desired filterbandwidth. Even with tuning, practical circuits have a finite tuning range due in par

ticular to mismatches that arise in master-slave tuning architectures which ultimately limit the

attainable bandwidth.

Transversal or finite impulse response (FIR) filters are uniquely different from their continu

ous-time filter counterparts because rather thanbe defined by a pole-zeroconstellation, they are

specified by theirdiscrete time impulse response. Mostpractical FIR filter implementations tendto

be performed in the digital domainwhereit is straight forward to implement different structures

such as those which minimize delay throughthe filter (latency)or minimize the hardware require

ments. AnalogFIR filter implementations, just aswith othersignal processing implementations in

the analog domain tend to require much more care and not have the modularity nor inherent

robustnessof their digital counterparts. There are, however,windows ofopportunity where analog

processing provides important advantages. And for certain algorithm parameters (i.e., short

impulse response filters, low resolution systems,and-subtract andcompare(Viterbi), etc...), analog

approachesmay be viable and even advantageous.

Where Does This Approach Fit In?

In Figure 5.1 below, some previously reported filters in CMOS are plotted with the vertical

axis of dynamic range in effective number of bits and the horizontal axis is filter bandwidth. Two

of the filters are SC IIR filters for IF applications and one is a continuous-time filter for the mag

netic disk drive application. Also plotted on the diagram is the expected performance of a proto

type filter using the proposed approach presented laterin this chapter and described in detail in

Chapter 8. Note that using SC IIR and continuous-time filtering approaches, dynamic range
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greater than the 8bit level is easily achieved. However, in appUcations such as the magnetic disk
drive read channel which isan important application needing high speed filters, the dynamic range

requirements are around the 5-6 bit level since the off-channel SNR is between 16-25 dB. The pro
posed approach trades resolution for speed. Note in the diagram that although the prototype target
bandwidth of50MHz ismuch higher than the bandwidth ofthe previously reported filters, the tar

getresolution is only 6 bits.
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Figure 5.1 Comparison ofthe new approach with previously reported high speed CMOS filters.

In this chapter, we will describe new architectures for the implementation ofhigh speed analog

transversal filters using switched-capacitor techniques inCMOS technology. The architectures
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employ the use of parallelism inthe processing path inorder toimplement filters with output sam

pling rates that can be much larger than the inverse ofthe settling time of the operational amplifi

ers. This is an important objective because the key speed bottleneck of previously reported

switched-capacitor filters is theamplifier settling time. Wewill present architectures that can be

used for the implementation ofboth short and long decimation filters. InChapter 8, wewill exam

ine aprototype IC employing the proposed architectures for the implementation of adecimation

lowpass filter and apre-conditioning equalizer for application inmagnetic storage read channel

front-ends.

This chapter will begin with an examination of the transversal filter structure. Switched capac

itor implementation ofHR filters have been reported and we shall examine some of the previous

workin this area. Following this, we will then present thenewarchitecture for switched-capacitor

circuit realization of both single- and multi-rate filters. Architectures for both short and long

impulse responses along with decimation filters will bepresented. Following this will bean in-

depth analysis of performance limitations of the proposed architectures.

5.1 Transversal Filters

In this section, we will review the basic structure of a transversal filter and consider some of

the advantages of these structures. Following this, we will examine previous work thathas been

reported intheapplication of switched-capacitor circuit techniques tothe implementation of trans

versal structures.

5.1.1 Basic Transversal Filter Structure

The transversal or finite impulse response filter is asampled-data filter characterized simplyby

its impulse response. Theinput signal is adiscrete-time sequence which may beanalog ordigital

and theoutput is another discrete-time sequence which is the convolution of theinput sequence

and the filter impulse response. Anyparticular output is the inner product of avector made upof
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the most recent Ninputs insuccession with the transpose ofavector made upof the tap weights of

the filter. Therelationship between theinput samples x[n] and output samples y[n] is given by

y[n] =x[n]C0 +x[n-l]Ci +...+xtn-N+llCN.! (5.1)

Ablock diagram of an FIR filter isshown in Figure 5.2 and includes delay elements, multipli

ers, and an N-input summing block. The output isequal to an inner product of avector of input

samples including the current through the input at time (N-l) for an N-tap filter and acoefficient

vector made up of the filter tap weights. Ascan be seen inthe diagram, there isno feedback inan

FIR filter and thusit is anall-zero filter whichmeans that the response is shaped by placement of

transmission zeroes in the frequency domain.

Input o

Output

Figure5.2 N-tap FIRFilter Block Diagram

There are many techniques for designing filters FIR filters whichmay be found in the richset

of literature on the subject [17]. There are different ways of achieving desired frequency domain

responses aswell asarchitectures which exploit characteristics of classes of impulse responses.

We shall limit our discussion to a presentation of some of the more important advantages and lim

itations ofFIR filters in order to understand the trade-offs between the implementation of continu

ous-time filters and analogdiscrete-time FIR filters.
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5.1.1.1 Advantages of FIR Filters

One of thekey advantages of FIR filters [17,18] is theease withwhich onecan design linear

phase filters. For a filter with an odd number of taps, the impulse response needs tohave even sym

metry about the center tap inorder tohave linear phase. For filters with Neven, the filter needs odd

symmetry i.e., the taps onthe right halfmust bethe negative ofthe tops onthe left Another advan

tage of FIR filters are that they are robust tocomponent variations. Yet another important advan

tage is that they facilitate the implementation of adaptive filter structures [15].

Let us compare continuous-time filters with FIR filters from an analog IC implementation

standpoint in order to get some intuition about how and when discrete-time processing may bea

viable alternative.

From thesignal processing standpoint, asignificant difference between continuous-time filters

anddiscrete-time FIR filters is simply that the time domain response of continuous-time filters is

continuous whereas discrete-time filters need only to calculate outputs at discrete-time intervals.

Continuous-time filters need sufficient integrity throughout the entire bandwidth of interest.

Unwanted polesandzeroes directly affectthe frequency response, and the high frequency opera

tion of these filters is limited by the abilityto canceland remove the effects ofthese non-idealities

(see Chapter 4). Onthe otherhand,discrete-time FIR filters require samples to be takenin accurate

time intervals (needs a goodtime base),but beyond this, the required operations aresimply multi

plication andaddition. They are inherently robust to the effects of parasitic polesandzeroeswhich

affect continuous-time filters. The key requirementis that amplifiersused in the addition operation

are given sufficient time to settle and that the multiplications are performed with sufficient accu

racy.

We shall see in this chapter that from a practical implementation standpoint, high speed dis

crete-time filters are limited to impulse responses that are relatively short (3-7 output periods); and

therefore, to the implementation of filters that are relatively simple. The primary reason for this is

that when analog parallel processing is employed, noise due to voltage offsets and charge injection

and clock feedthrough from switches get added in every stage. Therefore, the number of stages

must be limited, limiting the complexity andlength of the filters. Since filters with as few as 3 taps
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can provide useful amounts ofsignal processing, discrete-time analog FIR filters have windows of

opportunity where they are aviable alternative inhigh frequency filtering applications.

5.1.1.2 Example: Raised Cosine Filter

The cosine filteror raised cosine filter gets its name from the fact that its frequency response

looks like a cosine function. Since it is a sampled-data filter, its frequency response is periodic. It

is particularly important in analog FIR filters because although there are only three taps inthe

impulse response, both high-pass and lowpass frequency response characteristics are attainable

with these filters.

The tap weights of acosine equalizer issimply K, 1.0, Kwhere Kcan beapositive ornegative

coefficient. Since there is an odd numberof tops and thereis even symmetry aboutthe centertop,

thecosine filter has linear phase. Inthe frequency domain, theresponse to this filter is given by

H (f) = 1+2ffcos (2nft) (5.2)

This expression is plotted in Figure 5.3for different values of K. For positive K, the response is

lowpass in nature. When K is negative, ahigh-pass response results.

Magnitude of H(co) K negative

Figure S3 Frequency response ofacosine equalizer with different values of K.

Thereis anintuitive relationship between the impulse and frequency responses. As we know

from signals and systems, the Fourier transform ofacosine waveform is two impulses inthe fre

quency domain at positive and negative values of the cosine frequency. Also, an impulse inthe
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timedomain has all frequency components present and thus has a Fourier transform which is a

constant over all frequencies. Therefore, weexpect an impulse response of the form K, 1.0, K to

have a frequency response which is acosine inthe frequency domain with ad.c. offset (equal to

zero in the example) which is what we see in the figure.

We shall find both lowpass and high-pass cosine filters implemented in the prototype

described in Chapter 9.The lowpass response is used in a decimation anti-aliasing filter and the

high-pass response is usedin a symbol-rate equalizer.

5.1.2 Previous Work in SC Transversal Filters

Let us now examine some previous work in SC transversal filters with focus on the different

approaches that have been used to implement the delay elements, tap weights, and accumulator.

We will see thatthe speed performance of all previously proposed approaches werelimited by

amplifier settling time.

5.1.2.1 Double Sampling Front-End

A technique proposed in [1] thatwasvery important in telephone codecswasthe double sam

pling front-end filter. In this filter, a response of

H(z) = l+z-1/2 (5.3)

is achieved which is similar to the 1+Dobtained in Partial Response coding (see Chapter 2). This

providesa lowpass response with a zero at one-halfthe sampling rate. This simple transfer func

tion was placedin frontof lowpass SC IIR filters where the samplingrate was on the orderof 32

times the lowpass filterbandwidth. This greatly reduced requirements on the front-end anti-alias

ing filter. A schematic of this front-end is shown in block diagram form in Figure 5.4 a with the

associated frequency response ofboth blocks in Figure5.4b, and a circuit implementation in Fig

ure 5.4c. Referring to Figure5.4c, we see that on the fallingedge of <j>1( the input is sampled and at

the end of fo, the output of the following IIR filter will appearto be preceded by the transfer func

tion described by Eq. 5.3. This simple circuit provides a very useful function without affecting the

amplifier settling time. However, it is limited to applicationswhere the signal frequency of interest

is much less than the output rate ofthe IIR filter which is ultimately limited by amplifier settling.
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Figure 5.4 Conceptual illustration of the double sampling front-end filter, (a) Block

diagram, (b) Frequencydomaincharacteristics, (c) Circuit implementation.,

5.1.2.2 FIR-IIR Structures

An approach folding FIR decimation filter structures into IIR filter architectures was proposed

in [4] as a means to allow the operating rate of the amplifiers to be below that of a high sampling

rate front-end. This is conceptually similarto the approach previously described. However, instead

of implementinga simple response asgivenby Eq. 5.3, a 3 tapFIR decimation was used followed

by an SC IIR filter. This approach realized a40.5 MHz sampling rate with a decimation down to

13.5 MHz in a 2.4 um CMOS process. The application was for video anti-aliasing applications.

However, as in the previouslydescribed approach, the speedlimitation is again the amplifierset

tling time in the IIR filter.
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5.1.2.3 Polyphase Filter Structures

Polyphase filter structures were first proposed for implementotion of digital decimation filters

in orderto reduce the speed requirements on the multipliers. This structure was proposed for

implementotion of switched-capacitor decimation filters in [5]. Inthepolyphase filter structure, the

filter is decomposed intoM sub-filters which operate that theoutput rate, thusallowing themulti

pliers to operate at fs instead of the input rate Mfs. This is an important advantoge in digital filter

implementotion. In a switched-capacitor implementation, thearchitecture is an efficient approach

using theminimum number of capacitors (one capacitor per filter top) and asingle opamp.

The basic structure of the polyphase filter is shown in Figure 5.5a where M parallel filters,

each with a different transfer function is shown. The commutator in the front-end operatesat Mfs.

The filter is simply decomposed with the first topgoing to the first filter, second topto the second

filter, up ontothe Mth tapwhichgoes to filter M.Then topM+l goes to the first filter, M+2 to the

second, and so forthuntil all the tops aredistributed. An example with M equal to 3 and a total of9

tops is shown in Figure 5.5b.

InpUt -y,
o—^

3f,•r
Vj

(a)

H0(z) = ho+haz^+hez"6

H1(z) = h1+h4z"3+h7z-6

H2(z) =hz+hgz^+hez-6

(b)

v^ Output
r O

~ ^Output

Figure 5.5 (a) General block diagram for a polyphase structure, (b) Filter example with M=3

and 9 total taps.
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In the SC implementationproposed in [5], the summerimplemented with an SC integrator that

is initialized or zeroed at the output rate in order to realize a zero-order hold. The tap weights are

realized by ratioedcapacitors and M capacitors are connected to the amplifier at the input rate.

Therefore, the opamp is required to settle at the input rate. The advantoge of this approach is that

the minimum number of capacitorsmay be used. The speed performance is clearly limited by the

amplifier settling time.

5.1.2.4 Rotating Switch-Based FIR Structures

A transversal filter structure to generate the real parts of a running discrete-time Fourier trans

form was proposed in [2]. A total of 32 input samplesareused each time period to calculate eight

outputs given by

31

Xk(n) =i £ *("-!)cos(^) (5.4)
i = 0

fork = 2,4,6,..., 16 where x(n) is the input sequence.

The basic overall structure for the processor is shown in Figure 5.6. One of the 32 sample-

and-hold circuits takes a new sample every period and therefore each sample-and-hold is updated

every 32 periods.The sample-and-hold circuits arecomprised of sampling capacitors followed by

voltage followers which act as buffers. These buffers drive a 32 x 32 rotating switch which multi

plexes all 32 inputs to the 8 scaling/summing amplifiers which follow. The scaling/summing

amplifiers have ratioed capacitors which scale the 32 inputs by the respective coefficient weights

givenby Eq. 5.4 prior to summingthese scaled inputs with anopamp. All 8 outputsX0(n) through

X7(n) appear at the end ofevery clock period.

In summary, during eachclock cycle one of the sample-and-hold circuits takes in a new input

while the rototing switch reconfigures itself to appropriately pass the current32 sampled voltoges
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to the scaling/summing amplifiers. Therefore, the 8 amplifiers settle during the same time each

period. Once again, high speed operation islimited by the amplifier settling time.

rm
32

Sample-and-Hold

Circuits

32x32

Rotating

Switch

32-lnput Scaling/

Summing Amplifier 0

32-lnput Scaling/

Summing Amplifier 7

Xo(n)

X7(n)

Figure 5.6 Block diagram of the rotating switch-based FIR filter structure.

5.1.2.5 Analog Delay Line-Based FIR Structures

An architecture for implementotion of a fixed FIR equalizer fordiscrete-time magnetic read

channels using aswitched-capacitor circuit approach was proposed in [6]. A block diagram of this

equalizer approach is shown in Figure 5.7 for the 7-top equalizer. Simple unity gain sample-and-

hold amplifiers (realizing the T/2 delays) are clocked at twice the output rate and connected in a

chainmaking up an analog delay line.Two interleaved delay lines operating with one output

period of offsetresults in the settling of alternate delay lines each output period. The outputs are

topped off and sampled ontwoidentical capacitor arrays which realize thetop weights of the filter.

The sampled voltoges across these arrays are passed to two summing trees which generate alter

nate equalized outputs.

Once again, the speed limitation of this approach is amplifier settling time. The amplifiers are

required to settle attwice theoutput rate since theyrealize one-half period delays.
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Figure 5.7 Block diagram of the 7-tap FIR filter for equalization in discrete-time magnetic

disk read channels.

5.2 High Speed SC FIR Architectures

In this section, we shallpresent a new architecture suitable the implementotion ofhigh speed

decimation andsingle-rate FIR filters. We shall develop the architecture forthe implementotion of

decimation filters and later simply it for single-rate filter applications. The decimation filter is

important because lowpass anti-alias filtering is onecontext in which these filters mayhaveadis

tinct speed advantoge overalternative filtering approaches. Following this will be anexamination

of an approach forthe implementotion ofdecimation filters with longerimpulse responses.
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5.2.1 SC Decimation Filter Block Diagram

The new switched-capacitor FIR filter approach [20] takes advantoge of the fact that FIR fil

ters have no inherent feedback within the filter structure and thus, parallelism and pipelining may

be employed in their implementotion. With the use ofparallelism, amplifiers may be allowed mul

tiple output periods for settling, breaking the key bandwidth limitation of SC IIR filters.

Ablock diagram of the proposed approach for the implementotion of high speed anti-aliasing

filters is shown in Figure 5.8. Asisevident inthe figure, as with all discrete-time filters, the fre

quency response ofthe SC filter is periodic in the sampling rate. However, this reduces require

ments onthe preceding continuous-time filter which only needs to provide adequate noise

suppression near the sampling frequency. The composite frequency response ofthe two filters in

cascade is shown in Figure 5.8d. The attenuation near Mfs is supplied by the continuous-time fil

ter.
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Figure 5.8 (a) Block diagram of the composite filter, (b) Frequency response of the

continuous-time filter, (c) Frequency response of the SC FIR filter, (d) Frequency response

of the composite filter.

Thereare acouple ofkey advantages to thisarchitecture. First, the requirements on the contin

uous-time anti-aliasing filter are relaxed due to thehigh sampling rate ofthe decimation filter. This

filter maybe implemented with simple lowQ second-order filter sections in cascade. Second, the

bulk of the noise shaping in the filter passband and above is provided by the SC filter. Thus, the

frequency response isdefined by capacitor ratios and the response automatically scales with clock

frequency.
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5.2.2 SC Decimation Filter Architecture

The circuit architecture for the SC decimation filter will now be presented. We shall begin with

a conceptual presentation of the approach and follow withsome circuit implementotion issues. In

Chapters 6 and 8, circuits used in a prototype demonstrating theviability of the approach willbe

presented along with experimental results in Chapter 8.

The timedomain output of an FIR filter is the convolution of theinput sequence withthe filter

impulse response. Each individual output is equal to the inner product of avector of thelast N

inputs with atap weight vector. For input vector x and coefficientvector h, the output y[n] attime

n can be written as

l0

y[n] = \x[n]x[n-l] ... x[n-N+\]\ (5.5)

lN-l

In the new approach, eachoutputis generated independently and therefore the innerproduct inter

pretationwill prove useful.

Consider the capacitor array shown in Figure 5.9. The input voltage is applied across the

entire array which has one side of each capacitor tied to ground and the other connected to the

input voltogethrough a switch. Each of the switches open in succession, sampling the instanta

neousvoltoge across the array ateachparticular sampling instant. At the end ofN-samples, a total

charge Qtotai exists across the array which canbe described by

N-l

Qtotai = lVin«n>'Cn
n = 0 (5.6)
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Inwords, this charge isequal tothe sum of all the products of each of the individual capacitors

and the voltoge sampled across the capacitor at the instant the corresponding switch turned off.By

weighting the capacitors as an impulse response, the total charge on the capacitor array after taking

N samples isequal to the inner product between avector made up of the N-input samples and the

N capacitors.

+
VinW

i—i—r

-r- co -T- 1 T

(a)

Sample taken at Vin(t0)

X

-r-CN-1

Figure 5.9 Capacitor array sampling input voltage, (a) Array with capacitors weighted as
impulse response, (b)Example indicating sampling instants.

Inorder to generate anoutputatthedesired rate, anumberof thesecapacitor arrays must oper

ate in parallel with a phase shift between them as shown conceptually in Figure 5.10. The mini

mumnumber of parallel arrays required and the phase shift required depends on the length of the

filter impulse response and thedecimation factor (more onthisin a later section). Each two-sided

arrow represents the period overwhich acapacitor array samples the input In adecimation filter,

theinput sampling rate is higher than theoutput sampling rate. The output rate of the filter shown

in the figure is the rate at which the total charge oneach array is sampled. Whereas, the inputrate

is the rate at which the sampling switches openin each of the capacitor arrays shown in Figure

5.9. By simply taking more than one input sample per output period, adecimation filter is realized
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Figure 5.10 Conceptual timing diagram of parallel arrays. In the case of a decimation filter,
multiple inputs are taken each output period.

At the end of each period, oneof the capacitor arrays hastakenits last sample and is ready to

dump itsaccumulated charge toacircuit inorder toconvert the charge Qtotai toaproportional volt

age. Inadecimation filter, more than one sample is taken every output period by each capacitor

array in thesampling mode. However, thecharge tovoltage conversion need occur atarate of only

once per period.

Considerthe example shown in Figure 5.10 where3 capacitor arrays are used for an impulse

responselength of three periods. At time instantst3, t4, andt5the output ofeach respective array is

available for conversion. However, more arrays are needed in order to have outputs at times after

t4. One solution is to have two interleaved arrays within each parallel channel, operatingsuch that

while one array is sampling, the other is in the dump or conversion mode. A conceptual schematic

of a circuit which can perform this function in one of the parallel channels is shown in Figure

5.11. Note the two capacitor arrays.The switch phases are such that while Capacitor Set A is in the

sampling mode, Capacitor Set B is in the dump mode. And in the next cycle, the arrays switch

modes. Duringthe dump mode, the capacitor arrays areconnected to a switched-capacitor integra

tor (opamp with a capacitor in negative feedback) which convert the input charge to a voltage.A

key problem with using the integrator in this sample-and-hold like application is that it must be

reset afterevery conversionor it will hold charge across the feedbackcapacitor from conversionto

conversion and thus act like an integrator.The time needed for this reset reduces the time allowed
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for operational amplifier to settle. One solution is to use a switched-capacitor circuit technique

where the current output voltage is sampled on a capacitorequal in value to the feedback capaci

tor. In the following cycle, this capacitor subtracts a voltoge equal to the previous output which

removes the integrating effect or cycle-to-cycle memory of the feedback capacitor.The net effect

is that the circuit of Figure 5.11 has a zero-orderhold output and no reset period is required for the

amplifier. We shall examine a practical circuit to implement this function in Chapter6.

Figure 5.11 Schematic of interleaved capacitor sets sharing one amplifier and capacitor zeroing

circuit.

Let us refer to the circuit shown in Figure 5.11 as a switched-capacitor inner product genera

tor since its output is the inner productbetween a vector of N input samples and a top weight vec

tor made up of ratioed capacitors. Negative coefficients can be realizedusing switched capacitor

techniques described in Chapter 6. Suppose Capacitor SetsA and B are identical and definea lxN

vector C having capacitorvalues [C0, Clf..., Cn^]. Now define a lxN vector Vta having input

voltoge values [Vin[n],Vin[n-l],...,Vin[n-N+l]]. Theoutput voltoge V[n+m] where m is thenumber

of input periods given theamplifier for settling can bewritten as Vta*C,*l/Cfb.

A conceptual diagram of parallel arrays coupled withinterleaving within each array to achieve

thedesired throughput is shown in Figure 5.12. The output is taken from consecutive channels by

a commutator which takes the output first from Channel 1, then Channel 2 then Channel 3, then

again from Channel 1and so forth. Within each array are two interleaved capacitor arrays which

alternate between taking samples and dumping to theoperational amplifier. A key advantoge of
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thisapproach is that theamplifiers are allowed atimeequal to the total sampling period of acapac

itorarray to settle which may be significantly longer than the effectiveoutput period of the filter.

And thus, the output rate of this filter is not limited by amplifier settlingas is the case with other

SC filter architectures.

Channel 1

Channel 3

Channel 1

rin°—°^*- Channel 2

Vj
-•fb o Vout

Channel 3

(a)

Cap. Set 1A - Samples Cap. Set 1A- Dumps
Cap. Set 1B-Dumps Cap. Set 1B-Samples

-^ •H *•: • • •
Cap. Set 2A- Slamples Cap. Set 2A- Dumps

Cap. Set 2B-Dumps Cap. Set2B-Skmples
Channel 2 • • • -^ i •i^ 1 •! • • •

Cap. S$t 3A - Samples Cap. §et 3A- pumps
Cap. Set 3B-Dumps . Cap. Set 3B-Samples .

• • • «^ •i^ •!

1—i—i—i—h-
• • •

t3 t8 time

(b)

Figure 5.12 Conceptual schematicshowing(a)parallel channelsand(b) operation of the timing.

A simple example illustrating the operationof a 5-top 2:1 decimation filter is shown in Figure

5.13a. Only Capacitor Sets 1A-3A are shown. The effective time domain impulse response is

shown in Figure 5.13 where each impulse represents the relative magnitude of each top weight

Note the corresponding distribution over time. This conceptual nototion of the parallel impulse

responseswill be used againin Chapter 8.This illustration is meant to give a clearerpictureof the

operationof the parallel capacitor arrays (in Figure 5.13a)and to introducethe simplified descrip

tion shown in Figure 5.13b.
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Figure 5.13 Diagrams illustrating operation of capacitor arrays in a 5-tap 2:1 decimation filter, (a)

Parallel capacitor arrays with a phaseoffset Samplingcapacitors stacked vertically sample at the

same instant (b) Conceptual sampling and multiplication with relative tap weights.

Let us now summarize the key advantages of this approach. The passive sampling capacitor

arrays easily have a sampling bandwidth greater than thatof any amplifier,limited by the on-resis

tance of the MOS sampling switch and the sampling capacitor value. These passive, high band-
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width sampling circuits appear in the front-end of the switched capacitor filter. The clock

waveforms which control the sampling switchesare inherently digital waveforms andthe highest

effective sampling rate achievable is limited by gate delays (In practice, sampling phase jitterand

offsets require thoughtful design of the sampling clock generators.). High speed operation of con

ventional switched-capacitors filters is limited by the amplifier settlingtimes becausein conven

tional approaches, amplifiers must settle attheoutput rate. However, in the proposed architecture,

the amplifier settling time bottleneck is brokendue to the parallel nature and amplifiers are

allowed multiple output periods to settle.

In principal, only switches and capacitors are neededto realize many switched-capacitor sig

nal processing functions such as sample-and-holds. However, anoperational amplifier in a closed

loop configuration is present in most practical SC signal processing circuits in order to reduce dis

tortion and sensitivity to parasitic capacitance. Due to the parallel natureof the proposedapproach,

unlike otherswitched-capacitor filter approaches, the speedis not necessarilylimited by the ampli

fier settling time. Instead, there is a speedversuscomplexity trade-off becausein principal, more

parallelism can be used to reduce amplifier settiing time requirements. This is the key feature

which differentiates this architecture from those previously reported.

5.2.3 Single-Rate Filters

Single-rate filters are the simple case where the decimation factor is one so the input rate is

equal to the output rate. These filters arenot useful in baud-rate sampled systems as anti-alias fil

ters, but they can be as analogequalizers.

A good example of a useful single-rate analog equalizeris the cosine equalizerdiscussed ear

lier in this chapter. The implementation of a programmable cosine equalizer is described in detail

in Chapter 9. A conceptual diagram illustratingthe operationof Capacitor Sets 1A-3A is shown in

Figure 5.14 for a cosine equalizer. Note that the output period is equal to the sampling period.
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Figure 5.14 Conceptual diagram showing operation of Capacitor Sets 1A-3A for a 3-tap
cosine equalizer asanexample of a single-rate filter.

5.2.4 Long Impulse Response Decimation Filters

We shall refer to the SC FIR topology described in previous sections as the bruteforce

approach since it follows from a straight forward implementation utilizing the SC inner product

generator or(JPG). This approach is more suited to shorter impulse responses. Particularly, those

where theimpulse response length inoutput periods L isless than orequal tothedecimation factor

M.As theimpulse response length increases, the sampling capacitor arrays can become quite large

and complicated, with increasing amounts of parasitic capacitance due to interconnect that can

greatly compromise performance. Also, in the brute force approach, the number of sampling

phases equals twice the number of taps, further increasing the cost of long impulse response

implementation. Thus, for long impulse responses, particularly with larger values of M,adifferent

architecture may be appropriate.

As discussedearlier, when analog signalprocessing is employed, each block in the signalpath

contributes voltage offsets.When these offsets contribute periodically to the output, a fixed pattern
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noise results and can greatly reduce the signal-to-noise ratio attainable through the processor. In

principal, there are techniques that can be used tocancel these offsets but they can beextremely

complicated and costly to implement. Therefore, in general, highperformance filters requiring

long impulse responses maybest be performed inthe digital domain. However, there are applica

tions requiring theuseof long decimation filters such as correlators in spread spectrum receivers

where absolute accuracy is not important due to the robustness inherent in the correlating process.

Let us examine theexample of thespread spectrum receiver asavehicle to present anarchitecture

whichwas developed for the implementation of particularly longimpulse responses.

5.2.4.1 Example: Spread Spectrum Decorrelator

In a spread spectrum [21] transmitter, the data sequence {-1,+1} is modulated by a pseudo

random sequence of values {-l.+l} and length N. The elements of the pseudo-random sequence

are referred to aschips. The data rate is therate atwhichthe data sequence is sentand the chiprate

is N times the data rate. In these systems, a correlator is required in the receiverwhich multiplies

the received signal by the samepseudo-random sequence prior to an integrate-and-dump function

over one bit period. In effect, such a receiver front-end performs a correlation of the pseudo-ran

dom sequenceused to modulatethe signal with a local pseudo-random sequence. The ideal result

in the absence of noise is +/-N at the output of the correlator when the transmit and receive

pseudo-random sequencesareidentical andthe samplingphaseis correct, andzero otherwise.This

is because ideally, an orthogonal set of pseudo-random sequences are used with auto-correlation

functions that are the impulse function. A simplified block diagram of a spread spectrum receiver

is shown in Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15 Simplified block diagramofa spreadspectrum communications channel. The correlator

can be viewed as a decimation filter with decunation factor equal to the number of chips in the

pseudo-random sequence.

The correlator can be viewed as a decimation filter with taps weights +/-1 (corresponding to

the particular pseudo-random sequence) and a decimation factor equal to the number of chips per

bit (also referred to as the spreading factor). This decimation factormay be in the tens, hundreds,

oreven thousands (ForSC implementation, decimation factors in the tens areall that arepractica

ble). In these instances, it may be rather costly in terms of hardware to use the brute-force realiza

tion introduced earlier in this chapter.

5.2.4.2 Partial Sum-Accumulator Bank Architecture

Let us now examine what we shall call the Partial Sum-AccumulatorBank approach for the

realization of long impulse response filters. Suppose we wish to implement an impulse response

with L output periods and a decimation factorof M (total number of taps is LM). The key point of

this approach is that instead of generating the inner product to create an output all at once, the

inner product is decomposed into partial sums which aresummed together in a second stage made

up of a bank of accumulators. Recall that a filter output can be written as an inner product and re

write the inner product as the sum of L partialsums, each with M filter taps (where M is the deci

mation factor). Each of these partial sums can be generated using an SC IPG realizing the inner
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productwith only M coefficients (instead of ML). Let us referto such a structure as a partial sum

generator (PSG).

We shall describe the partial sum-accumulator bank approach through an example. Consider

the architecture shown in Figure 5.16 for implementation of the 35-tap 5:1 decimation filter

impulse response shown at the top of the figure. Note in the figure that there are L PSGs where in

this example L is equal to 7, each realizing in sequence M coefficients (M equal to 5) of the ML

(7*5=35) tap long impulse response, are followed by a T-rate sampling second stage which accu

mulates in succession, 7 partial sums over LT seconds. The second stage is comprised of7 accu

mulator stages operating in an interleaved manner T seconds apart During every output period, all

7 partialsums arecomputed and one of the accumulators sums in its 7th partialsum. The output of

this accumulator is then sampled by the commutator before it is re-initialized to zero and begins

the accumulation process once again.
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Figure 5.16 Block diagram of Partial Sum - Accumulator Bank Approach for tiie

implementation of long decimation filters, (a) Impulse response with L=7 (impulse

response length) and M=5 (decimation factor), (b) Realization using Partial Sum -

Accumulator Bank Approach.

The partial sum - accumulator bank approach avoids the problems associated with generating

the entire inner productall at once by decomposing it into partial sums of length M (which are
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generated every output period) and appropriately accumulating them in a second stage.The out

puts of the PSGs can be scaled prior to accumulation (using scaling factors ao through a^j as

shown in the figure, facilitating the implementation of larger coefficient spreads. Another big

advantage is that the number of sampling phases required is reduced from 2LM to 2M which in

this example would be a reduction from 70 down to 10. This reduction in the number of clocks

also is indicative of a reduction in the number of switches and capacitors. Although the total

opamp count may be increased, it may be well worththe reduction in overallcomplexity.

5.3 Sampling Clock Generation

In typical DSP-based communicationsystems, thereis alocal clock in the receiverusually in a

timing recovery loop locked on to the incoming data stream. This clock is normally at the symbol

rate and is used to define the sampling phase as well as clock the A/D converter and the DSP.Thus,

all clocks including those which control interleaving as well as those which define the sampling

instants of the decimation filter need to be generated on chip. Generation of these clocks is facili

tated by use of either a delay line locked to an external clock (delay locked loop- DLL) or by con

necting the delay line back to itself creating a ring oscillator controlled by a phase-lock loop

(PLL). By tapping off at appropriate points along the delay line, the staggered timing phases

required to clock the interleaved channels can be easily generated. These staggered timing phases

can also be used to generate the sampling waveforms, enabling input sampling rates greater than

the external clock frequency. The sampling waveforms are the most critical because jitter in the

sampling phase results in noise at the output as we shall see later. In Chapters 6 and 8, implemen

tation issues ofhigh speed clock generation for the SC decimation filter based upon a ring oscilla

tor PLL are addressed.

A simplified block diagram of a ring oscillator-based sampling clock generator circuit is

shown in Figure 5.17. Each of the phases in a delay line or ring oscillator have a 50% duty cycle

which makes them inappropriate for direct use as sampling clocks. Therefore, some logic must be

performed on the delay line outputs in order to generated suitable sampling waveforms.
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Figure 5.17 Ring oscillator with output phases shown along with clock phases required by the
SC decimation filter. Clearly, the oscillator outputs cannot be useddirectly.

Noise and offsets in the delay line result in jitterin the sampling phase and non-uniform sam

pling, respectively. Supply and device noise are the primary noise sources. Circuit techniques have

been developed to combat their effects [12,19]. Theuseof a fully differential delay line minimizes

theeffectof supply noise. Device noise effects are minimized by careful design of the device size

and currents of the transistors in the delay elements. Non-uniform sampling is the result of mis

matches in parasitics capacitances and voltage offsets inthe circuits which generated thesampling

signals. Each device in the path from the delay line through to the sampling signal has an input-
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referred voltage offset which when divided bythe slope ofthe signal driving that device results in

atimeoffsetthat accumulates through thepath. As aresult, it is desirable to bias devices through

out the path at high current In order to minimize non-uniform sampling, it is important tomaintain

a fully balanced layout (including parasitics), minimize the amount ofcircuitry from the delay line

to the generation of the sampling signal, and keep the slopes of signals through this path suffi

ciently large tominimize the effects of voltage offsets toeach sampling phase. Implementation

issues of lowjitter sampling phase design are discussed indetail in Chapter 7.

Because of the power and area cost of generating alow jitter sampling phase, thenumber of

sampling phases required must bea factor inthe choice ofan architecture. For example, the brute-

force approach requires 2LM phases as compared with 2M required by the partial sum-accumula

tor bank approach.

5.4 Capacitor Design

In the switched-capacitor FIR filter implementation approach described in Section 5.2, filter

tap weights are realized by ratios of capacitors. Careful consideration is required of the capacitor

design and particularlythe layout.

The effectivecapacitance of amonolithic capacitor is tiie sumof the capacitances associated

with the overlap of the two plates and fringing fields as shown in Figure 5.18. When small unit

capacitors are used, fringing effects can contribute up to 40% of the overlap component [22,23].

Onemethod for assigning capacitor values is to use integer multiples of unit sizedcapacitors in

order to maintain ratios as the relative contribution of overlap and fringing components changes

withprocess variations. The granularity introduced by thestrict useof unitcapacitors is analogous

to adigital filter where the filter taps are implemented using finite precision. One of thekey design

challenges of specifying thecapacitor sizesusing unitcapacitors are thetrade-offs between granu

larity of thetap weights, capacitive loading onthe amplifier, maintaining an appropriate feedback

factor for amplifier speed and stability, and capacitor matching. Fine granularity in the capacitor

ratios requires alarge number of unitcapacitors. For example, suppose a ratio of 9.5:1 is required.

This could be accomplished with 19 units for one capacitor and 2 for theother. The finer thegran

ularity, the larger thetotal number units that will beneeded. However, the larger number of unit
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capacitors means more total capacitance which results ina need for large amplifiers consuming

more power. As a result, it is desirable to use small unit capacitors. But capacitor matching is

roughly inversely proportional to the capacitor area [14] which means that smaller capacitors don't

match as well.

Therefore, it is important to find an appropriate design withthe minimum amount of granular

ity required inthe tap weight ratios meeting the filter specifications. Next, find the minimum size

ofunit capacitor such that when the total capacitance of the input capacitor array is summed, the

feedback factor of the amplifier is such thatthe amplifier canbe designed to drive the load capaci

tance with thisresulting feedback factor. If the capacitive load on an amplifier is much larger than

both the total input (sampling) capacitance and feedback capacitance, increasing the size of the

input and feedback capacitors have the effect ofincreasing the feedback factor which canincrease

the overall bandwidth of the circuit.

^fringe

effective ~ ^overlap + ^fringe

Figure 5.18 Schematic showing effective capacitance being the sum of the overlap

capacitance due to the overlap areabetween theparallel platesand the fringing capacitance

due to fringing fields.

Since the dynamic rage performance of SC FIR filters is limited, kT/C noise is generally not

an issue and capacitor size is driven primarily by matching considerations. The random mis-
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matches due to processing variations affect both the frequency response and distortion. Perfor

mance limitations of SC FIR filters due to capacitor mismatch are discussed in the next section.

5.5 Performance Limitations of High Speed SC FIR Filters

Parallel analog signal processing has been applied to high speed analog-to-digital converters

and recently to an all CMOS fiberoptic receivercircuit in orderto achieve processing ratesthat are

much higher than otherwise achievable using pipelining or other serial approaches. However,

when parallel architectures areapplied to analog signal processing, gain, offset, and timing mis

matches between parallel channels contributenoise and distortion products which limit the attain

able SNR. The effects of these non-idealities on the SC FIR filter architectures presented earlier in

this chapteraresimilar to those encountered in parallel A/D convener architectures and much can

be gained from previous analyses of these circuits [10,11,13]. The major difference between the

parallel filter and A/D converter architectures is that the analyses previously performed have

assumed the gain of each converter to be constant over the frequency range of interests, i.e., the

frequency response is flat However, in the case of the filter, the ideal frequency response is that of

the filter being realized. It turns out that this difference can be easily taken into account and will be

presented in this section.

Let us now examine the key factors which limit the achievable speed and performance of the

proposed SC FIR filter architectures.

5.5.1 Model for Sources of Error

Shown in Figure 5.19 is a simplified model of a switched-capacitor inner product generator

together with the model we shall use to analyze the effects ofnon-idealities ofthis block on perfor

mance of filters using the parallel SC filter architecture. The model of the inner product generator

has a key simplification in that there is only one coefficient set that is shown where in practical

implementation there will be at least 2 interleaved sets. We will return to this point when neces

sary.
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Figure 5.19 Model for analysisof non-idealitiesof the partial sum generatoron the performance

of parallel SC FIR filters, (a) Simplified partial sum generatorwitii only one input capacitor

set (b) Model for analysis.

The 4 key components in this model include an input offset voltage V^, sampling jitter and

phaseoffset ot, tap weight vector C(z), forward d.c. gain factorA, and feedback gain factorB. We

shall examine the sources of each of the components and their effect on filter performance individ

ually. We will assume that each of the components are independent which will allow each of the

effects to be considered individually. Let us assume that N parallelstages arebeing used to imple

ment an M: 1 decimation filter, and that the output sampling frequency is fs.

5.5.2 Input-Referred Offset Voltage

The input-referred offset voltage Voshas contributions from the offset of the amplifier and the

charge injection and clock feedthrough from the switches. Each of the capacitor array/amplifier

combinations have a different V^. Assuming zero input, the output commutator effectively sam-
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pies each of the offsets as it traverses the outputs resulting in aperiodic voltage pattern with period
N as shown schematically in Figure 5.20a. The result isinthe frequency domain, there are tones

independent ofthe input signal at multiples offg/N and d.c. as shown in Figure 5.20b.

Ideal Parallel
Filter Stage

Ideal Parallel
FilterStage

Ideal Parallel

Filter Stage

(a)

Magnitude of Fourier Components

v0 v.

N

2js
N

(b)

Vn/2

•• frequency

Figure 5.20 (a) Model of input-referred voltage offsets, (b) Resulting frequency domain response for N

even.
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The output spectrum as a resultofthe voltage offsets for N parallel stages is

r(/«» =f I Vtf--^) (5.7)

the magnitude of the Fouriercomponents Vn is given by

Nl j(2n)nk

Vn=ljlV°ske~ N ' <5'8>
* = 0

The expected value of these components has been shown to be

£{N} =̂ r§ (5.9)
where ovosis the standard deviation of the offsets.

In order to have these components 45dB down below an output signal tone normalized to

unity in a system with 3 parallel stages, we find

210"45/2°
°vos =^-^= =001099 * (510)

l
This means that the standard deviation of the channel offsets must be kept below 1lmV in order to

meet the specification.

The amplifiers areusually sharedby more that one capacitorset and so the contribution of the

input-referred offset of the amplifieris a common term in more than one of the offset voltages in

the model. Thus, each ofthe offsets are not totally independent and as a result the magnitude of the

frequency components may not be equal but will vary with the periodicities of the offset compo

nents. The relative contribution to the input offset from the amplifiers and the switches will vary

with specificdesign approaches and processing quality. Some circuit techniques to reduce the

magnitude ofvoltage offsetsare presented in Chapter 6.
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5.5.3 D.C. Gain

The forward gain factor A in the modelof Figure 5.22 models the effect of gain mismatch

between adjacent channels. This is due both to capacitor mismatch and gain mismatch between

parallel amplifiers. Letus simplify theSCinner product generator to aone-tap gain element which

reducesto an SC sample-and-hold as shown in Figure 5.21.

ft)

<rVV^Tfc>
I Gain = a

V out

Figure 5.21 Circuit for calculating closed loop gain from input to output including effect of

finite opamp gain and summing node parasitic Cp.

The gain from input to output can be written as:

V = V.
out in

Cin
C- +c~ + c

C \ in fr p
'fl>

(5.11)

where a is the open loop gain of the operational amplifier, Cp is the parasitic capacitance on the

summing node, C^ is the input capacitor, andCfl, is the feedback capacitor. The thirdterm on the

right side of Eq. 5.11 containsthe effect of finite amplifiergain which results in a gain errorfrom

the ideal transfer function of C^/Cft,. This term is the forward gain factora. A model containing

only the d.c. gainmismatch in parallel channels is shown in Figure 5.22awhere an ideal filter with

transfer function C(z) is followed by N parallel interleaved gain stages, each with a different gain

ak.
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The output spectrum for input x(t) is

oo

Y(f)=fl V^-^] (5*12)
n =

where

\ =£i1%?~ir~ • <5-i3>
k = 0

For a sinusoidal inputof sin(2jrfint), the outputspectrum is

rO)-i I iYW-fin-^-W+fin-irA- (5M)
As can be seen in Eq. 5.14, for a sinusoidal input, d.c. gainmismatches between parallel stages

results in sidebands at the input frequency about fJN, 2yN, on up to fjl as shown in Figure

5.22b. The sidebands come in pairs and their amplitudes were given in Eq. 5.17.

The expected value of the Fouriercomponents has been shown to be

E{\An\} =~§rh (5.15)

where Ode is the standarddeviation of the channel-to-channel gain mismatch.

In order to have these components 45dB down below an output signal tone normalized to

unity in a system with 3 parallel stages, the channel-to-channel mismatch must be better than

2.10-45/20
o . = V = 0.01099 (5.16)

or 1 percent

N-l _.(2n)mk
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Figure 5.22 (a) Model for analyzing d.c. gain mismatch, (b) Effect on the frequency

spectrum for a sine wave input
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5.5.4 Variation in Response of Parallel Filters

In the parallel architecture, anFIR filter response is realized using parallel innerproduct gen

erators eachoperating in a different phase. Each parallel filter may have a slightlydifferent fre

quency response. This situation is shown conceptually in Figure 5.23 where N parallel filters

Co(z) through CN_!(z) are shown. Ideally, all N of these filter sections have the exact same fre

quency response butdue totwo primary effects, there may have different responses. First process

ingvariations result in variations of the capacitor ratios which setthe tap weights of the filter.

Second, the feedback gain factor B of Figure 5.19 which models the non-ideal cancellation of
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charge in the integrating capacitor from cycle-to-cycle may not equal the forward gain A. As a

result some residual voltage will remain from cycle-to-cycle and the sample-and-hold appears as a

recursive filter.

in

r~t
rout

Figure 5.23 Effect of variationsin the frequency responseof each parallelfilterand the

effect on the frequency domain responseof tiie filterto an input at fjn

The effect on the filter impulse response is similar to that of d.c. gain mismatch. The key dif

ference is that since each filter is slightly different the gain error is a function of frequency and

thus the magnitude of the sidebands is a function of the input signal frequency. Eq. 5.17 can be

changed to reflectthe frequency dependance of the sideband magnitudes. This is given by

N-\
. (2it) mk

^>-Jl«*0ii,>«' N • (5.17)

* = 0

where an(fin) is theresponse of filter n at input frequency f^. Theexpected value of theFourier

components can be found modifying Eq. 5.15 tobea function of the input signal frequency in a

similar manner.
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5.5.5 Sampling Jitter and Fixed Phase Offsets

Two time domainnon-idealities are important and shownconceptually in Figure 5.24. First,

device noise in the ringoscillator transistors results in a randomness of the actual phase generated

by eachdelayelementoutput.This randomness results in ajitterin the resultant sampling phase as

shown in the figure. The effect on the output sampleis shown in part [b] of the figure where the

ideal sampling phase is indicated by the arrow and therange of randomness of the sampling phase

dueto jitter (horizontal variation). The result is a range for theoutput samples (vertical variation)

thatclearly depends on the instantaneous slope of the input signal in the vicinity of a particular

samplinginstantandthe variance of the jitter.

Second, variations in the capacitive loading result infixed phase offsets of the sampling

phases. The result is a non-uniform sampling that is periodic in the number of parallel sampling

stageswhich will be a minimum of two times the numberof parallel filters stages. This is due to

eachparallel stage havingatleasttwo interleaved setsof sampling capacitors. The effect is similar

to the caseof samplingjitterbecause a signal dependent noise results but their effects on the fre

quencydomain are different Let us nowexamine theeffect ofthesephenomenon on the frequency

domain response.

The effects of samplingjitter and fixed phase offsets are shown in Figure 5.24. Samplingjitter

results in an additivenoise component added to the output sampledepending on the average slope

of the input signal nearthe sampling instant and the rootmean square value of the sampling jitter.

Assuming the jitter spectrum is white, the effect on the frequency domain response will be an

increase in the noise floor across all frequencies. The magnitude of this increase depends on the

slopeof the input signal andtherefore will increase with increasing signal frequency as shown in

Figure 5.24a.

Fixed phaseoffsets areequivalentto periodic non-uniform sampling. It can be shown that the

effect of fixed phases offsets for a sinusoidal input results in a frequency dependent gain error.

This effect is similar to that of frequency response mismatch in parallel channels with the same

result that sidebands appear about the multiples of the frequency of non-uniformity. The magni-
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tudes of these sidebands depends onthe actual sampling phase offsets and theinput signal fre

quency. This is shown in Figure 5.25b.

-^>-|>>r^[>^
V21 V22 V23

'1T
<i>l

pOO.

p01.

p02.

amplitude

Ci^i Cg

?:

u
r

Fixed phase offset

Phase jitter

(a)

HHIjitter—•) r

Ideal sampling instant

i

-6-o range due
to jitter

0>)

Resultant range
of output sample

time

Figure 5.24 (a) Conceptual schematic of ring oscillator with input referred-noise inthedelay

elements and loading mismatches (Capacitors not necessarily equal) shown with the

effect these non-idealities have on the sampling phases, (b) The result of sampling jitter

and the resulting varianceof the output sample.
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Figure 5.25 Frequencyspectra foran input tone at f^ witii (a) parallel sampling

phase jitter and (b) sampling phase offsets.

The output spectrum for input x(t) is

oo

ytf> =j X •,Wx[/(/-]i)]

where

n =

ik = 0

For a sinusoidal input of sin(27cfint), the output spectrumis

oo X

Y(f>-fl, *nS(f-fin-J)

where

n = -oo

N-l

* = 0

-./(2?,)n*

(5.18)

(5.19)

(5.20)

(5.21)
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For asinusoidal input, sampling phase mismatches between parallel channels results in sidebands

at the input frequency about fj/N, 2fs/N, on up to fj/2 as in the gain mismatch condition. Two dif

ferences are that the magnitude of the sidebands are proportional to the input frequency and mag

nitudes of thesideband pairs about multiples of the input frequency are notequal.

The expected value of the Fourier components can beshown tobe

£t|*„M> -*j.°Jff (5-22)
where oAtis tiie standard deviation ofthe sampling phase mismatch.

In order to have these components 45dB down for an input tone at30MHz normalized to

unity inasystem with 3parallel stages, the channel-to-channel mismatch must be better than

cA =— p= =58.3 x 10"12 (5.23)
«(30Af)J-

or58psec.

It has been shownthat forN-bits of dynamic range and a sinusoidal input frequency of f^

with thepeak amplitude normalized tounity, sampling jitter should bekeptbelow

°i = Wt ' (524)

For a 6-bit system and aninput frequency of 30 MHz, the sampling phase jitter needs to be kept

below a root mean squarevalue of 83 psec.

5.5.6 Summary of Non-Idealities

As a result of the non-idealities discussed in this section, these filters are best suited for appli

cations where only modest resolution but high speed is required. The effects of coefficient mis

match due to capacitor variations was examined in [7]. Issues of complexity and the associated

non-idealities discussed in this section will probably limit the performance before the effects of
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coefficient mismatch on attainable stop band rejection will become a limiting factor to perfor

mance.

In Table 5-1 below, the important non-idealities are listed with qualitative effects on filter per

formance.

Table 5.1 Non-idealities and Qualitative Effect on Filter Performance

Non-ideality
Input
Signal

Dependent?

Effect on Frequency Domain
Response

Voltage offsets No Tones at multiples of fg/N.

Variation in Channel Frequency
Responses and D.C. Gain Mis

matches

Yes Sidebands at the input frequency
about multiples of fg/N.

Sampling Phase Jitter Yes Input signal frequency dependent
noise floor (rise with increasing

frequency).

Sampling Phase Offsets Yes Sidebands at the input frequency
about multiples of fg/N.

In Chapter 8, a prototype integrated circuit is described which includes a 3:1 SC decimation

filter and a 3-tap cosine equalizerusing the architectures described in this section. The prototype

was designed for an output rate of 100MHz and6 bits of resolution. Experimental resultsarepre

sented in that chapterwhere the effect of some of the non-idealities discussed here arepresent.

5.6 Adaptive SC FIR Filters

Adaptive equalizers are very important in communications receivers becausethey enablehigh

speed transmission over time varying channels. The motivation for adaptive equalization can be

found in Chapter 2 andreceiver architectures including adaptive equalizers canbe found in Chap

ter 4.
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In this section, a new architecture will be presented for analog adaptive equalization based

upon the parallel switched-capacitor FIR filter structure described earlier inthis chapter. We will

begin this section with an examination of two alternative approaches before presenting the new

proposedapproach.

To date, noadaptive continuous-time filters suitable for application inthe disk drive orother

high data rate channel has been reported. Adaptive equalizers are usually performed in discrete-

time and inthe digital domain using transversal filter architectures. Use of transversal filter archi

tectures enables employment ofthe Least Mean Square or LMS algorithm for recursively updating

tiie coefficients. In this scenario, the filter is simply atransversal filter whose coefficients are indi-

viduaUy controlled through a feedback path by the LMS algorithm as shown in Figure 5.26

(described in Chapter 2).

O v0ut

Figure 5.26 Block diagram ofadaptive FIR filter employing the LMS algorithm for tap weight
control.

The key problems for analog implementation of the structure shown in the figure above are

realization of ahigh speed variable multiplier and implementation of ahighspeed transversal filter
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structure. The latter problem can beaddressed using the architecture proposed earlier inthis chap

ter for high speed single-rate filters. However, there are different ways inwhich the programmable

tapweights may be realized whichwe shall nowexamine.

mihrrt Multiplier CM

One way to perform the multiplication function in the analog domain is with use of aGilbert

Multiplier Cell [24] which requires atechnology with ahigh speed bipolar transistor. The output

voltage of aGilbert Multiplier Cell isthe product of two input voltages. The input signal isapplied

toone pair of inputs and a programmable voltage corresponding to the tap weight is applied tothe

other. Control of the tapweightdepends on the particular implementation whichmightbe from a

continuous-time integrator [25] or the output of a D/Aconverter. A numberof Gilbert Cellsequal

to the numberof taps in the filter mustbe sampled appropriately and the output products must be

summed to create one output of the adaptive FIR filter. By allowingthe tap weights of the filter to

be controlled by the LMS algorithm, anadaptive filter canbe realized. There are a few limitations

of this approach. First, it requires theuseof aBiCMOS technology. Second, the linear inputrange

of the Gilbert Cell is limited requiring the use of small signal levels which requirethe use of sub

sequentamplification which amplifies both noise and offsets. Lastly, controlof the tap weights are

in the analog domain. Digital control is desirable but requiresa separateDAC which can be costly

in terms of silicon area and power.

Switched-Capacitor DAC

The switched-capacitor DAC provides another approach for implementation of the variable

tap weights. One implementation uses a binary weighted capacitorarrayas shown in Figure 5.27.

By digitalcontrol, the effective capacitor valuecanbe changed resulting in a different effective tap

weight. The granularity and range of the resultant tap weight is set by the size of the smallest

capacitors and the total numberofbinary weighted capacitors in the array. An array is required for

everyvariable tapin the filter which means that using the parallel filter architecture for highspeed

operation, multiple sets of programmablecapacitorarrays areneeded.

In orderto achieve 6-7 bits of resolution in the filter tap weights,a large amountof parasitic

capacitance results due to routing and the addition of transmission gates into the array. These
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arrays can take large amountsof silicon area andthe associated parasitic capacitance reduces feed

back factors of the closed-loop amplifiers which increase required settling times. The key disad

vantages of this approach are the large amount of silicon area required by the many numbers of

programmable arrays that areneeded and the speed degradation of the amplifiers as a result of the

parasitic capacitanceassociated with the capacitorarrays.

Programmable Capacitor DAC

o-o

V;in

Figure 5.27 Switched-Capacitor DAC forrealizationofone filter tap.

Rexbitor Attenuator/CapacitorDAC-BasedAdaptiveFilters

Another approach is to realize the tap weight in a two step manner with a programmableatten

uator preceding a capacitor array. The capacitor array performs the coarse scalingandthe attenua

torprovides the fine. The attenuator maybe realized withavoltage follower with aninherent gain

around unity driving a resistor string with amultiplexing networkableto tapoff the resistor string

atdifferent points. Attenuation is achieved through the resistor divideraction of this circuit. An

example ofthisapproach is shown in Figure 5.28. Suppose thedesired range is atapweightin the

range between .25 and .5 with approximately 6 bits of resolution. By having the range of the

capacitor array provide acoarse levels of .3, .4, and .5and preceding this withan attenuator with a

range of .9through 1.0 with 8 steps, asomewhat monotonic tap weight function maybe realized.

The corresponding effective gain as a function of first and second stage settings is shown in the

figure.
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Figure 5.28 Conceptual diagram of tiie two stage resistor attenuator - capacitor DAC approach
for realization of variable filter tap weight

The major advantage of this approach is that although the signal processing is performed in

the analog domain, the tap weights may be stored digitally. Also, the large parasitic capacitance

associated with a full SC DAC implementation is not present since the DAC is used only for

coarse tuning. In practice, design of the analog multiplexor which chooses the attenuationcan be

quite difficult due to its associated capacitance and resistance. The advantage of the two step

approach is that all the burden of realization of a wide rangeis not placed on one circuit block.

A block diagram of the proposed architecture is shown in Figure 5.29. The two key signal

processing blocks in the signal path arethe programmableresistors arraysand the programmable

capacitor DACs. The output of the capacitor DAC stage is the filteroutput which drives a decision

circuit which makes the tentative decisions used by the LMS control block and possibly an A/D

converter for digital processing or ananalog Viterbi decoder. The sign-LMS algorithm might be a

good algorithm candidate for the LMS control.
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Figure 5.29 Block diagram proposed for implementation of analog adaptive equalizers.

5.7 Application of the Architecture to the Implementation of
Digital Filters

The power of aCMOS digital circuit is equal to CV2f where Cis the capacitance being

switched, V is the supply voltage(logic swing)and f is the frequency the circuit is being clocked,

For short channel devices, due to velocity saturation the speed of a circuit is roughly proportional

to the power supply voltage. In order to reduce the power consumption of highthroughput digital

circuits, one approach thatbeen proposed is to lowerthe supply voltageand employ parallelism

and/orpipelining [26].

The parallel filter architecture proposed for implementation of high speed switched-capacitor

transversal filters may also be applied to theimplementation of high speed digital transversal fil

ters. Two key problems associated with high speed digital filter implementation are the power con

sumed bythe multipliers and the speed with which they can operate. By implementing the filter

with parallel filter stages operating with adifferent phase as shown in Figure 5.30, ahigh through

put filter can be realized. Due to the reduced speed requirements ofeach parallel stage, simple cir-
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cuit approaches may be used. Furthermore, power savings may be obtained by reducing the power

supply voltage.

Filter Stage 1

Filter Stage 2

in

liter StaoeN -/Filter Stage

(a)

Filter Stage 1

time
Filter Stage 2 ^

< —r-*i
: i

Filter Stage 31

Output Period

(b)

Figure 530 Parallel Filter Architecture (a) with staggered phase operation as shown in (b). Each
Filter Stage is comprised ofmultipliers and an accumulator. The input delay line isshared.

In aprototype design currently in fabrication, a100 MHz 8-tap adaptive equalizer/Viterbi

detector for the application of the magnetic disk read channel employing PRML signalling has

been designed ina1.2 urn CMOS process [27,28], The prototype was designed to operate with a

3.3 V power supply and consume less than 250 mW. The multipliers inthe filter multiply two 6-bit

numbers. Using the simple multiplier structure employed in the prototype, it was notpossible to

achieve 100 MHz throughput with a5 V supply. Theparallel architecture allowed use of thesim

ple multiplier structure due to the reduced speed requirements of each stage. Ablock diagram of

the prototypeis shown in Figure 5.31.

The filter is realized with 4 parallel stages, eachoperating at25 MHz. The outputofonly Filter

Stage 1 is used to update the filter coefficients. The same set of filter coefficients are usedby all

four filters. The signedLMS algorithm was employedto minimize the time required forthe coeffi

cient update (There are two multiplies in the regular LMS algorithm which are simplified to an

exclusive OR in the signed LMS algorithm). Since the partial response polynomial for Class IV

partial response signalling is (1-D2), the even and odd samples are independent and the Viterbi

detector can be decomposed into two independent interleaved (1-D) channels. Therefore, the out-
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put of Filter Stage 1 and 3 feed one Viterbi decoder while the outputs from Filter Stage 2 and 4

feed another.The outputs of the two decoders are multiplexed to get the received bit stream.

Input

I
Tap Weights

Filter Stage 1

1
Filter Stage 2

1
FilterStage 3

1
Signed LMS Control «

Sb*-i
fA

ft Viterbi Decoder 1

ft Viterbi Decoder 2
P Output

1
Filter Stage 4

Figure 531 Block diagramof the prototype adaptive equalizer/Viterbi detector for 100 MHz

operation with a 3.3 V supply.

5.8 Summary

In this chapter,a new architecture for implementationofhigh speed switched-capacitortrans

versal filters was presented. Architectures for both decimation filters and single-rate filters were

presented. The architectures exploit the feedforward-only natureof FIR filters. Since there is no

feedback, parallelism is used to overcomethe speedlimitation of conventional switched-capacitor

filters which is amplifier settiingtime. Dueto the parallel architecture, amplifiers are allowedmul

tiple output periodsto settle.

The effect of non-idealities of the new architectures were then examined. Effects such as volt

age offsets, mismatch inparallel filter frequency responses, sampling offsetand jitter, and d.c. gain

offsets wereexamined. Only the voltage offsets result in anoutputnoise independent of the input
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signal. The other effects result in sidebands about multiples of the channel periodicity or an

increase in the noise floor of the system. Both of these effects depend on the input signal fre

quency.

Aproposal was made for amethod ofmaking the switched-capacitor FIR filter adaptive based

on atwo step approach for realization ofthe variable tap weights. Since the tap weights are real

ized intwo steps, the approach does require large capacitor arrays and contain the associated para

sitic capacitance otherwise needed to get asimilar range and granularity. Finally, the block level

architecture ofadigital adaptive equalizer/Viterbi detector architecture was presented. Anarchi

tecture similar to that proposed for the SC transversal filters has been used in this chip toobtain

high throughput at arelatively low power consumption. In Chapters 6 and 8, we shall examine

practical implementation issues associated with the proposed architecture for high speed SC FIR

filters. In Chapter 8, an extensive design overview ofaprototype demonstrating many of the pro

posedtechniques will be presented.
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CHAPTER 6

High SpeedAnalog Multiphase

Sampler and Summer
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6.0 Introduction

Oneof thekey functions required in thehigh speed SC decimation filter architecture is the

front-end which samples the continuous-time input signal atthehighsampling rate prior to deci

mation. The key elements which contribute to the functionality of thisblock are shown in Figure

6.1 and includes the interleaved switched-capacitor samplingnetworks, the zero-order hold cir

cuitry, the operational amplifier, and theclockgenerators which generate the highsampling rate

clocksalong with the non-overlapping clocks important in switched-capacitor applications. Dueto

the large numberof sampling clocksnecessary and the stringent requirements for low phasejitter,

all the clocks must be generated on-chip. The simplified schematic shown in the figure is for a 3-

tap decimation filter such as the one used as the lowpass filter in the prototype.
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Figure 6.1 Block diagram ofkey functions required to realize high sampling rate front-end.
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Inthis chapter, we shall examine issues relevant toward the implementation of these functions

and present the techniques used in the prototype. We will begin with anexamination of the

switched-capacitor sample-and-hold withmultiple inputs. This will be followed by a description

of a switched-capacitor technique to realize a zero-order hold blockand the associated non-ideali

ties. In the following section, we will present key issues for high speed operational amplifier

design and examine twotranconductance amplifier approaches. Then we willexamine issues per

tinent to thegeneration of multiphase clocks using outputs off of aring oscillator inorder to create

low jitter sampling phases. And finally, we shall present anewmethod for the generation of non-

overlapping clocks andplace this block in different scenarios.

6.1 Summing Zero-Order Sample-and-Hold

The motivation for this block in the context of high speed SC transversal filters is discussed in

Chapter 5. The key requirement of this circuit is to sum the accumulated charge on a capacitor

array corresponding to input samples, each of which has been scaled by ratioing capacitors in

order to realize the tap weights of a transversal filter impulse response. A straight forward imple

mentation of a circuit providing this function was shown in Figure 6.1. The sampled voltages

result in a total charge that is dumped to the summing node of an opamp with a capacitor con

nected in a negative feedback configuration. The voltage at the output of this circuit once the

amplifier settles is the total input chargedivided by the value ofthe feedback capacitor. After every

clock period, the voltage across the integrating (opamp feedback) capacitor must be reset or ini

tialized. Using the simplest clocking scheme, the opamp is allowed one half the output period to

settle since the other half period is requiredto resetor initialize the circuit At the high output rates

required, this is a big penalty because amplifiersettling time can limit the achievable speed.

This function canbe broken into two sections. The front-end samplingand summing portion,

and the zero-order hold poition. We will discuss these separatelyin the next two sections.

6.1.1 Sampling and Summing Network

The sampling network shown in Figure 6.1 is simply a conceptual view. The sampling net

workin practice needsto be fullydifferential withavery widebandwidth and charge injection and
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clock feedthrough as aresult of sampling must bekept toaminimum. Figure 6.2 ashows asimple

sampling network and amore complicated, butrobust, fully differential network.
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Figure 6.2 Two switched-capacitor implementations of sampling networks, (a) Parallel
single-ended samplers, (b) Center switch sampler with common-mode reset

In the implementation shown in Figure 6.2a, the differential sampling network is comprised of

two parallel single-ended sampling switch and capacitor sets. The network in Figure 6.2b isabit

more complicated and works as follows. The LO toHI transition of all three clocks isnon-critical

and may go HI atanytime. The first clock tochange ish,^. The purpose of the switches driven

by $reset are to set the common-mode voltage of In+ and In-. Since In+ and In- connect either

through pass gates or directly tothe summing nodes ofadifferential opamp which isahigh imped

ance, the switches controlled by^^^ set the common-mode voltage onthose nodes byinitializing

these nodes to V^ which isthe input common-mode level. These switches may be small. Their

purpose isto charge nodes In+ and In- to the common-mode voltage during the duration that 4^

is HI. Clock signal Sample remains ON during the HI to LO transition of<J>reset resulting in the
^sample switch performing two roles. First, it equilibrates any charge differential between nodes
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In+ and In- as aresult ofunequal charge injection bythe reset switches. Second, itbecomes the

sampling switch. While ^sample is HI, the center switch it controls defines the sampling bandwidth.
Since the midpoint ofthe center switch is an a.c. ground to differential input voltages, each sam

pling capacitor sees aresistance ofone-half the on-resistance ofthe sampling switch to ground.
Therefore, for agiven center switch size, the effective on-resistance ofthis switch for differential

input signals is one-half the total on-resistance ofthe switch. This allows the use ofasmaller
switch for agiven sampling bandwidth than otherwise possible iftwo ofthe sampling networks in

Figure 6.2a are used in parallel to realize adifferential configuration. Finally, as (^pie makes its
HI to LOtransition and the center switch is turned off,the sampling instant isdefined. Ithas been

shown that this center switch sampling technique may result inless differential offset since smaller

switches may be used and the sampling instant is defined by the turning offofjust one device [1].

The overhead of this sampling approach isabitmore complicated layout and the requirement

of an extra clock ($«**). However, in Chapter 8, we shall see that the added complexity is small

forthe resultant reduction in differential charge injection whichis important because of the num

ber of sampling switches that are placed inparallel inthe SC FIR architecture.

Rpglvzatum nf Negative Tap Weights

Changing the polarity of an effective tap weight in the differential structures just described

simply entails switching the polarity ofeither pair oflines into or out ofthe sampling networks of

Figure 6.2. Programmable tap weights which require the possibility of both polarities require a

multiplexor to choose between polarities.

6.1.2 Zero-Order Hold Circuit

Figure 6.3 shows a single-ended integrator and its switched-capacitor equivalent This circuit

is the basic building block of switched-capacitor filters. The input is sampled on capacitor C^ dur

ing4>j and dumped to thenon-inverting input of the opamp during <J>2. Theoutput voltage attimet^

is equal to
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where T is the period of the master clock.

In this circuit, the amplifier input is applied during <J>i and has the duration of $2 to slew and

settle to its final value. Assuming a 50% duty cycle clock, the amplifier has one-half clock period

to settle. The feedback capacitorCft, is always present and is reset during fa. The reset phase is

importantin order to affect a sample-and-hold and not an integrator.

Master Clock _^
Period

Sample
and
Reset

Amp
Settle

Figure 63 Two phasesof a simple switched-capacitor sample-and-hold.

The key drawbackofthe use ofthis circuit in the high speed switched-capacitortransversal fil

ter architectureis that the opamp is allowed only one-half of the master clock period for settling.

The other half period is used to initialize the feedback capacitorand therefore no output can be

generated by the amplifier duringthis time, although poweris still consumed by the opamp. The

sampling capacitor array has two mainmodes ofoperation, sampling anddumping (evaluation).In

order to accommodate the two interleaved capacitor arrays as shown in Figure 6.1 another

approach is used which allowstwo outputs to be generated during one masterclock period. In this

otherapproach, the outputvoltage aftersettiing (whichis the voltage across the feedback capaci

tor) is sampled onto a capacitor of equal value to the feedback capacitor. Duringthe next clock

phase, this capacitor is switched backto the summing node with anappropriate polarity so that it

contributes the negative of the lastoutputto thecurrent output. As a result, the integrating effect of

the feedback capacitor is removed. Thus, the circuit operates asa zero-order sample-and-hold. Let
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us now examine the circuit used for this purpose andstudy the non-ideal effects associated with

this approach

6.1.3 Switched-Capacitor Summing Circuit with On-the-Fly Reset

The outputofa zero-order sample-and-hold circuit changes with the sampling rate as shownin

Figure 6.4. The output is the input at the sampling instantheld for the duration of the sampling

period.

Input

Input

time

Zero-Order

Sample-and-Hold

Output

Figure 6.4 Zero-Order Sample-and-Hold.

Output

time

sampling period

A conceptual schematic of the circuit used to perform the summing operation was shown in

Figure 6.1. Capacitor Arrays A and B operate in the interleaved manner described earlier.Two

sample-and-hold circuits which also operate in an interleaved manner appear in the feedback path.

Each ofthe feedback sample-and-holdcircuits alternately samples the present output on capacitors

of value equal to the integratingcapacitors, andthen adds the negative ofthis sample to the output

during the following period. This has the effect of removing the period-to-period memory effects

of the integrating capacitors. By interleaving two of these circuits, one operates in the sample

mode while the other in the output mode. If Capacitor Arrays A and B aresingle capacitors as in

the case of a sample-and-hold, this circuit would operateas a zero-orderhold.

A single-ended version (shown for simplicity) of a switchedcapacitor implementation of this

circuit is shown in Figure 6.5. Note in the figure that at differential amplifier is shown in the sin

gle-ended schematic. It turns out thatin order forthe polarity to be correct, the negative ofthe out

put voltage must be used which is obtained by sampling the negative output of a differential

amplifier. This is nota problem in the actual implementation since a fully differential implementa

tion is used. Thereset capacitors are equal invalue tothe feedback capacitor Cft, and are shown as
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CR1 andCr2. During fa, CR1 samplesthe negativeofthe outputvoltage.Note that the output volt

age appears across Cpn since the opampinput is a virtual ground. Then in fa, the polarity is such

that Cm contributes a charge to the summing node to canceloff the chargedue to the previous out

put voltage. Capacitor Cr2 simply operates in the opposite phases.

Vi
in

9*1 Csami *2j

vcmp vicm

vcmp vicm

<t>2

AmplifierOutput Valid: f 4
The prime superscript (') denotes an early HI to LO transition.

vicm is the input common-mode voltage of the opamp.

vocm is the output common-mode voltage of the opamp.

vcmp is the output common-mode voltage of the previous stage.

Figure6.5 Single-ended exampleof the zero-order sample-and-hold.

ocm

ocm

The major advantage of this circuit is that the opampcan be used to evaluate a sum every

clockcycle, i.e., no reset period is required. The added complexity does howeverdoes reduce the
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feedback factor of the opamp and thus affect the gain requirements and settling behavior, as well

as introduce othernon-ideal effects. We shall examinethese issues in the following sections.

6.1.4 Non-idealities of SC Summer

There are two primary sources of error in the switched-capacitor summer previously

described. They are capacitor mismatch and offsets inthe charge injection and clock feedthrough

from the switches. Let us firstexamine the effect ofcapacitormismatch.

There are two primary concerns due to the mismatch incapacitors Cft,, Cri, and Cr2- First,

there can beastability issue if the mismatch issufficiently large. Second, there will beacontribu

tion from the previous output to the current output. In this way, the sample-and-hold looks like a

lossy integrator. Wewillexamine both of these issues inthis section.

In the absence of capacitor mismatch and assuming alarge opamp open loop gain, theoutput

voltage can be written as

V-]-Vfc[.-a-^-(v.[-l] +(v.I.-l]-^)) • (6-2)
Soif CRi=Cfl,, the clocking of CR1 contributes insuch away as to remove the previous output

Suppose that due to capacitor mismatch there is the following relationship between Cft, and

CR1:

AC=CR1-Cft, (6.3)

where AC is a mismatch term. The output during <J>2 can be written

V«l-Vfa[-g-^+V.[.-l].£ (6.4)
The capacitor mismatchcontributes a smallerror term to the output

We can view this system with the imperfectcancellation due to capacitor mismatch as a simple

discrete-time feedback system as shown in Figure 6.6a. It can be easily shown that for a bounded

input, the output is bounded andthus the system is stable if the magnitude of AC/Cft, is less than

unity which it surely shouldbe. Converting Eq. 6.4 to the z-domain we have
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AC _ii/ r l I/ r i Stun -1/2 . ¥, r , **1' -1
V0W =VinW'-r—'z +V0Mt^z •

7* 7*

The transfer function is thus

1/2 jam

Cfl>
AC

z —

(6.5)

(6.6)

The resulting pole-zero plot is shownin Figure 6.6bwhere there is a zero at0 and a real pole

at-AC/Cftr In the casewhereAC is zero,the poleand zerocancel andallthat is left is a phase term

due to the half period delay from input to output However, if it is non-zeroand positive, the result

is a pole at AC/Cft,which results in an overall response that is slightly high-pass in nature where

the high frequency magnitude response is slightly larger than at low frequencies. The opposite

happensif AC is non-zero andnegative with a response that is somewhat lowpass in nature.Even

for capacitor matching of 1%, the difference between the low andhigh frequencyresponse should

be less than 0.1dB.

z-plane

/
<**

<b)

AC

Cft,
,0

Figure 6.6 (a) Block diagramof sample-and-holdwith mismatch in zeroing capacitors,(b) Resulting

z-plane pole-zero diagram.
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Since there are two sets of reset capacitors, theACwillactually alternate between twovalues.

Although the stability will not be affected, the effect on the performance oftiie filter will be similar

to that described inChapter 5 for frequency response variations in the parallel circuit blocks.

There are many extra switches connected to the summing nodes ofthe opamp as aresult of the

zero-order hold circuitry. Bottom plate sampling techniques can beused with sampling capacitors

CR1 and Cr2 to eliminate the effects ofsignal dependent charge injection. However, voltage off

sets will still result due to device mismatches resulting in two different input-referred offset volt

ages corresponding to each set of reset capacitors and switches. A fully differential approach with

careful layout and switching must be used to keep the effect of these offsets at atolerable level.

6.2 Operational Transconductance Amplifier (OTA)

The operational amplifier isperhaps the most important circuit block inanalog IC design. Itis

akey component in most switched-capacitor circuits such as sample-and-holds as in the present

situation, aswell asA/D converters and switched-capacitor filters. It alone often setsthe allowable

performance limitations of these circuits. In this section we will discuss the key specifications of

theopamp and focus onthe important trade-offs for achieving opamps with fast settling times. We

willbegin withadiscussion motivating theuseof transconductance amplifiers overvoltage ampli

fiers for high speed switched-capacitor applications. Then, we willexamine performance specifi

cations such as gain and settling time. Following this, folded cascode and telescopic OTA

architectures will be discussed. Finally, we shall examinea compositeOTA approach with a wide

band preamp preceding a telescopic OTAand consider some important advantages for this archi

tecture in high speed switched-capacitor circuitapplications.

6.2.1 Advantages Over Voltage Amplifiers

In switched-capacitor circuits, the high gain operational amplifiers needs only drive loads that

are capacitive (no resistors). It is very attractivein these applications to use operational transcon

ductance amplifiers (OTAs) as opposed to traditional two stage opamps. In this section, we shall

briefly examine the advantages of the OTA for driving capacitive-only loads. We will then exam

ine the telescopic implementation of the cascode OTA and follow this with advantagesofusing a

preamp in front of a telescopic OTA in high speed applications.
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An oftenusedblock in switched-capacitor circuit design is the capacitive feedback amplifier

configuration is shown in Figure 6.7 with sampling capacitor C^, feedback capacitor Cft,, load

capacitor Cload, and the total summing node shunt capacitance Cp. The amplifier isoften avoltage

amplifierwith voltage gain A and both the input and output variables arevoltages. We shall

assume thatthe inputsignal is a stepinputasencountered in SC circuits performing discrete-time

signal processing. The necessary switches are not shown and their on-resistance is assumed to be

negligible which in most cases is a good assumption.

i^ryr* —r— *QUtload

Figure 6.7 Basic capacitive feedback amplifier found in analog discrete-time MOS circuits

(switches are not shown).

There aremany advantages to using an operational transconductance amplifierwhere the out

putvariable is a current asopposed to avoltage in these applications [3]. Models ofvoltage botha

voltage amplifierand a transconductance amplifierare compared in Figure 6.8.

Vaii# = f\ Viiout-*"* "in

(a) (b)

Figure 6.8 Comparison between voltage and transconductance amplifiers, (a) Voltage amplifier.

(b) Transconductance amplifier.

out - ^m vin

The fundamental difference between the two amplifiers is that the voltage amplifier output is a

voltage source with value A times the differential input, whereas the transconductance amplifier
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output is a current with magnitude equal to the input voltage times the transconductance. However,

if the output of the OTA is driving a capacitive-only load, then at d.c. the open loop amplifier

exhibits a voltage gain equal to Gm R<, where R0 is the small signal output resistance ofthe voltage

controlled current source. Thus, in a capacitive feedback circuit as shown in Figure 6.7, an OTA

appears as a voltage amplifier with gain A equal to Gm R<,. Clearly, this is valid only for capacitive

feedback and capacitive loads because any equivalent finite shunt output resistance appearsin par

allel with Rq and will reduce the effective open loop gain,

6.2.2 Feedback Factor Effect on Amplifier Performance

One of the most important characteristics of a circuit in its closed loop configuration is the

feedback factor. This factor as we shall see impacts the required opamp gain, the output offset

voltage and the circuit settling time. The feedback factor describes how much of the output signal

is fed back to the feedback point The loop at the point of feedback is broken and the feedback fac

tor is the impedance back to the feedback point divided by the total impedance as shown in Figure

6.9a. The feedback factor for the circuit in Figure 6.7 is shown in Figure 6.9b. The input capaci

tance Cmlooking into the amplifiermust be included in the calculationof the feedback factoreven

though the loop is broken at that point

Zi

-Zin -Z2J
5*^

>—

'out

Feedback Factor =
Zi + Z2+ Zjn

(a)

'sam

I Ic

Cin "

Feedback _

Factor Cjb+Cgam +Cp+Cm
(b)

Cfb

Cfb

♦—-o

Vout

Figure 6.9 Breaking the loop in a closed-loopamplifier for the calculationof tiie feedback factor,

(a) General case, (b) Capacitive feedback amplifier case.
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6.2.2.1 Settling Behavior

Let us now consider the settling behavior of the OTA in the circuit of Figure 6.8b to a voltage

step at the input In high speed circuits,the high currents required for high speed operationandthe

resultant large V^s results in circuits thatdonotusually spend much time if anyin slew rate lim

ited conditions. Therefore, the settling behavior is dominated by small signal settiing and can be

analyzed andcharacterized using a linearmodel for settling.

We will begin by consideringthe output resistance of the OTA in a closed-loop gainconfigura

tion. In Figure 6.10, an OTA is shown with the corresponding small signal output resistance

labelled near the amplifier as R0. Let /be the feedback factor. The output impedance is increased

over that of a transconductance amplifier in unity gain by a factor of \lf. For the circuit shown in

Figure 6.10, the output resistance is

C^+C„„ +Cp +Cinl_ _ 1 [Cfb +Csom +
(6.7)

In unity gain, the output resistance is simply 1/Gm.

If we neglect the effect of non-dominant poles in the amplifier, the OTA driving the load

capacitorappears as a Thevenin equivalent voltage sourcedriving the capacitive load through a

resistorofvalue equal to the closed-loop small signaloutput impedance. As a result, the circuit of

Figure6.10 settles with a time constantofvalue

Zsettling =VCload <68>

hC + C_ + C_i

Gm

rC/t.+C +C +C- *"fb sam p m

Cfb

Asthe feedback factor decreases, particularly due toan increase inCp or Cm, the time constant of

the settling time increases.
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C|oad

out

o—V

ctoad

(b)

1

em

Cfb+Csam +Cn+Cjin

Cro

(a)

1

Feedback Factor

Figure 6.10 Equivalent circuit for calculation of the time constant for OTA settling, (a) Circuit for
calculation ofoutputimpedance, (b)Thevenin equivalent circuit

6.2.2.2 Open Loop Gain

The closed loop gain from the inputto the output including the finite opamp gainA is

v
v out =

V. >C
in "sam

cfb+
c +c +c"sam in "p +Cfl>

A

(6.10)

In Eq. 6.10, the right hand term in the denominator is the term which accounts for the effect of

finite opamp gain.This changes the overall gain from the ideal which would be Cy^/Cn,. In cir

cuits such as A/D converters, the gain must in many cases be accurate to the resolution of the con

verter.

In the SC FIR filter architecture, finite opamp gainaffects the filter performance in two impor

tant ways. First, it results in an overall d.c. gain error as just described. This in general is not a

problem since it will not affectthe frequency response of the filter. However, if A is sufficientiy

small,variations of A betweenopamps in parallel channels will cause whatis effectively gain mis-
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matchin parallel channels which will impactthe filter performance as discussed in Chapter 5.

Therefore, the openloop gain must be large enough to insure sufficient gain matching between

parallel channels. Second and more importantly is the effect of finite A on the zero-order hold cir

cuitry. Rewriting Eq. 6.2 takinginto account finite opamp gain, aftersome algebra we get

v„W mVb[*-Q sam

Cf°+fA V
V,[«-l]

( cRl w1—«J-
Cfl>+fA»

(6.11)

The first term on the right sideof Eq. 6.2 is the ideal input-output relationship fora sample-and-

hold with finite A.The second term describes the cancellation of the previous output for the zero-

orderhold response. ForAvery large, the condition CR1 equal Cfl, makers this term zero. How

ever, with finite opamp gain, when the capacitors areequal this term is not zero. This will result in

a smallresidue on the integrating capacitor from cycle to cycle and add a lowpass response to the

transfer function of the filter. For a product of the feedback factor the amplifier gain (fA) equal to

50, the resulton the overalltransfer function will be less thana .2dB droop from d.c. to one-half

the output frequency of the filter. Once again, the effect ofgainmatching in parallel channelsmust

also be considered.

6.2.2.3 Input-Referred Voltage Offsets

An input-referred voltage offset appears in the single-ended version of the sample-and-hold

block as shown in Figure 6.11. This is the non-inverting amplifier circuit Unfortunately, by defi

nition, this circuit has a gain greater than one which means the input-referred voltage and noise

will be amplified.
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'sam

JCp+Q

Figure 6.11 Input-referred voltage offset appears as the input to anon-inverting amplifier

configuration.

The gain of this circuit including Cp and C^ isgiven by

rom _1| Csam +Cp +Cin +Cfb
OS 'fb

(6.12)

The input-referred offsetis clearly enhanced by a factor equal to the inverse of the feedback factor

or Iff. Input-referred noise is amplified in a similar way. Because of the use of large signal levels

into andthe modest dynamicrange requirements of the filter, amplifier anddevicenoise should not

be of much consquence.

We have just seen how the feedback factor affects the settling time of the sample-and-hold,

can increase the open loop gain requirements, and increases the effect of the input-referred offset

voltage. Capacitors Csam and Cft, control the closed loop gain while Cp and C^ are both parasitic

capacitors and their presence clearly has undesirable consequences. Later in this section, we will

see how a small feedback factor can allow the addition of a wideband preamp which increases the

effective transconductance andopen loop gainby taking advantage of the reductionin closed loop

bandwidth.
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6.2.3 Folded-Cascode Operational Transconductance Amplifier (OTA)

An important implementation of the OTA is the folded-cascode architecture [3] as shown in

Figure 6.12. An input transconductance stagemade up of transistors Ml and M2 drive common-

gate amplifiers M9 andM10. The outputis takenat the high impedance cascoded nodes as shown

in the figure. Some advantages of the folded-cascode OTAinclude a large common-mode input

range and large output swing possible with proper biasing ofthe cascode devices at Vpbias2 and

*nbias2

Vdd

vPbias1 o irJM7 M8|[j

VPDJas2 o—|p M9 M10

C
Vout- Vout+

in+ 0—|L M1 M2LM1 M2p|H) Vin-

vNbias2 O
M5 M61

Vnbiaslas o—|

Vss 5
M11 vNbias1

M3 M4'

Figure 6.12 Folded-CascodeOTA with NMOS input stage.

The key limitation of the folded-cascode OTA is the trade-off between an NMOS (PMOS)

input stageand a PMOS (NMOS) common-gate stage. With the NMOS input stage, the non-dom

inant pole ofthe PMOS common-gatedevice canbe nearthe unity gain frequency ofthe open loop

amplifier thus affectingthe settiingof the feedback amplifier. On the otherhand,the OTA with the

PMOS input stage has the NMOS common-gate device which pushes the non-dominant pole out

relativeto the unity gain frequency due to the transconductance ratios of the NMOS to the PMOS
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devices. However, the transconductance of the PMOS device is inherently lower than that of the

NMOS device. This trade-off does not exist inthe telescopic OTA which weshall next examine.

6.2.4 Telescopic Operational Transconductance Amplifier (OTA)

A schematic of the telescopic OTA [2] is shown inFigure 6.13. It receives its name from its

resemblance to asubmarine telescope with the inputs as the handles ofthe telescope. This is asim

ple NMOS differential pair with cascode devices M3 and M4 and cascoded current sources M5
and M6. Not shown isacommon-mode feedback circuit needed tobias the output common-mode

voltage atthe desired level.

vPbias1 O-

vPbias2 f>

^Ncascode ry

M5 M6,

M7 M8,

M3 M4'

Vin+ o—|H M1 M2 *~]|—O Vin-

Vnbias 0—|[[J M9
Vss5

Vdd

•O vout+

rout-

Figure 6.13 Schematic of a telescopic OTA.

6.2.4.1 Speed and Voltage Swing

The telescopic OTA architecture is particularly advantageous from the standpoint of speed

becausein the implementation shown, it has NMOS input devices for large small signaltranscon

ductance and NMOS cascode devices which are the only other devices in the signal path. PMOS

devices M5-M8 simply make up biasing currentsources.As a result, the time constant of the non-

dominant pole created by the impedance and capacitance at the drains of the input device pair is
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non — dominant shunt (6.13)

where Cshunl isthe total shunt capacitance atthe source ofthe cascode devices including C^, C^,

Qj|a and Cgdl. Bymaking the widths ofdevices Ml and M3 the same, the two gates may belayed

out in strips with minimum diffusion between the two gates as shown in Figure 6.14. This pushes

out the non-dominant pole near the device ft of the NMOS cascode devices.

vNcascode |

minimum

gate spacing

Figure 6.14 Schematic and layout of input and cascode devices of tiie telescopic OTA for minimum

parasitic capacitance on the drain node of Ml.

The telescopic OTA has the best of both folded cascode approaches: NMOS input devices for

large transconductance and NMOS cascode (common-gate) devices for high frequency non-domi

nant poles. In applications where the feedback factor is small, the non-dominant pole can be suffi

ciently far out that the step response is that of a single pole system. Thus, the ringing that is often

associated with second-order systems is not present. However, for fast settling, a second-order sys

tem can be designed to do better than one of first-order. We will see in the next section that the

addition of a preamp reduces the phase margin by reintroducing a non-dominant pole and can

result in increased overall performance including reduced settling time.

6.2.4.2 Common-mode Input Range

The common-mode input range of the telescopic OTA implementationis limited. The V^ of

the tail current device M9 must be maintained because M9 determines the common-mode rejec-
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tion. The bias voltage of the cascode devices sets the drain voltage of the input devices while the

input common-mode voltage sets the gate voltage. The V^ ofthe input devices isdetermined by

thesum of thethreshold voltage and theV^. As aresult, theV^ of the input devices depends on

thecascode bias, theinput common-mode voltage, the input device Vt, and thetail current which

sets the Vd^. We shall see later inthe implementation section inChapter 8how replica biasing

can be used to set the cascode bias and similarly, the common-mode input voltage.The common-

mode input range islimited because as the common-mode input voltage isincreased, the V^ ofthe

input devices is reduced which will eventually take these devices out of saturation. In the other

direction, as the input common-mode voltage is reduced the Vds of M9 isreduced and M9 iseven

tually taken out of saturation

6.2.5 Telescopic OTA with Preamp

The feedback factor affects the closed loop bandwidth of a feedback system. In order for a

feedback system to have its poles in theleft halfof the s-plane, the loop gain of the closed loop

system withtheloop broken mustdrop below unity before the phase shiftaround theloop reaches

180 degrees. The amount of margin of the phase shift from 180 degrees attheunity gain point is

referred to as the phase margin. Each pole introduces a drop-off in the magnitude response of

20dB/decade starting at the pole location and a phase shift in the phase response of 45 degrees

(from zero at d.c.) at the polelocation, asymptotically approaching 90 degrees at higher frequen

cies. Therefore, in a two pole system with one pole at very low frequencies, in orderto have 45

degrees of phase margin, the second pole mustbe at theunity gain frequency of the closed loop

system.

In applications where the feedback factor is small (less than 1/4), the additionof a wideband

preampin front of a telescopicOTA may have important benefits. A conceptual schematicof the

telescopic OTA with a wideband preampwith gainAj is shown in Figure6.15 together with a fre

quency response plot of the open loop gain with and without the preamp. As can be seen in the fig

ure, the preamp has the desirable effect of increasing both the open loop gain and the bandwidth.

The assumption is that the non-dominant pole of the telescopic OTA by itself is at a very high fre-
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quency such that it is outofthe picture. However, a new pole is introduced by the wideband ampli

fierwith a location that is inversely proportional to the preamp gain. With a careful design trading

offpreamp gain with the location ofthe non-dominant pole, an amplifier with a largerd.c. gain and

a faster settling time can be achieved.

Wideband

Preamp

+

V5l

Telescopic OTA Open Loop Gain

Without Preamp

With Preamp

0>)

frequency

Figure 6.15 Block diagram and open loop gain of OTA with and without preamp. (a) OTA with

preamp.(b) Open loop frequencyresponsewith and without the preamp.

The faster settling time comes about for two reasons. First, the effective transconductance is

increased by the preamp gain. Second, the telescopic OTA by itself has a phase margin of nearly

90 degrees because of the distant location of the non-dominant pole. With the addition of the

preamp, a new non-dominant pole createdby the productof the resistance of the preamp load

device and the total capacitanceon the output node of the preamp (including input capacitanceinto

the telescopicOTA) introduces phaseshift which lowersthe phase marginto something less than

90 degrees. The settlingtime as a function of phase margin is plotted qualitatively in Figure 6.16.

The settlingtime is definedto be the time it takes forthe closedloop system to settle within a cer

tain percentage of the final valuedepending ontherequired accuracy of the system.Therefore, the

plotof Figure 6.16 really depends ontheresolution of thesystem. However, the qualitative trade-
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off is clear. In order to minimize settling time, the preamp gain should be increased untilthe set

tling time begins to increase.

settling time A

phase margin

Figure 6.16 Qualitative plot showing settiing time as a function of phase margin.

Rpduced Input Capacitance

The input capacitance of the amplifier appears as ashunt capacitance onthe summing node of

the amplifier and has the deleterious effect of reducing the feedback factor which increases the

open loop gain requirements and slows the settiing. The input capacitance of the telescopic OTAis

the sum of the input device gate-to-source capacitance Cgs and the Miller multiplied Cgd. The

effect ofCg<i on the input capacitance as afunction offrequency is considered in [4], The half cir

cuitrequired for calculation of the input capacitance is shown in Figure 6.17. Since theoutput

Vdd

©

v*Ncascode q—1[~
M3 -

O v(out-

cload

cin=cgs +cgd 0 +9m1 rol)

Figure 6.17 Half circuit for calculatinglow frequency input capacitance.

Small signal gain from gate to drain
M1 is approximately -gm1r01

| a.c. ground
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node is a high impedance node, the impedance looking up into the source of the cascode device

M3 is large resulting in a small signal gain from the gate to the drainof the input device of approx

imately gmr0 of the input device. This gain increases Cgd bythe factor (l+gmro). Since Cgd isnom

inally between 10 and 20percent of C& and gmr0 for an NMOS device nominally around 30, Cgd

atd.c. is roughly between 3 to 6 times Cgs. The equation for the closed-loop gain including the

effect ofthe input capacitance can be written as

Cin
Adosed-looP = C- +C,u +C +C +C v- (1+2 r ) * *6'14*r , tn fb p-gs gd v om o'

f° A 7open- loop

where Cp is the parasitic capacitance on the amplifier summing node and Aopen.Ioop is the open

loop gain of the amplifier.At high frequencies, the capacitance shunting the output node reduces

the impedance at that node resulting in a reduction in the impedance looking into the source of

M3. In the limit as this impedance gets very small, the impedance looking into the source of M3

approaches l/g^ reducing the Miller multiplication factor. Thus, the feedback factor is small at

low frequencies and increases at higher frequencies to an asymptotic value. This scenario puts the

maximum requirements on the OTA when used in an S/H amplifier because it must have adequate

phase margin at high frequencies where the feedback is greatest and the low frequency gain

requirements are increased due to the increased inputcapacitance due to the Miller multiplication

ofCgd. In practice, the phase margin isnot aproblem due to the fact that the non-dominant pole of

the telescopicOTA can be made quite high. But the open loop gainrequirements remainsa prob

lem.

One solution to the increased input capacitance due to Millermultiplication is the addition of

cross coupled capacitors C^ and C„aasshown in Figure 6.18 [5]. The value ofthese equal sized

capacitors isthat ofthe Cgd oftransistors Ml and M2. For differential inputs and matched capaci

tors, displacement current flows through these capacitors from thegate to theopposite drain witha

polarity opposite to that of the displacement current due to the Miller multiplied Cgd which flows

from the drain to the gate. These currents nearly cancel oneanother and theeffect ofMiller multi

plication of Cgd isgreatly reduced.
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Vdd

VSS

Figure 6.18 Addition of auxiliary capacitors toreduce effects of Miller multiplied Cgd.

Refer now to Figure 6.19 andlet us take a more detailed look at the reduction of the Miller

multiplied Cgd as seen from inputV^ Let 1} be the total displacement current that flows into both

capacitors as the resultof a small input voltage AV where

71 ~ !cgdl+Icml • (6.15)

Both currents Icgdl and I^u are proportional tothe small signal voltage that appears across capac

itors Cgdi and Cmi, respectively. Assume the capacitors are equal. The small signal voltage across

Cgdi is

AVro/fl = AV- (-AVxA)cgdl

= AV- (1+A),

(6.16)

(6.17)
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while the small signalvoltage across Cml is

AVcml=AV-(AVxA)

= AV- (1-A).

(6.18)

(6.19)

Since currents Icgdl and I^j are proportional to the small signal voltage that appears across the

respective capacitors, the sum of the currents is proportional to the sum of voltages AVcgdl and

AVcml which combining Eq. 6.17 and Eq. 6.19 is 2AV. Therefore, an input of AV results in an

effective small signal voltage across Cgdl of 2AV, arid the input source sees an effective capaci

tance looking upinto capacitors Cgdl and Cml of 2Cgdl. Thus, when the auxiliary capacitors are

equal to the gate-drain capacitance of the input devices, the result is a reduction ofthe Miller mul

tiplication factor of (1+A) down to 2.

-AVxA +AVxA

'cml

i
-AV

Figure 6.19 Schematic foranalyzing the effect ofauxiliarycapacitorCm!.

The major disadvantage with this solution is the increased capacitance on the source of the

cascode device which devices contributes directly to a decrease in the location of the non-domi

nant pole. In order for the auxiliary capacitors to match the gate-draincapacitance, they are often

layed out as transistors of one-half the size of the input pair with the source and drain connected

which greatly complicates the layout of the input stageof the opamp.
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The preamp automatically reduces the effect ofthe Miller multiplication ofCgd since the gain

A inthe Miller multiplication factor of (1+A) isthe preamp gain as opposed togmr0. This circum

vents the need for Miller capacitance cancellation techniques as just described and is yetanother

benefit ofthe use of the preamp with the telescopic OTA.

Kev points ofthis section

In thissection, we have examined many advantages of theuseof awide-band preamp preced

ingatelescopic OTA. These advantages include:

• Increased transconductance for faster settiing.

• Increased open loop gain.
•Reduced input capacitance for reduce open loop gain requirements.
•Added phase shift for second-order loop dynamics and reduced settiing time.

In thediscussion of theresearch prototype in Chapter 8, a full schematic and discussion of an

OTA withawideband preamp is described along with the necessary bias circuitry.

6.3 Sampling and Amplifier Clock Generation

One of the more difficult design challenges of high speed mixed signal integrated circuits is

that of generation of the clocks which control the switched-capacitor circuits. In particular, clocks

which define the sampling instants in the interface from the continuous-time to the discrete-time

domain and the generation of non-overlap clocks which properly control the flow of charge

through the signal path are of critical importance. Although the voltage levels atthe output of this

circuitry include both supplies as indigital circuits, due tothe critical nature of the precise location

(in absolute timeand sometimes in reference to one another) of thetransitions between these lev

els makes generation of these clocks an analog circuit design problem. Inthis section, we will

examine techniques for the generation of clocks in high speed analog signal processing applica

tions.

6.3.1 Sampling Phase Generation

The effects of timing jitter or jitter in the phaseof a sampling phase arebecoming more impor

tant as operating frequencies increase. Signal frequencies in excess of 1 GHz are routinely dealt

with in fiber optic systems with the use of high bandwidth technologies such as Bipolar or GaAs.
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Due to the relatively high bandwidth and transconductance of devices in these technologies as

compared with CMOS, simple structures may be used to implement signal processing functions at

high speed. Unfortunately, CMOS architectures capable of high speed operation tend to require

circuit techniques and architectures which are a bit more complicated than their bipolar counter

parts.These more complicated architectures are necessary to overcome differences in inherent

device speed. Increased complexity results in an increase in the number of sources of error.The

complexity associated with clock generation forthe high samplingrate front-end filter is an exam

ple of a technique that allows the processing of signals at much higher rates than possible using

conventional techniques but has the cost of increased complexity.

In order to achieve high bandwidth filters, a parallel architecture was introduced in Chapter 5

which greatly increasedthe allowable settling time of the amplifiers at the expense of increased

hardware (parallel channels) and the need for relatively high speed sampling clock generation.

One set of sampling switches and capacitors alongwith the necessaryclock waveforms areshown

in Figure 6.20. A ring oscillatoris also shown alongwith the outputs of different delay elements

alongthe ring. The ring oscillator is attractive for this application because it facilitates generation

of the different clock phases in applications requiring multiphase clocks. Clock phases in a ring

oscillatorhave a fifty percent duty cycle making the direct application of a waveform off the ring

oscillatorincompatible for the sampling phasegeneration. With regards to sampling jitter and off

set, the critical edge ofthe samplingclock (assuming NMOS switches) is the fallingedge. The ris

ing edge is non-critical.
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Figure 620 Simplifieddiagram showing required sampling waveforms for the high sampling

rate front-end. The waveforms are generated offof the ring oscillator.

At this point, we have established two key points regarding sampling phase generation with

the ring oscillator. First, a ring oscillator-based design is desirable for ease of generationof the

sampling clock phases but the outputs cannot be useddirectiy. Second, the falling edgeof a sam-
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pling phase defines the sampling instant and is therefore the critical edge whereas the rising edge is
non-critical.

Supply noise coupling into circuitry isasignificant problem that can result injitter or periodic

non-uniformities inthe sampling phase. Let us refer to the simplified model of Figure 621 where

for illustrative purposes anoiseless timing reference (shown as asingle-ended ring oscillator)

drives an inverter which then creates a sampling waveform ^ which turns OFF the NMOS sam

pling switch Ml. When Ml is ON, itconnects sampling capacitor Cn to the common-mode voltage

Vcm. Let us consider Ml to be ON or OFF when its V^ is greater than or less than Vt, respec

tively. The sampling instant is defined to be the moment that $n passes from HI to LO through

Vcm plus the Vt of Ml (any definition ofVt will suffice). Assuming the devices are noiseless, the

periodic oscillator input waveform will result inthe periodic turning ONand OFF of device Ml.

Let us model ^ as it passes through the sampling instant as linear and having slope m as indi

cated in the figure.

4>n
sampling
waveform

Vss

Sampling
Phase Generator

'n

H

CM1

—I—Vcm
Sampling

Switch

O

in

Figure 6.21 Simplified schematic of generation of sampling clock <t>n from a single-ended ring

oscillator. The sampling instant is defined at thetimein which <t>n passes through the sumofV^

and Vtmi (thresholdvoltage of Ml).

Let us now consider the effects of supply anddevice noise on the periodicity of <J>n. After anal

ysis for a single switch, we shallconsider parallel multiphase clock generation. Consider first the

effect of noise on the positive supply Vdd. Supposedue to switchingnoise of other devices, Vdd
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has noise coupling to the local Vdd point as shown in Figure 6.22. Define the magnitude ofthe
noise on Vdd at the instant at which the input waveform turns ON device Ml as V,^. Assuming

nothing else has changed, atime perturbation At will occur in the sampling instant due to ynoise

where At is given by

Af =
V .

noise

m

(6.20)

IfV™:c isad.c. event, then At will simply be atime offset. But if Vnoise changes from cycle to
noise

cycle, At will be time varying and will appear as ajitter component in the sampling phase. Clearly,
the statistics of At will depend on the statistics ofV,,^.

Vdd

Sampling

switch threshold

Vss

Noiseless'

sampling
instant

k
noise

| ^ Slope m

IV

At

At =
Vnoise

m

Waveform with Vdd Noise

Sampling instant
as a result of noise

Figure 6.22 Illustration of the effect of supply noise on sampling phase.

Let us now consider the effect of device noise. It turns out that device noise can be treated in a

similar manner as supplynoise. We begin by defining a transitional voltage ateach stage starting

from the delay line or ring oscillatoron through to the actual sampling switch. The transitional

voltage is an arbitrary voltage threshold assigned ateachstage wherein the absence of noise, that

particular stage is said tochange state when the signal driving this stage passes through this thresh-
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old. The input-referred device noise near the sampling instant isplaced at the input of each of the

blocks and the slope of the signal drivingeachblock results in a variance in the instantof each

transition equal to

A' = -Z (6.21)
m

S7flwhere v nis the input-referred noise variance ofeach stage, mis the slope ofthe driving signal,

and At isthe resulting jitter variance ofthat stage. Assuming each ofthese variances are indepen

dent, the variances at each stage can be summed toget the total variance or jitter due todevice

noise. In channels where parallel clocks are generated with different devices, voltage offsets con

tribute tonon-uniform sampling or systematic timing offset from sample tosample. These offsets

can be treated in the same manner butthe input-referred offsetofeach blockis usedinstead of the

input-referred noise.

From this discussion, we can conclude a few things about sampling phase generation. First,

the effects of supply noise onthe sampling phase can be reduced with appropriate supply decou

plingto allcircuitry involvedin generation ofthesampling waveforms andtheuse ofadifferential

signal path where everpossible. And second, theeffects of supply noise and device noise and off

setscanbe minimizedwith the use of signals withlarge transition slopes.

The designdeveloped andused in the prototype beginswith a fully differential ringoscillator.

A design similar to that described in [6] was employed for the delay element where differential

pair NMOS devices drive PMOS triode loads. The voltage swing in the ring oscillator is 1 Volt,

kept constant by controlling the resistanceof the PMOS load devices. As a result of the fully dif

ferential architecture, noise from the power supply appears as common-mode noise and does not

affect (to firstorder) the time location of the transitionsthrough the oscillator.An effort is made to

keep the circuitry from the ring oscillator to the sampling phase generation at the absolute mini

mum in orderto minimize jitter and offset accumulation.

One of thekey challenges of this design is to generate a single sampling phase that swings

from the positive tothe negative supply taking as input the differential signals from the ring oscil

lator that swing only 1Volt ineither direction. This circuit must also reject the common-mode

noise tiiat may beonthe differential signal as aresult of power supply noise.
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The circuit shown in Figure 6.23 was used to meet these requirements. The signals from the

ring oscillator are first buffered and level shifted by the source followers and then passed on to a
differential-to-single ended converter which rejects common-mode noise. The output ofthis cir
cuit drives apull-down NMOS device optimized to result in asharp slope in the pull-down signal.

Since the rising edge ofthe sampling phase is non-critical, it is performed off-line by aPMOS

pull-up device. The coordination of this pull-up device to the pull-down is described in detail
along with many other pertinent details regarding the design ofthis stage in Chapter 8.

• ••

Level Shifters

Differential-to-Single
Ended Converter

Pull-down

Device

Sampling
waveform

-O

Figure 6.23 Simplified schematic of circuitry usedto transform the differential outputs from the

delay line into a single-endedsamplingwaveform.
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6.3.2 Non-Overlap Clock Generation

Inswitched-capacitor circuit design, the order in which switches turn on and offare of critical

importance. There are local (within ablock) issues as well as global issues (block-to-block)

requiring careful consideration. In this section we will examine these requirements more closely
and present circuit techniques which were developed to meetthem.

6.3.2.1 Local Non-Overlap Clock Generation

Let us begin with adiscussion of the issues regarding local non-overlap clock generation.

Consider the switched-capacitor integrator and associated clocks shown in Figure 6.24. There are

3phases associated with both fa and <|>2 for atotal of6phases in all. The fa set is used during the

sampling phase and the fa set during the dump or integrate phase. Associated with each set are ^
and <j>p phases which control the input analog transmission gate. The extra phase <J>* controls the

switch which defines the sampling instant This technique is referred to as bottom plate sampling
[7]. Since the node that this switch isconnected to iseither connected to ground (or common-

mode input level) orone of the summing nodes of the opamp, the voltage across this switch

remains small. In fact when the switch ison, the only time there isavoltage across it isinthe sam

pling mode when displacement current flows through it to charge the capacitor. The device can be

sized to keep this voltage relatively small. Since the voltage across this switch isalways near zero,

the amount of charge inits channel remains nearly constant while it is on. This is advantageous

because when it is turned off, the amount of charge injected from the switchinto the nodecon

nected totiie capacitor isto first order independent of the input signal. Therefore, signal dependent

charge injection occurs if the <J>p switch turns offfirst Ifeither <J>n or <j>p were to turn off first or cre

ate aperturbation tothe input signal while <J>p had the sampling switch on, the charge onthe opamp

side of the capacitor would change resulting in an error term in the integration. When the input

transmission gate is on, the left side of the input capacitor is connected to the input signal. Since

the charge inthe channel isequal tothe product ofthe gate capacitance and (V^-Vt), the charge in

the channel is a function of the input signal. As a result, signal dependent charge injection can

occur if the sampling switch does not turn off first
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Figure 6.24 Switched-capacitor integrator and associated clocks.

Atthe instant the sampling switch is turned off, the charge on the sampling switch side ofthe

capacitor is equal to the product of the input voltage at the sampling instant and the sampling
capacitor plus some charge associated with clock feedthrough and charge injection. It is important

to note that charge corresponding to clock feedthrough and charge injection are independent ofthe

signal and thus contribute to ad.c. offset. After the <h switches are all off, the fa switches may be

turned on. This is the classic 2 phase non-overlap clocks required by switched capacitor circuits.

The extra phases of clocks are improvements which reduce signal dependent charge injection.

6.3.3 Global Non-Overlap Clock Generation

Issues of global or block-to-block non-overlap clock generation are similar to those of local

clock generation in that the objective is to retain bottom plate sampling to reduce effect from sig

nal dependent charge injection from the switches. In Figure6.25, two blocks in a pipelined analog

signal processing path are shown. The Stage 1 block takes in the input, processes the signal, and
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holds the output for Stage 2to sample it The basic problem is that the sampling switch in Stage 2
must turn off before the output from Stage 1changes.

Second Stage

*2 . 4>i

This switch must turn off first

Figure 6.25 Schematic of pipelined analog processing illustrating the need for global
synchronization.

We shall consider two approaches to solving this problem. The first is open loop clock genera
tion and the second isa feedback based clock generation.

6.3.3.1 Circuit Approaches

One ofthe key problems ingeneration ofnon-overlapping clocks isthat itmust be done inde

pendent ofcapacitive loading and process, temperature, and supply variations. In open loop clock

generation, worst case scenarios for the non-overlap clocks are found by inspection and delays are

included where necessary to ensure that the desired clocking results overall scenarios. This

approach has its limitations is that oftenthedelays in a path mustbe mimicked in another which

may have limitations since it may bevery difficult toemulate the loading onalong line onacom

plicated chip accurately and efficiently. An approach that isoften used is to place alotof margin

into the design forrobustness. At high speed, this is very costly because the dead time involved to

assure non-overlapping clock takes time away from amplifier settling and other functions for

which may limit high speed performance.

There arerisks involved with open loop clock generation because the worst case delay must be

found and accounted for accordingly. Another disadvantage is cost of the extra time delay added to

assure proper operation over different conditions is time that comes from the time budget of
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another function. This extra cost must be included as overhead but it isdesirable to minimize this

cost The next approach to be discussed uses feedback between the clock generator or within the

blocks and therefore isclosed loop. This allows the time overhead ofthe non-overlap clocks to be

minimized.

In closed-loop clock generation, feedback within the clock generator or between the blocks

exists. As aresult, by design certain events must occur before others are allowed to happen. This

allows the time overhead of the non-overlap clocks tobeminimized. Anexample of both open-

and closed-loop clock generation is shown in Figure 6.26 where non-overlap clock generators

basedon the cross-coupled NOR gates are shown.

Let us first consider the open-loop case. In the case of the input making the HI to LO transi

tion, the fa clocks must all complete their transitions before the fa clocks change from OFF to

ON. Thus, adelay is placed in parallel with the generation of the fa clocks toensure that fan

occurs before the fa clocks begin their transitions. Another way istouse closed-loop clock gener

ation where $ln, the last fa clock to change is fed back ensuring that it completes its transition

prior to the fa* change. This simple example indicates the fundamental difference between the two

approaches. The use of closed-loop clock generation ensures bydesign that one set of transitions

occurs before another. As can be seen in the figure, when using the closed-loop approach, the

proper transition sequence should happen independent of loading and process variations.
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Input

<t>iP
<l>1n

$2
<!>2p
<t>2n

♦*2 9*2p Input

(a)

5
c

£
c

(c)

♦'20+2P

Figure 6.26 Two approaches tothe generation of signals in(c). (a) Open-loop, (b) Closed-loop.

The cross-coupled NOR approachusing the closed-loop approach works fine for local clock

generation. However, there is not a convenient way to use this approach to meet global clocking

issues. Furtiiermore, there is an asymmetry in the way the two phases aregeneratedoffof the input

signal due to the extra inverter in the fa path. And lastly, in situations as found in the analog-to-

digital converter clocks, the duty cycle of many of the clocks may not be 50 percent but may yet

require non-overlapping issues as found in a two-phase clocking scheme to be met Use of the

cross-coupled NOR in these situations require a very complicated set of waveforms to be gener

ated which would act as the control signals to the cross-coupled NOR-based clock generators.
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Thesewaveforms would have to satisfy the some of thenon-overlapping issues and interaction

between clock generators would stillbe required.

Inorder toovercome these limitations and simplify theclockgeneration process, thecircuit of

Figure 6.27 was developed. As opposed to the cross-couple NOR based generator requiring just

one input control signal, this approach requires two. lb generate atransitions inthe clocks, one of

the control signals is pulsed HI as shown inthe figure. Letusexamine the fa sampling {fa9 HI to

LO) transition. On the LO to HI transition of <J>ifi,c, fa9 is pulled immediately LO bythe NMOS

pull-down. This results in the inverters propagating the transitions to the LO to HI transition of

fav. At the time, fabe is still high so that both inputs into the NAND gate are HI resulting in the
turn-on of the pull-up device which results inaLO toHI transition of fa9 which starts the transi

tioning of the faclocks. Transitions end off the HI going transition of <h fire when <J>2p goes LO.

This process is repeated off of the activation of the (J^ signal. The requirement is that the ty&e

signals remain high for the time it takes for the other <j>* signal to go HI. An approach to generate

the 4>fre signals are described in Chapter 9.

?6- ♦l ?i ?♦•<t>2 <t>2 $2

<hfiire

T5_
(t)2fi'Ztire

♦lfire

Figure6.27 Circuit forgeneration ofnon-overlapping clocks.

The circuit of Figure 6.27 results ina symmetry in the way both phases of clocks are gener

ated. We will see very shortly how this circuit can easily bemodified to meet global clocking

issues. And although more control signal may need tobegenerated, it is quite intuitive tothink of
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each of the control signals as fire signals thatresult in a setof transitions offof a LO to HI transi

tion.

The circuit described above can be used in afeedback configuration to assure proper operation

ofclocks between two blocks. Let us assume both Stages 1and 2 require local 6-phase non-over

lap clocks and that Stage 2 samples the output ofStage 1requiring that the sampling switch in

Stage 2turn offbefore the output ofStage 1changes or equivalently the clocks in Stage 1change.

Suppose wewant this tooccur off the rising edge of <J>n.

In Figure 6.28, the scenario described above is shown withthe associated waveforms and the

circuit which can generate these waveforms. Locally, the 6-phase non-overlap clock generator

described in an earlier section is used. The difference is that instead of firing offofthe rising edge

of $fire»me Sta8e 1clockgenerator fires off thelogical ANDcombination of aline fed back from

the Stage 2clock generator and 4^. Upon the rising edge of <|»lfire, <j>'lss inthe Stage 2 generator

goes from HI to LOsampling the output from Stage 1. Clock $*lss then drives an inverter whose

output is the feedback signal which is passed back to the Stage 1clock generator. This feedback

signal is logically ANDed with <|>lfire resulting inthe failing edge of <J>'lfs inthe Stage 1generator.

Generation of the otherclocks follows asin the previous case.
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<|>i fire <hfire

Second Stage Clock Generators

ndflss ♦lss ? lss
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First Stage Clock Generators
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Figure 6.28 Circuit for generating global and local non-overlapclocks. Subscripts ss andfs denote

second-stage and first-stage, respectively.
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This circuit satisfies both local and global non-overlap clocking issues while minimizing the
time overhead required in non-overlap clock generation. Because ofthe closed loop nature, proper
operation occurs independent ofloading and variations in process and operating conditions.

Let us consider one more application ofthis clock generation approach. In the analog-to-digi
tal converter architecture developed for the prototype, many clock phases are required. One set of

the clocks occurs as shown in Figure 6.31. Associated with each phase that is shown is asampling
phase clock $9 and two multiplexor clocks <J> and $. The non-overlapping requirement is that the

previous $ signal set turns OFF before the next can turn ON.

Figure 631 Sampling ofclocks required in the analog-to-digital converter described in Chapter 7.

The circuit of Figure 6.27 can beapplied to this application as well using the connections as

shown in Figure 6.32. Each ^ signal results in aHI to LO transition ofthe corresponding <J>' sig

nal and the resulting LOto HI transition of the following phase. Note in the figure that as desired,

all three phases associated witha particular clock phase need to occur before the following clock

phase setcanbegin changing. This further demonstrates the flexibility of theclockcircuit of Fig

ure 6.27.
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Jfl rJt>2 rO'3 rt*4
Wi^y W>y WdJqJ Wc4>

Figure632 Generation of the clocksof Figure 6.31 usinga permutation of the circuitshownin

Figure6.27.
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6.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented some of the key circuitconsiderations for implementation

of the high speed switched-capacitor transversal filters described in Chapter 5. We examined a

switched-capacitor approach for implementation of the zero-order sampled-and-hold function.

Then we considered the effect of the feedback factor of aclosed loop amplifier onkey amplifier

performance specifications such as settiing time and the required open loop gain. We found the

telescopic amplifier preceded by a wideband amplifier to have many important performance
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advantages in the application of the zero-order sample-and-hold. This is particularly important

because of the small feedback factor that the amplifier sees inthe parallel FIR filter architecture,

particularly due to parasitic capacitance on the summing nodes due toconnectivity to the inter

leaved sampling capacitor arrays and the extra capacitance due to the zero-order hold circuitry. We

then examined circuit approaches for generating the multiphase sampling clocks required inthe

front-end of thedecimation filter architecture and the key considerations that need to be addressed

inthe design of these circuits. We also presented acircuit building block for generation of non-

overlapping clocksin pipelined analog processing channels.

In Chapter 8, we shall examine circuits used in the prototype A/D front-end employing many
of the ideaspresented in this chapter.
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7.0 Introduction

The analog-to-digital converter (ADC orA/Dconverter) is a key building block in digital

communication receivers employing digital signal processing techniques. In bridging the analog

and digital domains, performance of theADC oftenlimits the achievable performance of the

receiver. Many architectural choices in areceiver are affected by theA/D converter architecture.

The key parameters whichgenerally characterize A/D converter architectures are speed, resolu

tion, and power. In the contextof fullCMOSmixed signal solutions to communications receivers,

other important A/D converter parameters include input capacitance and the time allowed for a

front-end sample-and-hold to settle to its final value while driving this capacitance, latency

through the converter, and comparatormeta-stability and output sparkle codes.

The requirements for the magnetic disk drive channel employing digital filtering and detection

are as follows. Roughly 5-6 bits of resolution for an output signal-to-noise ratio in the vicinity of

30 dB or so. Speed requirements are quickly approaching 100 samples/sec (S/s) and will eventu

ally increase abovethis rate. Latencyis important because timing recoveryis normally performed
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in the digital domain andtherefore must be kept to a minimum. These specifications must be met

at the minimum power consumption. As the form factorofdrives continues to decrease, heat dissi

patedby the electronicsbecomes a problemdue to the proximity to the media.

In this chapter, we will focus on A/D converter considerations and approaches that arecandi

dates to meetthe requirements of the magnetic diskdrive channel employing discrete-time pro

cessing in the digital domain. This is an application where the resolution is modest (5-6 bits) but

where speedand powerare important. We will beginthis chapter with some important system

level architectural issues. We will then examine different ADC architectures and discuss the

advantages and disadvantages of each approach for the disk drive read channel application. And

finally, we will develop anarchitecture for ahighly efficient parallel A/D converter implementa

tionapproach employing a two-step pipeline architecture. This approach meetsthekey objective

of allowing the maximum settling time for a preceding set of time-interleaved sample-and-hold

amplifiers. This approach is usedin the prototype described in Chapter 8.

The inputsignal throughout the remainder of thischapter is assumed to be a voltage. The use

of A/D converter approaches thatoperate in thecurrent domain havebeenproposed [1]. However,

they all require a linear transconductor with large input voltage range and a bandwidth much

greater than that ofthe input signal which limits performance at high frequencies.

There are basically two classes of converters; Nyquist rate converters where the input rate is

equalto the output rate and Sigma-Delta converters wherethe input samplingrate is much higher

than the output rate. Sigma-Delta converters [2,11,12] are referred to as oversampled converters

since the sampling rate is much greater than the Nyquist rate.They trade-off the complexity asso

ciated with a high sampling rate for increased resolution at signal bandwidths much lower than the

sampling frequency. However,this comes asthe cost ofoversampling and increased latency which

are not appropriate for very high speed data communication applications, Therefore we limit our

discussion to Nyquist rate converters only.
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7.1 Analog-to-Digital Converter System-Related Issues

In this section, we will take a closer look at some of the key architecture and performance

issues associatedwith choosing an A/D converterarchitecture for the readchannel application. In

particular, we will examine loading on the sample-and-hold amplifier, noiseand distortion perfor

mance, and comparator metastability and latency.

The A/D converter block s operates on samples of a signal in the analogdomain and converts

it to a digital code (number) which is proportional to the relationship of the input signal to a refer

ence levelA reference range isbroken up into 2N different levels. The A/D converter attempts to

find the reference level closest to the input signal and outputs the code corresponding to that level.

The larger(smaller)the input signalamplitude, the larger (smaller) the resultant code.

7.1.1 Loading on the Previous Block

The ADC function begins with the sample-and-holdblock which may be an explicit block or

folded into the architecture of the A/D converter. This block samples the analog input voltage and

then holds this voltage at its output for conversion by the ADC. The bandwidth of the sampling

circuit must be great enough so that it has a negligible effect on the input signal throughout the

bandwidth of interest When an explicit sample-and-hold block is used, an amplifier-based circuit

is usually used to reduce the effects of parasiticcapacitances. This amplifier must be able to drive

the input impedance of the ADC in the allowed time to the sampled input voltage. When the sam

ple-and-hold function is folded into the A/D converter, a continuous-time buffer is required to

drive the sampling circuitry in the ADC.

Two scenarios of the input block of the ADC are shown in Figure 7.1. In Figure 7.1a, the

sample-and-hold function is a separate block which precedes the ADC. In Figure 7.1b, the sam

ple-and-hold function is folded into the first stageof the ADC requiring a high bandwidth low

impedance buffer. The choice would depend on circumstances such as whether or not discrete-

time processing is being performed prior to theADC and whether or not a sample-and-hold func

tion fits conveniently into the ADC architecmre.
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Figure 7.1 Two sample-and-hold/ADC scenarios, (a) Sample-and-Hold precedes ADC. (b) Sample-
and-Hold folded intoADC requiring buffer.

Most commercially available high speed ADCshave the sampled-and-hold folded into the

converter which is thescenario shown in Figure 7.1b. Theytypically have an input capacitance

between 15 and 35 pf. which is driven by high bandwidth buffers from off-chip. Each of thesam

pling networks within the ADCwhich sample thecontinuous-time input signal musthavea band

width larger than the input signal bandwidth. The key problems with this approach for a fully

integrated single chip solution inCMOS are that itmay bedifficult to implement such alarge high

bandwidth bufferon-chip and each of the sampling networks withinthe ADC needs a very large

bandwidth.

By using the approach shown in Figure 7.1a, the samplingnetwork in the sample-and-hold

block can be optimized for bandwidth and the ADC from end can be optimized for other criteria
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other than bandwidth. The key problem of this approach is that a highspeed amplifier is now

needed with can settle to the final value in the allocated time. This is one of the key problems

addressedby the architecture used in the prototype.

7.1.2 Quantization Noise and Distortion

In the absence ofnoise and offsets, the A/D converter effectively finds which ofthe 2N refer

ences voltages the input voltage isnearest and more positive than. For agiven reference Vrcf and N

bits, each reference voltage isroughly Vref/2N apart. Therefore, there are twice as many reference

levels foreach added bit The result is thatthe input is quantized with greater granularity as the

number ofbits is increased.

Unless the input is at some arbitrarily small value above one of the 2N reference voltages dur
ing aconversion, there is an error associated with the conversion equal to the actual input voltage

and tiie voltage corresponding to the output code determined by theconverter. Thisnoise is a ran

dom component and is often modelled as an additive white noise source attheoutput of an ideal

converter. This noise really depends on the statistics of the input signal and is usually not white.

However, treating quantization noiseas additive white gaussian noise greatly simplifies analysis.

Forour purposes, we need the relationship betweenthe numberof bits andthe resultant signal-to-

noise ratio. Since the statistics of the quantization noise is a function of the statistics of the input

signal, it follows that the SNR depends on the input signal statistics. For a sinusoidal input, the

SNR is equal to [3]

SNRdB = 6 •tf+ \.76dB (6.22)

where N is the number ofbits.

Harmonic distortion is another signal degradation thatmay be introduced in the A/D converter

orby other blocks in thesignal path. One waythat analog signal paths withback-end A/Dconvert

ers are tested is to input asinusoid and observe the digital output using digital signal processing

techniques. The power of the signal at the input frequency isthen compared tothe signal power at

all other frequencies excluding d.c. resulting inasignal-to-noise plus distortion (S/N+D)ratio. This

number isstated indB and for the disk drive channel, S/(N+D) ofaround 30 dB isrequired. Actual
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distortion specifications in general depends on the particular signalling method being used and the
off-channel SNR.

7.1.3 Converter Latency

In communication receivers using digital signal processing, the A/D converter isusually

present so that techniques such as adaptive equalization, sequence detection, and timing recovery

may be performed in the digital domain. Timing recovery is often performed in the digital domain

because many ofthe often used decision-directed algorithms require equalized samples. In these

situations, latency inthe path from the sampler to the update of the voltage controlled oscillator

defining the sampling must be minimized for loop stability. The allowable latency depends on the

actual implementation ofthe receiver. It is important to keep in mind when surveying approaches
thatlatency in this application is rather critical.

7.1.4 Comparator Metastability

Comparator metastability has to do with acomparators inability to "make up its mind". The

key objective ofacomparator is to make adecision whether or not an input voltage is larger than

or smaller than areference voltage. Its output isalogic 1or0,depending onthe result of the com

parison. In order for its output to be alogic 0or 1, its input must be sufficiently large to push itin

one direction orthe other toward adecision. Inthe case where regenerative latches are used, the

input must be sufficiently large simply tostart itin one direction and the positive feedback present

inthe regenerative latch will drive it to adecision. There isalways anon-zero probability that the

input willbe such that acomparator isunable tomake adecision (right orwrong). When this hap

pens, a metastable output has occurred and rather thanbe a logic HI or LO the output may be

somewhere in between. It turns out that a metastability occurrence can do more harm than if a

comparator is to make a wrong decision.

Although there are many architectures for implementation of A/D converters, one similarity

found in most converters is a point at which an input voltage is compared to a number of equally

spaced reference voltagesby the samenumberof comparators placed in parallel. Eachcomparator

comparesthe input to adifferent reference voltage.The outputofeach ofthese comparators is then

processed by a circuit block which for the moment we shall call a decoder. The decoder deter-
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mines the location ofthe input voltage with respect to the reference voltages. Itmay determine for

example, which reference voltage the input is closest to. Decoders are normally designed to take as

input the binary logic levels 0or 1. In the case ofameta-stable condition where an input is some

where inbetween, theresult can becatastrophic and the decoder may decide that theinput is clos

estto a reference that is far from thecorrect Suppose an input is near thebottom-most reference

voltage and ametastable condition occurs in the comparator associated with this reference. The

metastable input level from this comparator into the decoder may result in the decoder decision

that the input isnearest the top-most reference. This is extremely undesirable in applications in

data communications and magnetic data storage because adecision error ona symbol is likely to

occur. Output codes such the one that would result in this worst case example inwhich the A/D

converter output code is far away and seemingly unrelated to the actual output code are called

sparkle codes. Sparkle codes can also be caused by noise related events that result in random

errors in thedecoder. Careful circuit design and layout techniques canminimize the probability of

occurrence of such events to negligible levels. Comparator offsets in some A/D architectures can

result insparkle codes when simple decoders are used. There are different approaches such as the

use of grey codes which are designed toconstrain the magnitude of these errors [4].

The probability of a comparator remaining in a metastable condition is anexponentially

decreasing function of time [5,6]. Thus, the longer a comparator is given to make a decision, the

chances of it staying in a metastable state decreases very quickly.This is because device noise,

clock noise, and other feedthrough effects tend to drive comparators out of this condition should

they startthere.Therefore, it follows that it is desirable for a comparator to be allotted the maxi

mum decision time possible in orderto decreasethe probability of a metastable condition.

In summary, if a technique is used in the decode process that can correct for or constrain the

severity of sparkle code errors, it may be better for a comparator to make a wrong decision than to

stay in a metastable state. From a design standpoint, it is desirable to allow comparators maximum

decision time and to use some form of redundancy in the decoder to limit the severity of wrong

comparator decisions.
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7.2 A/D Converter Architectures

In this section, we shall examine candidate architectures for high speed A/D converters. We

shall briefly examine 4 different architectures including the flash, sub-ranging, pipeline and 2-step

pipeline approaches. This isby nomeans athorough overview butmerely some important candi

date approaches which will help tojustify design decisions made during the design process of the

prototype. Throughout this chapter, we shall assume N to be the number of bits at the converter

output

7.2.1 Flash Converters

Flash converters [7] derive their name from the one-step nature of the conversion process.

They areconceptually simplest of the A/D converter architectures andits basicstructure is imbed

ded in just about allNyquist rate converters. A simplified schematic diagram of a 3-bit flash con

verter is shown in Figure 7.2. Bipolar reference voltages Vref+ and Vref- are placed across a

resistor string with evenly spaced taps creating 8(2N where Nequals the number ofbits which in

this case is 3) references. The inputsignal amplitude is compared with eachof the reference volt

ages by abank of comparators. Since the input isapplied to the positive input of the comparators,

eachcomparator asks the question "Is the inputlarger than its reference voltage? (Answer 1 for

yes,0 forno)".Thus, the comparators find the reference voltage thatthe inputis closestto without

being greater than.

An exampleinputvoltage is shownwith the inputlevel indicated in the figure. Note in the fig

ure that as we ascend the comparator outputs, they change from all Is to all Os.This is referred to

as a thermometer code since tiie location of the transition from Is to Os moves with the location of

the input amplitude. A decoding circuit then translates the thermometer code to a binary equiva

lent One way to perform the translation is to have the thermometer code converted into a I-hot

code which then drives a ROM. The 1-hot code gets its name from characteristicthat the only bit

that is 1 is the active bit The thermometer-to-1-hot code converter is simply a differentiator which

looks for the transition in the thermometer code and outputs a 1 in that location. All other outputs

are0. A circuit which implements this function is presented in Chapter 8.
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The input signal range is assumed to be within Vreff and Vref-. Therefore, the output ofthe

bottom most comparator in Figure 7.2 is 1by definition. Thus, this comparator isredundant and

may be removed. As aresult, only 2N_1 references and comparators are needed to resolve Nbits.

Vref+

Vin-^

Vref-

DECODE ROM *******
I

&&<
b2 b1 bO

Output Latch

To Registers

Figure 7.2 Simplified schematic ofa 3-bit flash converter.

A sample-and-hold circuit samples the input and holds it while the comparators make

decisions. Withthe flash converter architecture, atsome point acircuit needs to drive theinputs to
iN-l2n~l comparators. Although this architecture allows very high speed processing and low latency,

the large input capacitance associated with the architecture places a heavyburden on the circuit
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driving the comparator inputs. Unless an extremely high speed buffer can bedesigned, the full

speed potential of the architecture may not be achievable. Another limitation of the flash

architecture is that the comparator count grows exponentially with the number of bits in the

conversion, resulting in large area and highpower consumption.

7.2.2 Subranging Converters

In the subranging converter [8], the conversion is performed inmore than one step with the

primary advantage of fewer comparators (less total hardware) than the flash converter. Two steps

are about as many as is practicable for reasons which will soon beevident In Figure 7.3, ablock

diagram for a two step subranging converter is shown where a coarse quantization of n bits is

followed byafine quantization ofmbits (n +m=N). In the example shown inthe figure, n=m=2.

The range of2N-1 levels is broken into 2n chords and during the coarse quantization, it is
determined in which chord the input lies. A chord is a range of 2m reference levels. The LSB

references above thereference corresponding to the MSB decision are then passed to the second

stage converter which finds which LSB reference the input sample is closest The structures used

for both conversions can besimilar tothat used inthe flash converter where the input is compared

with2n-l or2m-l references.

The key advantages of the subrangingconverter over the flash converter architecture are that

oflowerinputcapacitance and fewer comparators. The inputcapacitance is lowerbecause the load

presented the driving circuit includes only 2n-l comparators as opposed to2N-1. The total number

ofcomparators is reduced from 2N-1 down to 2n+2m -2. For a6-bit converter broken up into two

3-bit converters, this results in a reduction from 63 down to 14 comparators.
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Figure 7.3 Block diagramof subrangingconverter (2+2=4 bits).
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Subranging converters in practice are limited to two stages because multiplexing of the refer

ence voltages quickly becomes unmanageable beyond two stages. One solution to this is the use of

pipeline architectures described in the next section.
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7.2.3 Pipeline Converters

Pipeline converters [9] break the conversion process upinto many stages. A block diagram of

apipeline converter is shown in Figure 7.4a with Ppipelined stages, each resolving mp bits. The
resolution of theconverter is N=m1+m2+...+mP bits. Letus refer to theexpanded diagram of a

pipeline stage in Figure 7.4b. In each stage, an mp-bit flash conversion isperformed on the analog

input to that stage. The voltage corresponding to the MSB code is subtracted by aDAC from the

input voltage. The result is aresidue which is then amplified byan interstage amplifier bya factor

of2"^ (that is nip) and then output to the following stage.

This architecture overcomes the problems of extending the subranging converter beyond two

stages by placing an interstage amplifier between stages which amplifies the residue so that the

maximum amplitude ineach stage is the same. In this way, the same set of reference voltages can

be used in eachconversion. Anotheradvantage of pipeline ADCs is that it allows the use of cali

bration techniques which reduce theoffsetrequirements of the comparators. An oftenused calibra

tion technique isthat referred toas digital error correction described in [9]. Redundancy isused in

thistechnique by resolving anextra bit in astage of thepipeline. Rather than usethisbit asdata, it

is used to remove the effects ofcomparator offsets.
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• •

(a)

output

Figure 7.4 Conceptual block diagram of a pipeline converter (mi+m2+...+mp=N).

(a) Converter is made upof Pstages, (b) Blockdiagram of stage p.

The modularityandthe ease with whichdigital error correction canbe incorporated into pipe

line architectures make it very attractive for converters with resolutions between 8 and 13 bits.

Ultimately, the resolution and speed performance tends to be limited by the finite gain and speed

performance of the interstage amplifiers. The latency through these converters is relatively high

which may be an issue in data communications applications.

At the 6 bit level, 5 V supply, and signal swings on the order of 2-3 Volts, pipeline architec

tures are abit of an overkill. In particular, there is no need for an interstage amplifier atthese sig

nal levels. The prototype converter to be presented in the next section is a combination of both

subranging and pipeline architectures without the interstage amplifier. At lower supply voltages

and smaller signal levels that may become standard with deep submicron CMOS technologies and

low power applications, pipeline converters maybecome important in read channel architectures.
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7.2.4 Two-Step Pipeline Converters without Interstage Gain

The two-step pipeline ADC without interstage gain [10] is very similar to the pipeline con

verter just described except that there is no interstage gain betweenthe conversion of the MSBs

and the LSBs. We will refer to this approach as the Two-Step Pipeline Converter. Ablock diagram

ofatwo-step pipeline is shown below in Figure 7.5. The conversion is broken up into an mp-bit
MSB conversion and an mq-bit LSB conversion for atotal ofmp+mn=N bits.

Like the subranging architecture, these converters are limited to resolutions in the 6-8 bit

range because ofnoiseand offsets associated with generation ofthe residue.

Input residue

mq-bit
Flash

Converter

Output: mD ma

/ ^
MSBs LSBs

6
mq bits

Figure 7.5 Conceptual block diagram of thetwo-step pipeline A/Dconverter.

7.3 Highly Parallel Two-Step Pipeline Implementation

The architecture used in the prototype is the two-step pipeline described at the end of the pre

vious section. Both this architecture and the subranging architecture were the strongest candidates

because they have far less input capacitance and comparator count than the flash converter, and

they do not require the use of interstage amplifiers as does the pipeline approach. The reason for

choosing the two-step over the subrangingwill become clear in this section as implementation

details and considerations are presented.
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We will beginthis sectionby examining thecontextin which the converter is to be usedon the

prototype. In particular, we shall take into account the architecture of the equalizer stage which

precedes theADC. Then, we will examine some considerations for the implementation of abasic

buildingblock required in two-step A/D converters which is a difference amplifier followed by a

regenerative latch. We will then consider application of this building block in the A/D converter

required by the prototype, i.e„one driven by the parallel filter architecture. The key new imple

mentation aspect of the converter is thehighlevel of parallelism employedto interface to the par

allel filter architecture.

7.3.1 System Context

The block level architecture for which the prototype was designed was presented near the end

of Chapter 4 and is shownagain belowin Figure 7.6. In this section, we will develop the architec

ture used in the prototype for the high throughput 6-bit analog-to-digital converterneeded to con

vert samples from the programmable equalizerinto the digital domain. Circuit schematics and

implementationdetailsof the converterarepresented in Chapter 8.

During development of the algorithm/architecture, an attempt was made to optimize the con

verter architecture to that of the driving stage, i.e., the programmable equalizer, while keeping a

high level view on the cost-benefit trade-offs of such an optimization. An important objective of

the filter approach (presented in Chapter 5 andused in the prototype)was to break the speed limi

tationof SC filters which was amplifier settling time. The parallel architecture used in the pro

grammable equalizer allows the amplifiers in this block 3 output periods for settling. The ADC

approachmaintains this allowed settiing time.

AGC

CQP5P

LPF|_£-

t

Prog.

EQ

6-Bit

ADC

VCO/ClockGen.

11 Dedicated DSP

i!

Timing
Recovery

Figure 7.6 Block diagram of proposed read channel.
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The general architecture for the equalizer was first presented in Chapter 5 in the example of

thesingle-rate FIR filter. Theequalizer is realized with3 parallel filter sections, each operating one

period out of phase as shown in Figure7.7.

Input

EQO

EQ1

ADC EQ 2

— Output Period

Figure 7.7 Parallel architecture of theequalizer and diagram illustrating interleaved operation.

There are atleast two ways in which the ADC can sample theequalizer outputs and theyare

shown in Figure 7.8. In Figure 7.8a, theADCis shown sampling theequalizer output attheeffec

tiveoutput rate of the equalizer. Inthis approach, theADC operates attheeffective equalizer out

put rate. Another approach is shown in Figure 7.8b whereeachof the threeequalizersections

drives its ownADC. This allows all theelectronics tooperate atone-third theoutput rate and is the

approachwe shall pursue.
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o—I LPF|—
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EQO

EQ1

EQ2

t- ADCO

$- ADC 1

-of— ADC2
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Figure 7.8 Two approaches for the A/D converter interface to the equalizer, (a) ADC
operates atthe effective output rate of the filter, (b) Each equalizer drives itsown ADC.

Each ADCoperates at one-third theeffective output rate.
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P Digital Output
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In the remainder of this section, we willdevelop the ADC algorithm usedin the prototype. We

shall assume theblock preceding theA/Dconverter to be an SCFIR filter employing theparallel

architecture described in Chapter 5.Thus, each ADC is drivenby an S/H amplifier with a zero-

order hold outputThismeans that there isnoreset orinitialization period required by theprevious

stage amplifier and also that the sampling bandwidth issues are addressed inaprevious block. We

shall focus ondeveloping an efficient architecture for the A/Dconverter. Letusrefer to the ampli

fier in the equalizer as the sample-and-hold (S/H) amplifier. We shall also assume that throughput

requirements are high, such that the time allocated for settiing of the S/H amplifier has already

been maximized.

The diagram in Figure 7.9 illustrates the scenario which we are addressing. Oneof the key

objectives of theADCdesign is to maintain the allowed settling time allocated to the S/H ampli

fier.

Input *
Zero-Order

Sample-and-Hold

Amplifier

S/H Amp r
Output Valid K. X

Analog-to-Digital

Converter

X

-O
6-Bit

Output

X

Figure 7.9 Block Diagram of tiie S/H amplifier and A/D converter.The output of tiie S/H is valid

every clock cycle so the A/D receives a new input each clock period.

7.3.2 A/D Converter Sampling of the S/H Amplifier

Letus examine ways in which the A/Dconverter can sample theoutput of theS/H amplifier

and the impact of this onthe overall A/Darchitecture. There are atleast two ways in which the

A/D converter can sample the S/H amplifier output. In the first, the output of the S/H amplifier is

sampled bythe A/D converter as shown in Figure 7.10. The problem with this approach isthat the

settling of the S/H amplifier isdisturbed. The sampling process results inthe input capacitance of

the A/D converter to be connected to the settling amplifier which disturbs the loop ofthe amplifier.
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thus prolonging therequired settling. Amplifier settling generally has two parts: slewing and small

signal settling. If thecapacitive load is large, the amplifier mayreturn to slewing followed by a

period for settlingupon addition of the loading of the ADC to the settling amplifier. Even if the

load is small, it can stillhaveabig effecton the settling of the closed loopamplifier. Dueto the

closed loop configuration of theamplifiers used in theSCFIR filter architecture, themajority of

the time allowed the amplifiers tends to be spent on settiing rather thanslewing. As a result, an

additional load in the form of theA/Dconverter input capacitance added to theamplifier output

during the final stages of settling results in a disturbance of the loop, requiring the amplifier to

begin settling all over again. It is thus desirable for the input capacitance of the A/Dto be present

throughoutthe settiing time of the S/H amplifier.

Input <
Zero-Order

Sample-and-Hold
Amplifier

Output vSPd < X

<fcsam

<fcsam

->-
Analog-to-Digital

Converter

X

, 6-Bit
'Output

Figure7.10 Sampling frequency of the A/D converter equal to output rate of the S/H

amplifier. The rising edgeof ^ results in a disturbance of the settlingof the S/H

amplifier.

Another way for the A/D converter to sample the S/H amplifier is to interleave two half-rate

converters as shown in Figure7.11. While one converteris connected to the S/H amplifier output,

the other is evaluating the previous S/H output. In this way, the settling time for the S/H amplifier

is not affected and the converters can operate at a lower rate. Clearly the cost for this solution

seems ratherhigh. The architecture ofthe A/D must take advantage ofthe lower operatingrate and
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do so with significant hardware savings or the cost oftwo half-rate converters will be difficult to

recoup.
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Figure 7.U Interleaved ADCs share asingle S/H amplifier.
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Before presenting the ADC algorithm/architecture used inthe prototype, it is useful to digress

and examine circuit implementation of the comparator which isthe keybuilding block inan ADC.

As mentioned earlier, pipeline ADCarchitectures allow theuseof a technique called digital error

correction whichenables comparators to have rather large offset voltages. For example, in a pipe

line converter employing digital error correction where 3 bits are resolved in the first stage, for a

referencevoltage of 3 V the comparators canhave anoffset of up to 187.5mV. However, flash and

subranging converterswhich have no interstage amplification need to have comparators with off

set voltages below the resolution of the converter. For example, for a 6-bit converter and a refer

ence voltage of 3 V, the comparators need offset below 23 mV.

Pipeline ADC architectures tend to be used for resolutions in the 8-12 bit range. Although it

allows comparators with somewhat large offsets, the complexity of the architecture makes it unat

tractive for only 6-bits of resolution. Our discussion of comparators will concentrate on

approaches that will be good to the resolution of the converter at the 6-bit level.
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7.3.3 Difference Amplifier - Regenerative Latch Comparators

There are many approaches for performing the comparison between the input voltage and the
reference voltages. Choice ofthe comparator approach has important consequences from the stand

point ofthe number ofclock phases necessary for operation. CMOS logic levels including both
power supplies consume no d.c. power and thus it is desirable for the comparator decisions to be

the positive supply for logic 1and the negative supply for logic 0.

The function ofthe comparator is to compare the amplitudes oftwo voltages or currents and to

output alogic 1or 0 depending on whether or not the input signal isgreater than or less than the

reference signal (depending on the sense ofthe logic). We shall assume voltage comparison in the
following as well as take the logic sense the if the input signal is larger (smaller) than the refer

ence, the output is logic 1(0). One approach is to use adifference amplifier - regenerative latch

comparator which achieves this function in two steps. It first generates and amplifies the difference

quantity V^-V^, then performs alimiting function on this difference which results in alogic 1or
0 attheoutputdepending onthe sign.

We shall first consider implementation ofthe limiter block with the use ofaregenerative latch

because ofthe consequences on the differencing circuit. The regenerative latch uses positive feed
back to increase asmall initial voltage difference to the supply rails in arelatively short time. A

regenerative latch is shown functionally along with aschematic ofaCMOS implementation in

Figure 7.12. This circuit can bethought of as back toback inverters with enable switches connect

ing/disconnecting the inverter pair from the power supplies. Operation begins with disconnecting

the inverter pair from the supplies. The outputnodesOut+ and Out- are then initialized to the volt

age difference between V^ and Vref. The latch signals (enable in the conceptual schematic) are

then activated and the positive feedback inherent in this circuit drives the outputs to the supply

rails. Suppose Vm was larger than Vref and these signals are connected to Out+ and Out-, respec

tively.Upon the enable signal becomingactive, Out+ wouldriseto the positive supply while Out-

would drop to the negative. This circuit clearly has two modes, an initialize mode and a latch or

evaluate mode.
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Figure 7.12 Conceptual and circuit implementation of a latch. Signals enable and latch have the

same logic sense, (a) Conceptual schematic, (b) CMOS implementation.

Devicemismatch results in an input-referred offsetfor the latch as a resultof thresholdvoltage

offsets and W/L and uCoxvariations. As a result, the latch must be preceded by a circuit which

amplifies the V^-V^ differencebefore initializing the latch to this quantity. This circuit must have

enough gain so that the minimum Vm-VKf difference to be resolved (1/2 LSB) is amplified to a

voltage large enough to overcome the input-referred offset of the latch. A block diagram of this

scenario is shownin Figure7.13 where a difference-amplifier block is showndrivingthe latch.

This illustrationif for a single-ended input signaland reference. These signals will be differential

in the actual implementation.
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Figure7.13 Difference-amplifier andregenerative latch combination.
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Let us recall that the input signal conies from a zero-order hold circuit and assume the refer

encevoltage comes from a resistor ladder which makes available evenly distributed voltages

across the range from Vreff to Vref-. We shall consider two fully differential approaches for

implementation of this circuit In the first, adifferencing amplifier is created using thedifferential

pair amplifier and in thesecond, switched capacitor techniques are employed.

Shown in Figure 7.14 isadifferencing amplifier made upofapair of differential pair amplifi

ers in parallel. The inputs to onedifferential pair is theinput signal and the other is the reference

voltage. The outputs ofeach differential pair are summed at the output nodes resulting inavoltage

which isa function of the difference between the differential inputs. Since only the sign of the dif

ference is important, linearity is not an issue.

Figure 7.14 Difference amplifier using twodifferential pairs.

There are anumberof disadvantages of this approach. The bandwidth of this difference ampli

fier is limited by the time constant at the outputnode. Having two differential pairs results in

roughly one-halfthe bandwidth attainable ifonly one pairwere used (The other solution to be dis

cussed uses only one differential pair).Another problem is that this circuit is sensitive to the com

mon-mode ofthe input and referencevoltages which may result in a weighting difference between

the input pairsand result in erroneous outputs.And yet perhaps the most importantdisadvantage is
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that in a two-step or subrangingconverter, it is desirable to sample the input and pipeline the signal

processing.This approach requires that the input signalalways be present, i.e., the presenceof a

dedicated sample-and-hold which holds the input throughout the entire multi-phase conversion

process. These disadvantages are overcome with the use of the switched-capacitor difference cir

cuit shown in Figure 7.15.

This circuitoperates in two phases. In the first, the input is connected to the two capacitors

labelled Csample and sampling switches Ml and M2 are turned ON. At theend of fa, Ml and M2

are turned off and the input signal is sampled differentially across the two capacitors. During fa,

the capacitors are connected to the reference voltage pair resulting in avoltage difference propor

tional to the difference betweenthe differential inputsignal and reference to appear at the differen

tial pair input Suppose the inputsignal was positive and the reference was smaller thanthe input

signal. The resultwould be a negative deviation on nodeA relative to node B in the figure. The

polarity of the amplifier is defined so that thiscondition results in a positive output voltage outof

the difference amplifier.
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Figure7.15 Switched-Capacitor Difference Amplifier
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In this approach, only one differential pairis used and so a higher bandwidth is achievable as

compared with the approach described previously. This alsoreducesthe common-mode sensitivity

because the subtraction is done in the charge domain on the amplifier input nodes as opposed to

the differential pair outputs. Another important advantage of this approach is that by adding

another pairof capacitors and switches, anotherlevel of subtraction is possible, i.e., to realize an

equation such as Vin-Vref-Vref2 where Vref2 is anotherreferencevoltage. The motivation for two

layers of subtractionbecome clearerafter the presentation of the algorithm used in the prototype.

This approachis described in detail in Chapter 8.

In summary, practical comparator blocks made up of a difference amplifier and regenerative

latch requireat least three phasesofoperation. There is the sampling mode where the input voltage

is sampled, the difference mode where a voltage proportional to the difference of the input signal

and a reference is generated and precharges a regenerative latch, and the latch mode where the dif

ference is made into one of the two logic levels by a regenerative latch. These functions can be

pipelined such that while the present input is being sampled onto the sampling capacitors, a deci

sion on the previous input is made by the regenerative latch. The key point to take into the next

section is that two phases are required by the front-end of the comparator. A sampling phase and a

differencing phase.

7.3.4 Key Implementation Considerations

Let us now examine the ADC algorithm used in the prototype. Recall that each of the three

interleaved amplifier blocks equalizer will drive its own ADC block. We will present the algorithm

used by each of the ADC blocks. The key considerations for the approach include:

• Allow previous stage amplifier (Equalizer amp) 3 effective ADC output periods to settle.

Sampling circuit in the ADC needs to be connected for the entire duratioa

• No interstage amplification (Ruling out pipeline approach).

• Avoid a full flasharchitecturewhich requires63 comparators andreferences resulting in a

large input capacitance. Also difficult to perform differencing function other than with

two interleaved flash converters which would be overly excessive in terms ofhard

ware.

• Use difference-amplifier and regenerative latch for reliable high performancecompara

tors.
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• Allow maximum time for the comparators to make decisions to minimize the probability

ofmetastable conditions at comparator outputs.

In light of the considerations above, the 2-step approaches become rather attractive. Breaking up

the conversion into two 3-bit conversions means a total of 2x7 or 14 comparators as compared

with 63. Practical considerations increase this number to 28 in the actual implementation which is

still quite a savings of hardware. Another important benefit of realizing the A/D conversion 3 bits

at a time is that the input capacitance into the A/D converter is that associated with 7 comparators

as opposed to 63 as present in the flash architecture.

7.3.5 Highly Parallel Implementation

Before presenting the implementation approach used in the prototype, we shall first examine

an approach using the difference-amplifier and regenerative latch circuit in the subranging archi

tecture described earlierand illustrated in Figure7.16. The algorithm used in the prototype is very

similar to this approach. The block labelled 3-Bit Flash Converter contains 7 difference-amplifier

and regenerative latch circuits. Three periods are required for the first 3-bit comparison. The first

period is the sampling mode in which the S/H amplifier drives the sampling capacitors in the dif

ference-amplifier front-end. The second period is the difference-amplify mode, where the MSB

references are subtracted from the input signal. During this period, the 7 difference voltages are

amplified and used to precharge the regenerative latches. Following this is the third period which

is the MSB latch mode where the MSBs aredecided. During the fourth period, the LSB references

above the MSB decision are multiplexed to the reference input of the 3-Bit Flash Converter by the

Choose I of7 block and subtracted from the input signal. These difference voltages are amplified

and used to precharge the regenerative latches. Then during the first period ofthe next cycle (while

the next input is being sampled), the LSBs are latched. The regeneration and latching process can

occur while a new input is being sampled because the difference-amplify and regenerative latch

functions can easily be pipelined with transmission gates.
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Figure 7.16 Block Diagram ofTwo-Step A/D Converterusing subranging ADC architecture.

Two resistor strings are shown for clarity (One will suffice). Flash converter block

contains 7 comparators.

The major disadvantages of this approach is that all 63 reference voltages must be routed

throughout the A/D converter and it is difficult to implement the LSB reference multiplexor in an

efficient manner. Particularly where 3 ADC blocks are required, routing and multiplexing the ref

erence voltages can be rather inconvenient

Another approach is to use the two-step pipelining approach which takes a detour in the algo

rithm after the MSB decision as shown in Figure 7.17. hi this approach, the voltage corresponding

to the MSB decision is subtracted from the input signal. This results in a residue that is always

between 0 and a level one LSB below the MSB above zero. A key advantage of this approach is

that only a total of 14 references needs to be routedthroughout the converter using this approach
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because the residue is always in a known range.Thus the same LSB references can always be used

for the second conversion.
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Figure 7.17 Block Diagram of Two-Step ADC algorithm used in the prototype. Two

resistor strings are shown for clarity (One will suffice). Algorithm works over 4

periods.

Let us recall the discussion of the switched-capacitor front-end of the difference-amplifier and

regenerative latch block. The motivation for two levels of subtraction can now be made clear. With

this algorithm,during the LSB difference generation the signalpresentedto the input ofthe ampli

fier isVjn-VjnsbL_decision-Vlsb_reference_k for Comparator k.

Let us refer to the hardware implementing the algorithm shown in Figure 7.17 as a SubCon-

verter. EachSubConverter contains 7 comparatorsand the associated hardware.The algorithm has

four distinct periods. Each of these periods is the length of the settling time of the S/H amplifier
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which precedes the ADC. In order to realize a conversion at the input rate, the ADC block associ

ated with each S/H amplifier is realized with four SubConveiters implementing the algorithm

described in Figure 7.17. Each of the 4 SubConveiters operates in one of the four distina phases

as shown in Figure 7.18.
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Figure 7.18 Four SubConveiters share one S/H Amplifier. Each operates in 1 of tiie 4

algorithm phases.

The programmable equalizer stage preceding the A/D converter is realized with 3 parallel sec

tions. Each of these sections drives an ADC block comprised of 4 sub-converters. Therefore, the

composite A/D converter is realized with a total of 12 SubConverters operating in each of 12

phases as shown in Figure 7.19. The result is a total of 84 comparators and 14 reference voltages

(28 differential lines) which must be passed throughout the converter.
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Figure 7.19 Blockdiagram of A/DConverter withdiagram illustrating interleaved approach.
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This is the approachused in the prototype. The high degree of parallelism allows each of the

operating periods to be 3 output periods long. Therefore, all the analog functions associated with

this converter including settling of the equalizer amplifiers driving the input capacitance of the

converters; subtraction, amplification, and precharging of the regenerative latch; actual regenera

tion and latching ofthe latch outputs; areall given 3 output periodsto perform their functions. This

means that for a lOOMHz output rate, all processing functions areallocated 30 nsec instead ofjust

10nsec for an all-serial approach. This time advantage is especially important when the time over

head of non-overlapping clocks is factored in. Forexample, for serial processing at 100 MHz, 3

nsec of non-overlappingclock overheadis 30% of the 10 nsec periodleaving only 7 nsec for cir

cuit operation. Whereas 3 nsec is only 10% of 30 nsec, allowing another 27 nsec for processing

time. This is particularly important for amplifier settiing and the occurrence probabilityof meta

stability in the comparators.

The circuit implementation details of the analog-to-digital converter are presented in the pro

totype description in Chapter 8.

7.4 Summary

We started thischapter by presenting some key considerations for implementation of high

speed ADCs and then focusing on the requirements of theADCrequired in the prototype. Oneof

thekey implementation considerations for an ADCwhich is part of a signal processing IC is the

wayin which it interfaces to theother blocks. Since theADCrequired in the prototype gets its

input from the programmable equalizer stage employing theparallel filter structure, ahigh degree

of parallelism is used in the ADC implementation as well. We then examined some candidate

architectures for highspeed converters and decided that thetwo-step approaches would bebest for

the current application.

One approach for implementation of thedifference amplifier —regenerative latch which is a

keybuilding block in two-step ADCs was presented. This block was then placed in the context of

both the subranging and the two-step pipeline architectures. The two-step pipeline was chosen pri-
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marily because itrequires only afraction ofthe voltage references to be routed throughout the con

verter, reducing both area and parasitic capacitance. The ADC architecture has ahigh degree of

parallelism. In fact, the 100 MHz A/D converter is realized with 12 8.333 MHz converters, each

operating in a different phase.

Circuit level implementation issues for the analog-to-digital converter will be presented in

detail in the section on the A/D Converter in Chapter 8.
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8.0 Introduction

In this chapter, we will take a detailed examination of a prototype IC demonstrating the archi

tectures proposed in Chapter5 for high speed switched-capacitorFIR filters and Chapter7 for a 6-

bit analog-to-digitalconverter. Both a decimation filter and a programmableequalizer were imple

mented using the new high speed filter architectures. The performance targetsof the prototype are

compatible with those of the magnetic disk drive read channel employing sampled-data PRML

techniques. In particular, functions required by the analog-to-digital interface in the read channel

were addressed.

In Figure 8.1, a block diagram of the prototype is shown. The firstblock is a non-critical pro

grammable cascade of second-order lowpass filter sections which provides anti-alias filtering for

the discrete-time analog filterwhich follows. There are3 bits which control the cutoff frequency of

this filter. Following this is a 3-tap 3:1 decimation filter using the FIR architecture described in

Chapter 5. The paralleloutputs of the SC lowpass filter feed a programmable 3-tap raised cosine

equalizer which provides 3 degrees of high frequency boost This symbol-rate equalizer also
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employs the parallel FIR structure. The operational amplifiers within the equalizeractas the sam

ple-and-hold amplifiers for 3 parallel 6-bit 2-stepanalog-to-digital converters. An on-chip ring

oscillator is slaved to an external reference clock at one-half the output rate. All clocks are gener

atedon-chip derived from different phases of the ring oscillator.

3f< U
^ 3:1SC ^

_ /\_ Decimation _ A^_
f Lowpass f

Non-Critical

o- Continuous-time

Vin Lowpass Fitter

Clock Generation

3-TapSC
Programmable
Raised Cosine

Equalizer

Ring Oscillator

O Reference Clock

Figure 8.1 Block diagram of prototypeIC.

6-Bit

2-StepA/D

Converter

HO
Output

The continuous-time filter and the SC decimation filter were designed for a composite

response that compares with fifth-order Bessel and Butterworth responses. The cosine equalizer

with 3-tap impulse response -K, 1.0, -K has programmable K values of .25, .35, and .45. In an

actual readchannel, the ring oscillatorwould be in a timing recovery loop driven by a decision-

directed algorithm operating on equalized samples in the digital domain. In the prototype, a fixed

externalclock is used so that the integrityof the signalpathcanbe evaluatedas a pre-conditioning

filter and A/D converter.

From an architecture and implementation standpoint, some of the key ideas demonstrated by

the prototype are as follows. First, implementation of the high speedlowpassanti-alias filter using

a composite filter comprisedof anon-critical continuous-time filter followed by a decimation filter

using the new parallel filter architecture allows CMOS filter bandwidths that aremuch largerthan

those attainable using conventional filtering techniques. Second, inclusion of the raised cosine

equalizerbefore the ADC (using the parallel filter architecture) is of interest both from an imple

mentation and an architectural standpoint The signal preconditioning performed by this equalizer

in the analog domain has been shown in Chapter4 to result in a lower S/N+D in the presence of
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quantizationeffects after the adaptive digital filter convergesmaking the high frequency boost pro

vided by this equalizer before the ADC important from a system standpoint Implementation in

discrete-time using SC techniques results in a frequency response that is primarily a function of

capacitor ratios. Continuous-timeimplementation of these equalizersarevery sensitive to process

variations and requirevery accurate tuning loops which may be quite complicated. Third, genera

tion of the sampling waveforms required for a 300 MHz sampling rate (100 MHz output rate)

meeting sampling jitter and offset specifications were implemented.

Design considerations for each of the blocks will be presented in this chapter along with

detaileddesign descriptions. The prototype was designedin a 1.2pm CMOS double-metaldouble-

poly process. The prototype was designed to operatedat a 100 MHz output rate with an output

SNR of 30 dB at frequencies up to one-half the output rate.The input signal peak amplitude is

assumed to be 4 V differential.

8.1 Continuous-Time Anti-Alias Filter

The key function of this block is to provideanti-alias filtering with a linear phase response for

the discrete-time SC decimation filter which follows. An input buffer is also contained in this cir

cuit block to provide a high input impedanceat the prototypeinput When running at full designed

speed, the sampling frequency ofthe SC decimation lowpass filter is 300 MHz with an output rate

of 100 MHz. Although the noise spectrum from the magnetic medium rolls offat high frequencies,

high frequency noise exists in the signaldue to coupling from high speed electronicspresentin the

system.Thus, attenuation is still required athigh frequencies somewhere in the signal pathprior to

sampling.The SC decimation filter provides the lowpasschannelshapingandthe continuous-time

filter provides attenuationnearthe samplingrate of300 MHz. The responseofthe continuous-time

anti-alias filter is programmable with 3 external bits of trim providing 8 different filter settings.

The bandwidth trim range is roughly 4-1. The programmable response is necessary in order to

demonstrate the feasibility of this approach in channels employing zone-bit recording where the

data rates off the disk can vary as much as 2-1.

One of the key problems with continuous-time filter implementation for frequencies in the

tensofmega-hertz is thatit is difficult to control the frequency response. However, the continuous-
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time filterrequired by the decimation filteris non-critical and needs only to provide filtering at fre

quencies in the vicinity of 200 MHz and beyond. Therefore, second-order filter sections with low

filter Qs can be used to meet the system requirements.

Implementation

A cascade of two Sallen-Key second-order sections were chosen for this function. The second-

order response is important since it allows a linear phase response. The bandwidth of the first sec

tion was designed to be slightly less than that of the second in order to minimize effects of the

composite filteron the passband.An advantage of the Sallen-Key structure for this application is

that a voltage follower can be used as the active element As a result of the use of voltage follow

ers, the differential structure was realized with two parallel stages and thus no common-mode

rejection occurs in this block.

A schematic of the filter used is shown in Figure 8.2. The capacitors are realized by binary

weighted capacitor arrays which provide programmabilityof the response. Capacitor arrays were

used instead of resistor arrays. It was found through simulation that for the filter topology shown

in the figure, the effect of the parasitic series impedance of the transmission gates is worse using

fixed capacitors and programmable resistor arrays on both the frequency response and distortion

than if fixed resistors and programmable capacitorsareused.

Input

Buffer

First Stage

v*r Ri R2

Second Stage

Figure 8.2 Schematicdiagram ofcontinuous-time lowpass filter.
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A detailed schematic of the implementation used in the prototype is shownin Figure 8.3.

Devices M1-M3 and one of the 2 mA current sources make up a unity gain follower that over

comes thegain loss due tobody effect and an otherwise present signal level-shifting problem asso

ciated withthe useof a simple source follower. The input signal goes down aVgs and back up

again inM2 resulting inagain of about unity. The cost ofthis circuit is reduced bandwidth due an

increase of theoutput impedance to 2/gm. This effect ismade small by using NMOS only devices

andrunning the devices at rather large currents.

Inthe figure, each of the programmable capacitors is shown tobe3binary weighted capacitors

with associated switches. A box with an "x" denotes a CMOS transmission gate and a single

devicedenotes an NMOS pass-gate. Note in the figure that the capacitor array for C2 usesonly

NMOS transistors in series with the capacitors. This is because of thelarge Vgs-Vt possible (and

resultant low on-resistance) forthe switches sincethe connection is to Vss. The capacitor array for

Ci was configured as shown because itminimized the parasitic capacitance atnode Aand isolates

the node from the array whenthe switches are off.The large parasitic capacitance associated with

thearray isnowconnected tothe output node which is the least sensitive node inthe filter section.

Polysilicon resistors have beenused and provision was made to account for the large variations

expected in the absolute resistance overprocessing variations.

The gain through the continuous-time filter is less than one due to the absence of the level

shifting device in output buffer device M8. This trade-offwas made in orderto maximize the

bandwidth and drive capability of this device since it drives the high-rate sampling capacitor

arrays in the SC FIR filter which follows. A dedicated current sourcebiases this circuit indepen

dently from the rest of the chip to facilitate testing. In this way, current can be changed in this

block independent of the rest of the chip.

The power consumed by this circuit is nominally 105 mW and the active areais roughly 2 k

square mils.
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8.2 Operational Amplifier and Analog Bias Generation

Before continuing on the through the signal path, let us digress with a discussion of the opera

tional amplifier and its associated bias voltage generator along with techniques that were

employed in order to obtain high speed operation.

AmplifierGain and Bandwidth

Finite opamp gain results in anerrorterm in the closed loop gain of a feedback circuit with the

end result being a gain error through the circuit block. This gain erroris detrimental in applications

such as pipelined A/D converters where the gain accuracymust be better than the number of bits

yet to be resolved at any point in the pipeline, and in switched-capacitor recursive filters where

gain errors affect the location of poles and zeros and thus the overall filter response. In the case of

transversal filter structures, since there is inherentiy no feedback, gain errors appear only as a gain

error through the filterwhich has no consequence on the filter frequency response. However, the

switched-capacitor zero-order hold approach used in the prototype is in fact sensitive to finite

amplifier gain. The effect of finite gain is a zero-orderhold with a droop at high frequencies. The

overall effect on the frequency response of the filteris to fold in a lowpass response into the over

all frequency response of the channel and should not be much of an issue. Farmore important in

the parallel FIR approach is channel-to-channel gain matching. The opamp gain must be large

enough so that channel-to-channelclosed loop gain mismatch as a result of opamp gain mismatch

is sufficiently small. In Chapter 5, the effect ofgain mismatch on filter performance was examined.

Amplifier gain on the orderof around500 should be acceptable for this application.

The amplifierbandwidth needs to be maximized in orderto achieve a high filterthroughput A

conceptual block diagramofthe amplifierin its closed-loop configuration is shown in Figure 8.4a.

The amplifier core is made up of a wideband preamp followed by a telescopic transconductance

amplifier. Under the condition that the preamp bandwidth is sufficiently high such that the com

posite amplifier appears as a single transconductance amplifier, the settling time of the closed-loop

amplifier is inversely proportionalto the total load capacitance. In the scenario of Figure 8.4, both

capacitance Csani2 and the loadingof the common-mode feedbacknetwork contributeto the total

load capacitanceCload on the amplifier.
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The approach shown in Figure 8.4b was employed to remove the amplifier settling time

dependency on the load capacitance. In this case, the outputs of the telescopic amplifier drive the

feedback network along with unity gain buffers which drive the capacitive load as well as the com

mon-mode feedback network. In this way, the amplifier core is nested in a tight feedback path and

buffered from the capacitive load. The key advantage of this approach is that the potentially large

load capacitance of this circuit comprised of the sampling network of the following stage and the

parasitic capacitanceassociatedwith interconnect lines aredriven by the buffer and the feedback

amplifier is allowed to settle independent of this load.The load capacitanceof the feedback ampli

fier is merely the input capacitance of the buffer. This approach facilitates the use of switched-

capacitor based common-mode feedback techniques without the concern of the additional capaci

tive load to the amplifier normally associated with these techniques.

The key disadvantage of this approachis that the differential offset voltage of the voltage fol

lowers adds directly into the signal path. However, by using large transistors as dictated by the

bandwidth requirements, differential offsets in the 2-3 mV range can be achieved which has little

impact on a signal path with requirements ofonly 6 bits of accuracy.

Amplifier and Bias Schematics

A detailed schematic of the amplifier and bias together with devices sizes is shown in Figure

8.5. The amplifier architecture is a wideband preamp preceding a telescopic transconductance

amplifier as discussed in Chapter 6. The preamp gain is set by the ratio of the input device to the

load device transconductance and has been designed for a gain of about 3. The bias voltage to the

load devices pajb sets the input common-mode level into the main telescopic amplifier. Transis

tor M3, the current source for the preamp differential pair has a longer channel than M15 because

its output impedance is more critical for common-mode rejection. The common-mode input to a

telescopicOTA is usually quite critical because if it is too low, the tail currentsourcedevice output

impedance can drop off and if it is too high, the input device pair can be driven into the linear

regionby the cascode devices or the voltage swing canbe compromised.The preamphas a laiger

input common-mode rangesince there areno cascodedevices directly above the input source-cou

pled pair. Thus, this composite amplifierhas a widercommon-mode input rangethan a telescopic

amplifier by itself.
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A singlebiasvoltagegenerator wasshared by 6 amplifiers, threein the lowpass filter andthree

in the equalizer. Note in the telescopic amplifierthat the bias voltage for the NMOS cascode

devices are generated inside the opamp.There are two reasons this was done. First, the cascode

devices are in the signal path and cross-talk could occur between amplifiers through the cascode

bias voltage if they were all connected. Second, since the bias voltage is referenced to the center

pointof the source-coupled pair, it tracks movement of the input common-mode.

As described earlier, the voltage followers (M27 and M28) are not in the feedback path but

drive the capacitive load andthe common-mode feedback network.The common-mode feedback

circuit is the standardswitched-capacitorapproach used in switched-capacitor filters [2].

There are two things in the bias generator that we shall discuss. Referring to the figure, let us

consider the generation of the PMOS cascode bias pb2. Four PMOS devices are shown stacked

with their gates all connected to the drain of M74. A simplified version of this circuit would be two

stacked PMOS devices with both gates connected the drain of the lower. With a current source at

the bottom, the bottom PMOS device is in saturation and the top device is in the linear region.

With appropriate sizing of the devices andcurrent, a voltage canbe generated which is the sum of

the Vgs ofasaturated device and the voltage drop across the linear region device. This isuseful in

ahigh swing cascode bias situation where avoltage equal tothesum of aV^ of asaturated device

anda fixed voltageequalto the V^ to be forced across the current sourceis needed [1]. In order to

get the desired fixed voltage across the current sourcedevice, transistors with non-minimum chan

nel lengths were required. However, since only devices with channel lengths of 1.2 pm had been

fully characterized, fourdevices with 1.2 um channel lengths were stacked as shown in the figure.

Referring to the figure once again, consider now the generation of current source bias pbl

made up of devices M75 and M76. Transistor M76 mere sets the V^ across M75 to mirror that

which areseen by the currentsourcedevices in the amplifier. By connecting the gateofM75 to the

drain of M76, the gain voltage settles to the voltage required by the PMOS device to carry the

desired current at the V^ set by M76. This is current matching in the presence of relatively low

output resistance in the current source devices as present in short channel MOS transistors.
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Figure 8.4 Qosed-loop amplifiers with (b) and witiiout (a) buffers todrive capacitive loading.
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vdd

MY are transmission gates - both devices are 4.4/1.2
MX are NMOS pass gates - 8.8/1.2

(a)

Each leg - 833 uA
(b)

ocm ._
H[|M80

cmhi

M79

vss

M1.M2 560/1.2

M3 400/2.0

M4.M5 56/1.2

M11-M14 560/1.2

M15 352/2.0

M17-M20 470/1.2

M21.M22 94/1.2

M23-M26 16/1.2

M27.M28 560/1.2

M29, M30 107/2.0

MY1 MYl cmhi

J. Tjz-L cmlo

^ j MXT MX
STITd. cmhi

MYJ MYT

M50-M53 200/3.0

M54-M56 700/3.0

M57 56/1.2

M60-M63 160/1.2

M64-M70 160/2.0

M71-M74 200/1.2

M75-M76 470/1.2

M77 560/3.0

M78, M79 107/2.0

M80 560/1.2

Figure 8.5 Schematic of amplifier andbias, (a)Telescopic transconductance amplifier with

preamp. (b) Biascircuitsharedby 6 amplifiers.
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More on the Use ofthe Voltage Follower Buffers

Anothermore subtleadvantage of the useofvoltage followers hasto do with pipelined analog

stages. In Chapter 6, a technique for closed-loop non-overlap clock generation satisfying global

clocking issueswas presented. This approach ensures thatsampling occurs in a following stage of

a pipelinebefore the previous stageremoves its output Also in Chapter6, a method for switched-

capacitor implementation of a zero-order hold was presented wherethe output voltageof an SC

integrator is sampled on a capacitor in one time period andthe capacitor is switched back to the

summing nodeduring the next time period in suchaway asto removethe integrating effects ofthe

integrating capacitor. In a similar way, the zeroing capacitors likewise must take their samples

before the amplifier removes the output.

A problem arises becausethe following stage sampling clocks aredesigned to fire before the

previous stage opamp clocks. This results in charge beingdumped back into the previous stage

when the following stage takes its sample. During theresulting transient, the amplifier output that

is then sampledby the zeroing capacitors canbe corrupted.

The buffers have the added advantage that they reduce the charge "kick-back" into the core

amplifier output and thusmaintain the integrity of the core amplifier output for sampling by the

zeroing capacitors. This is illustrated in Figure 8.6 where two capacitors of a following stage are

shown sampling theoutputs of a previous stage zero-order hold circuit The following stage sam

pling clock 0stg2_sampieis shown turning off first, followed by§\ and fa before the low to high

transition of fa. As can be seen in the figure, thebuffers act to decouple themainamplifier outputs

from the charge injection and clock feedthrough effects of the second stage sampling process

ensuring the integrity at thecore ampoutput for the ty\ sampling event
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Figure8.6 Block diagram illustrating tiiedecoupling effect of the bufferson charge kickback from

second-stage sampling.

Amplifier Common-Mode Voltages

The switched-capacitor techniques beingemployed allowthe amplifier to be used during both

cycles of the clock, As a result the input andoutputcommon-modevoltagesof the fully-differen

tial amplifier must be set by the switched-capacitors and the common-mode feedback network. At

the input, this is achievedby sampling the input voltage with the bottom plateof the sampling

capacitors connected to a reference voltage equal to the desired common-mode input voltage

(km). The common-modeThevenin equivalent networkpresented the amplifier input by the sam

pling network is a voltage sourceofvalue icmwith an output resistance of 1/fC where f is the fre

quency of the switching and C is the capacitance of the sampling capacitors.
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The amplifier output common-mode voltage is set by the common-mode feedback circuit

shown in Figure 8.S. As can be seen in the figure, referencevoltage ocm is required by the bias

circuit This is the voltageto which the common-mode feedback circuitwill drive the core ampli

fieroutput

The inputcommon-mode voltage (icm) should be equal to the sum of the gate-source voltage

of the devices in the input source-coupled pair and the drain-source voltage required across the

current source device which assures it is in saturation. The output common-mode voltage should

be roughly between the two supplies. Since the output resistance of the PMOS devices are much

lower than those of theNMOS devices inthetechnology used in theprototype design, more V^ is

allocated to PMOS half.

Bothof these reference voltages needto be sampled at a lOOMHz rate. If they are provided

off-chip, series inductance results in large amounts of ringing upon sampling. Therefore, it is

desirable to generate these voltages on-chip. The circuits used to generate these voltages are

shown in Figure 8.7. Inboth cases, voltage followers drive the bias lines to provide alowimped

ance high bandwidth source. No decoupling capacitors areadded to these lines in order to maxi

mize the bandwidth of these bias circuits.

In the outputcommon-mode biasgenerator of Figure 8.7 a, a voltage equal to half of Vdd is

generated withthe resistor divider. Since thecommon-mode feedback circuit in the amplifiers are

referenced to Vss, adecoupling capacitor is added from the mid-point of the resistors to Vss. This

voltage is taken down aV^ and then up two V^s, before finally coming down aV^ in the voltage

follower. In the input common-mode bias generator shown in Figure 8.7b, the target voltage is

generated by forcing a current into fourstacked devices with their gates tied togetherand con

nected to the drain of the top most deviceasdone in the amplifier biasgenerator to generate the

cascode bias voltages. This voltage is again taken up aV^ so that itmay come down aV^ in the

output voltage follower.
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200uA
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Vdd

Input Common-mode
Bias (icm)

(1.85V)

Figure 8.7 Amplifier input and output common-mode referencevoltage generators witii nominal

node voltages shown in parentheses, (a) Output common-mode bias generator, (b) Input

common-mode bias generator.

8.3 Switched-Capacitor 3:1 Decimation Lowpass Filter

The switched-capacitor decimation filterprovides most of the lowpass shaping of the spectrum

at frequencies up to around 150% of the output rate of the filter with a linear phase response. The

SC decimation filter architecture described in Chapter 5 was used to attain the high filter band

width. A 3-tap filter sampling at 3 times the output rate was implemented.
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The number of taps and the decimation factor are both important parameters and need to be

chosen carefully. From an implementation standpoint, the analog implementation is not modular

like its digital counterpart In fact, implementation complexity goes up almost exponentially as the

number of taps or decimation factor is increased because the number ofcritical conditions needing

to be satisfied simultaneously is increased. It is important to keep the filter parameters as simple as

possible.

Selection ofthe Response: 3:1 Decimation Filter with 3 Taps

In principal,with the use ofa ring oscillator,extremely high effective sampling rates are possi

ble. However, for reasons stated earlier, it is prudent to use the lowest decimation factor which

enables the design objectives to be met In the disk drive application, the lowpass filter bandwidth

needs to be roughly one-half the output rate. When Class IV Partial Response signalling is

employed, coding results in a zero at one-half the symbol rate and therefore a bandwidth less than

one-half the output rate is sufficient For the 100 MHz output rate objective, the filter bandwidth

needs to be in the vicinity of50 MHz.

A decimation factor of 3 was chosen because it allows the realization of filters that have mini

mal attenuationat 50 MHz while placing zeros at 150 MHz which results in a sufficiently sharp

roll-off in the transition region. Also important is that preceding a 3:1 decimation filter with a cas

cade of two second-order sections results in minimal attenuation in the passband and sufficient

attenuationat frequencies above 150 MHz where the magnitude response ofthe discrete-time filter

begins to increase.

Filter Impulse Response

A block diagram of the filter is shownin Figure 8.8. The relative tap weightsC0through C2

are .5,1.0, and .5, respectively. The input samplingrate is three times the output sampling rateof
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Ci-1.0 ^-^>vout

Figure 8.8 Block diagram of3:13-tap lowpass transversal filter.

A three tap response was chosen since it is short and yet provides shaping of the spectrum sim

ilar to a fifth-order Bessel or Butterworth filter response. In Figure 8.9, a plot showing a compari

son between the composite filter made up of a cascade of the continuous-time filter and the 3-tap

lowpass filter before decimationis shown with a fifth-order Bessel filter with a 50 MHz bandwidth

and a fifth-order Butterworth filter with a 60 MHz bandwidth. The Butterworth filter has a higher

bandwidth because of the extra phase distortion incurred by the Butterworth filter near the pass-

band edge.
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Figure 8.9 Comparison of response of proposedcomposite filterwitii Fifth-order Bessel and

Butterworth magnitude responses.

The first architecturaldecision to be made was the number of parallel stages to be used in the

implementation. An estimate was made on the load capacitance, and the total input and feedback

capacitance needed in order to achieve the desired filter accuracy.

Capacitor Selection and Design

A choice was made to use integer multiples of unit capacitors in order to have the design be

less sensitive to process variations in the relativecontributionsof parallelplate and fringing capac

itance [44]. The magnitudes of these tap values were addedto get sum which would be equivalent

to the normalizing feedback capacitor in an SC multiple input sample-and-hold.
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Selection ofthe Number ofParallel Stages

Three parallel stages allows 33.3ns periods for the opamps. Approximately 8 ns were allocated

for non-overlap clock generation leaving a total of about 25 ns for amplifier settling. Under the

same assumptions, if 2 parallel stageswere chosen only 15 ns would be available for opamp set

tling. Initial simulations indicatedthat amplifier settlingtimes in the low 20 ns range was easily

obtainable and therefore the choice for 3 parallel stageswas made.

Clocking Issues for One Stage

Shown in Figure 8.10 are the clocks required for operation of filter stage 1. Clocks lOxp,

lOxpp, andlOxppp have non-overlapping relationships with lOyp, lOypp, andlOyppp. The single/?

suffix signifies the early clock. The pp and ppp suffixes control the multiplexor switches and are

active when the corresponding p clock is active. Clocks rsO and rs3 reset the common-mode ofthe

sampling networks employing center switch sampling. Cocks p00-p02 and p30-p32 arethe sam

pling clocks which define the sampling instants.

lOxpr
ioxppr

lOxppp L

lOypL
lOypp L

lOyppp |
< rrson.
z J pOO I

£^0011—
o C.P02I—

a rre3
| \p30l_

O (_p32

J~L

J~L J~L

Figure 8.10 Clocks for FilterStage 1.
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3 Stages in Parallel

Inorder to getthedesired throughput, three parallel stages are required asillustrated in Figure

8.11. In each of the stages, there aretwo interleaved capacitor sets A and B. While Set A is in the

sampling mode, Set B is in the dump orevaluate mode. The impulses in the figure signify sam

pling on acapacitor ratioed by therelative magnitude oftheimpulse (Shorter impulses are half the

magnitude of the longer). Two sets of capacitors share one amplifier. The double arrow indicates

the settling period of the amplifiers. Note that the filters/amplifiers operate one output period outof

phase, three samples are taken every output period, and the amplifiers have three output periods

for settling.

Filter 1

Cap Set 1A

Cap Set 1B

Rter 2

Cap Set 2A •••

Cap Set 2B

Filter 3

Cap Set 3A

Cap Set 3B

Amplifier Sejtling
Amplifier 1

Amplifier 2

Amplifier 3

•••

^"fae

5cM

Dump

leSfrfa

Dumpj

9 i
eSf^l

^fae
Dump

^"fal"
Dump

••• j^fqlf Dumpj

•••

«^-

Output I
Period

JHB

-•!-*-

*>:•*

Figure 8.11 Operation of 3 parallel filters, each with2 capacitors sets.

A simplified schematic of the entire decimation filter is shown in Figure 8.12 with the key

clocks waveforms in Figure 8.13.
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8.4 Programmable Switched-Capacitor Raised Cosine Equalizer

The equalizer block provides 3 programmable settings ofhigh frequency boost This equalizer

operates at the output rate of the lowpass filter. It is a 3-tap equalizer with symmetric impulse

response -K, 1.0, -K where the choices of K include .25, .35, and .45. These impulse responses

resultin differentlevels of peakingatone-halfthe outputrate of the filter. The settingwith K equal

to .35 resultsin anequalizerclose to thatdesired to equalizean idealLorentz pulse with a PW50/T

of 2.5 to a Class IV PartialResponse target

Parallel Architecture

In orderto use the same amplifiers andsimilarsetsof amplifierclock phasesasused in the SC

lowpass filter, the architectural approach forthe equalizer alsoemployes 3 parallel filter stages. A

conceptual block diagram of the equalizer and a diagram illustrating scheduling of the capacitor

arrays and amplifiers are shown in Figure 8.14.
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Lowpass Filter Eqlializ©r

Multiplexor
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1
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Figure 8.14 (a) Equalizer block diagram with diagram, (b) Scheduling ofcomponents.
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Input Capacitor Configuration

In switched-capacitor circuits where the gain is programmed through the addition or subtrac

tion of capacitance, an important consideration is the way in which changing the gain changes the

feedback factor of the closed-loop amplifier. This can result in variations of the stability or speed

of the amplifier with different gain settings.

Since one ofthe taps is always fixed, the input capacitors should be variable as opposed to the

feedback capacitorwhich would affect the gainof all three inputs. The approachused in the proto

type is shown in Figure 8.15. Referring to the figure, there are three possible settings and at any

one time, only one ofthe three control signals more, less, or nominal can be ON or HI. In the nom

inal setting, there are 7 units of capacitance from the differential inputs to the amplifier inputs.

Two units are added in parallel for 9 units in the case of more, and cross-connected in the case of

less which has the effect of subtracting two units from the nominal 7 to get and effective total of5.

The advantage ofthis approachis the effective capacitanceon each of the summing nodes is effec

tively 9 units to a.c. ground from the standpoint of the feedback factor independent of the setting.

Vin+o—f

Vin-o—♦

7 units

—II—

more
2 units

ess3!

Tles4
f-u-

hf-o nominal

pi-o nominal

»—lh-
2 units

more

Ih-
7 units

to op amp +

to op amp -
——o

Figure 8.15 Schematic for programmable tap weight realization.
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Frequency Response

In Figure 8.16 are plots of the frequency response of the equalizer at each of the programma

ble settings. The settings as labelled in Figure 8.15 using more, nominal, and less are used in the

figure. Since this is a discrete-time filter, the frequency response will track the clock rate. The

maximum amount ofboost will always occur at one-halfof the output rate of the filter.

Magnitude

Frequency
. (MHz)

100

Figure8.16 Frequency response of the programmable equalizer at eachof tiie3 settings.

A circuit schematic of the equalizer is shown in Figure 8.17 with the associatedclock wave

forms in Figure 8.18. SignalsADC0-ADC2 are the differential inputs to the analog-to-digital con

verter block which follows.
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8.5 6-Bit 100 MHz Analog-to-Digital Converter

In this section, we shall examine design details of the implementation of the A/D Converter.

The algorithm for the A/D converter in the prototype is atwo-step parallel architecture and was

described in Chapter 8.

Preceding the A/D converter is the equalizer block which is implemented using three parallel

SCmulti-phase summers. At a 100 MHz effective output rate, this means that oneof the three out

puts of the equalizer are ready every 10 nsec. Since the signal path isindependent at this point, the

approach adopted is tohave each equalizer stage feed its own A/D converter as shown in Figure

8.19. As a result, clocking and connectivity is simplified because each equalizer amplifier feeds

one of the three ADCs.This approach also allows the amplifiers in the equalizer section the full

three periods for settling sothat thesettiing time allotted these amplifiers need notbe reduced by

the presence ofthe A/D converter.

'in

Lowpass Filter Equalizer A/D Converter

J Filter l_
Section 1

o
X
©

Q.
•«-•

3

5

Cap Set 1A
Amplifier

1

ADC
Cap Set 1B

Cap Set 1C

Cap Set 2A
Amplifier

2

ADC
Cap Set 2B

Cap Set 2C

Cap Set 3A
Amplifier

3

ADC

3
Cap Set 3B

Cap Set 3C

Filter

Section 2

Filter
Section 3

Figure 8.19 Each amplifier in the equalizer block feeds its own A/D converter.

The A/D architecture presented in Chapter 8 is a two-step converter architecture which

requires four clock phases. A conceptual diagram of the algorithm is repeated below in Figure
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8.20 for convenience. One of the key design considerations of the algorithm was to maximize the

allowed settling time of the preceding sample-and-hold stage.

Analog
Input ti

D/A
MSB

Latch

3 Bit

Converter

Reference

_>- 3 MSBs
S/H *0 "

3 LSBs

MSBf TLSB

Reference Generator

6 Bit

Digital
Output

rt\ Sample Input/
Latch Previous

LSB

©Amplify for
MSB Decision

® Latch MSB/
Setup DAC

@ Amplify for
LSB Decision

Figure8.20 Conceptual diagram describing A/D converter algorithm with 4 phases ofoperation. Each

phase is 3 output periods long.

Each of the three ADCs (ADC1-ADC3) shown in Figure8.19 aremade up of 4 A/D convert

ers, each operating in one of the four phasesof the algorithm shown in Figure 8.20. Let us refer to

a groupof four converters as an ADC block and eachofthe individual converters which implement

the 4 phases of the algorithm as a SubConverter. The composite A/D converter is made up of a

total of 12 SubConverters operating in parallel as shown in Figure 8.21. The equalizer amplifiers

synchronously drive one of the three ADC blocks which operate with a one period phase shift, and

each ofthe ADC blocks are comprised of4 interleaved SubConverters. Note that each ofthe inter

leaved SubConverters within an ADC block lags the previous SubConverter by 3 periods.

This architecture has many important advantages. First of all, the amplifiers have 3 output

periods to settie. Next, the regenerative latches have 3 periodsto make decisions which reduces

the probability of the occurrence of a metastable condition. The entireconverteris comprised of a
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total ofonly 84 comparators with no interstage amplifiers. And finally, only 7 pairs of MSB and 7

pairs ofLSB references need to be routed throughout the converter.

sS&fsi

SubConverter 1

inn iffiffifflffififfi 1 SubConverter 2 I

SubConverter 3

lllliiijii

IKiii
ww§§§§§§8« !w

SubConverter 4
llslisS Hi

WmmM

ADC1
SubConverter 1

SubConverter 2

SubConverter 3

SubConverter 4

ADC 2

H *
OLitPut p<srii3d

fiiihCVinvortar A

ADQ3
SubConverter 1

SubConverter 2

SubConverter 3

SubConverter 4

^

-•time

Figure 8.21 Three parallel ADC blocks, each with 4 SubConverters operating in l-of-4 phases
of die algorithm results in a total of 12parallel SubConverters.
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AID Converter Slice

Let us now examine the circuits used in the implementation of the algorithm. We shall first

examine the basic functional block of the two-step converter architecture which includes a com

parator made up of a regenerative latch and associated preamp and sampling capacitors and

switches. This block will be referred to as a slice and a simplified single-ended schematic along

with timing informationdescribing operation of a slice is shown in Figure 8.22. Three bits are

resolved during each conversion requiring 7 parallel slices, each using a different set of voltage

references. The MSB and LSB references in the figure referto the particular set of referencesused

by that slice. Let us go through each of the four phasesof the algorithm.

During fa capacitor C\ samples the input V^ from the equalizer stage. Capacitor C2 during

thisperiod is imtialized to zerovolts. Once theMSB decision is made, C2 will be the capacitor

used to subtract off theMSB reference from V^. During the fa period, the left side of Ci is con

nected to anMSB reference. The effect is that thevoltage on the right sideof Ct goes negative if

Vjn is larger than the reference and positive if it is smaller. Thisvoltage excursion is amplified by

the preamp and sampled attheend of the period by the following latch stage. Upon thestart of fa,

the regenerative latch amplifiesthe voltage sampled at the preamp output andthe regenerative

nature of the latchresults in a full CMOSlogiclevel whichincludes eitherof the supplies (Vdd or

Vss). The output of 7 of the latches in parallel and alogic circuit signals at which MSB reference

level is closest to the input signal without exceeding it This is the MSB decision whose location is

sensedby a decode ROM for abinaryoutput Also important is that this decision be passedto each

of the seven slices for the next period. This next period is fa where C2 is connected to the MSB

reference corresponding to the MSB decision. CapacitorCi is then connected to the LSB refer

ence. The net result is that the resultantvoltage excursion on the comparatorinput node depends

on the sign ofV^ minus the MSB decision minus the LSB reference. If this is positive, then the

voltage excursion will be negative meaning that V^ minus the MSB decision is still largerthan the

LSB reference. Naturally, the excursion will be negative if it is smaller than the LSB reference.

This voltage excursion is amplified by the preampand againsampled by the latch at the end of fa.

Then during the next fa, while the next input V^ is sampled on Clt the latch amplifies the LSB

decision to be decoded by the ROM for 3 more bits ofbinary output The 6 bits are then resampled
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and multiplexed to the output pads. The transmission gate controlled by $24 inthe figure pipelines

the process sothat thelatch can beinregeneration while anew input isbeing sampled.

MSB^T'"'
fal

MSBref decision

LSBref

*1

<l>2

fa

fa

<t>31

u)12 __J Initialize C2 L

Sample
input on

Ci

To MSBref_deCjSJon
selection logic

Vin-MSB^ dedsion-LSBre, LSB
applied topreamp °^.s»n

Vm-MSBref
applied to
preamp

|V|n-MSBref
decision
latched

Sample
input on

Ci

U— Period of one ADC cycle —•[

Figure 8.22 Simplified clocking of an A/D converter slice.

Parallel Slices Make Up Flash Convener

Seven slices are placed in parallel, each with a different set ofvoltage references as shown in

Figure 8.23. After a comparison, the outputsof the slices make up a thermometercode. This code

must then be converted to a binaryequivalent. The approach used in the prototype(one way of

many) is shownin the figure and comprised of an array of two-input NOR gates whichperforms
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the thermometer to 1-hot codeconversion. This is followed by a ROM whichconverts the 1-hot

code to a 3-bit binary equivalent

An exampleinputvoltage is shownschematically in the figure with its location betweenslices

4 and 5. Asa result of the decisions output from the slices (note the differential output where the

minus output isthe compliment ofthe logical comparator output), only the output of the NOR gate

corresponding tothe location between these slices isHI which turns ontiie two NMOS pull-down

devices in theROM and results in thebinary output 100 ortheequivalent of decimal 4.

msb7+(
msb7-

msb6+,
msb6- '

msb5+ <
msb5- <

V,n—
msb4+(
msb4- <

msb3+(
msb3- <

msb2+<
msb2- •

msb1+,
msbl-

Vin-tyin-n
Slice 7 +

Slice 6 +

Slice 5 -+-

Slice4 +
n

Slice 3 +

Slice 2 -|-
n

Slice 1 +

Pre-charae--,
0 (g

t^r>

DECODE ROM

3=^2"

•c

•r

&C

^^-d
b2 b1 bO

Output Latch
To Registers 4

Figure 8.23 Schematic diagram for MSB decision showing parallel slices and decode circuitry.

Example shows operationof decode circuitry.

The MSBs and the LSBs are decoded using the same circuitry. After the MSB decision is

made, the slices reconfigure themselves for the LSB conversion. Another higher level view of the
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converter is shown in Figure 8.24. One slice is shown with the key details. All slices share the

same input voltage but have their own MSB and LSB references. After the MSB decision ismade,

the MSB reference corresponding to theMSB decision is connected to the subtraction input to

eachof the slices. In this way, thevoltage corresponding to the MSB tap is subtracted from V^

prior to the LSB conversion
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msb7+o
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msb6+f""r
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Q
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Figure 8.24 Schematic illustrating operation of switchingbetween MSB and LSB reference

voltages.
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Let us now examine the circuitry used to implement the NOR function as well as the latching

function which when theoutput of aparticular NOR is HI connects theMSB references to thesub

traction lines. The functions we are now considering isshown in the shaded box of Figure 8.25a

where a poitionof Figure 8.24 is repeated.

The outputs of the slices are shown in Figure 8.25b driving the inputs of aNOR gate with an

enable HI PMOS transistor Ml in series with the PMOS transistors of the NOR gate/The portion

ofthe ROM that this particular NOR gate drives is also shown. Since the ROM uses dynamic logic

with apre-charge HI, the NOR gate output must not be allowed to go HI during atransient inthe

decode process. The enable HI PMOS transistor in the NOR gate assures that the NOR output does

not go HI during the pre-charge phase. We will see in alater section that during the precharge of

the latch, the signal levels driving the latch are roughly at the midpoint of the supplies. When the

latch isenabled, the voltage at the outputs ofthe latch and into the NOR begin near the midpoint

prior toregeneration which causes the latch outputs to head to opposite supplies. Since the ROM is

precharged HI, it isimportant that the NMOS inputs to the ROM never inadvertently turn on dur

ingaglitch from theoutput oftheNOR gate. TheNOR structure between thelatches and theROM

is very compatible. Since the latch outputs prior to regeneration sit at the midpoint ofthe supplies,

the NMOS devices inthe NOR keep its output LO. In order for aHI tooccur at the output of a

NOR, two LO latch outputs (corresponding to the input voltage being between two slices) along

with the enabling of Ml is required to activate apull-up inthe NOR. Thus, there isaguard band

bydesign against inadvertent pull-down signals going into the ROM. This guard band isimportant

becausedynamic logic is unforgiving to such events.

Operation of the MSB reference feedback isrelatively straightforward. The transmission gates

connectingthe reference voltages areON only if the NOR output is latched HI. Transistors M2-

M3 and capacitor Cx make upadynamic latch which holds the decision during fa when thedeci

sionis used. Transistor M4 drives nodeA HIduring fa and fa to ensure thatalltransmission gates

which enable the MSB reference feedback are OFF.
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Detailed Description ofAID Slice

Letusnowexamine adetailed schematic of an A/Dconverter slice shown in Figure 8.26. The

operation of this circuit was described in Figure 8.22. The PMOS source-followers onthe leftpro

vide buffers which lowers theinput capacitance into this block. This is important of two reasons.

First, it reduces theload capacitance ontheprevious stage sample-and-hold amplifier, thus reduc

ing thesettling time required for this amplifier. Second, it reduces the total capacitance switched

into the resistor string which generates the reference voltages. This is significant due tothe number

of slices connected to the resistor string at any one time. Since the voltage followers are d.c. cou

pled through the sampling capacitors into the preamp input nodes, the voltage changes that occur

on their gates iswhat isreflected totiie preamp inputs. Asaresult, the input-referred offset voltage

of the followers are inconsequential since they are sampled across the sampling capacitors.

The center switch sampling approach isused. Upon the falling edge of fa, the input nodes to

thepreamp becoming the summing nodes for theswitched operations that follow which realize the

algorithm. The preamp is a simpledifferential pair with a PMOS triode load. The cascode devices

are present toreduce voltage variations inthe drain voltages of the input devices. This isimportant

to reduce coupling back from these nodes into the summing nodes through the Cgs ofthe input pair

which could affect operation of the algorithm. The PMOS shorting switch between the preamp

output nodes is present to helpreset thedifferential output between cycles. The NMOS followers

between the preamp output and the latch provide buffering and level shifting into thelatch. With

outthese buffers, the preamp takes a relatively longtimeto precharge to latch back from the rail-

to-rail voltage swing due tolatching during the previous cycle. Ascan beseen from the relatively

large bias currents flowing in these followers of 125 mA, alarge driving capability is needed to

precharge the latch in sufficient time.

The input-referred offset voltage of the preamp-latch combination must be approximately 12

mV to be aboutone-quarter of an LSB. The contributors to this are the input device pairof the

preamp, and the sum of the offsets from latch buffers and the regenerative latch divided by the

preamp gain. The input device pair was sized in order to achieve about 5 mV of offset and to

achieve a gain which would be large enough to reduce the input referred offset of the buffers and

latch to about 7 mV. The device sizes in the input pair required to achieve this offset and gain
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Bios Generation

Let us now examine bias voltage generation for the A/D converter. Each of the three opamps

in the previous equalizer stage acts as the sample-and-hold amplifier for an ADC comprised of

four 7-comparator sub-ADCs as shown in Figure 8.27. The sub-ADCs operate in the order as

numbered in the figure. Sub-ADC pair 1 and3 and pair 2 and 4 share their own local bias generator

in each of the ADCs. Thus, there is a total of 6 bias generators in the entire A/D converter.

ADC1

Sub-ADC3 Sub-ADC4

Sub-ADC1 Sub-ADC2

Bias
Generator

Bias
Generator

i
EQ Block 1

ADC2

Sub-ADC3 Sub-ADC4

Sub-ADC1 Sub-ADC2

Bias
Generator

Bias
Generator

i
EQ Block 2

ADC3

Sub-ADC3

Sub-ADC1

Bias
Generator

Sub-ADC4

Sub-ADC2

Bias
Generator

I
EQ Block 3

Figure 8.27 View of localbias generators within ADC blocks.

An externalcurrentof 2.5 mA is suppliedto a masterbias generator which generates bias cur

rents that are sent to the local bias generators. Sending currents from the Master Bias Generator

and creating voltages locally at eachconverter makes the bias generation less sensitiveto varia

tions in the supply voltages and transistor characteristics throughout the converter. This approach

is shown schematically in Figure8.28.
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ADC1 ADC2 ADC3
A/D Converter

Master Bias
Generator Bias

Generator

Bias

Generator

Bias

Generator

Km A f.
^ lbias_ad t i ♦

(external) Bias currents for local generation of biasvoltages.

Figure8.28 Master-slave current biasgeneration approach.

A schematic of the Master Bias Generator and one of the local Bias Generators is shown in

Figure 8.29alongwith a sampling of the circuitry the biasgenerators drive in the ADC slices.

There is one bias voltage input externally which is a reference voltage off of which the load

bias for the preamps in the slices is generated. Since the PMOS load devices arebiased in the tri-

ode region ataVgs-Vt onthe order of 2 volts, the accuracy with which this voltage is supplied is

not very critical. Therefore, a single external reference voltage is input and locally buffered and

level shifted with a voltage follower. This resultant voltage labelled load bias in the figure is

locally coupled with 12 pfof capacitance to the local analog Vdd.

Voltage nbias biases the preamps and the latch buffers, while pbias is the bias for the input

buffers and the voltage labelled cascode bias biases up the cascode devices in the preamps.
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A/D Converter Master Bias Generator 6

94/1.2x10 H

94/1.2x10

Load bias™
referencelQ
(External
Voltage)

load bias

A/D Converter Slice

buffers preamp
pbias "TJ 25uA

vss

Inputs

Figure 8.29 Detailedschematicofbias generation starting with the generation of currents

(top) into voltage (middle) and the nodes they drive.
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Clock Generation

The next block to be examined is the clock generation in the A/D converter. There aremany

clock phases that are required in this architecture. However, due to the parallel nature of the

approach, the hardware to generate toclocks inone channel is simply repeated four times ineach

of thethree ADCblocks. It is important tohave an approach that can easily be repeated. Useof the

clockgeneration blockpresented in Chapter 6 is used extensively in theADCclockgenerator.

Shown in Figure 8.30 is asimplified schematic showing thekey blocks in the signal path and

someof thekey relationships between clock edges required for proper operation. Clock signal

resetl must surely turn offbefore plan which is thesampling clock.Next, it is important that pian

turn off before plbnlp (plbn and plbp) in order for the sample to be taken without signal depen

dentcharge injection. During phase 2, each MSB reference voltage is subtracted from the input

voltage and thisdifference is presented to acomparator. There are nomajor clocking issues during

this transition. On the next phase, pl3an needsto go HI to LO beforepl3pgnlp because it results

in the startof the latchingprocess beforethe transmission gates which connectthe buffered pream

plifier outputs to the latchare removed. Thesetransmission gates are controlled by pi 3pgnlp. It is

important to enable the regenerative actionin the latchingprocessbefore turningoff the transmis

sion gatesbecause charge injection and clock feedthrough that results from turningoff transmis

sion gatescanbias the latchesin the wrongdirection. Also enabled at this time is the decodeNOR

gatewhich allowsthe MSB decision to be latched. This alsoallowsthe 3-bit output to occurin the

ROM. During phase 4, pl3pgn goes HI which disables the NOR gate output HI which disallows

the accidental pull-down of a bit in the decode ROM. The MSB feedback latch is not allowed to

operate during phases 3 and 4.
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plan
resetl

p1bn/p
p2bn/p
p3bn/p
p4bn/p
p13an

p13pgn/p
p12an/p

p34an
phil

phi2b

Figure 8JO Key clocks and their relationships for an A/D converter slice.
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Each ofthe clock phases shownin Figure 8.31 are required for eachofthe 3 ADCblocks. The

notation pxxx.cn is used to denote clock phase xxx forADC block n of which there are three.

Shown forexample are the key sampling clocks for eachof the 12 converters with the notation

used. Note that there are4 SubConverter sampling clocks with the _cn for n equal to 1,2, and 3.

Also note that there are 12 different complete phases running simultaneously within the converter.

p1an_d

p2an_d

p3anjc1

p4an_c1

p1an_c2

p2an_c2

p3an_c2

p4an_c2

p1an_c3

p2an_c3

p3an_c3

p4an_c3

§
e

3= 2.
c

I 3= 3*

£

1
h=x

3^

Figure 8.31 Each of the twelve SubConverter sampling clocks.

The last A/D converter block we shall discuss is the output latch block which resamples the

outputs of the SubConverters to provide 3 6-bit words at one-third the effective output rate. The

notation introduced above will be helpful because some of the locally used convener clocks are

used for global resampling of the digital outputs for synchronization priorto output of the digital

data.

In orderto test the chip, the outputsof the analog-to-digital convertermust be sent off-chip

through a set of outputbuffers. Since the converters operate one output period out of phase, at a

100 MHzeffective output rate oneof the3 sets of output buffers would needto be sampled every

10nsec. The approach adopted in the prototype instead incurs resampling of the data on-chip so

that3 words are available from 3 sets of output buffers atone-third theoutput rate.
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Latching ofData

Each ADC block contains 4 SubConverters. Letusnowexamine howthe outputs ofSubCon

verter 1 ineach of the three ADCblocks makes it to theoutput In Figure 8.32, a schematic dia

gram ofone ADC block isshown with asimplified version ofthe output latches along with the key

clocks used to resample the SubConverter outputs. The timeduring which the MSBs and LSBs of

the SubConverter 1 in each ADC blocks is also shown.

Clock waveform p4an_c3 isused to sample the MSBs of each SubConverter 1into point A.

Two periods later, p2an_c3 samples the LSBs into point B. Eachconverter block has its own

points A andB. After theLSBs are moved intopointB, there is atime in whichboththe MSBs and

LSBs are valid in parallel latches. Clock waveform p3an_cl controls themultiplexor which

chooses from each of the subconverter outputs selecting the output data words made upof the

MSBs and LSBs of the data from each of the SubConverter 1blocks. Atotal of 18 output buffers

are always active.
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From other

SubConverters

within SAME

ADC

Timing Reference with respect to ADC 1

12 3 4 1 2 3 4 1

p4an_c1 L I
p4an_c2

p4an_c3

p2an_c3

p3an_c1

ADC1

ADC 2

ADC 3

• • • ( rjnsb? valid X Isbsjv^lid )
• • •

• • •

• • •

y \r
i\ msbs valid u Isbs valid

X msbs valid (all si ib< ions)

L

• • •

( msbs valid X Invalid ) • • •

D •• •

X
• • • X Isbs valid (alisubcons)

• • •

6 bits every 4 clocks from Subconverter 1 in ADC 1

Bus Data

Out

Figure8.32 Clockingdiagram illustrating resampling ofoutputdata foroutputto pads.
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8.6 Clock Generation

The generation of the clocks and sampling waveforms required in the prototypewas perhaps

the most challenging aspect of the entire design. The key challenges were the generation of the

waveforms meeting both the local and global non-overlap requirements along with waveforms

achieving low timing jitter and offsets in the front-end samplingclocks.

RingOscillator -Based Phase-Lock Loop versus Delay LockeLoop

The two primary approaches forlocking a delay line to a desired frequency arethe ring oscil

lator-based phase-lock loop [10] anddelay-lock loop [7,8]. Shown in Figure 8.33 are conceptual

schematicsof both. In the delay lock loop, the delay line is run open loop. The referenceclock is

input to one end of the delay line and the transitions move down the delay line similar to the man

nerin which a wave pulse propagates down the length of a garden hose when one end is jerked up

and then down. Two outputs are tapped off the delay line and the phase difference is driven to a

desired amount of phase shift which for example, could be 0 or 90 degrees, depending on the

phase-detector used. One of the key advantages of the delay-lock loop is thatjitter introduced by

device noise does not accumulate as in the caseof the ringoscillator since any phaseperturbation

introduced along the delay line is flushed out when it reachesthe end of the delay line.

Input
Clock

O Detector

Phase _ Loop Delay
Filter Control

Input
Clock

Phase

Detector

I

Loop
Filter

Delay

Control

I
-tM^LUI MkMJ—-i^

(a) (b)

Figure833 Two approaches formultiphase clockgeneration, (a)Delay-Lock Loop, (b) Phase-Lock

Loop.

There are some serious drawbacks to using the delay-lock loop approach.An important perfor

mance limitation comes from the implementation of the phase detector. The effective input
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referred offsetresults in a phase error between theoutput of thelastdelay elementbackto the first

Assumethedelay ofeach element isT seconds, by definition thetotal delay through N elements is

TN seconds. Suppose the phase detector has an input referred offset ofV^ Volts and the slope of

thesignal from thering oscillator is m Volts/sec. Thecorresponding timeoffsetofVfjm from end-

to-end of the delay line is divided evenly such that each delay is now T+(Vos/m). So the error

appears tobedistributed evenly throughout the delay line. However, in applications such as the SC

decimation filter wheremany of the taps off the delay line are used, it is important for the delay

betweenthe last tap and the first to be the same asthatof each delay elementin the delay line.

Therefore in the example of time offsetVos/m, thistime offset, though beingdistributed through

out the delay line appears as a lumped offset between the last tap and the first The result may be

waveforms as shown in Figure 8.34wherethe performance appears good through the delay line

but a largeoffset appears between the last and first taps.

<h

*2_r
"^

T+AT/3 1

$*
'

-• T+AT/3 h*-
i

4>4 1 -•JT+Ai73h*-

I

<t>5 1 -•!
Time offset —•
due to phase
detector offset vc

AT

iltage

T-AT

Figure 831 Waveforms demonstrating effect of phase offset due to offset voltage in phase

detector. Assumephase detector aligns falling edgeof fa withrising edgeof fa.

Another limitation of delay-lock loops is that in sampled-data communication systems the

received symbol rate is oftendifferent from the frequency of the local clock. And although a fre

quency offset between the incoming signal and thelocal clock can beovercome by atimechang

ingphase, the phase granularity required can result in excessive hardware requirements.
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Delay-lock loops are attractive from the standpoint ofjitter accumulation, but practical limita

tions ofimplementation ofthe phase detector need to be solved before this important advantage

can be fully utilized for generation ofmultiphase clocks insignal processing applications.

Ringoscillators are simply delay lines tied back to itselfwithanetinversion such that oscilla

tion occurs. Bycontrolling the delay through the delay elements, avoltage controlled oscillator is

realized. This VCO can be placed in aconventional phase-lock loop as shown back in Figure

8.33b. One output is tapped offthe ring oscillator and compared with an input reference clock by a

phase detector. The phase detector output is filtered and the filtered signal acts as the control signal

to the VCO. One ofthe biggest drawbacks ofring oscillators for high speed analog sampled-data

applications are that they suffer from accumulation ofjitter since aphase perturbation ripples

down the delay line and then is fed back around to the beginning of the loop. However, with a

careful design approach, the requirements ofa6-bit 50 MHz signal bandwidth which requires
roughly40 psec ofrms jitter can be met

Choose Rim? Oscillator-Raxed Phase Istrk T*np

The first design choice was to use aring oscillator-based phase-lock loop. Primarily, this

choice was made because itresults inan overall simpler design, particularly inthe phase detector.

Survey ofKey Clocks Over Chip

Letusrefer to Figure 8.35 where asampling of the keyclocks ineach of the switched-capac

itor analog sections is shown. As discussed earlier, there are both local and global clocking issues.

Forthe moment, we shall focus more on globalissues.

Referringto the figure, sampling phases pOO, pOl, andp02 are the samplingclocks for three

taps making up one impulse response. As can be seen in the figure, thesesampling phases needto

be centered within the ON period of the multiplexor control clock lOxp. From a global clocking

pointof view, the A/D converter which is the last stage in the pipelinemust samplethe output of

the equalizerblocks before the equalizeropampclocks change (for example:planjcl OFFbefore

eOxp), the equalizer opamp clocks must switch before the equalizer sampling clocks change

(example: e2xp OFF before eqsS), the equalizer sampling clocks must sample before the lowpass
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filter opamp clocks change (example: eqsO OFF before lOxp), and once again, the lowpass filter

samplingclocks must be centered within the ON time of the lowpass filter opamp or multiplexor

clocks (example:p00,p01, andp02 ON then OFF during lOxp).

Lowpass Filter

p1an_d

j| p2an_c1
° p3an_d
M p4an c1
| p1an_c2
w p1an_c3

Figure 835 Sampling of keyclocks required in theprototype.
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A high level conceptual diagram ofone approach to generation ofthe clocks in Figure 8.35 is

shownin Figure 8.36. The ring oscillator is showndriving circuits thatgenerate reference clocks

and sampling clocks. Note in the figure belowthatthelowpass filter sampling clocks are generated

directiy offof thering oscillator and need tobe synchronized withclocksthatneedto satisfy many

layers ofnon-overlapping conditions. These issues result in delays that cannotbe predicted reli

ably and which make synchronizationvery difficult There areactually 6 reference clocks and 18

sampling clocks although only one of each signal is shown. Hie reference clocks drive a Control

block which sends control signalling to local clock generators for each of the three major

switched-capacitor blocks. Information notifying the SC Equalizer local clock generator that the

ADChassampled is shownasfeedback. A similar feedback signal is shownbetweenthe Equalizer

clock generatorand the SC Lowpass Filter clock generator. In the figure it can be seen how the

clock feedback signals feed downward while the signal flow is upward. Notice thatthe sampling

clocks come directiy from the ring oscillator and the pull-up signals for the PMOS devices in the

sampling clock generator which initialize the sampling phases HI comes from the lowpass filter

clock generator.

reference clocks

Ring Oscillator i
Control

pull-up

H I

-Jh{
ilh sampling clocks

-4 Local
Clock

Gen.

A/D Converter

feedbackI signal flow

Local

Clock

Gen.

SC Equalizer

feedbacki I signal flow

Local

Clock

Gen.

SC Lowpass

Filter

Figure8.36 Conceptual diagram showing clockgeneration in each of theblocks. Note thattiie

sampling clocks come directiy off of the ring oscillator whereas the amplifier clocks

generated by the local clockgenerator havea muchlonger path.
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The prototype was designed to operate in a range from 50 MHz to 100MHz. This wide range

makes difficult and unreliable any approach which assumes a particular feedback delay because

what may be marginal at 50 MHz may be out of spec at 100MHz. The solutionwas the use of a

"dial-a-phase" circuit as shownin Figure 8.37 whichallows the selection of anyof the six refer

ence clock phases to be the primary clockthrough theuseof 3 digital selection inputs. This assures

that correct alignmentof the sampling clocks and multiplexorclocks in the lowpass filter is always

possible.

Dial-a-Phase
reference clocks | *[_

Ring Oscillator

Control

fEOntf

h

sampling clocks

Phase Selection (1 of 6)

Local

Clock

Gen.

A/D Converter

~7^
feedback signal flow

Local

Clock

Gen.

SC Equalizer

feedbackI 1 signal flow

Local

Clock

Gen.

SC Lowpass

Rlter

Figure 837 Conceptual diagram of the solution to the problem indicated in Figure 8.36. An

externally controlled Dial-a-Phaseblock aligns the Local Clock Generator block for the SC

Lowpass Filter with tiie sampling clocks.

Ring Oscillator - High Level Design Issues

Oneof the key considerations and mostcritical of allthe clocks are the inputsampling clocks

which drivethe sampling switches in the decimation filter. They have the most stringent jitterand

offset requirements. It is important that thesignal path from thering oscillator to thegeneration of

the sampling phase have as few devices as possible in order to reduce to amount of noise which
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will result in sampling jitter andoffsets. This explains why the sampling clocks in Figure 8.36 and

Figure 8.37 are shown going directly to the lowpass filterblock.

From the discussion on the SC lowpass filterearlierin this chapter and Figure 8.13,18 sam

pling phasesarerequiredin the decimation filter. The required nns jitter for a 6-bit system for each

of the sampling phases must be kept below 50 psec. In order to keep jitter to a minimum, it is

desirableto keep the delay through a delay element in the ring oscillator on the order of a nanosec

ond or so. The reason for this is that the signal slopes through the ring oscillator decrease as the

delayof anelement is increased. The desired delaycanbe calculated by determining the expected

slope of the signals at the output of a delay element at the transition point of the following delay

element and dividing this into the expected r.m.s. noise at the input of a delay element. This gives

the expected jitter in a delay element which must be multiplied by a jitter enhancement factor for

PLLs given in [6]. This is aniterative procedure. In the prototype, eachdelay element at full speed

was designed for a 1.667 nsec delay. Therefore, two elements are needed to get the 3.333 nsec

delay as required for a 300 MHz sampling rate. This attractive because alternating delay element

outputs can be used to generate sampling clocks and referenceclocks. The pulses createdby the

differential-to-single ended converters off the ring oscillator activate dynamic pull-down devices

for a low jitter sampling phase with a large slope. In the case of the reference clocks generators,

these pulses instead drive CMOS inverters.

Two ways the 18 sampling phasesand referenceclocks can be generatedareshown in Figure

8.38 where 18 and 6 delay elements areused. Signals pOO, pOl,... arethe sampling phases and sig

nalspa, poo,... are the reference phases. Since a differential ring oscillator is used, an even number

of stages can be used while still achieving a net inversion around the loop. Also, the differential

signalsprovide two phases as the signal passes through the ring oscillator followed by its inverse

the next time around. Therefore in the case of 18 delay elements, each delay element providing a

differential input to a sampling phasegenerator has two generators on its output Each of the gen

erators is connected with a different phase. In the case of 6 delay elements, 3 sampling phase gen

erators are connected in a particular phase to a delay element through a multiplexor. As a result, 3

of the delay elements drive a totalof6 generators fora totalof 18clocks. The other delay elements

drive reference clocks.
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Figure 838 Tworing oscillator approaches for generation of tiie18sampling phases, (a) No sharing

delay elements - uses 36 delay elements, (b) Sharing delay elements - uses 6 elements.

Ring Oscillator - Low Level Design

The differential delay element presented in Chapter 6 was used in the ring oscillator and is

shown in Rgure 8.39. The primary goal of this circuit istocreate sampling phases with low jitter.

The differential delay element was used inthe ring oscillator because it rejects supply noise preva

lentinmixed-signal environments. Due to the differential nature of thedelay element, this noise
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appears asacommon-mode component tothesignal propagating through thedelay line. The resis

tance of thetriode PMOS devices in thedelay element controls thevoltage swing to be around 1

Volt Asdiscussed inChapter 7, inorder to create alow jitter sampling clock that rejects supply

noise to first order, thedifferential outputs from thedelay lineare buffered, level shifted, and drive

adifferential to single-ended converter whichdrives a large pull-down device.

Level Shifters

Differential-to-Single
Ended Converter

Pull-down

Device

Figure 839 Schematic of circuits which generate the single-ended sampling clocks from the

differential delay line.

In Figure 8.40,a full schematic of a delayelementis shown along with the circuitry required

to generate the low jitter samplingphases. In order to assure a wide operating range, the delay ele

ment was designed with two bits of control to independently configure both the load and the tail

current in a binary weighted manner. The independent control of the load and tail current results in
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more flexibility for testing. The input device sizes, size of the load with control signals pbl and

pb2 bothLO, and maximum tail current (nbl and nbl bothHI) were designed to meet the jitter

requirements ata signal frequency of 50MHz using thetechniques outlined in [kirn and helman].

The voltage followers that follow the delay line buffer the delayline from the loading of the

latercircuitry aswell asprovide alevel shift from the swing in the ring oscillator whichis roughly

about acommon-mode voltage of4.5V to about 2.5V.Thesebuffersthendrivedifferential-to-sin-

gleended converters which are designed for asignal swing of roughly +/-.5 V.The purpose of the

differential-to-single ended converters is to create a single-ended driving signal for the NMOS

pull-down devices in the sampling clock generators from the differential inputs from the ring

oscillator. This functionis importantin orderto rejectthe common-mode noise on the signals from

the delay line.

ThePMOS differential pair inthe differential-to-single ended converter are biased at aVgg-Vt

of roughly .5 V. In this way, the devices are always drawing some current This is important

because the input signal is quickly changingand it would otherwise take some time, assuming the

differential pairwent into a slewing condition where all the currentwas flowing in one device and

one was in cutoff, for the device that is in cutoff to come out of that region of operation. As a

result, the common-mode rejection ofhigh frequency noise on the supply would be reduced. There

is trade-off associated with the design of this block which has to do with the margin with which

Vgs-Vt exceeds the single-ended voltage swing in the delay line. The more Vgs-Vt exceeds the

voltage swing, the more likely it is that even over process variations, both devices will be drawing

current However, this results in the diversion of more of the tail current in the differential pair

away from the load which is the gate of the pull-down devices in the sampling phase generator

block. It is important to maintain a sufficientiy large slope in the chargingvoltage to these gates in

order to reduce the effects of threshold mismatch in these pull-down devices. This is because the

threshold mismatch in the pull-down devices divided by the slope of the driving signal results in

sampling phase offsets. Thus, the cost of design robustness to process variations is increased

power consumption.

As described earlier, each differential-to-single ended converter output is multiplexed between

three sampling clock generators to reduce the hardware requirements. The multiplexor is com-
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prised simply of anNMOS pass transistors andanNMOS discharge device whichis activeaftera

pull-down event Operation begins with ENO signal turning ON MpassO for the generationof

clock pOO. When ENO turns off, the voltage at the output of the differential-to-single ended con

verter is sampled on the gate of the pull-down device and there is a possibility that thisvoltage is

larger than the threshold voltage. The result is that there willbe a fight between the dynamic pull-

up device and the pull-down deviceduring the pOO (active LO) period. Then signal pOO will sim

ply prematurely fall to the negative supply once the pull-up signal goes HI. Therefore, discharge

device MdisO is active during the clock phase opposite ENO (EN3) assuring the pull-down device

to be OFFduringthe precharge HI of its respectiveoutput

The sampling phaseclock generator is comprised of a large NMOS pull-down device, a

PMOS pull-up, and thetop-half ofa static latch. Without theinverter and PMOS pull-up, thelarge

pull-up device brings the sampling clockpNMto Vdd andthenturns off. Since pNMin this caseis

a dynamic node, the charge injection and clock feedthrough dueto the PMOS deviceturning off

results in pNM exceeding Vdd. Variations in this overvoltage from sampler to sampler results in a

timing variation when divided by the slopeof the falling edge of each respectiveclock. The addi

tion of the inverter and PMOS pull-up brings the sampling clock voltage back to Vdd after the

pull-updevice is turnedoff. This additional circuitaffects the pull-down processbecausethere is a

momentary fight between the pull-downdevice andthe weak PMOS pull-updrivenby the inverter

duringa pull-down event. However, the increased uniformity in the sampling clocks justifies its

inclusion.
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An important consideration in the layout was that ofdisplacement current resulting in tran

sient IR drops in the supply lines. During the timethat anNMOSdevice is discharging a capaci

tance (associated with the gate of a samplingdevice), displacement current flows through it,

resulting in transient current in the ground line. If a neighboring NMOS pull-down device begins

switching during the time that displacement current is still flowing, this device may require a

larger gate voltage to turn onthan the first The IRdrop resulting from thetransient current flowing

in the first device mayincrease the source voltage of the second, requiring alarger gate voltage to

turn the second device on. A simple schematic illustrating this is shown in Figure 8.41. It is

important to consider second order phenomenon atthese high operating speeds. In the prototype,

the impedance back to the off-chip ground will not only be resistive but inductive with distributed

capacitance. It is important to consider these parasitic effects.

Trip
Point 1

ck>ad2

Off-Chip
Ground

AAA^o
R2

isplacementl x R2

Figure 8.41 Illustration of effectof displacement current of devices on thetrip points of others.

Frequency and Phase Control

The frequency of the ring oscillator is controlled by thetail current in the delay elements. The

gatesof the PMOS triode loaddevices arecontrolled by a circuitwhich monitors the tail currentin

tiie delay elements and provides abias voltage tothese gates inorder tomaintain avoltage swing
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of 1 Volt A conceptualschematicof the tail current controlcircuit is shown alongwith a full tran

sistor level implementation in Figure 8.42.Together with the ring oscillator,the circuits shown in

Figure 8.42 make up a charge pump phase-lock loop [3]. An input clock at one-half the effective

sampling rate of the ADC is the reference clock into the phase detector. The local clock is one of

the reference clocks from the ring oscillator.

Let us first refer to Figure 8.42aand discuss the overallarchitecture of the phase-lock loop.

The frequency and phaseof the input clocks arecompared by the frequency-phase detectorwhich

drives a charge pump. The chargepump converts the frequency or phase errorinto a current for a

time and with a polarity dependant upon the error. This current drives an RC network which makes

up the loop filter. The voltage across this filter is the filtered phase detector output which then

drives a transconductorwhich converts this voltage to a current The output of the transconductor

is summed with a reference current source into an NMOS device, the current of which is mirrored

in tail current generators of the delay lines.The reference current source controls the free-running

frequency of the ring oscillator. The transconductor then add or subtracts current from the refer

ence current source to lock the local clock to the reference clock.

It may appear inefficient to perform the current-to-voltage and voltage-to-current transforma

tionsrequired in this approach; however, thisseries of transformations greatly facilitates thesignal

processing. Performing theloop filtering withacurrent intoanimpedance allows theuse of a pas

sive filter requiring no operational amplifier. Furtiiermore, summing the currents into the diode

connected transistor results in anefficient, highbandwidth summation again, requiring no opera

tional amplifier.

Let us now referto Figure 8.42b where the transistor implementation is shown. A gate level

implementation of the frequency-phase-detector will be shown later. The output of the frequency/

detector informs the charge pumpto pumpup, down,or both up anddown which would resultin

anincrease, decrease, orno change in thering oscillator frequency, respectively. Notethat thecur

rent from the charge pump either goes tothe load ortoavoltage reference Vmid which sits roughly

between the two supplies. The purpose of this diversion is to keep the current source devices in

saturation and to keep the voltage across thedevices nearly constant Consider the PMOScurrent

source in the charge pump. Without the circuit that diverts the current to Vmid when the PMOS
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switch to the load is off, tiie drain of the current source device would eventually charge up to Vdd.

When the PMOS switch was eventually turned on, it would take a finite amount of time for the

current source device to come out of the deep triode region. Furtiiermore, any capacitance on the

drain node would be charged up to Vdd and this charge would be redistributed to the load during

the ON transition of the PMOS switch. The diversion circuit greatly reduces these unwanted tran

sients.

Since the loop filter is off-chip, it is very likely that supply and clock noise will couple into the

filter resulting in jitter of the ring oscillator phase. A differential architecture was adopted as

shown in the figure. A reference current into an external resistor sets the common-mode level of

the transconductor input In parallelwith this resistoris a replica ofthe loop filter which presents a

similar impedance at high frequencies to coupling phenomenon. Therefore, any coupling appears

as a common-mode signal present on both the reference node and the signal node driven by the

charge pump which is then reduced by the differential-to-single ended conversion performed by

the transconductor during the voltage-to-current conversion. The external Iref is simply mirrored

and summed with the transconductor output into the tail current bias device.
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Clock

Reference
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Clock1
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Transconductor

a. Conceptualschematic.

b. Circuit schematic.

Tail Current
Bias Device

Tail Current

Bias Device

Figure 8.42 Conceptual and circuit schematics for tail current biasgeneration.
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The biasvoltagegenerator forthe PMOS triode loaddevicewas presented in [71 andshownin

Figure 8.43.This circuit biasesthe triode load bias in the delay element with a voltage which

resultsin avoltage swing in the delayline defined by the NMOS transistor Mswing.Transistor Ml

is a replica device of the triode load device in the delay element Transistor M2 mimics the on-

resistance of the selection switches which allow for switching in/out paralleltransistors for a wide

programmable operating frequency range. The tail current of thedelay linegenerated by thecircuit
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described earlier alsois mirrored in this circuit and is passed through Ml and M2. In this way the

triode load bias tracks the tail currentin the ring oscillator.

The ring oscillator swing is generatedon-chip, referencedto a local Vdd since the load devices

are referenced there. External generation ofthis voltage, ifnot tightly coupledto the localVdd can

result in an effective modulation of this reference voltage as the localVdd varieswith switching

transients. This voltage is heavilycoupled on-chip to the local Vdd with a large on-chip capacitor.

Vdd

bncul o

Figure 8.43 Biasgenerator for thetriode devices of thedelay elements.

The frequency-phase detectorwhich drives the charge pump is similarto that used in [6].

However, it is knownthat for small phase offsets, thetransfer function of this circuit hasa region

for whichthere is no output This is referred to asa deadzone and results in wandering of the

phase while in this region whichtranslates to jitterin theoscillator output The detector shownin

Figure 8.44hasthe addition of four inverter delays in the feedback pathwhich removesthe dead

zone by causing boththe up and down signals to be active during the same time for small phase

offsets.
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Up to this point, we have examined the operationofthe ring oscillatorand how it generatesthe

clocks which effect the high sampling rate. We have also discussed the non-overlap clock genera

tor building block and how this block can be used to meet both local as well as global non-overlap

clock issues. We shall now examine how reference clocks from the ring oscillator are used to gen

erate control signals for the non-overlap clock generators.

Let us first consider the control clocks to the A/D converter. Refer to Figure 8.45 where the

sampling clocks plan-p4an for ADC Block 1 are shown with the circuits used to generate these

fourclocks alongwith the four inputclocks required by the circuit The signals W, "33,35', andaV

are named so simply by convention. These signals need to be 3 output periods apart and for a later

circuit, be HI for roughly one-third an output period.
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plan pgan p3an p4an

U J i H?
HHHH>J Vhh>-qJ *IHH>-qJ Vh>->-q^

ri

635

35 _

35 _

35 _

35 -

plan

p2an

p3an

p4an

rt

'35

J

rt

36

3 output
periods

Repeat every 12 output periods

rl

3?

Figure8.45 Control clocksBU-a? andclocksthey generate plan-p4an.

J~

1_
r

The reference clocks from the ring oscillatorgive an output at one-half the output rate.Two of

the reference clocks from the oscillator are labelled as pa and pab in Figure 8.46 along with a

sampling of the compliments of the signals required by the generator circuits shown in the previ

ous figure. The signals shown below are locallyinverted in the A/D converterclock generation cir

cuitryin orderto regenerate the signals and locally buffer them. A totalof 12 ^-clocks are required

starting from dO-dll. As we can see from Figure 8.46,4 (/-clocks arerequired for each of the 3

ADC Blocks.
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From these:
I output)

~^*l penodj"*"
oa 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Dab 1 1
Want to create these:

do i l"

di I

d2 I I

d3 I I

d4 I

d5 I I

d6 I I

•

•

nil i i

Figure 8.46 Referenceclockspa andpab used to generate dO-dll.
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One way to generate the d-clocks given only reference clock pa andpab is shown in Figure

8.47. A counter (not shown) using pab as input counts to 12 (0-11). During every count of"1", a

HI signal is input to the left most d-latch clockedby reference clock pa. This logic HI signal acts

as an enable signal to the buffers enabling a pull-down of the output. A schematic of the buffer

with the pull-down-enable is shown in the figure. The pull-down-enableis simply enabled by an

NMOS device in series with the inverter NMOS device. The output signal then transitions LO to

HI on the next HI to LO transitionof pab. As the logic 1 propagates down the delay line, it enables

subsequentbuffers to performthe pull-down function. Thus, every time pa transitions from LO to

HI, a different output transitions HI to LO.

Using this approach, the even numbered clocks from dO-dlO are generated.
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ipa

D Q

1:6 Phase Generator

T

D Of
3^ v̂

d aD Q d a

4 do d2 d4

H4 M

pa

do I f
d2 "

d8 d10

(enables pull-down)
"renablerr

pull-down •

Figure 8.47 Block diagram of a 1:6 Phase Generator which generates dO-dlO as shown from

input clock pa.

By placing two of the clock generators shown in Figure 8.48 in parallel and clocking one off

ofpa and the other with poo, control clocks dO-dll can be generated as shown in Figure 8.48.

Thus, all twelve {/-clocks can be generated offofpa and pab.

I
pa

1
dO

Jpab

T
d2

d1 d2

1:6 Phase Generator

T
d4

T
d6

1:6 Phase Generator

—1~

T
d8

—r
d10

d7 d9 d11

Figure 8.48 Two sets of 1:6 Phase Generators using input clock phases 180 degrees apart

generate clocks dO-dll.
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Let us next consider the signals which clocktheopamps. Theseare the6 phase clocksrequired

by each amplifier section inboth the SClowpass filter and equalizer blocks. These require atotal

of 6 input clocks as shown in Figure 8.49 where theclocks for theequalizer section are shown.

Associated with eOxp and eOyp are signals eOxpp, eOxppp, eOypp, and eOyppp. Thus, only two of

the 6 phases for each amplifier section are shown. The same input control clocks e0-e5 goto the

local clockgenerators of both thelowpass filter and theequalizer. In theequalizer, they are logi

cally ANDedwiththe appropriate feedback signals from theADCand in the lowpass filter, from

the equalizersampling clocks.

eOxp eOyp

H?

elxp

oh
elyp

J

e2xp e2yp

ri!
i>»-qJ W-h>J ^h^-qJ W-h>J hh>-H}J W-fr-Q-

rt ri

eO* e3*

eO _n
e1

e2

e3

e4

e5 ~L
eOxp~L_
e0ypj~
elxp
e1yp_
e2xp
e2yp—

ri

er

ri ri ri

e4* e2* e5*

J-L

I

Figure 8.49 Non-overlap clocks for tiie amplifiers in both the equalizer and SC lowpass filter

generated off of clocks e0-e5. In both cases, clocks e0-e5 are combined with appropriate

feedback circuitry and this is indicatedby the * suffix. Equalizer opamp labels are shown.

Control clocks e0-e5 can easily be generated by performing a NAND function on the "d*

clocks used to control the A/D converter input clocks as shown in Figure 8.50.
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dQ-r-v_eO dV^e1 d?J~>e2 dV>-e3 dV>-e4 d^T>-e5
d6 d7 d8 d9 d10 d11

eO J I I I I I
e1 I I I I I—I
e2

e3
e4

d11J

Figure 850 Docks e0-e5 areeasily generated from clocks dO-dll.

The equalizer sampling capacitors requirenine clock phases as shown in discussion of the

equalizer designearlier in this chapter. A circuit block similar to that shown in Figure 8.47is used

to generate a set of 36 clock phases u0-u35, eachof which are active for three periods. A different

setof four of the thirty-six clock phases controls oneofninecircuit blocks shownin Figure 8.51.

Each of theses blocks generates one of the 9 clocks eqs0-eqs8 used as sampling clocks in the

equalizer.
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three periods *4

u35 1
!uO I
i

u1
i
> I
•

u2
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period

l I

•
•
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Figure 8.51 Cock phasesu0-u35 from which eqs0-eqs8clocks are generated.

The equalizer samplingclocks also function as the dump or evaluateclocks for the SC equal

izer block. Therefore, the equalizer sampling clock phase preceding by 3 output periods another

sampling phase must be LO before the latter phase can go HI to ensure that only one set of three

capacitors are connected to the amplifier summing nodes at any one time. This is achieved as

shown in the example of Figure 8.52 where eqs6 is buffered through two inverters before enabling

the LO to HI transition of eqsO. Furtherdelay is incurred through additional buffering of the output

of the NAND gate which assures the non-overlapping of phases 3 phases apart

UO

U9

U18°—I

U27Q-1

eqs6

i
puil-upVeqsO

enable

eqs6

u18 °

u27 °—♦

Figure 8.52 NAND gate with pull-upenable for generating clocks eqs0-eqs8.The enable signal

assures only one eqs signal is HI at one time.
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SummaryofGlobal Non-Overlapping Clock Issues

Global non-overlapping clock issuesare met usingthe approach shown schematically in Fig

ure 8.53. Let us discuss each of the key issues starting with the A/D converter sampling clocks.

Signals dO-dll fromthe Clock Generation Control Block resultin the firing of the samplingclocks

inthe A/D Converter. Feedback clocks from the ADC are passed back tothe equalizer clock gener

ator. Signals e0-e5 are passed from the Qock Generation Control Block to both the equalizerand

lowpass filter clock generators. In the equalizer section, these signals are ANDed with the feed

back clocks from the ADC feedback lines to generate the equalizeropamp controlclocks. Simi

larly, in the lowpass filter section, signals e0-e5 are ANDed with feedback lines derived from the

equalizer sampling clocks eqs0-eqs8.

Decimation Filter Equalizer A/D Converter

In Sampling

Network
Onamos

Sampling
- Opamps —

Sampling
Network

- Converter -
Network

i i i i i i i i a a

< —
__^

Local Clock Generator Local Clock Generator Local Clock Generator

aO-o'K m
DvTOi d0-d11

Clock Generation Control

Figure8.53 Routingofkey control clocksand feedback lines to meet global clockingissues.

Out

Two important clocking issues still need to be addressed. The first is the relationship between

the equalizer sampling clocks eqs0-eqs8 and the equalizeropamp clocks. These sampling clocks

also act as the dump or evaluate clocks forthe equalizer sectionandtherefore must lag the opamp

clocks so that the zero-orderhold circuitry of an opamp can sample the opamp output priorto the

removal of the input This relationship is assured in an open-loop manner relying on the delay

inherentbetween the generation of clocks e0-e5 andsamplingclocks eqs0-eqs8.A number ofgate

delays exists between these clocks which assures the required timing conditions are met.
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The second is alignmentof the input common-mode reset clocks for the samplingnetwork of

the decimation filter with the dynamic pull-up of the high sampling rate clocks p00-p52. These

waveforms are shown with their required relationships along with a simplified schematic of the

circuitry used to realize these relationships in Figure 8.54.

Sampling of Lowpass Filter Clocks

leO

lOyp

lOxp

rsO

pOO

p01

p02

Clock

Generation

Control

^

Cf lOyp• 9 '"XH

"-H>-D»-D>>-

nO-HiT lOxp•I O IVAp ^

trfc
Ie1

'5.

One-Shot
pOO p01

r-D^-H? h? if
p02

rsO

pdOO1' pdoi"IL Dd015_ Dd02 5_

Figure 834 Synchronization of the multiplexor clock lOxp with reset clock rsO and the pull-up of

sampling clocks p00-p02.

Clock leO which is the pull-down signal for lOyp results in the LO to HI transitionof signal

lOxp and is the ANDed versionof signal eO with the appropriate equalizersampling clock. Upon
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the LO to HI transition of lOxp, the common-mode reset clock rsOmust become active while the

sampling phase clocks p00-p02 turn ON. The leO signal drives a one-shot whose output rsO is

active HI for 5-7 nsec. Clock rsO is then inverted and becomes the pull-up signal for the dynamic

reset in the sampling clock generators. This approach ensures that the common-mode reset and

turn ON of the sampling phases occurs after the turn ON of the input multiplexor (lOxpp and

lOxppp clocks also active although not labelled).

8.7 Experimental Results

In this section, we will present experimental results taken from prototype devices. A diagram

of the system used for testing is shown in Figure 8.55. The ring oscillator requires a clock at one-

half the output rate while the three parallelA/D converters simultaneously output data at one-third

the output rate. This means that for a 100 MHz output rate of the chip, this clock provided by the

HP 8131A Pulse Generator much be divided by 2 for the PLL in the prototype to lock to and by 3

for the HP 16500 Logic Analyzer which acts as a data buffer for the ADC output. Each of the

words is stored 512 words deep. With 3 words in parallel, this results in a total of 1536 words for

processing. Only the first 512 are taken since this is sufficient for characterizing the 6-bit ADC.

The memory of the logic analyzer is then dumped to the PC via a GP-IB bus at a much lower rate.

The signal is then evaluated on the PC using a set of programs written by Monte Mar [9].

+ 0-1
Vjn
— O-H

Chip
Under Test

PLL Input
+

3 6-Bit
Words

HP 16500

Logic Analyzer

100 MHz
-5-3

I

HP 8131A Pulse Generator

GP-IB
Bus

Figure 8.55 Block diagramof the test set-up.

PC

Signal
Processing

i
Output

Information
(FFT, SNR, etc..)
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SNR vs. InputSignal Level

One way to characterize the linearity and dynamic range of an A/D converter is to plot the

SNR versus the input signal level as shown in Figure 8.56. Ideally, this would be a straightline

but due to distortion and other signal dependent non-ideal effects, the SNR saturates at higher

input levels as canbe seen in the figure. Shown plotted are the conditions wherethe output sam

plingrate is 43 MHz and 100MHz with inputsignal frequencies of 15MHz and 32 MHz, respec

tively. The plots at low signal levels extrapolates to 6-bitsoflinearity.

Output SNR (dB)

38

34

30

26

22

18

14

32 MHz Input Signal
100 MHz Sampling Rate

-20

Input Signal Level (dB)
(Normalized to Full-Scale)

Figure 8.56 Plots of the output SNR as a function of the input signal level for a 43 MHz and a

100 MHz output rate.
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Effects ofnon-idealities

In orderto illustrate someof the non-idealities, the outputspectrum ofone of the threeparallel

channels is plotted for an effective output rate of 100MHz and an input signal frequency of 31

MHz in Figure 8.57.The signal hasbeen sub-Nyquistsampled in orderto facilitate analysisof the

non-idealities. As the signallevel is increased, spikes otherthan the fundamental begin to appear

in the frequency domain. The secondandthird harmonic distortion are indicated in the figure. The

other sidebands are due to gain mismatch as discussed in Chapter 5. Since thesesidebands appear

to be symmetric about one-third the single channel rate, this suggests that they are due to mis

matchesin the threesets of input sampling capacitors in the programmable equalizerstage.

Spectrum (dB)

fundamental (31 MHz Input Frequency)

2nd harmonic

3rd harmonic

side-bands about
the one-third rate

one-third
channel rate

r*~\ offset tone p^

16.67

Frequency (MHz)

Figure 8.57 Output spectrum of one of the three parallel channels at an effective outputrateof 100

MHz (33 MHz perchannel). The input fundamental is at 31 MHz. Decimation is presentin this

spectrum.
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Frequency Response Plots .

The frequency response through the channel is shown for the NOMINAL equalizer setting at

50 MHz and 100 MHz output rates in Figure 8.58.

CD

<D 0-
•o
3

*c
O)
cu

-5--

-10--

-15--

50 MHz Output Rate
100 MHz Output Rate

-204-h| 1 1—i—i i i i i |
10 Frequency (MHz)

Figure 8.58 Frequency response at 50 MHz and 100 MHz output rates.

100
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One way to measure thejitter performance is to input a signal atdifferent frequencies and

observe theFFT for changes in thenoise floor. As thesignal frequency is increased, thenoise floor

would increase if jitter were limiting performance. The plots shown in Figure 8.59 are theoutput

spectra for input signals at 12 MHz and 80 MHz. Since the noise floor appears independent of sig

nal frequency, the jitter specification is beingmet

Output Spectrum (dB)

0--

-10

-20 + 12 MHz Input
80 MHz Input

Offset Tone
at 33 MHz

50

Frequency (MHz)

Figure 8.59 Plots to illustrate jitter performance. Output spectra for input signals at 12MHz
and 80 MHz.
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8.8 Prototype Layout

In this section, we will present a layout of the chip and consider block-by-block power con

sumption.

8.8.1 Layout

A cifplot of the layout is shown in Figure8.60. The die size is 256 mils by 268 mils The cir

cuit was layed-out to becompatible with just about any 1.2 pm CMOS process1. The design rules

that were used were a set of 1.5 pm CMOS design rules with 1.2 pm gates.

Let us refer to Figure 8.60 where the key blocks are indicated in the key below the cifplot

Note the three parallel switched-capacitorsections in both the SC lowpass filter and SC program

mable equalizer. The rectangularblocks in both these sections are the amplifiers. Large supply

lines can be seen running on the top and bottom of the amplifier sections. These are sized to mini

mize IR drops in the local supply lines. The analog-to-digital converter is comprised of 3 large

blocks, each ofwhich contains four sub-converters which can be seen in the figure.The ring oscil

lator is placed next to the SC lowpass filterto minimize the parasitic capacitance on the high sam

pling rate clock lines.

1. This flexibility of design rules is important in the University environment
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A/D Converter

SC Prog.

EQ

Clock Generator 1

SC

LPF

Ring

Oscillator

Clock Gen. 2

Cont.- Time LPF

Things to note:

1. 3 blocks in the A/D Converter.
Within each, four smaller blocks
can be seen.

2. Both the SC LPF and SC

Programmable EQ are made up
of 3 parallel sections.

3. Proximity of Ring Oscillator
to SC LPF.

4. Proximity of Clock Generator 2
which generates the non-overlap
clocks for both SC filters to the
filters.

Figure 8.60 Plot of the chip with key blocks indicated in the key below.
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8.8.2 Power Consumption by Block

It is useful to consider the power consumption block-by-block. This is shown below in Table

8-1.

Table 8.2 Power Consumed by Each Block

Circuit Block (5V 80 degrees C) Power

Continuous-time LPF plus bias 100 mW

Switched-Capacitor Filters 170 mW

Analog-to-Digital Converter with Bias Circuits 250 mW

Ring Oscillator Circuitry 140 mW

Digital 240mW

Output drivers (not counted in Total) 87 mW

Total 900 mW

The power consumption is somewhatevenly distributedamongst the different blocks. It is possible

that the power inboth the ring oscillator and the continuous-time lowpass filter could bereduced1

in a more aggressive design.

1. Bothof these blockwere conservatively designed inorder toensure 100 MHzoperation at6-bits.
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8.9 Summary

In this chapter, the key circuit design considerations and techniques used in the experimental

prototype were presented. We began with the continuous-time lowpass filter and followed the sig

nal path through the switched-capacitor decimation filter, programmable equalizer, and A/D con

verter. The circuits used to generate the sampling phases for the decimation filter using a ring

oscillator and the approach used to generate the non-overlapping clocks required by the analog

signal path we discussed. The generation of the clocks and sampling phases was perhaps the most

challenging partof the design because of the number ofissues needing simultaneous attention.

In the lists below arethe key circuit blocks included in the prototype, the key performance tar

gets, and the key circuit contributions that came about during the design.

The key circuit blocks include:

• Cascade of Sallen-Key sections providing attenuation near 250 MHz and above

• 3-Tap 3:1 Decimation Lowpass Filter (300 MHz sampling rate)

• 3-Tap ProgrammableSymbol-Rate Equalizer (100 MHz output sampling/output rate)

• 6-Bit Analog-to-Digital Converter

• On-Chip Ring Oscillator with On-Chip PLL slaved to external 50 MHz input clock

• Qock Generation.

The key performance targets that were met include:

• 50 MHz filter bandwidth

• lOOMHz output rate

• 6-Bits of linearity

• Power consumption less than 1 Watt

The key circuit contributions include:

• Architectures for high speed switched-capacitor transversal filters

• Highly parallel implementation ofa two-step pipeline converter

• Ring oscillator-based multiphase sampling clock generation

• Circuit block for generation ofnon-overlapping clocks.
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Results taken from prototype devices in the laboratory were presented.The effects ofnon-ide

alities such as gain mismatch and channel-to-channel offset voltage mismatches in the parallel

channels were present as expected. The chip performed to the design specifications of6-bits of res

olution at a 100 MHz output rate dissipating roughly 900 mW from a single 5V power supply.
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CHAPTER 9

Summary and Conclusions

9.0 Introduction

In this chapter, we shall summarize the key contributions of this research and draw some con

clusions andperspectives. We will begin with a summaryof two general themes presentthrough

out this research. They are the use of parallel signal processingto increase throughput and the

examinationof integrated circuit implementation of communicationreceivers from a system level

view point.The latteris important because judiciouspartitioning of the signalprocessing between

the analog anddigital domains canhave animportant impacton both the performance andimple

mentation of the overall system. Following this will be a summaryof the key aspects of the exper

imental prototype. And finally, we will conclude with areas of future work andimprovement

Many disk drive designers and manufacturers believe that storage densities and transferrates

will continue to increase with therefinement ofMR head technology and the increased application

of Partial Response signalling to theread channel. As thiscontinues, performance limitations may

beeconomical implementation of theread channel electronics atacostand power that keeps linear

scaling competitive. At some point, one might imagine that there will belimitations that can only
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be overcome with RATD^like approaches which use aparallel disk arrays toachieve high storage

densities and high transfer rates [1]. However, further development of CMOS and BiCMOS tech

nologies together with the trend toward close alliances between disk drive manufacturers and IC

design houses should result in continued improvements of read channel architectures and ICs. The

collaboration that these alliancesbring about between the circuit designer and disk drive channel

designer enable the channels to be viewed in different and new perspectives. It appearsthat there

will be an increasingvolume ofdrives employing PRML signallingtechniques. At the time of this

writing, there arenot yet commercially available PR-IV chips (although they have been reported

[2] and many companies areworking on them), there arecompanies that arebeginning to consider

chip development for higher order partialresponse polynomials.

The key point is that it appears certainthat there will be the need for high speed discrete-time

processing in the disk drive channelandthe research prototypedescribed in this thesis has targeted

this exciting and commercially important application.

9.1 Key Research Themes

There has been primarily two underlying themes throughout this research. First, has been to

examine the application of parallel signal processing in both the analog and digital domains in

orderto achieve a higher throughput than otherwise possible in a given integrated circuit technol

ogy. This theme is present in the SC transversal architecture presented in Chapter 5 which was

used in both the lowpassdecimation filter and the programmable equalizerin the prototype. Paral

lel processing was also prevalent in the A/D converter, which achieved 6-bits of resolution at a 100

MHz output rate. Parallel processing was alsoemployed in the digital domain in an adaptive filter

project which was briefly described in Chapter5 but which was not expanded in this thesis but will

be reportedelsewhere [3,4]. It was found that there is in factdefinite advantages to attaininghigher

speed performance than otherwise possible as shown by the 100 MHz analog-to-digital interface

experimental prototype which was implemented in 1.2pm CMOS, operatedoffof a 5 Volt supply,

and consumed less than 900 mW.

1. RAID is an acronym for Redundant Array ofInexpensive Disks.
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As silicon technology continuesto scale, the trend particularly in CMOS is to do all the signal

processingin the digital domain. At clock rates on the orderof 100 MHz, implementationdiffi

culty of the A/D converter is a non-linearlyincreasing function ofthe requiredresolution, i.e., a 5-

bit converter is simpler than a 6-bit, whereas a 6 bit converter is much simpler than a 7-bit Bring

ing this dimension into the architecture design andblock specifications has been the second theme

of this research. We have considered the cost-benefit trade-off of performing signal processing in

the analog domain in a magnetic disk readchannel implementation with large amounts of digital

signal processing and found it advantageous to perform analogsignal processingbefore the ADC.

This theme is certainly not new and has been used in many architectures for high speed transmis

sion over twisted pair [5]. However, this investigation in the PR-IV channel has not yet been

reported.

9.2 Research Results

In this research, we have demonstrated the potential for high speed analog-to-digital interfaces

using CMOS technology at frequencies in the 100 MHz range using parallel architectures. The

prototype was designed in 1.2 pm CMOS and operated off of a single 5 V supply. The key

research results are as follows:

• Demonstrated that passive FIR filteringcan be used to achieve high-sampling rate deci
mation filters for use in high speed lowpass filtering applications and single-rate filters
for high speed analog equalizers.

• Demonstrated that parallelarchitecturescan be utilized in the analog domain in order to
achieve operating frequencies that arehigher than otherwise possible using conventional
approaches.

•Showedthrough simulation thatthere maybe advantages to performing signal pre-condi
tioning (pre-equalization) in the analog domain before the A/D converter even in DSP-
based systems implementing adaptiveequalizers in the digital domain.

• Showed through analysis and confirmed through experiment that the limitations of the
new parallel filter architecture are due primarily to gainandoffset mismatchin the paral
lel channels.
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9.3 Future Work and Improvements

There are many avenues for future work and improvements. Let us begin with the prototype.

The DSP described in Chapter 5 is expected to run at an effective clock rate of 100 MHz offof a

3.3V supply. It contains an 8-tap adaptive equalizer and a Viterbi sequence detector and is

expected to consume around 250 mW. The power consumption of the prototype A/D interface on

the other hand is near 900 mW for 100 MHz operation. It must be stated that a rather conservative

design approach was taken with each of the blocks to assure operation at 100 MHz. However, cir

cuit techniques to reduce power consumption is a key area in which improvements can be made.

The use of a more aggressive technology would certainly help in this area. The power efficiency of

the ring oscillator-based clock generation needs to be improved. The amplifiers in the lowpass fil

ter and programmable equalizer could be scaled down in a less conservative design requiring less

power. And other A/D converter architectures requiring less power are certainly possible. How

ever, with regard to the A/D converter, higher level considerations such as the settling time of the

sample-and-hold amplifiers driving the A/D input needs to be factored into the architecture selec

tion process.

Making the equalizer adaptive for the purpose of performing analog timing recovery is an area

of future work. Achieving this would allow much more latency after the equalizer which means

that more pipelining and parallelism could then be used to lower power consumption.

One of the key advantages of discrete-time switched-capacitorfilters is their manufacturability

as compared with their continuous-time counterparts. Since the filter response of a switched-

capacitor filter is defined by capacitor ratios, it is seems that it would be inherently more robust

than a continuous-time filter to process, temperature, and supply variations. The ring oscillator is

the mostfragile block on the prototype. It would be interesting to study how these approaches per

form in a production environment.

It is not obvious how bipolar devices which are standard devices in BiCMOS technologies

would best be utilized. However, it may be possible that they may be used to lower overall power

consumption, particularly as buffers and in the ADC.
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The prototype achieved 6-bits of linearity and dynamic range with 18 output buffers changing

state every 30 nsec with an output rateof 100 MHz (3 stages x 6 bits/stage output at one-third the

output rate).This results in largecurrenttransients which apparentlydid not adversely affect per

formance ofthe chip. This suggests that the design techniques used in the prototype are robust and

can be used in mixed-signal environments. A possible future project may be implementation of a

single chip including both the DSP and the A/D front-end on a single substrate.
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